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he ScanLight 256 scanner

offers a maximum resolution of

400 dpi true 256 grey-levels at

full 105mm width. In addition there is support for

monochrome, 16 grey level and 256 grey-level scanning at

100, 200, 300 and 400 dpi. The latest scanner model offers a

convenient one-touch scanning button and a unique overscan

buzzer which gives an audio warning when you are scanning

too fast. A handy ruler is also supplied to ensure perfectly

straight scans. The ScanLight software offers several unique

facilities that make it the leader in its field - e.g. the ability to

provide all picture processing and enhancement functions with

only the one original copy of the image in memory - vital since

scanned pictures require a great deal of memory.

THE CLEAR LEADER
IN SCANNING SOFTWARE
FOR THE ARCHIMEDES

The ScanLight software offers:

Instant image rotation by any angle.

Support for the RISC OS 3 true 256 grey-level sprite format.

Only one copy of the image in memory at once.

On the fly screen dithering for maximum image quality.

A selection of sampling sizes from 2x2 to 8x8.

Image enhancement facilities such as sharpening, edge detect etc.

Simple brightness and contrast controls.

Spline curve control over grey-map for additional control.

The perfect way to capture high quality pictures for

inclusion in DTP or practically any other RISC OS

application.

E

ScanLight 256 scanner
,
guide ruler, interface board, manual and software

:

For the 300/400/5000 & Rise PC: £129.00 + VAT (£151.57 incl

For the 30X0 and 4000 internal card: £139.00 VAT (£163.32 incl

Specify machine type when ordering. Requires 2MBytes. No carriage is charged.

You can purchase a second card for any Acorn model for just £39.00 VAT (£45.82 incl no need to move the

board when you want to use ScanLight on a second machine.

Computer Concepts Ltd

GADDESDEN PLACE HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HERTS HP2 6EX TELEPHONE 01442 351000 FAX 01442 351010



Computers have and will continue to have an

increasing influence on the world of education.

Learning to recognise their potential is vital.

Knowing how to realise that potential is critical. As
part of your own education, ensure you are at the

cutting edge of this fast moving technology.

BETT’96 is your opportunity to meet the experts,

attend your choice of over 55 seminars and gain

valuable FREE advice from over 320 leading

suppliers of educational IT.

Surf the Internet in the “Net @ BETT”, explore

the Software and Publishing Centre, look into the

future at Class Act ’96 and evaluate all the latest

products and services available in the market.

Whatever your role within education, take time to

face the facts - head on!

Call the Ticket Hotline or dial the Seminar Fax

Line for further information and FREE tickets or

return the coupon.

Sponsored by

In association with

Organised by

Educational
COMPUTING & TECHNOLOGY

British

Educational

Suppliers

I Association

ns THF TIMES
EI>1 C VNON At.

St PIM EMENT

EDUCATIONAL
EXHIBITIONS
LIMITED

part of

EMAP Computing Ltd.

Technology in Education

BETTES
NATIONAL HALL, OLYMPIA, LONDON
JANUARY 10-13 1996

Wed 10 January

Thurl I January

Fri 1 2 January

Sat 1 3 January

1 0.00am - 6.00pm

1 0.00am - 6.00pm

1 0.00am - 6 00pm
1 0.00am - 4.30pm

BETTE?
SPONSORED BY ACORN COMPUTERS

The comprehensive programme of BETT Seminars provide

support and training for teachers and lecturers at every

level of education. Covering all the main curriculum and
management areas, they deal with the key issues and
latest developments relating to IT for education.

GUARANTEE A SEAT BY PRE-BOOKING
To ensure you can attend the session(s) of your choice and
avoid lengthy queues, pre-book your seats now!

Simply dial the Seminar Fax Line on 0336 423440* from your fax

machine. Press the start or send/receive button when instructed. You will

receive full details of the seminars, reservation fees and a booking form

Fully complete and return the booking form with the correct fee, and you

will receive your personalised entry badge and reserved seminar tickets.

NO CHILDREN OR UNDER 18'S ADMITTED

TICKET SEMINAR
HOTLINE FAX LINE

0181-984 7711 0336 423440*

'Calls will be (barged at 39p per minute cheap rate and 49p per minute at all other times

Please send FREE tickets and further information to:

Mr/Mrs/Miss Initial Surname

Job Title

Establishment

Address

Postcode Telephone

Please send my colleague FREE tickets and further information.

Mr/Mrs/Miss Initial Surname

Job Title

Return to: BETT'96, EMAP Education, PO Box 24, Barking
, Essex, IG1 1 OPA

AU - 28/12/95
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Next month in Acorn User
Clan issue

Acorn's Clan enthusiast scheme has been running for over a year now. We talk

to Chris Cox about the scheme, and to some Clan members to find out what

they've got from it. We'll have advice for existing members, and reasons to join

for others.
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miss it.
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I Selected prices 6th December '95

Arcfax
I ArcFS 2

I Archimedes Operating System (not OS 3)

SArchiTech

3 ArcPCB

Bargains
Epson GQ-5000 Pnnter, second-hand

Epson LQ-2500+ Printer, second-hand

Citizen Swift 24 Printer, ex-demonstration

PZTsoftwarF
Encarta

Windows for Workgroups 3 11 nwrosorr 103

WordPerfect for Windows Version 6.0a WordPerfect POA

WTomsoftware

PUbnq £28
V7J £20

Data, v0£7

Aspex £157
SAkon £99

S^ArctUruS Oregan £20

jArcventurel The Romans, aye 10-1 2 Sherston £28

ij Arcventure II The Egyptians, age 8-9 sherston £28

%j|Arcventure III The Vikings, *S2 Sherston £28

jjj
Arcventure IV The Anglo Saxons, age 7-1 1 Sherston £33

Aries

IAround the World in 80 Days, age 9-12

Artworks

1 Artworks Made Easy

I Artworks network licence

| Astro, KS2.3

AudioWorks

Aztecs, age 7-11

Trails. <S2

KSI

Balloons (Izzy and Lizzy), ksi

Banner II

GamesW £24

Sherston £37

CC £120 J*
Dabs "*£7 y
CC £650 fa

BBC Basic Reference Manual

Betsi, KS2

Big Bang

,QQ Big Picture

== -IIHSBBp
Angel

Topolog £30

gCC £45

Sherston £40 k
Sherston £40 W
Topolog £14 *
Topolog £14

i
Kudltan £29
Knsahs £20

100 Beautiful Landscapes

100 Classic Cars

Art in the National Curriculum, <S2,3

Artworks CD
Bitfolio 6 CD
Bitfolio 7 CD
Breakaway Maths, age 7- 1

3

^ Britain from the Air, KS2-4

ij British Birds, age 7-16

H Cars - Maths m Motion CD^ Castles. KS2.3

CD Frarw;ais (York), age i i-i6

Clip-Art CD 1

^ Clip-Art CD 2
•* Clip Art Collection (Zenta)

W
'* Counties of the Bntish isles, XS2-4

Countries of the World, ks7-4

Dictionary of the Living World

Dinosaurs! The Multimedia Encyclopedia

Spacetech £19

Spacetech £19

avp £74

CC £129
Longman £29

£59
£64

£39

£99
£49

£39
£94

£18

£18
£24

£39
£39
£42

YTTM

Anglia

yttm

Cambs Soft

Anglia

YTfM

CC

I I I Frontier 2000, KS2-4

I Full Phase

IPs Full Phase + 2

Fun School 3. age -5

5 Fun School 3. age 5-7

S Fun School 3. age 8+
5* Fun School 4, age -5

JV Fun School 4, age 5-7

ff Fun School 4, age 7-1

1

Genesis Professional

|
Genesis Project

1 Geordie Racer, x$2

1 Giant Killer, xs2,3

Global Effect
| GoaMnot Rise PC ) Knsahs £9

Gothic & Medieval Fonts and Decoration Pack Ioam«e£30

, Gothic & Medieval Fonts and Decoration Pack 20ara«e £32

t Granny's Garden, KSI.

2

1 Graphics Loaders

Graphics on the ARM Machines

Topolog £14 1

Topolog £14 I
Cambs Soft

SEMERC

SEMERC £48 1

Europress £181
Europress £18 W

Europress £ 1 8 r~jl

Europress £18

Europress £18 k

li I Hard Disc Companion 2

Qk

age 9-14

& Superpool (not Rise PC)

147 & Superpool for Rise PC

DTP
'Out

Version 2

C Version 3

C++
CADet, KS3.4

Calabash Pirates^

Acorn *>£25 «

AMahon £32 ^
Psycore £12

Longman £68
;

Dabs *>£7

Oregan £20
Dabs *»£7

Dabs ">£7

Acorn £21

1

Minerva £79

Storm £21
Krotfs £llK
Clares £19

Eartr^nTJftmospEere, <S2.3

Ivi Electricity & Magnet-sm, age 7-13

Elements. *g* 11 -re

Font Emporium
Frontier 2000 CD rom, KS2-4

Garden Wildlife, KS2

Ghosts

M Granny’s Garden CD. KSU
S3 Guardians of the Greenwood, KS2,3

Hutchinson Multimedia
Encyclopedia (shrink-wrapped) Atnca

Inventions Anglia

Kingfisher Children's Micropedia on CD Rom, <S2 esm £86

Land & Air, age 11-16 YITM £99

Magpie CD Longman

Meteosat Collection Photo CD Spacetech

Mysteries of Nature Aor1 -

Naughty Stories Volumes 1 and 2 (set of 12) CD,

(not Rise PC)

Inc for Rise PC Fourth

Collection Micros

Dreams, age 7-1 1 (not Rue PC) Storm

CDtracker Werewotf

Celebration Clares

Chameleon, age 7+ AMabon

Champions Compilation (not Rise PC) Krisahs

Chartwell Seebug

Chessll fumg

Children's Graphics Micro s

r, ,w | . C hocks Away Compendium fourth

YtTM £99 Chopper Force (not Rise PC) fourth

Zenta £24 liS Chopper Force for Rise PC fourth

Christmas Adventure, free

with 3 Storm titles over £22 each, age s-a storm

Rock (not Rise PC) Krisahs

CineWorks Organ

for Resultz Colton

Colton

Zenta

Anglia

Anglia

Media

Media £42

Eclipse £41
avp™I

£99

Hatchback, age 7+

Haunted House

4 1 Hearsay II

JU Heimdall

rj HeroQuest

J
* High Rise Racing

^ Holed Out Compendium

1*| Home Accounts

Hostages

*^1 Illusionist

image Outliner

[f| ImageBank

i imageFS 2

imageMaster

ljj Impression (Dabs)

P* Impression Publisher

i-S Impression Publisher Plus

7;jl Impression Publisher Resource Disc

Impression Style
CJ Impression^yl^esourceDisc

FI Impressive

ptl Interdictor 2

InterTalk

Investigator III

Jahangir Khan Squash (not Rise PC)

James Pond (not Rise PC)

1 James Pond - Underwater Agent / Running Water

dMatkm £23 |j

CC £36
Dabs ">£7

Beebug £44 .

AMabon £32

fourth £20
Beebug £59
Knsahs £23
Knsahs £22

Modus £20

idem £24
J

Alternative £39 S

mng £24
]

Dabs *>£7 I

CC £1231
CC £259 U

DEC.dATA £11 I

« £75
OECjfATA £11

Quantum £9
dares £16

Acorn £78

V77 £42

Knsahs £9

Knsahs £9

SkOlsW £28

Eclipse £17 ft-

Longman £25R
Anglia £59
Anglia £27

Quanrum £24 _ - _

ESM £34 1

YTTM

Cambs Soft

Anglia

Media

£79
£39
£42

£28
£49

Ship

Composition (Rue PC only)

Sherston £81 |j^ Creator II

Angtia £49 Rj Crystal Maze, special offer until 31 1 96,

Datafile £29 R Crystal Ram Forest. KS2

Cyber Ape
Cyber Chess

Darkwood
Darrynn^ragon|«i .2

DataPower

Demon's Lair

DeskEdit 4

»m«w Desktop ScreenTurtle, ksi-3

Anglia £48 51 Desktop Thesaurus

Desktop Tracker

Jjj Digital Symphony

»ngira iw Digital Symphony + CD Rom

Cambs Soft £79 I* Dinosaur Discovery, KS2

Angha f49 V D <SC ««C^
Dp,Mt o

Longman

Longman

Longman

Longman

Angha

Zenta

GamesW

£39
Sherston POA

Anglia £39

I age 5-7

I Nelson and His Navy, <S2,3

I PDCD-1 Issue 2

I PDCD-2
fi PDCD-3
7* Photobase Decades The 1960s

*3 Photobase Decades The Victorians

^ Photobase Science

PicturePomt CD, KSi,

2

Romans I

Shareware CD
Simon the Sorcerer CD
Understanding Energy, KS3

Understanding the Body, KS3

Up and Away, age9-i4

Vikings' (Anglia), <$2

World of Robert Bums
Word's Weather, KS3

World War II - On the Home Front KS2.3

UiheFsoftware
10 out of 10 Dinosaurs, limited offer lono £10

10 out of 10 Dnving Test, limited offer iO/iO £10

10 out of 10 Early Essentials, limited offer, age 3-7iorjo £10

10 out of 10 English (Foreign Language), limited offer

tono £10

j
IP out of 10 English ^
limited offer, age 6- 1 6 tono EasyClip
10 out of 10 Essential Maths, limited offer, age 5-12 M EasyFont 3

m r otio £10 Eclipse Collection

B 10 out of 10 French, limited offer, age 8-16 10/10 £10 I^Ego: Repton 4

R 10 out of 10 German, limited offer, age 8->6 tono £10 V« Eidoscope

10 out of 10 Junior Essentials, limited offer, ages- 11 Tales, age4-7

N tono £10 ( Eureka 3, KS2.3

-
jio out of 10 Maths Number | ^ s

I limited offer, age 6-16 10/10 £6 S.. Fervour mot Rnc PC)

I 1 0 out of 1 0 Structured Spelling, limited offer, age -9

tono £10

2067 BC Oregan £15

I ABC Version 3 Oa* £44

I Access-f for Rise PC Atom £98m Acorn Companion semerc ^fll.
Acorn Companion 2 for Rise PC and A7000 semerc *£ 1 1 1

ACross Kudos £21 j

Advance Acom £98

Advance pnmary site licence Acom £ 1 98

Advance secondary site licence Acom £485

Advance User Guide Atom ">£14

Advantage, <52.3 Longman £46

Adventure Playground, age s-8 siwm £19

Air Supremacy Superior £18

All New Talking Animated Alphabet, age 3-6 Sherston £27

Clares £129

CC £29

Cream* £25

Alpine £46

ige 7+Snenston £17 1

Sherston £36 1

tba £17
fourth £22 f

EOpset27
AMabon £18 ?

tou £123
fourth £18

1|
Beebug £25 P
Topolog £42 |
Beebug £18 6

Anglia £24 Hftl Draw Print & Plotv
“^DrawBender

DRAW_Changer v2

Dune II

Dungeon (not Rise PC)

Dungeon for Rise PC

E-Type 2 (not Rise PC)

E-Type 2 for Rise PC

E-Type Compendium
lEarthwarp, KS2

m*» c
rEasy C+

I Alone in the Dark

I Amazing Maths, ksi

-

4

I Anagram Genius

I Ancestry II

I Animated Numbers, age 3-6

1 Animator

I ANT Internet Suite

I Apollonius PDT

Knsahs

Cambs Soft

Fourth

Minerva

Sherston

Clares

£28

£19
£16

£76

£21 f

£21

Anf £98 1

Oak £140

| Fire & Ice Offer Renegade £1
I hrewonez Cotton I

:

Ftreworkz Pro Colton £1

First Logo, KS1.2 Longman i

[First Page, KS2-4 Longman i

First Words with Smudge, age 4a Storm t

FistLore Mystery £2
jFlSnoack^^^b disc us Gold i

Flashback. 800 kb discs us Gold i

[Flight Path, age 9+ Storm 1

Flossy the Frog, KSi AMabon I

Flossy the Frog Art Disc AMaoon I

Font Designers Toolkit iSV i

Font Pack 277 SV I

Font Pack 298 <5V I

Font Packs 277 and 298 >sv I

Fontasy <S ,

Fontasy/ DrawBender/ Placard
« £30

[FontFX Data St £10 1
Formula Two Thousand tba £20 I

I

Formulix CC £64

|
James Pond 2 + (not Rise PC)

I Junior PinPoint, ksi.2

Key Plus 3.0

Keynote 2.0

P « Keystroke

U7KidPix, ksu
1, Knsalis Collection (not Rise PC) Knsahs £20 I

, Landmarks - Egypt, KS2.3 Longman £24 I

Landmarks - The Aztecs, KS2.3 Longman £24
J

Mlt Landmarks - The Civil War, KS2.3 Longman £24 |

P *i Landmarks Datafile Britain Since 1930, k$2,3 Longman £14

E
]

Landmarks Datafile Looking at the World, KS2.3

Longman £14

13} Landmarks Microworlds - The Victorians, KS2.3

T 3 Longman £24

•' ji Lemmings Krhahs £19
1

y Lemmings & Oh No! More Lemmings (Rise PC only)

Knsahs £22

? Lemmings II (Tribes) Knsahs £20
^

„Jj Look! Hear 1 Talking Topics (set of 6), age 5-7 Sherston £55 1

7 leSl Lotus Turbo Challenge 2 (not Rise PC) Krisahs

LRTV Longman

MacFS CC

MacFS Light CC

,
«J Magic Maths Creative

>3 Magnetoids OreganM Magpie Longman

u Manchester United (not Rise PC) Knsahs

it Chester United Europe (not Rise PC) Knsahs

L Masterfile 3 Beebug £45 r

I I Mathematics Through WinLogo, KS3 Longman £30 I
•

Jp y MathMama, KS2-4 Topolog £24 k*

t 1 Maths Card cream* £48 fc

' • Maths Circus, KSI -3 AMabon £25 »
^ Maths Odyssey Comp Tut £40 -

P Merp / Mirror Image tba £17 r
’ L Mission Control - Crystal Ram Forest 2, age 7 11

Sherston £43 1.

P* 5 Mouse in Holland, ksi.2 AMatron £28

Music Box, KSi.2 Topolog £32

MUSIC Studio 32 Longman £82
MyWorld 2 SEMERC £38

Naughty Stories Volume 1 (set of 6), age 5-7 Sherston £44 J-V-

m Naughty Stories Volume 1 Books, -ge 5-7 Sherston ">£14

3 Naughty Stories Volume 2 (set of 6), age 5-7 Shenron £44^ Navigator. XS2-4 Topolog £34

Nebulus (not Rise PC) Krisahs £17

I NightSky Chres £61

Noddy's Playtime (not Rise PC) Jumping

Noot, age 4-1 2 4Maf*on

Notate, KS2-4* Longman £54

v-J Numbertime, KSI Longman £24

‘2 Oak PC8 II

.9 Occasion expumv S-JU

Oh No! More Lemmings (requires Lemmings)<roafc £15

Orrery Spacetech £59
^

5
Ovation Pro 0*e*ug£163 B ll-

Ovation Resource Disc oscdATA £8

. Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2 More Talking Stories A.

age 5-7 Sherston £35
5* Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2 Story Books, age 5-7 -g -

5 Sherston ">£9 \

5 Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2 Talking Stories, age 5-7^ Sherston £35

Oxford Reading Tree Stage 3 More Talking Stories A,

sqe 5-7 Sbemwi £35

Oxford Reading Tree Stage 3 Story Books, age 5-7

Sherston ">£9

I Oxford Talking Infant Atlas, ksi Sherston £19 i

Party. Wedding & Anniversary Collection dec_oata £ 1

3

LI^ nr r-L* * ft 1
PC x86 Software

PenDown, ksi-3

PenDown Etoiles, KS3.4

PenDown Plus, <S2-4

Personal Accounts V3
Phases - Ancient Egyptians

H
” Photodesk

PicturePomt, ksi,2

PinPoint 2, KS3.4 tonym*n i. i v

PmPomt Datafile Animal Kingdom. KS2.3 Longman £14

9 PinPoint Datafile Diet and Nutrition, KS3.4 Longman £14

J PinPoint Datafile Second Wodd War, K53.4 Longman £14

PinPoint Datafile Solar System. KS3.4 Longman £ 1

4

Pinpoint Datafile Weather and Climate Longman £14

Placard o £10

Plantwise, age 9-14 Sherston £42

Playdays, age 3-8 SWtsW £21

Playground, KSi Topolog

Acom £11

Longman £45 I

Longman £49 I

Longman £66 I

Apncote £37
j|

SEMERC £28 I

Spacetech £157 I

Longman £27 F

Longman £79 i|



1 Plot Cares £63

1
Podd. <si ,2 ESM £29

I Populous Knsahs £23
I Prehistoric Animals Micros £16
I Pnmary Teachers Clip Art Starter Set OEC.dATA £13

[
PnmeSolver Full version, xsi-4 Minerva £49

}
Printer SCSI AromwxJe POA

1 ProArtisan 24 (Rise PC only) Clares £125
* ProCAD. XS4 Minerva £450

|

Prophet 2 Apncote £143

J
PublishArt Release 2. Artworks format Smart £29

I PublishArt Release 2. Draw format Smart £29
[Puddle, ksi Topotog £14
I Quest for Gold Knsahs £19

f QuicKey
j
KaJnDow^sT/

ICS

Longman

£10
£28

1

I Record? Cotton £93
I RemotefS Parallel Port Atomwrde £49

|
Report Writer, k$i-« Creative f48

,
Resultz Colton £75

Revelation ImagePro 24 bit

1 limited offer, KS2-4 Longman £39
Revolver Psycore :£12

1 Knapsoay?^ Clares

f74
1

Rhapsody 3 Clares

Rhythm-8ed Clares £38!

Rick Dangerous Hitmen £13

M; RISC OS 3 Programmer's Reference Manual vcH 1 -4

1
}

Acorn 103

553 SI RISC OS 3 Programmer's Reference Manual vol 5w
’

J
Atom 35

1 RISC OS 3 1 Documentation Acom

Rosie and Jim

I
Duck loses his Quack, age 3-6 Sherston

S Rosie and Jim Jim gets the Sneezes, age 3-6 shenton

1 Round the World Yacht Race, age 9+ Storm

1 RTF and WordPerfect Loaders and Savers CC
1 S-Base 2 Developer

1 S-Base 2 Personal

I Sally and Wally

I Saloon Cars Deluxe (not Rise PC)

I Saloon Cars Deluxe Extra Courses

I Saloon Cars Deluxe for Rise PC

3 Schema 2

I Science

I Score Draw
I Scrabble

Termite Internet

Textease Version 2
nrt^Detearw^Tn^Idoriansjcs?
Time Machine

Time Traveller - Britain Since 1930, KS2

Time Traveller - The Victorians, XS2

Time Traveller - Tudor and Stuart Times, xsz esm
TmyDraw/Tmytogo, xsi,2 Topobg

Topographer Claret

Touch Type iota

Trace

Transport Micro S

Trecka tba

TurboDnver Canon CC

y TurboDnver Epson Stylus 800 CCs
TurboDnver HP CC
Twain Canon IX ind Scan-Ught Professional ftftng

Twain Epson GT8000, 6500 mng
Twain HP Scanjet II, lie. Hex mng

k wo |

(Task and Window Organiser)

Itf TypebtuaSo

Vector, aqe 9*

H VersaTile

Virtual Golf

Vox Box

Wardrobe. <Si

Watch - Magic Grandad 90 Years Ago
What Do You Know?
Winlogo, xsi-4

Wolfenstein 3D
World Geography Maps
World Wildlife

WorraCad
Worst Witch, age 7-10

Zig Zag - Vikings

Zoo, xsi

9 ICS Hard Disc Kits

Rise PC 600 5M HD210
Rise PC 700 10M HD850 14" Monitor

Rise PC 700 10M HD850 17" Monitor

Rise PC 700 10M HD850CD 14" Monitor

Rise PC700 10M HD850CD 17" Monitor

Rise PC700 5M HD425 14" Monitor
^ Rise PC700 5M HD425CD 14’ Monitor

Acorn £1 145 *J

Acorn £1689W
i:;:;;:®; j| Sound for the Rise PC
Acorn £2079 »
Acom £1359^5
Acom £1469V[

Cx 5x86-100
^s^MitnJoaraa^o^ise PC 600

ShersKm

Longman

rqpotog

•fl Removable Hard Disc Fitting Kit for Rise PC S%" bay

£92 || IDE Internal Hard Disc Kit for A3000 Senes

80 Mb JC5 £149
120 Mb JC5 £185
170 Mb ICS £199
240 Mb ICS £229
Internal Interface only tCS £75

At** £545
Tas^ITO^jradHorRisc PC 600 2M and 5M Acomtulb
Ergo Keyboard for Rise PC Castle £38
Hard Disc Fitting Kit for Rise PC 5%* bay res £20

' IDE Internal Interface for Rise PC ics £60 $
*3 IDE Removable Hard Disc Kit for Rise PC, 270 Mb ia £359 gl

£20T
Rise PC 2 Mb VRAM Acom £195|

I ISC PC Sound Card Acom £58S
Rise PC x86 CardS (DX2-66) Acom £248 J
Rise PC x86 CardS (DX4-100) Acorn £298 1
SIMM 16 Mb 32 bit £345J
SIMM 4 Mb 32 bit £1 10(1

SIMM 8 Mb 32 bit (IFEL) m £ 1 96 1

• Multimedia Speaker System

BA3010 (4Mb)
J W5T!emofyUpgrade

• 80 Mb IDE Internal Hard Disc Kit

£89 1

£239

The best IDE filing system
is now available with a

USER PORT - for only £5 extra
• Password protection • Disc partitioning •

• Not limited to 512 Mb •

Please specify OS 2 or OS 3 for all kits and interfaces

IDE Internal Hard Disc Kit User Port for A3000 Series

80 Mb ics £154
120 Mb ICS £190
170 Mb ICS £204

240 Mb ics £234
IrvternTlnterrace + User Port only

*

IDE Internal Hard Disc Kit for Archimedes range:

Acorn Portables
Pocket Book II 1MB
Pocket Book II 256K
A-Link for Pocket Book
Flash Disc 512K for Pocket Book
Mams Adaptor for Pocket Book
Parallel Link for Pocket Book

. ,

CD rom upgrades
Our IDE interfaces can now be
supplied with our own CD filing

system. One interface can control

two hard discs or two CD drives, or

one of each. Two interfaces can be
fitted in some computers.

If you already own one of our

interfaces you can upgrade it to add
a CD drive.

At last there is a cost-effective way
for thousands of A3000 owners to

add a CD!
Contact us for more details.

Other Computers
1

A4000 HD210 High-Res SVGA Multiscan System

Acom £739 Z
A7000 4M HD425CD Acom £1 1 29 §

l Other hardware

HOW TO ORDER

m

only £7
Artworks Made Easy

Budget DTP
C Guide

Graphics on the

ARM Machines

Impression

Rise OS 3 First Steps

Archimedes
Operating System

or claim one
FREE

when you buy
\

one of these
Artworks

Big Picture • C++

Easy C • Easy C++
Impression Style

Impression
Publisher (Plus)

Pendown

Photodesk

ProArtisan 2 or 24

Textease

Rise OS 3.1 upgrades I

170 Mb
540 Mb
1000 Mb
internal Interface ony

Hard Disc Cradle Kit for Archimedes

Hard Disc Fitting Kit for A3000
Hard Disc Fitting Kit for A3020

I Hard Disc Form Factor Converter 215" to 315"

c £149 ? A305/3 1 0/440 RISC OS 3 Carner Board

K3 £275fci
ICS £375”
ICS

i Backplane. 4-slot 4-layer with fan

ColorMobile Direct Scanner for Windows
CoiorMobile Office Scanner for Windows

¥tf=1 CoiourCard Gold
£60U DM130

'Sf DMI 50 - S

Dongle Dangle
Eagle M2
Ergo Keyboard
" Kit for A300/A400 Series

1 ICS IDE Hard Discs

Kraals

GamesW

Beebuq

AMation

AMation

AMation

Sim City

Sim City 2000 for A5000
Sim Crty 2000 for Rise PC
Simon the Sorcerer

Sleuth 2

SmArt, age 7*

smArt Faces English

smArt Fantasy

smArt Fashion

smArt Homes English

A smArtFiler, age 7*

Smudge the Scientist, age 4.

_
Smudge the Spaniel, age 4-

7 Somerset Talking Computer Project Learning Materials

Longman v0£29

7 Space City, age 7-9

7 SparkFS

l
Special

*1 Speech! 2

•J
Speech! 2 + German

|§j.
Speedball II

I
Spelling week-by-week

Spex+ Full version

$pex+ Home version

Spobbleoid Fantasy

Starspell Plus

StartWrite

Stereoworld
5t!^nhn5ump^fS^^

IDE 215" Hard Disc, 80 Mb
IDE 215" Hard Disc, 120 Mb
IDE 215” Hard Disc, 170 Mb
IDE 215" Hard Disc, 240 Mb
IDE 315" Hard Disc, 170 Mb
IDE 3V Hard Disc, 540 Mb
IDE 315" Hard Disc, 1000 Mb
Second Hard Disc Fining Kit for A5000
Second Hard Disc Y Power Lead

i 7 ’v

I p Panasonic

GamesVS

Removable discs
IDE Removable Hard Disc Kit for A5000, 270 Mb «3 £359

7nj^*^£22lij IDE 3 Removable Hard Disc Cartndge. 105 Mb
SyQuest

IDE 315“ Removable Hard Disc Cartridge, 270 Mb
SyQuest

Removable Hard Disc Fitting Kit for A5000 ics

Printers
AMation

AMation

Storm

Storm

Superior

Superior

Krtsals

Chalksoft

£25
£20

:

£10^-£2A
f ;

£29*2

|
Bubble Jet BJ-30

I Bubble Jet BJ-200ex

I Bubble Jet BJC-70

I Bubble Jet BJC-600E

Bubble Jet BJC-600 Ink Cartridge, Black High Capacity

Canon £12
Bubble Jet BJC-600 Ink Cartridge. Cyan Canon

Bubble Jet BJC-600 Ink Cartridge. Magenta Canon

Bubble Jet BJC-600 Ink Cartndge. Yellow Canon

Bubble Jet BJC-4000

Bubble Jet BJC-4000 Ink Cartridge

Fan Kit fi

GamesPad Dual

GamesPad Pro Dual
Micro Mouse
Midi Max
Movie Magic
PD Cartndge, 650 Mb Rewritable

Power Pad (Dual)

Power Switch

PowerWAVE 50XG
Printer Port Sampler vn
RISC OS 3 1 10 Set Rom Pack Acom j

RISC OS 3. 1 3 Set Rom Pack Acom
J RISC OS 3 1 Software Upgrade with documentation

Acorn £67J
RISC OS 3 1 Software Upgrade without documentation

Acom £ 39 1
ScanUght 256 CC £1281
ScanUght 256 for A300Q/30 1 (V3020/A4000 CC £ 1 38 j
ScanUght Video 256 CC £188 1

ScanUght Video 256 A3000/A4000 CC £188|
Sound Force 1 Multimedia PC Speaker System

QuidcShot £34
Tele-Card xoe £153
Tele-Card + Teletext-Turbo xob £298
TV Tuner with Teletext CC £157
User Port / MIDI Upgrade for A3000 Acom £5 1„ Vision 24 A3000/30 1 0/3020/4000 internal HCCS £67

FAJ Vision 24 A5000/400/300/Risc PC HCCS £67

>| Vision 24 508 line A3000/3010/3020/4000 internal

HCCS £91
Vision 24 508 line A5000/400/30Q/Risc PC HCCS £91 F
Whisper Fan Quietener (for A300/A400 Series on(y)rcs £1

5

j

Aspen

Studk>24 + Studio24Pro

Stunt Racer 2000 (not Rise PC)

Stunt Racer 2000 Extra Tracks

Stunt Racer 2000 for Rise PC
Swiv (not Rise PC)

TableMate 3

TABS

Talking Clocks, xsu
Talking PenDown, xsi-3

Talking Rhymes Pack 1, xsi

Talking Textease

TechWriter

TechWnter Professional

Teletext-Turbo

Termite Basic

£20

1

£38

£33

fourth £28
FedNet

Faher £19l
Icon £55

Fourth £28
Sherston ^£24
Pineapple £124

Fourth £24
j

1-C.j ^ DUUUitr Jtrl OJv. "HUUU nils V.dll<lUyc

£18 Bubble Jet BJC-4000 ink Cartridge, Black
* Bubble Jet BJC-4000 Ink Tank, Black

Bubble Jet BJC-4000 Ink Tank, Colour

DeskJet 340
DeskJet 600
DeskJet 660C
DeskJet 850C
EP-L Toner Cartridge for LBP-4

EP-S II Toner Cartndge for LBP-8

Stylus Colour II

Fourth

Fourth

Kmahs

Dalrtada

Aspex

ropotog

Longman

Topobg

Softease

Icon

Icon

£16l
£24 1
f9 f|

£29 H
£95 H
£32 U
£53 1
£24 I

£64 J
£144 J
£191 1

£168 1
£491

Memory
I A305/3 10/440 1 - 4 Mb
I A3000 1 - 2 Mb. Upgradable

I A3000 1 - 4 Mb
I A3010 1 - 2 Mb
A3010 1 -4 Mb

IA30102 -4 Mb
I A3020 / A4000 2 - 4 Mb
I A5000 2 - 4 Mb

Carriage is free within mainland

|

UK if you pay on ordering.

Cheques should be made payable to

Ian Copestake Limited.

You may also pay by credit card,
debit card or Switch We normally
make no charge for this, and take

no payment until goods are

despatched. We need your address as

known to the card issuer.

If you leave an order on our
answering machine please include

your telephone number, your card
number and its expiry date (and issue

number if any), and your calculation of

the total payment due.

Official orders are welcome from
UK educational and government insti-

tutions (invoices are due for payment
within 14 days and are subject to carri-

age and late payment charges).

VAT is not included Zero-rated
items are marked V0 UK customers

I please add 171/2% to all other prices.

EC customers outside the UK please do
the same unless you are VAT-regis-

tered, in which case quote your
international VAT number. Ours is

GB 595 7258 84

|

Overseas carriage: If you are pay-
ing by credit card we will add airmail

and insurance at cost. Otherwise please

add £6 (Europe) or at least £12 (else-

where) for each software item and
send a pounds sterling bank draft pay-
able at a London clearing bank, or

Eurocheques for not more than £100
each.

All products, prices and specifications K-jj

are offered in good faith and are sub-

ject to availability and change without
notice. Special offers apply only while ..

stocks last. We process all orders A
immediately, but suppliers do some- §J
times keep us waiting. Goods are

guaranteed but we do not supply them
on approval. Returns and cancellations I

can only be accepted by prior agree-

1

ment and there may be a charge to
|

cover the costs involved.

Authorised Acom Dealer and Developer

Cheques payable to Ian Copestake Limited please

Dept U24, 1 Kington road

West Kirby, WIRRAL
Merseyside, England, L48 5ET

SEBBaffit Fa
6
)!: 0151 -625 1007

EiOE U24 95OE06 .



WACOM PRESSURE SENSITIVE

GRAPHICS TABLETS

r.

It’s time to

get sensitive

about the way

you create

your graphics Many computer users feel that a graphics tablet is more natural

to use than a mouse and without doubt it gives a much faster,

smoother and higher resolution response. The mouse remains

functional and can be used at the same time as the pen —
however the pen has such a natural and precise feel, you will

probably prefer it for many operations such as moving windows,

drag and drop, region selection etc.

The new (approximately A6) ArtPad tablet offers a superb specification, even by Wacom standards; resolution

exceeding 2000 dpi, 200 samples per second and 256 levels of pressure. All Wacom tablets include a cordless pen

for added ease of use and flexibility’.

The tablets are pressure sensitive, so in combination with suitable applications they can produce realistic effects such

as variable width (the Eesox ArtWorks pressure sensitive tool) or variable density airbrush painting (PhotoDesk).

The Computer Concept’s drivers will be compatible with these and other software that can take advantage of the

pressure information, such as Studio 24 and DA Picture.

Computer Concepts can supply the tablets with either Photodesk or the Eesox Pressure Tool at special prices.

PHOTODESK is a photo retouching package from Spacetech, which offers a wide range of advanced image

manipulation features; for example an airbrush, paintbrush and magic wand, full 24 bit colour support, the use of

virtual memory, OLE with Impression, complete undo, effects such as colouring, toning and masking, motion

blurring, cloning and smudge and smear.

The package contains the Wacom tablet (A6 ArtPad, A5 or A4) and manual, a cordless pen. Computer Concepts

driver software suitable for all models of Acorn RISC computer (A3000 must have serial port upgrade) and PC

drivers. Requires 1Mbyte or more.

Price: A6 ArtPad & drivers: £169 + VAT (£198.57 inch) A5 tablet & drivers: £399 + VAT (£468.82 inch)

A4 tablet &. drivers: £549 + VAT (£645.07 inch)

ArtWorks Pressure Tool with tablet: add £10 + VAT (£l 1.75 incl.)

PhotoDesk with tablet: add £125 + VAT (£146.87 inch)

ArtWorks Pressure Tool: £39 + VAT (£45.82 inch) PhotoDesk: £169 + VAT (£198.57 inch)

Computer Concepts Ltd

GADDESDEN PLACE • HEMEL HEMPSTEAD • HERTS • HP2 6EX • TEL. 01442 351000 • FAX 01442 231632 • Email: lnfo@CConcepts.co.uk



News
No Acorn PC at BETT?
ONE expected Acorn Education initiative may miss BETT - the new
Acorn PC-compatible. It's possible that a prototype will be there,

but Acorn is unlikely to have finalised its model line up or pricing

at that time. Indeed, after the initial enthusiasm for at last being

allowed to add PC-compatibles to the Acorn catalogue and Acorn's

excitement at the prospect of getting into previously no-go markets,

the signs are that PC realism has dawned on the company.

The official line is that Acorn will, as previously stated, introduce

a PC-compatible during 1996, but its market positioning will be

that of a product for administration use in schools, not a classroom

product. In other words, RISC OS remains Acorn's classroom flag-

ship.

So has the RISC OS faction within Acorn squashed the hopes of

the PC’ brigade? That's unlikely - instead it seems that Acorn has

realised it cannot hope to support a range of PC products with the

degree of expertise and experience it has with RISC OS platform

computers and associated components like networking and soft-

ware.

The very fact that Acorn will have a PC on its price list will

satisfy the requirements of many wavering Acorn education

customers and even potentially new customers. Acorn won't stop a

school ordering a batch of Acorn PCs for the classroom, but don't

expect Acorn to be able to back up the sale with in-depth network-

ing and software support for classroom applications.

Even in the long term, it's not clear Acorn wants to create and

grow a PC arm to rival its RISC OS business. The current thinking is

that Acorn doesn't really want to increase its head-count to serve a

thin-margin market.

Princess sees Sibelius in action

Princess Diana meets Jonathan Finn at the Royal Academy of Music. Caption, anyone?

THE hottest news in November was
Princess Diana's candid revelations on
BBC TV's Panorama programme.
However, she failed to mention her 20-

minute dalliance with an Acorn Rise PC
running Sibelius Software's now-
legendary Sibelius 7 music software

during a product demonstration at the

Royal Academy of Music.

One half of the sibling duo responsible

for Sibelius 7, Jonathan 1 inn, was on
hand to show the princess how the soft-

ware worked. Professor of Composition at

the Academy, Paul Patterson, apparently

told Princess Diana - who was
surrounded by Rise PCs loaded with

Sibelius 7, that the software has now
become an essential part of composition

studies there. As we went to press,

Buckingham Palace would not comment
on the news of the princess's musical

interlude.

Sibelius Software

Tel: (01223) 302765

Fax: (01223) 351947

E-mail: eleanor@sibelius.demon.co.uk

Acorn confirms interest in

PowerPC alliance
ART’s Peter Bondar has detailed Acorn's

stance towards adoption of the Power PC
platform being developed jointly by IBM,

Apple and Motorola. Bondar says Acorn will

keep a close eye on the emerging technology

and is very interested in the Common
Hardware Reference Platform (CHRP) which

was unveiled at Comdex last November.

CHRP is a PCI-bus hardware platform

based around the Power PC processor that

features very advanced system memory
performance. One attraction of the plat-

form to Acorn is that it is theoretically

possible to build an ARM-based plug-in card

to endow a CHRP machine with RISC OS
compatibility. If Acorn marketed such a

system, it would almost certainly also

include a future version of the Apple Power

Mac operating system, as this is specified as

the standard Desktop operating system by

CHRP.

January 1996 Acorn User 9
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jfcorn RISC computers

Features include

The latest-review

PC Matters

EducatiQoa|fiect

Key Choices

Strong torn Wctte.
XRM i iite+toi processor

X pictorial rou«+«#

Xara Studio Ifemvfedp
Hoe &ei w —

Internet Survival Guide
Avn 't time you got connected ?

Do you want access to the

infomation Superhighway?

Are you curious about the

Internet, what is it, and

what can it do for you, then

the Internet Survival Guide

will provide the answers.

The Internet Survival Guide helps you with questions such as:

• What is the Internet? • What do I need to get started? • What questions do I ask a

prospective Internet Service Provider? • What software is available?

Chapters on:

ITCP/IP, Freenet and thier associated public domain/freeware applications

Software: Doggysoft's Termite, Ant's Internet Suite & Acorn’s InterTalk

Email - what it can do for you

Usenet - what it is and how you see it

Anonymous FTP - software and data for free

World Wide Web - how you can surf the Internet

Plus:

A full glossary to help you understand the jargon

Infomation on service providers from all over the UK.

Internet Survival Guide £6.95 + £1.70 carriage Code: BKP2b

HMDS
PC Survival Guide

You really need the PC Survival Guide

Read about DOS,

Windows. Partitions,

DRAM, Sound Cards,

File Compatibility etc.

Contains tutorials on how

to set up your system,

including installing video

drivers, CD-ROM drivers

and expansion cards.

PC Survival Guide

I

I mm

Whatever your Acorn computer, if you

want PC compatibility this is the book for

you. PCs are a different world and there is

a great deal you should know before

making a decision that could cost you

dearly later.

The Beebug PC survival Guide covers in

details the wide range of options available

for running PC software and Hardware on

your Acorn computer.

PC Survival Guide £5.95 + £ 1 .70 carriage Code: BKPIb

BEEBUG Ltd, 117 Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts AL1 4JS

Tel: 01727 840303 Fax: 01727 860263 Email: sales@beebug.co.uk

BEEBUG Ltd, 1 17 Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts AL1 4JS

Tel: 01727 840303 Fax: 01727 860263 Email: sales@beebug.



Acorn model range

tweaked
In 1996, we finally say goodbye to the A3020 and

A4000 models, neither of which comply with

stringent new EC CE electrical and electronic

regulations. These models will continue on sale into

1996 but all stocks will have been manufactured in

1995. This means the A7000 becomes the entry-level

Acorn desktop computer and revised pricing can be

expected.

Acorn is promising progressively faster versions of

the A7000 during 1997, which will enable the use of

greater resolution 32,000 colour screen modes. A

new 17in monitor will soon replace the trusty Rise

PC's AKF85. The new AKF90 will be similar in

specification to the AKF85, but will be technically

different. Acorn is currently sourcing a new, higher

specification, top-of-the-range 17in monitor with an

83KHz line rate for 75Hz screen refresh at 1280x1024

display resolutions.

We can expect more additions, both cheaper and

dearer, to the highly successful Pocket Book range in

the next two years. To be announced at BETT will be

a Pocket Book solution package called Pocket Lab,

which not only include the hardware, but training,

curriculum support packs and other added value

items like data loggers.

Over on the networking front, a new version of

OmniClient is in the pipeline, which adds the IP

(Internet) protocol to Microsoft NetBEUI featured in

the original OmniClient release. The third remaining

network protocol in widespread use on PC networks

is Novell IPX and we can expect an announcement

regarding this later in the year too.

Phileas, the Web browser for InterTalk is expected

to ship at long last on 1 February. Phileas has been

developed specifically for the school and classroom

scenario and makes extensive use of pre-cached Web

pages accessible over an Acorn network.

A remote access client is under development, there

will be improvements to SchoolServer and a cheaper

intermediate departmental server machine is on the

way. Acorn has also revealed that it is working on

Replay 3, which will be compatible with an increased

range of foreign movie standards and which will be

able to multi-task using video-style time coding.

Building on the simple videophone system

demonstrated at Acorn World, better performance

and the addition of colour will be delivered during

the year. A surprise is that Acorn is working on a

T.120 standards-based application sharing add-on for

the videophone to create video conferencing system.

We'll have a full report of Acorn's BETT

announcements next month.

SEMERC's motivating Claude & Maud
COURTESY of SEMERC associate, Brilliant

Computing, enter Claude and Maud, an educa-

tional program designed to motivate children to

practise letter formation. They can freehand copy

or trace letters using either a mouse or other suit-

able input device like SEMERC's infrared Touch

IT touch screen.

Maud is an owl and
Claude is a rat. One or the

other animal character

will tell users how well

they are doing. A speech

option lets the program

speak the letters on the

screen.

A teacher can choose a

particular basic style of

letter writing by selecting

where the starting point

of a letter should be and

whether to use guide lines

and points.

While Claude and Maud
indicate how well letters

are being drawn, a

progress log can also be Claude and Maud from Brilliant Computing.

generated for the teacher's use. Claud and Maud
is priced £36 + VAT for a single-user and a site

licence costs £72 + VAT.

SEMERC
Tel: 0161-627 4469

Fax:0161-6272381

Cumana rescued
Cumana's period of administrative

receivership has now ended. It

has been bought by Economatics

and the core staff remains, albeit

now with only five from the

original Cumana.

Naturally, Cumana is eager to

fulfil all orders placed during its

period of receivership - since 1

November. Priority is being given

to Oscar CD-ROM drives bought in

an Acorn special offer. Cumana is

re-opening accounts with its

suppliers, including Panasonic,

and hopes to clear its backlog of

orders for proTeus drives by the

end of January.

Economatics did not take on

any of Cumana's liabilities, so

people with unfulfilled but paid

for orders from before Cumana

called in the Receiver have no

guarantee they will get their

goods. They should contact

Cumana as soon as possible.

Also, no Cumana warranties

from thi$ period are valid,

although the company will try to

honour these where possible.

Cumana

Tel: (01483) 503121

Fax: (01483) 451371

Alternative input

Peripheral design and manufac-

turing specialist Penny and Giles

Computer Products Ltd will show

the latest version of its award

winning Hereward computer

input device at BETT '96 for the

first time. The Dorset-based

company has been producing the

original Hereward device for four

years. It was developed with

special needs in mind and has a

highly ergonomic design.

The Mark 2 version is smaller

and requires less hand movement

effort to access buttons and is

less fatiguing to use. Its more

compact dimensions mean it can

be located closer to the

keyboard, thus reducing the

angle with which a user has to

turn from the keyboard to the

device. It's also easier to fit to

wheelchairs than before.

Penny & Giles Computer

Products Ltd

Tel: (01202) 481751

Fax: (01202) 499279
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:d 117 Hatfield Road St Albans Herts Al

840303 Telesales Hotline 01727 840305
S@beebug.CO.uk UK delivery £8.00. Al

Buy with confidence from Beebug,

mmvoted "Best Dealer" by Acorn User

BEEBU6 is Acorn's largest deal

$ is an Acorn Centre of Technolo

; Rise PC is the ultimate system for the home
user and enthusiast, and it is now faster and better

priced than ever before.

j

Support From Beebug
We exclusively supply Acorn systems, and our support staff are

second to none

I Trade In Your Existing System
Attractive trade in discounts for your existing Acorn system,

j

call for details. Your data and upgrades will be transferred to

r new system at no charge

Rise PC 700

Choose from either:

Special Offer

Ovation DTP (rrp £69)

The A30I0 Computer

Now just £140 (originally £424)

12 months

RISC User

Magazine &
Disc Subscription

(RRP £69.90)

mm
Rise PC600 4Mb HD425, with AKF60 monitor £1148.00
Rise PC700 5Mb HD425, with AKF60 monitor £1360.00
Rise PC700 10Mb HD850, with AKF60 monitor £1692.00

1 12 months on-site warranty included.

17" Acorn AKF85 Monitor - Add £278.00

j

Acorn Double Speed CD Drive - Add £111.00

0% APR credit is available over 20 months. Please call

for written details.

Brand New A5000 Computer-

Starting From £480



Acorn share price soars on
NetSurfer rumours
AT the beginning of December, Acorn's share price rocketed past

the £2 level in response to some press speculation that the

company was to become a player in the topical area of low-cost

Internet terminal hardware. Enthusiastic noises about ARM from

Oracle, which is to license Newton technology from Apple, culmi-

nated in a story published in the New York Titties, which was then

carried by the Daily Express. Even a project or product name of

'NetSurfer' was mentioned.

Peter Bondar, who heads up the new ART (Applied Rise

Technologies) division within Acorn, admitted that there had

been some thoughts about Internet terminal products for several

months and there had been discussions with unnamed third

parties. After all, Acorn - with its ROM-based operating system,

low-cost ARM processor and high-performance graphics - could

theoretically build an Internet terminal in a relatively short time

and for a lot less than other potential players.

At the time of writing, Bondar has indicated that there are no

signed and sealed plans to develop a commercial Internet termi-

nal product, though some prototypes based on existing Acorn

hardware had been lashed up for evaluation purposes.

One excellent piece of news is that out of the Internet terminal

consideration, Acorn has definitely decided to port Sun
Microsystems' Java language, which looks like being a standard

for Internet browser plug-in distributed applications, endowing
browsers with multimedia and other attributes as they are

required during an on-line session.

Irlam low-cost colour scanner
IRLAM Instruments has joined forces with

Primax, the Taiwanese peripheral manufacturer,

to develop a colour scanner package for the

Acorn market. The full-width 300dpi hand-held

Primax ColourMobile scanner can sense up to 24-

bit colour depths or 256 grey levels and is

designed to glide, motor-driven, across the

surface of the sheet being scanned.

Irlam usually has a hand in designing hard-

ware, but this time the company's job was to port

its RISC OS image acquisition software to the

Primax scanner unit. It interfaces via a bi-direc-

tional parallel port, which is featured on Acorn

machines from the A3020, A3010, A4000, A5000

and later. The best news of all is that the price is

just £199 + £5 p&p and VAT, making it one of the

most affordable 24-bit colour scanners on the

market.

Irlam Instruments

Tel/fax: (01895) 811401

E-mail: sales@irlam.co.uk

Acorn User diary
If you have an event you'd like including, send it to Acorn User Diary at the editorial address or

e-mail audiary@idg.co.uk.

Date Event Venue Contact

10 -13 Jan BETT '96 National Hall, Olympia Ticket hotline: 0181-984 7711

27 Jan ARM Club open day Belmont School, Mill Hill, The ARM Club: 0171-624 9918

7-9 Mar The Education Show

North London

Halls 11 & 12, NEC Ticket hotline: 0181-984 7711

Canon upgrades the BJC600

Irlam's low-cost Primax scanner glides over the page.

Topologika goes

for gold

Topoligika's Marshal Anderson

won't forget BETT '95 in a

hurry - after all, he won a

Gold Award for the company's

Music Box title. Hopes for a

repeat performance lie with a

new package called Maths

Book, which is designed to

help children practise addition

and subtraction.

Topologika, who will be on

stand 406 at BETT, will also be

showing the latest of eight

Freddy Teddy titles for infants.

The latest release, which

gained its first public showing

at Acorn World, stimulates

youngsters' sense of direction.

Another new title from

Topologika to be given a BETT

airing will be MIDIBox, an add-

on to Music Box which

provides MIDI instrument

capability given the necessary

hardware. It will also give

non-MIDI applications the abil-

ity to play via MIDI.

Topologika's Brian Kerslake

says he is also hoping to show

new Acorn versions of

Punctuate, DataGraph,

Navigator, Talking Rhymes,

plus some demos of other

Acorn titles scheduled for

release later in 1996.

Topologika

Tel/Fax: (01326) 377771

ABOUT three years ago, Canon

launched the first really high-

quality, three-colour plus black

inkjet printer - the BJC600. A year

ago the 600 was face-lifted to the

BJC600e and now comes its latest

makeover, the BJC610. The main

improvement in the new' model is

the implementation of true

720x720dpi, answering the chal-

lenge from Epson's excellent

Stylus product. Sample prints on

special coated paper support

Canon's claims that the new

printer can deliver near photo-

graphic quality output. Canon's

recommended price for the

BJC610 is £449 + VAT.

Canon (UK) Ltd

Tel: 0181-773 3173

Fax:0181-7732182
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New Rise PC 486/586 cards
ARM satellite chip

ARM processing power is at the

heart of a new chip for satellite

and terrestrial broadcast network

communications. The chip was

developed in collaboration with

SAIT Systems, a Belgium telecom

company, and the European Space

Agency by a company called

IMEC. The Advanced Spread spec-

trum Transceiver ASIC (ASTRA) is

a high-speed, low-power chip

used in a Programmable Mobile

Communications Modem (PMCM)

- whatever that is!

Lindis touching deal
SimpleTouch is what Lindis

International has called its new

budget-priced resistive touch

screen. A SimpleTouch can be

fitted to most standard computer

monitors and Lindis expects both

schools and personal users will

buy it. The touch screen technol-

ogy actually comes from

MicroTouch, the largest manufac-

turer of touch screens in the

world. A SimpleTouch kit includes

software, cables and a fitting kit

and is suitable for either 14 or

15in monitor sizes. The price is

£225 + VAT.

Lindis International

Tel: (01986) 785476

Fax: (01986) 785460

ARM Club CD-ROM
The ARM Club launched its very

own CD-ROM at Acorn World. In

case you didn't see it there, the

CD contains the best of the club's

Public Domain and Shareware

software and is priced £19.50

inclusive.

On another note, the ARM Club

has discovered a hacked version

of the GameOn! program on a

third-party public domain CD.

Apparently the software was

'modified' to make it look like a

Public Domain offering, which it

most certainly isn't. If you bought

a CD at the show which contains a

'public domain' version of

GameOn! - beware, you won't be

eligible for a discounted upgrade

to version 2.0 of GameOn!, which

was released at Acorn World.

The ARM Club

E-mail:

armclub@nucleus.demon, co. uk

Tel: 0973 656523
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FIRST shown publicly at

Acorn World, Acorn's second-

generation 486 Rise PC
co-processor cards are now
available. The new cards

employ the Mark 2 custom
ASIC designed in conjunction

with Aleph One and Future

Technologies. Three models

are listed, all using IBM Blue

Lightning chips, including the

Pentium-class 5x86. The new

custom ASIC has been re-engi-

neered to support higher

specification x86 processors

and to optimise performance

by making use of a writeback

cache.

Unlike the original Texas

Instruments 486SX/40 card,

which operated more like a

16MHz part - even though it

was clocked at 33MHz - all the

new card variants appear to

perform much more closely to

their expected target ranges.

The top-of-the-range 5x86
card, a clock-tripled 100MHz
device with a large on-chip

primary cache and advanced

instruction pipelining, delivers

near enough Pentium 75 level

performance according to

benchmarks, despite making
do with a 32-bit 486 bus rather

than a real Pentium's generous

64-bit bus.

The new processor cards

come with a new version of the

PCx86 card software which
adds 16-bit sound support,

revised configuration and

installation utilities, and
enhanced Windows 3.x drivers

for faster graphics perfor-

mance. There is also additional

CD-ROM support for Kodak
Photo CDs. The new software is

also available as an upgrade

option for owners of the first

generation of Rise PC 486 Card.

The new Rise PC x86 Cards

are supplied with PC DOS 7.0.

Windows 95 does work with

the new cards, but Acorn says

it is not yet in a position to

support Windows 95 and the

graphics drivers are not

Windows 95-specific. A signifi-

cant change is that processors

and second-level cache RAM is

socketed so owners can

upgrade the specification of

their card if required. Aleph

One can advise on upgrade

strategies and provide the

necessary service procedure.

Pricing (inc. VAT):

5x86 100MHz, £586.33

486 DX4-100, £351.33

486 DX2-66, £292.58

Acorn will discount

purchases by £100 to existing

owners of first-generation

cards.

PCx86 software upgrade,

£9.95 (for existing Rise PC 486

Card owners)

ARM 7 1 00 core

targets markets
ARM Ltd has revealed plans for a high integration

microcontroller, the ARM 7 100, which will be used

in PDAs (personal digital assistants like the Apple

Newton, for example), mobile communications

and office automation. The ARM7100 contains all

the functionality system designers need in a low-

cost, low-power consumption, yet powerful,

single-chip solution.

Based on the ARM710 microprocessor, the 7100

integrates complex peripherals which tend to make

competing solutions more expensive. Supported

peripherals include LCD screen, direct DRAM inter-

face, PLL clock multiplier, serial ports, Infra-Red

IrDA (Infra-red Data Association) SIR protocol

support, timers, codec (compressor/decompressor)

interface and real-time clock.

ARM says the 7100 will form the hardware base

of an open architecture serving personal electron-

ics. Support software in the areas of device drivers,

operating systems, communication support, desk-

top interfaces and application software for the

ARM7100 are all under development. Robin Saxby,

CEO and Managing Director of ARM, commented:

'Design engineers already thought ARM offered the

best solutions for high performance personal elec-

tronics like PDAs and digital mobile phones. With

the ARM 7 100, we integrated the most critical

components into one low-cost device, which is

really helping designers speed product develop-

ment time and extend battery life.' Cirrus Logic

will be the first the first ARM semiconductor part-

ner to make the ARM7100.

Zynet

launches into

education
Minerva has announced that its Internet

business, Zynet, has been officially launched

for the education market. Zynet has actually

been up and running since 1994 and education

services have always figured in the planning,

but now, with a points of presence (POP)

expansion of 60 nodes, Zynet is gunning for

schools all over the UK.

Minerva is banking on its 10 years of

educational software experience to enable it

to provide tailored Internet connection

solutions to schools via Zynet. This includes

the provision of access systems which can be

conveniently controlled - keeping young

inquisitive minds away from the less

salubrious aspects of the Internet, for

example. Dial-up modem and ISDN connection

packages are available and the tariff starts at

£10 a month (but see the special offer in this

issue).

Zynet

Tel: (01392) 426160

Fax: (01392) 421762

E-mail: zynet@zynet.net



Advance. Integrated database, spreadsheet,

wordprocessor and graphing package.

Magpie. Multimedia authoring package.

The Crystal Rain Forest. Environmental

adventure software incl. an introduction to Logo.

Mouse mat & I year on-site warranty.

Onm2 - Home Office Bundle.

Easiwriter. Wordprocessing made easy.

Datapower. The acclaimed database software.

Pipedream 4. The powerful spreadsheet, data-

base and wordprocessor.

Mouse mat & I year on-site warranty.

A Special Offer from

~ Order bv telephone on 01728 621222
S* or Fax on 01728 621179.

Delivery' £9 per computer. Prices exclude VAT.

Cheques*, debit cards (Switch & Delta),

^ credit cards(2% charge may apply) , and

Q educational orders accepted,

fid All trademarks acknowledged.® ^Cheques: allow 5 working days to clear.

Acorn User Best Dealer Award 1 995 - Runner-up

Available now while stocks last!

Call 0 1 728 62 1 222

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY

Connect our amazing special offer to your

TV, or use it with our Upgrade Kits to make

a complete high quality computer system:

Hard Drive System: 60Mb hard drive, 14”

MPRII 0.28mm monitor. Only £265 extra.

CD ROM System : extra 2Mb RAM, 2-speed

CD ROM drive, 200Mb hard drive, SCSI

Interface, 14” MPRII 0.28mm monitor.

Only £515 extra.

Other configurations also available including

the complete range of Castle Technology

upgrades for the A30I0.

Monitor extra

THE A30 10 COMPUTER
The A3010 is ideal for schools, small businesses and,

of course, in the home. The A30I0 shares the same

processor and main electronics as the A3020 &

A4000 computers. It has one internal expansion

slot, a serial port, two joystick ports and a parallel

printer port.

MONITORS
The A30 1 0 supports a wide range of monitors.

Our MPRII monitors are suitable for most software,

including the above (some older software may not

run correctly). Castle Technology can also supply

Acorn AKF50 or AKF52 monitors.

ORDER 10 - GET 1 FREE!
Order 1 0 of the above Hard

Drive or CD ROM systems and

we will supply one of our Special

Offer 2Mb A30I0 computers
FREE!

The Castle Technology Product Range

Colour flatbed SCSI scanners

Fit all Acorn computers with SCSI interface

ImageMaster software included

Fast scanning speed - 3.6ms per line

Twain compliant

Supplied with Acorn Driver

Choice of SCSI or IDE interface

Free headphones, Photoview & Audioplayer

Compatible with Kodak Photo CD
Internally or externally housed

2.5" or 3.5” sizes

Fast access of up to 8ms
20Mb to 2Gb capacity

Formatted and soak-tested

Interface may be required

Suitable for all Acorn computers
Menu & select buttons on pen
Instant response time

Three colour aluminium or plastic casing

National Curriculum "input device"

Built in wrist support
Tested to 30 million operations

Quiet, tactile and curved low profile keys

Full two year guarantee

International versions available

3.5” 105/270 Mb capacity

5.25” 200Mb capacity

SCSI or IDE interfaces

Programmable power saving modes
Internal or externally housed

Suitable for all Acorn computers
^rS° Keyboard

Easy to use and manage
Share CD ROMs, scanners and printers

The fastest disk sharing system
Plug-in and go installation

Designers of interfaces since 1 988
Connect your computer to hard drives etc

Up to seven devices per interface (SCSI)

Available for all Acorn computers
Transfer rates of up to 4.SMb/sec

UPGRADE TO SCSI!
We think SCSI is best - and here are some great offers to prove it!

HARD DRIVE UPGRADES
£79

£99

540Mb

IGb

£149

£199

SCSI II INTERFACES
A30x0/4000 £89
Other Acorn computers £99

FREE* 1 00Mb Drive
*Offer only applies if you purchase a SCSI

interface & CD ROM drive at the same time.

Your present interface must be returned to

Castle Technology within 2 weeks of your

CD drive purchase or you will be charged

the full cost of £79. Call for further details.

Offer applies while stocks last

Another unbeatable offer from

Castle Technology - one of the UK’s

leading suppliers of Acorn peripherals,

All prices exclude VAT and delivery (for details, see above) E&OE

Castle Technology hard drive upgrades fit

inside Castles COMBO enclosures.

Fitting kits for all other Acorn computers

also available.

SCSI
A SCSI interface is the most cost-effective

way to future-proof your computer. SCSI

peripherals benefit from all these features:

Fast data transfer. Up to 4.5Mb/sec

transfer rate (many times faster than the

speed of a parallel port).

Industry standard - a wide range of addi-

tional products is always available (scanners/

PD drives/CD ROMs/SyQuest Drives etc).

Expandable - connect up to 7 devices to

just one SCSI interface.

Castle Technology Ore Trading Estate Woodbridge Road Framlingham Suffolk IP 13 911

Telephone: 01728 621222 Fax: 01728 621179 e-mail: sales@casdet.demon.co.uk
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For professional painting
and photo-retouching on the

complete range ofAcorn 32
hit computers , Studio24Pro

is the new race leader.

Features

ij * Fasl Virtual Memory

Studio24 was hailed as one of * Random mutated texture generation

fj C 90 Alpha #0

>

the best 24 bit painting

programs. A completely new
program , Studio24Pro is now
set to lead the field in painting

& photo-retouching

U_

* Undo brush. Texture and Filter brush

* Over 40 pre-defined fillers including Spin 1

Motion blur. Lighting etc, etc.

* PhotoCD and Scanner input

* Merging of Sprites. Jpegs, Tiffs & Draw file

::

Built in Draw file creation

* RGB, CMYK or Indexed channel modes
* Up to 16, 8 bit mask channels

* Filter preview window (shown above)

Textures

HIGH

LOW

p Mutate texture

p Muiate odour map

Virus Protection Scheme
The Pineapple Software Virus Protection Scheme
provides the most comprehensive protection

available against computer viruses. ! Killer together

with VProtect will detect and remove all of the

currently known 72 families of virus (over 100

viruses in total). Because new viruses are being

discovered all the time our Virus Protection Scheme
will provide you with 3-4 updates of the software

each year. We can also offer immediate advice by

'phone. IKiller can scan any filing system or device

including floppies, harddiscs, networks, even

CDRoms. All types of

compressed file can also be

scanned. All infected files are

fully restored without having to

reload from master discs or

backups.

Don 't wait until you discover

you have a virus! Use the

software that Acorn
themselves use to checkfor

viruses.

A years subscription costsjust

£28.20 inc vat
Low cost school and countv licences available

\ rt V (U 1:0

-— s

Cancel
j

Apply

litorit
- F
it

A Brand new product from Pineapple is this VHS
Video Tutorial covering the use of ArtWorks.

Walter Briggs is the tutor for this 1 hour video w'hicf

shows how to use all the ArtWorks tools and then

goes on to show how Walter produced his famous
Tiger head picture. Walter also draws an impressive

landscape picture which can be copied by those with

no artistic talent at all!

ArtWorks VHS Video Tutorial £19.99 inc vat

A4 Colour Scanners
New from Pineapple the superb IX-4015 A4 flatbed Cano
colour scanner. Supplied with Imagemaster and Twain

software this scanner makes the perfect companion for

our Studio24 re-touching software. With a basic

resolution of 400 x 800 dpi this scanner is

unbeatable value.

1X4015 with Imagemaster & Twain £675.00

As above + Studio24Pro £769.00

SCSI interface + cable ’phone

Epson Colour Scanners
Also supplied with ImageMaster and Twain software these model

can work on either SCSI systems or via the Parallel Port. Basic

resolution of GT8500 is 400dpi and the GT9000 is 600dpi

GT-8500 £599.00 GT-9000 £733.00

Pineapple Software
Suites 13 & 14

South Park Business Centre
310 Green Lane, Ilford

Essex IG1 1XT
Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

email:- sales@pineaple.denion.co.uk

Terms:- All prices include

1 7.5% vat. Carriage FREE to

mainland U.K. Phone for quote
outside U.K. Official orders,

cheques and all major credit

cards accepted. Money back
guarantee on all products.

For demonstrations of most of out-

advertised products why not come
and visit us in our new offices (easy

parking) where you can see most of

the Acorn range of computers and
other hardware in action.

Monday - Friday 0900 - 1730



Graphics
The full Montage -

painting with fractals
QUITE a way back I wrote about a program

called Montage. At the time it had not been offi-

cially released but the current state of play is very

different as this curious piece of design software

has a well-designed manual, a step-by-step tutor-

ial that even the likes of me can understand, and

a pretty folder-type thing in which all the bits

and bobs happily live together.

'Montage/ as the author puts it, is a creative

fractal art package that enables the creation of

very interesting and extremely complex imagery

from the most basic of design primitives using

the wonders of Iterated Function Systems (IFS).'

Whoosh, yes, that went straight over my head

too, so for those who are not as mathematically

minded as Beniot Mandelbrot, this is essentially a

program where you draw shapes, juggle them

around a bit, and with a bit of fractal wizardry

the package creates pictures for you.

Seeing as much of the natural world appears to

be guided by the principles of fractal geometry,

so the best kind of images you can create with

Montage are very much the kind of thing you

might see in nature. Corals, trees, leaves, moun-

tains, clouds, crystals, sand dunes, and generally

all things that scenic postcards tend to include.

But the real magic of the program lies in the

simplicity of the initial objects which the

program uses to create the marvellously complex

end results. Just a few simple bezier shapes and a

moment later you have a perfectly formed fern

leaf. Fantastic.

One gripe however is the rather unintuitive

tool box which the author, Michael Rozdoba,

seems to have forgotten should be totally idiot

proof and also as similar to other Acorn packages

in feel as a program of this nature can be. It

really is picking nits, but I imagine that the

younger viewers would possibly find the unusual

feel of the program a little disheartening.

Staying on the subject of education, Montage is

an extremely useful learning tool for understand-

ing and applying the inherently complex nature

of fractal science. This package not only creates

imagery which would otherwise be impossible or

else extremely time consuming to create, but it

also teaches about the principles thought to lie

behind much of the inspiring creation artists go

about slapping on their canvasses.

It is good value at £49 and will be of interest to

anyone from maths phobic artists to those who
can program chaos simulators with their eyes

shut. I haven't yet got to grips with the strange

way things move about on the screen, but the

program has already revealed new avenues of

creative possibility and design.

The Really Good Software Company

Tel: (01582) 761 395

e-mail: rgsc@turnbtill.compulink.co.uk

Pic of the month
RARELY do we see pic of the month entries

which use vector graphics to new effect. But

this month's winner, Daryl Farmer, has

achieved Picassoesque imagery using

Artworks. £20 makes its way to Daryl and

perhaps to you one day if you are brave

enough to send your image in for the tough-

est, most gruelling contest in which computer

generated artwork could possibly fight.

Remember that the prize includes a free slide

recording of your image courtesy of the

Digital Darkroom (tel: 0181-311 2001).

My thanks and apologies to all those who
have sent in pictures for the CD-ROM.
Unfortunately, the CD-ROM's sponsors did

not leave any room for the promised portfo-

lio but we plan a future CD-ROM which

hopefully will include all your pictures, so

keep them coming.

Studio24 Pro - bug
fixes and more
Work on Studio24 is progressing

faster than I can write about it.

The latest version (2.04) sees

significant improvement over

fatal error control and has

removed most of the major and

many of the minor reported bugs.

Extra features include on/off

control of virtual memory, file

deletion from disc on closure,

dragging of cutouts between

windows, cut and paste pipe-

lining to supporting packages

and much more.

In a couple of months we will

have a complete round-up of the

bitmap packages available:

Studio 24 Pro, Photodesk 2, The

Big Picture and the re-vamped

DA's Picture, as well as the exist-

ing packages. Watch out for the

graphics issue of Acorn User.

Pineapple Software

Tel: 0181-399 1476

Hands-free colour

scanning

One of the problems that is

usually associated with budget,

handheld scanners, is that it

requires a fair degree of concen-

tration to keep the

scanner tracking slowly and

accurately enough to stop your

scan from looking like it's been

skewed through some strange

contortion filter in Photoshop.

Irlam's new hand scanner is a

full-colour 400dpi device that

does away with human help and

moves on its own, forgoing the

need for manual effort and

scanning at an ideal speed. The

only problem that I could imagine

is scanning near the edge of your

desk as there is no forward

information regarding the

scanner's resistance to three

foot drops.

Irlam Instruments

Tel: (01895) 811401

e-mail: info@irlam.co.uk

Contacting me
You can contact the Graphics

page by writing to me, Jack

Kreindler, at Acorn User, IDG

Media, Media House, Adlington

Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP, or

by e-mail to: jack@argonet.co.uk.
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Showroom open Mon-Sat 10-18.00 hrs (All prices exclude VAT) Carriage included except where indicated

CD-ROM Buok^ l»m -ll l-r- a -X Single disc clipart containing approx. 50 high quality draw format clip art ii

ible for A300. A400. A3000 (Ext+£25). A540.

The following CD-ROM's are

Mufti-Session. PhotoCD, CD-DA,
White Book compatible & include

a cable & driver for CDFS 2.20

Internal Drives
4x Speed ATAPI (IDE) (Tray) £130
Above requires RiscPC/A7000 with RiscOS3.5 or later.

4x Speed SCSI (Tray) xm-ssoi £200
The above CD-ROM drive can be used in tower mode!

4.4x Speed SCSI (Tray)DR-ui24x£240
PCW Verdict - 'It’s extremely quick, and a bargain.'

External CD-ROM Drives
1 2x Speed SCSI (Tray) 275ms £180
4x Speed SCSI (Tray) 190ms £240
4.4x Speed SCSI (Tray) 150ms £280

I
SCSI cards
Morley uncached SCSI card £130
Morley cached SCSI card £169
Cumana SCSI II card £165
PowerTec SCSI II card £170

New Acorn Computers
All RiscPC’s Include lyr on-site

maintenance. 0% finance available, ring

for details. We operate Acorn Assist for

teachers & academics. For PC 486 Card
add E99+VAT to following prices.

AcornA7000 (32MHz ARM7500)
Network or hard disc versions, podule slot, free SIMM skt

A7000 2MNET + AKF60 £892
A7000 2MHD425 + AKF60 £935
A7000 4MHD425 + AKF60 £1020
RiscPC600 (33MHz ARM610)
Hard disc, backplane not fitted, free SIMM & VRAM slots.

4MHD425 + AKF60 £1148
4MHD425 + AKF85 £1426
RiscPC700 (40MHz ARM710)
Hard disc, 2 or 4 podule slots, one free SIMM socket.

5MHD425 + AKF60 £1360
5MHD425 + AKF85 £1638
10MHD850 + AKF60 £1692
10MHD850 + AKF85 £1970
Add £111 to above for 2X CD-ROM

Hard Discs
SCSI Bare Drives
540Mb 12ms £145
730Mb 11ms £190
1.08Gb 12ms £280

IDE Bare Drives
635Mb 12ms £150
850Mb 12ms £Call

1Gb eCall
Above are 3V bare dnves only. Please add the relavent

accessones from below. Drives are Connor or Quantum.
ForA3000/A30 1 0 hard discs see Hard Card section below.

Syquest Removable SCSI Drives
Internal Drives External Drives
EZ135Mb Syquest £Cal! EZ135Mb Syquest£189
(Above includes cartr.) (Above includes cartr.)

105Mb Syquest £150 105Mb Syquest £210

270Mb Syquest £259 270Mb Syquest £329
Syquest Cartridges
EZ135Mb Cartridge £201 105Mb Cartridge £43

1
270Mb Cartridge £49

Hard Disc Interfaces/Accessories
50-50C SCSI Cable £10
SCSI 11-50 Cable £25
5 Vi -3

V

2 open adapt £10
IDE Accessories
IDE interface £79
2nd Hard Drive Kit £15
External case/PSU £79

25-50 SCSI Cable £10
SCSI Terminator £10
5V4-3M2 HD adaptor £12
SCSI Interfaces

Morley UnCached £130
Morley Cached £169
Cumana SCSI II £165

TopicArt
Single disc clipart containing approx. 50 high quality draw format clip art images,
each on a single subject. Comes with mono reference sheet. 20 subjects are

“'6+VAT

|

New CD-ROM!
£34+VAT

Contains over 2000
ClipArt files, each in

Draw, Artworks & EPS
formats + other demos.

available now Please specify when ordering. Site In

please nng tor further details.

£16+VAT per disc.

Floppy discs

£8 + VAT each
Single Floppy disc subjects available

(one disc per subject)

1 General 11 Tools
2 Transport 12 AnimalsGB
3 Costumes 13 Chem Signs
4 Entertainment 1 4 Fire/Emerg Sn
5 Bugs 2 Slugs 1 5 Hazard Signs 1

6 Road Signs 16 Safety Signs
7 Sports Equip 17 Xmasl
8 Sports Figures 18 Xmas2
9 Dinosaurs 19 Xmas3
10 Symbols 20 Xmas4

20/20 Finance
on Acorn Systems (0%APR)

20% deposit (min) and 20 interest

free monthly payments. Available

subject to status. Ring for details.

CD-ROM Drive Options
Acorn 2x CD-ROM Drive (IDE) £111 I

4x CD-ROM Drive ATAPI (IDE) £120
;

4x Speed SCSI (Tray) £300 I

4.4x Speed SCSI (Tray) £340 |
Above SCSI CD-ROM's include Morley uncached SCSI
card, driver and cables. Add £39 for SCSI 2. Above pnces 1
only apply when purchased with an A7000 or RiscPC.

RiscPC Multimedia CD-ROM Pack
Includes 25W stereo speakers. Hutchinsons Encyclopedia I
& The RiscDisc Vol.1 together with one of the following

CD-ROM dnves.

4X Speed ATAPI CD Pack £200
j

The above can only be used on RiscOS 3.5 or later

4X Speed SCSI CD Pack £390
4.4X Speed SCSI CD Pack £430

'

The SCSI Pack includes a Morley Uncached SCSI Card.

Add £40 extra for Cumana SCSI 2 Card.

QuickLynk
Software only

With 5m Local Cable
With 10m Local Cable
QuickLynk allows you to

automatically access
another Acorn RiscOS
computer remotely

using the serial port via

modems or locally using

a cable to connect the

two computers. Each
computer can be
configured to allow access to any attached filing

system device eg ADFS, IDE, SCSI, CDFS, etc.

Once connected, files can be transferred to/from

the remote computer. Other features include

password access, auto dialler with phone book
and chat mode to send messages to remote
computer/user. Transfer rates up to 1900 bytes/s

can be achieved with older computers, eg. A410.
A3000, rising to 1 1400 bytes/s on the RiscPC
range. The transfer rate is limited by the speed of

the serial port. Ring for further details.————————

| TopicArt catalogue available. H
£1 .50 Inc VAT/p+p (cheques only)|

Special Offers
(Whilst stocks last)

A3010 (2Mb RAM)
With Action Pack

comprising, Zool, StartWrite

and other demos.

£180+VAT
For AKF53 Monitor add

£235+VAT
Carriage is included on above.

5in Mail Order - 0161-474 0778 (All prices exclude VAT) Carriage included except where indicated

A3010 Series
A3010 Action Pack 2Mb RAM £180 f
A3010 Early Years 2Mb RAM £210 I
Add £250 to A3010's for AKF53 Monitor.
Carriage £6+VAT on A3010 systems.

Software Packs
Learning Curve Advance & PCSoft £42
Early Years Talking StartWnte. Paint Pot £42
Flossy the Frog. Mouse in Holland, etc.

Home Office £85
EasiWriter2, DataPower, Pipedream4, PCSoft
The above packs are ONLY available with a
computer system, (not including the A3010)

I86SX33 Card (when purch. with RPC) £99
PC486DX2-66 Card £249
PC486DX4- 100 Card £299
Microsoft Windows '95 (CD-ROM) £70
1 6 bit Sound Card (ESP) £60
2nd Slice Case Upgrade (Carr. £6+VAT) £99

RiscOS 3.1 Upgrades || Hard Cards/Multi-Pods | CD-ROM's ||ApplicS| Games
Single Rom set (fitting mstr./no discs) £34
3 Rom sets (fitting mstr./no discs) £79
10 Rom sets (fitting Instr./no discs) £255
Documentation (Guide & Discs) (0% VAT) £29
Carrier board lor A300/A440 £22

Portable Computers
Acorn A4 Portable

Pocket Book II (256k)

Pocket Book II (512k)
Pocket Book II (1Mb)
Psion 3a (256k)
Psion 3a (512k)
Psion 3a (1Mb)
Psion 3a (2Mb)
A-Link £42
Parallel Link £26
128k RAM SSD £43
256k Flash SSD £47
PB/Ps3 Games £Call

£1149
£205
£255
£285
£199
£249
£270
£305

PC Link £60
Mams Adaptor £15
512k RAM SSD £105
512k Flash SSD £77
PBII/Ps3a Games £45

Memory Upgrades
I RiscPC Memory, please ring lo confirm prices 1

4Mb SIMM £85 8Mb SIMM £165
J 16Mb SIMM £340 32Mb SIMM £650

1 Ml. VRAM £100 2Mb VRAM £160
.1 1-2Mb VRAM Upgrade (exchange) £100
A3000 Memory

1 1 -2Mb RAM £55 |2-4Mb RAM £90
ii 1 -4Mb RAM £129|
A3010 Memory
1 -2Mb RAM £40 |2-4Mb RAM £105

1 1-4Mb RAM £145
A3020/A4000 Memory

ij 2-4Mb RAM £89

1

A5000 Memory
i| 2-4Mb RAM £89 14-8Mb RAM £199
A300/400 Series

% 4-8Mb RAM £199

1

Monitors
Acorn AKF5314' 0.39dp MultiScan £250
Acom AKF50 14" 0.28dp MultiScan £318

1 Acorn AKF60 14" 0.28dp MultiScan £325
h Hyama MF-8617E 17“ 0.26dp M/Scan £549

,

llyama MT-9017E 17“ 0.25stnpe M/Scan £599 i;

Older computers will require an adaptor £12 IE

Printers (Include Cable)
Canon BJ-200ex (360dpi) £ 1 80
Canon BJ-230 (360dpi) £265 I

Canon BJC-600e Colour (360dpi) £330 K

Canon BJC-610 Colour (720dpi) £360 I

Canon BJC-4000 Colour (360dpl) £240
Epson Stylus Colour Printer (720dpi) ECall
HP LaserJet 5L 4ppm (600dpi) New! £410
HP LaserJet 5P 6ppm (600dpi) New! £630

|

Add £40 to above printers for TurboDriver

2 lOBase)
A3020/A4k EtherLan 200 10Base2 £135
A3020/A4k EtherLan 201 lOBaseT £135
A300-A5k EtherLan 502 10Base2/T £125
RlscPC/A7k EtherLan 602 10Base2,T £105
For Access+ add £15 to above pnces.

iardware Upgrades
24i16 Multimedia Card (512kb frames! ) £339 |
24i16 Multimedia Card (1Mb framestore) £385
486sx25MHz Bare PC Card £299
486SLC50MHZ Bare PC Card £349
Refer to RiscPC memory to add to PC cards.

FPA Upgrade for ARM3 £5!

Colour Card Gold (CC) £13!
Eagle M2 Multimedia Card (CC) £31!
iTV TV Tuner & Teletext card (Irlam) £16!
Joystick Interface (all rrv'c's) £2f

Logitech Mouse (Acorn) £2!
Midi Max Card (CC) £6f

Movie Magic (CC) £24!
Powerpad (dual) (Gamesware) £3!
Scan • 9pm Momtor/RGBTV cable £12
Scart - 15pin Monitor/RGBTV cable £12

Serial Upgrade for A3000 (Acorn) £1

!

Stereo Speakers 25W (mains powered) £3f
Stereo Speakers BOW (mains powered) £5(
TV Tuner with TeleText (CC) £15/

Modems
Add (.99+vAT for ANT Internet Suite.

Sportster Modem Bundles
Modem bundles include a Sportster modem,
cable, phone splitter, ArcTerm7 & ArcFAX
14k4Vi Sportster Fax/Modem Bundle £200
The above modem also has voice facility

28k8 Sportster Fax/Modem Bundle £265
V.34+ Courier Fax/Modem & cable only £345

Sportster Modems
14k4Vi Sportster Fax/Modem & cable only£115|!

The above modem also has voice facility

28k8 Sportster Fax/Modem & cable only £1 90 I

V.34- Courier Fax/Modem & cable only £270 |

Epson GT-5000 Colour SCSI Scanner £389 I,

Epson GT-8500 Colour SCSI Scanner £525 I
Above colour scanners include (TWAIN drivers.

ImageMaster & SCSI Cable
Vision24 Colour Digitiser Int £69/Ext £94 1

Hi-Vision24 Digitiser A5000 Int £94/Ext £1 1 9 I

A3010 HCCS Hard Disc Muhi-Podule
80Mb + User Port + 2 Slots £186
1 30Mb + User Port + 2 Slots £269
1 60Mb + User Port + 2 Slots £31

9

A3000 Internal IDE Hardcards
80Mb + User Port £156
1 30Mb + User Port £21

9

160Mb + User Port £279
See top of page for other hard discs.

Printer Consumables
BJ-10 Ink Cartndge (BC-01) £16
BJ-200 Ink Cartridge (BC-02) £17
BJ-300 Ink Cartridge (BJI-642) £15
BJ-600 Black Cartndge <BJI-201bk HiCap) £10
BJ 600 Colour Cartndge (BJI 201 ) £8
BJC-4000 Black Cartndge (BCI-21Bk) £9
BJC-4000 Colour Cartndge (BCI-21C) £17
BJC-4000 Fast Black Cartndge (BC-20) £25
BJ-800 Black Cartndge (BJI-643) £1

6

BJ-800 Colour Cartndge (BJI-643) £20
DeskJel500 Mono/Colour Cartndge £20/£23
EP-L Toner (LBP-4/HP LJIII) £59
Epson Stylus Colour Black £ 16/Colour £30
HP 92274A Toner (HP U4L) £59
'^•150 Ink Cartridge (Acorn) £22

| Swift24 Mono/Colour Ribbon

a Acom 5th PRM covering RiscOS3.5
'I Acorn BBC Basic VI Guide
RiscPC Tech Ref Guide Add £7 carr.

I
Artworks Made Easy (Dabs)

I DTP on the Archimedes (Sigma)

| First steps in prog RiscOS (Sigi“ '

'sMan
g RiscOS (Sigma)

Game Maker's Manual (Sigma)
r RiscOS 3 First Steps (Dabs)
Add £2 Carr to above (£4 for Acorn

£29 95
£1995
£29.95
£10.00
£12.95
£14.95
£14.95
£10.00

books)

EC residents add 17.5% VAT to all prices

except books. Carnage free in UK (excluding

remote areas) (except books), elsewhere at

cost. Orders MUST be accompanied by a
phone number Pnces and spec's subject to

change without notification. Goods subject to

availability Goods not offered on trial basis.

Restocking fee on non-faulty returns. Official

orders welcome from educational institutes.

1 with order under £30. E&OE.

M63 Junction 12

|
Stockport Wes! ^

AS146~

AnWOrKS OH GU (GG)
Childrens Micropedta CD £85
ClipArt CD 1/2 (CC) £19 each
Dune II (Eclipse) £36
Encarta '95 (or Windows £Call

Granny's Garden CD £28
Hutchinsons Encycloped' £40
Replay Starter Kit (Acom) £37
RiscDisc Vol 1 CD £17
RiscDisc Vol 2 CD £17
Simon the Sorcerer CD £36
TopicArt CD-ROM £34

Applications
Advance 2Mb (Acom) £99
Advantage (Longman) £46
ANT Internet Suite (ANT) £99
ArcFax (David Pilling) £28
ArcTerm7 (Serial Port) £58
Artworks (CC) £120
AudioWorks (CC) £451

C/C++ (Acom) (£7 Carr) £213
CADet (Minerva) £99

j

Card Shop (Clares) £ 1 9 j

Chameleon 2 (4Mation) £33
Compl. Animator (IOTA) £79
Compression (CC ) £29
DataPower (IOTA) £123
Desktop Thesaurus (BB) £19
Digi. Symphony (Oregan) £48
Disc Rescue (Look) £28
Easy C++ (Beetoug) £93
Eureka v3 (Longman) £93
FireWorkz (Colton)

Pro (Coltt

Serenade (Clares)

(Datastore

Hecordz (Colton)

Resultz (Colton) £75
Rhapsody (Clares) v3 £74
S-Base2 Personal (Long) £48
S-Base 2 Developer £98
S-Base 2 Developed £147

ShapeFX (Datastore)

Sibelius 6
Sibelius 7
Sleuth (Beebug)
Sleuth2 (Beebug)
Snippet (4Mation)
SparkFS (Pilling)

Speech 2! (Superior)

Studio24 (Pineapple) £120
Touch Type (IOTA) £38
TurboDnver BJ (CC) £42
TurboDnver HP (CC) £42
TurboDriver Epson (CC) £42
Tween (Ace) £28
TypeStudio (Beebug) £43
Vector (4Mation) £75
WordWorks (CC) £36
Wordz (Colton) £54

£75
£10
£149
£789
£50
£93
£32

1

£21
£22

FireWorkz Pro (Colton) £139
Font Dir (Look) £28
Font FX (DataStore) £10
Glimpse (Sherston) £10
Graphics Loaders (CC) £42
Hard Disc Comp (BB) £42
Hatchback (4Mation)

Hearsay II (Beebuq)Hearsay II (Beebuq) £75
Home Accounts (Minerv) £28

£25
£40
£46

£120

HTML Edit

Illusionist (Clares)

Image Outlmer (IOTA)
Impression Publisher
Impression Publisher £259
Impression Style (CC) £79
InterTalk (Acom)
MacFS (CC)
MacFS Lite (CC)
Magpie (Longman)
Morpheus (Oregan)
Night Sky (Clares)

Notate (Longman)
Ovation (Beebug)
PenDown Plus (Long)
Personal Accounts (Apr) £38
PhotoDesk (Spacetech) £157
PhotoTouch (Oregan) £68
Pin Point Junior (Long) £25
Plot (Clares) £63
Poster (4Mation) £74
ProArtisan 2 (Clares) £102
Prophet (Apricote) £145
PublishArt (SmartDTP) £29

Air Supremacy (Sup) £13
Alone in the Dark (Kris) £26
Arcturus (Oregan) £20
Axis (TBA) £20
BattleChess (Knsalis) £22
Birds of War (4D) 2Mb £23
Black Angel (4D) £23
Blood Sport (Matt Black) £12
Break 147/Superpool £23
Burn Out (Oregan) £20
Cannon Fodder (Krisalis) £20
Carnage Inc (4D) £18
Champions (Knsalis) £22
-Includes Man Utd. J Khan
- Squash, Wld Class
- Leaderbrd & Boxing Mngr
Chocks Compendium £23
Chopper Force (4D)

Chuck Rock (Krisalis)

Crystal Maze (Sher)

Cyber Chess (4D)

Cygnus Collection
- Incl Twin World. Iron Lord &
- Tower ol Babel
Diggers (Millenium) £22
Dreadnoughts (Turcan) £26
Dune II (Eclipse) £27
Dungeon (4D) 2Mb £23
Enter the Realm 2Mb £13
E-Type Compend. (4D) £18
E-Type 2 (4D) £23
Fire & Ice (Times Wamer)£20
Flashback (US Gold) £22
FTT (TBA)
GODS (Krisalis)

Guile (Dream)
Haunted House 2Mb
Heimdall (Krisalis) 2Mb £22
Hero Quest (Krisalis) £22
Holed Out Compendium £13

James Pond (Krisalis) £ 1

0

James Pond 2 RoboCod £20
Krisalis Collection £22
-Includes. Mad Prof. Pipe'm,
- Terramex & Revelation

Lemmings (Krisalis) £19
Lemmings for RiscPC £22
Lemmings 2 Tribes 2Mb £22
Lotus Turbo Chall2 (Kris) £19
Magic Pockets (Reneg) £20
Magnetoids (Oregan) £22
Man United Europe (Kris) £10
Oh No More Lemmings £16
Pandora's Box (4D) £13
Playitagaln Sam 1/2/3 £l9ea.
Populous (Knsalis) £22
Real McCoy 2/3/4 £24ea.
Repton 3/4 (Supenor) £19ea.
Sally & Wally (Oregan) £20
Saloon Cars Deluxe (4D) £23
Scrabble (US Gold) £21
Sim City (Knsalis) £23
Sim City 2000 (RiscPC) £30
Sim City 2000 (A5000) £30
Simon the Sorcerer 2Mb £31
Small (Virgo) £19
Speedball 2 (Krisalis) £20
Spheres of Chaos (Matt) £17
Spobbleoids £20
Slarfighter 3000 (Fednet) £23
Stunt Racer 2000 <4D) £23
Stunt Racer Xtra Tracks £17
SWIV (Krisalis) £10
Time Machine (4D) £18
Virtual Golt (4D) 2Mb £23
Virtual Golf Augusta Cse £13
Wavelength (G/W) £18
Wolfenstem 3D (Powers) £23

£22
£10
£17
£23
£20

£20
£10
£22
£18

iducational
10/10 Software Series
-Early Essentials (over 7) £18
-English (6-1 6yrs) £18
-French (B-16yrs) £18
-Junior Essentials (5-11) £18
-Maths (Number) (6-16) £18
-Maths (Algebra) (6-16) £18
-Maths (Statistics) (6-16) £18
-Spelling (over 9) £18
-Driving Test £10
-Dinosaurs (all ages) £10
Crystal Ram Forest (Sh) £40
Darryl the Dragon (4M) £18
Fun School 3 £17
(Spec age group .<5. 5-7, >7)
Fun School 4 £17
(Spec age group .<5. 5-7. >7)

Granny’s Garden (4M) £23
KidPix (ESM) £37

£20
£21

Maths Circus (4Mation) £25
Noddy’s Playtime (JBn)

"

Playdays (Gamesware)
Rosie & Jim
- Duck loses its Ouack
- Jim gets the sneezes
Call for titles not listed

£10
£1C

Desktop Projects Ltd
Authorised Acorn Dealer, Fax: 0161 474 0781, Email: info@desktopp.demon.co.uk

Unit 2A, Heapriding Business Park, Ford St, STOCKPORT. Cheshire. SK3 0BT

Tel: 0161-474 0778
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Public Domain
TranspGour

The anonymous demo TranspGour, which features clever

graphics routines but could be a bit more interesting.

A SMALL graphical treat for Rise

PC owners appeared anonymously

on the net recently and, although

short, is worth a look. The code

produces a rather nice transparent

vector object that spins round over

a 3D starfield and Rise PC back-

ground picture. It's quite nice to

look at, but frankly gets boring

after a few seconds. After spending

time getting the nice graphics rou-

tines working, what's the point in

failing to use them in something

interesting to look at? There's

much more to producing demos
than knocking up the main code

routines. Still, a good first effort;

let's hope that some more are

forthcoming.

TranspGour is on disk Demo 146

from The Datafile - alternatively,

ftp the program from Stuttgart.

Mercenary
MERCENARY is what author

Michel Grimminck describes

as 'a half finished game', and

I must agree it is somewhat
ragged around the edges. But

for graphics fans its still

worth a look. Let's hope
Michel can find the time to

finish what is obviously a

very promising program.

After traversing through a

few introductory menus, the

game gives you control of a

tank which you can drive

over the undulating polygon

landscape created by the

game system. Although the

game offers little to do other

than explore the virtual

world and loose off bullets

and missiles at passing tanks,

it does demonstrate the

potential of this sort of

simulation.

Mercenary can be found on

The Datafile's disk Game79,
and the Stuttgart ftp server.

Proposal
ALTHOUGH new PD games seem to have been

fairly thin on the ground in recent months,

Proposal by South African coder Peter E.

Ottermann (mentioned in last month's Game
Show) is here to fill the gap. It is by far the best

PD game I've seen since way back in the times

when Tom Cooper used to write them.

Proposal gives you control of a spaceship in

our own solar system. The local planets and the

sun are represented well by scaled sprites, with

the enemy spaceships which you have to

destroy shown as texture-mapped 3D vectors.

Add to this a nice two-layer starfield of local

debris and distant stars, and you have a quite a

realistic and convincing view from your ship.

Peter plans to add space stations and a whole

range of ships to interact with.

Peter says that Proposal is just a small part of

what will be a large space game, made up of

three distinctly different sections. As it stands,

all you have to do is fly round and shoot down

several alien spaceships.

The feel is very reminiscent of Elite
,
with

four directional controls and an accelerate and

brake key. Overall speed is very good, and the

controls respond well. Combat is quite tricky as

the enemy ships require quite a large number
of hits before they go up in flames. It's also not

all that clear whether your bullets are hitting

the ship you're shooting at; a few larger explo-

sions or Elite-style flying splinters would help

in this respect, although you certainly know
about it when the alien finally blows up com-

pletely.

Despite these niggles, 1 have to admit that

the difficulty level is set about right, making
the game a nice challenge. Notwithstanding

the lack of sound, it's a great PD offering

which is well worth getting hold of. Watch this

space for further information on its progress.

Proposal is on GA79 from the Datafile and

from hensa on the Net.

New column
I'm pleased to announce that

after a minor restructuring of the

Acorn User editorial pages, we'll

be featuring two full pages of PD

software every issue. I'm aiming

to maintain the regular look at

new software on the scene, as

well as looking back at some clas-

sic programs from the past. I also

hope to introduce some new fea-

tures and one-off specials. I'm

kicking off this new trend with a

visual feast of programs for this

graphics special.

If you'd like me to cover any-

thing in particular or want to

comment on the column in

general, please get in touch at

one of the addresses below.

Nem's PD
Check out a good range of PD

software available from a new

library run by Paul Solecki. Nem's

PD stocks all kinds of PD software

including a massive range of

tracker modules, graphics files

and demos. Everything in the

library is available on a pic 'n' mix

basis, and a comprehensive cata-

logue program allows you to

select the files you want, with

ease. 800K disks are £1 per disk

only. Contact: Paul Solecki, 9

Rosedale Ave, Chesterfield,

Derbyshire, S40 2UY.

Demo vote
The PD page will soon be featur-

ing the results of a net-wide vote

on the best Acorn demo available.

The vote is being run in conjunc-

tion with Frederic Elisei's Acorn

demo pages. Anyone can take

part by surfing to http://droopy

.imag.fr/~elisei on the web.

Eventshell update
Eventshell has been updated with

several bug fixes after a new

release at the show. Version 2.02

is on disk UT279 from The

Datafile.

Contacting me
You can contact the PD page by

writing to me, Paul Wheatley, at

Acorn User, IDG Media, Media

House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield, SK10 4NP. Or prefer-

ably, by e-mail to

quantum@digibank.demon.co.uk

or online on the Arcade BBS.
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Public Domain
Xtreme
THIS is a colossal 4Mb demo
created by a collaboration

between some of the best

groups on the scene.

Although produced and put

together by HASS, it features

contributions from Arm's
Tech, Excelsior and Eddie

(sic). As you can probably tell

from the massive data size of

this production, it has a large

number of parts featuring

everything from texture map-

ping and liquids modelling to

complex light-sourced mod-
els. In fact the entire demo
takes nearly 20 minutes to

watch, and that's without

any scrollers or overly long

sections to sit through.

There are way too many
effects to describe them all in

detail, but 1 must give some
mention to the fantastic 3D

routines present. Frederic

Elisei of Arm's Tech has con-

tributed some of his amazing

light-sourced objects rou-

tines, including spinning

dragons, a spookily lit

Beethoven and rotating, tex-

ture-mapped head.

Jan and Gil who both code

for BASS wrote most of the

shaded vector objects which

spin into the demo with reas-

suring regularity. The best of

these must be the incredible

metallic-looking hot air

balloon.

By far the most interesting

routine in the demo is the

lengthy voxel landscape rou-

tine by Gil. The section

begins by flying across a

misty textured landscape

before approaching a castle

along a raised road; very

dramatic and nicely coded.

As you can probably tell

from my descriptions, there's

a lot in this demo 1 like, but

unfortunately I must moan
about the lack of links

between effects. Most of the

code routines use separate

music and make the demo
appear very disjointed. This,

combined with the use of

some very dated and rather

cheesy effects spoils the

overall effect.

Having said that, the qual-

ity of most routines is much
better, making this a valuable

addition to anyone's demo
collection. Some effects are

Rise PC only, so don't be dis-

appointed if you run it on an

old machine.

Xtreme requires a special

order of three HD and one
DD or seven DD discs from

the Datafile. Alternatively it

can be downloaded from
the BASS and Arm's

Tech web pages at:

http://droopyimag.fr/~elisei.

Just one small part of

the Xtreme demo.

Lunatic

AS promised last month, here's

a full review of Archiologics'

new demo intro released at

Acorn World. Unfortunately,

the production was written on

pre-Risc PC machines and uses

direct hardware accessing tech-

niques for speed. This crashes

VII)C20-based machines (for

instance, the Rise PC), but run-

ning the demo on an A3010
(cheers Phil) I was very

impressed. It's always difficult

to comment objectively on a

demo written for the ARM250
when you've just seen a Rise PC

demo, but I was pleasantly sur-

prised by the speed and
quality.

The production is actually a

64K intro and yet still manages

to cram in loads of effects.

After a brief text loader, the

demo launches into an array of

nicely-produced routines. Each

part has been designed well,

and moves on to the next sec-

tion fairly rapidly. You don't

get bored with this demo.

Among the best effects are

an optimised magnifier with

glass balls moving over a pic-

ture, a very fast ARM250-based

voxel landscape and a fast, if

rather chunky, fractal zoom.

No complaints about this

production though. I'm fre-

quently annoyed by the lack of

proper design input and cohe-

sion in Acorn demos, but

Lunatic passed through my
perfectionist gaze intact. To

sum up, a great intro from a

cool team - I'm awaiting their

next release with bated breath.

Lunatic can be ordered as part

of a pic 'n' mix disc from

Nem's PD.
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ImageBank - £31.14 inclusive

iTV is simple to use with channel and teletext page selection all

carried out from a single RISC OS application.

As well as generating stereo audio & video, iTV can also switch in

an external source so that you don’t have to mess about swapping

leads. A composite video output is provided to drive digitisers - with

integral support for the 24i1 6 multimedia system.

• Teletext & NICAM support as standard including all software.

• Crystal controlled full-band tuner receives VHF/UHF from aerials,

cable or VCRs etc.

advanced 24 bit video

digitiser with a 1 6 bit

sound sampler. As well as

brilliant still images 24i1

6

captures superb Replay

movies and hi-fi audio.

24if 6 can grab a

complete TV frame at a

resolution of 768 pixels by

576 lines from S-Video or

composite sources.

Replay movies (including sound) can also be captured at up to 25 images

per second. Image size and rate are adjustable and limited only by disc

and system bandwidth. Sophisticated software is provided which is both

flexible and easy to use. Features include:

• Hardware scaling & anti-aliasing.

• Contrast, hue, brightness and saturation control in real-time

• Built-in ADPCM audio compression.

• Mixing and high quality filtering of built-in Acorn sound system.

• SWIs and examples are available to allow easy use from your programs.

• Optional waveform monitor and vectorscope utilities.

flHHU—JIIJJ
iTV is a complete television reception system with TV tuner.

Teletext & NICAM stereo audio decoder on a single card

With a copy of ImageBank you can

squeeze ten megabytes of 24 bit scans

onto a single floppy disc, and catalogue

them too!

ImageBank compresses pictures

automatically, creating thumbnail'

versions so that you can browse

through them quickly and easily.
nm •

Double clicking on the thumbnail rapidly decompresses the image to

its full size. Acclaimed in reviews as an invaluable utility.

The image quality possible from 24i1 6 is the best obtainable...Replay

quality is superior to anything else...” - Archimedes World

The First and Only Colour
hand scanner for RISC OS
machines. Supplied complete

with a specially designed

expansion card and application

software for A400, A5000 and

Rise PC. From monochrome or

256 grey scales up to full 24 bit

scans this scanner does them all

brilliantly. But don’t just take

our word for it:

Epson scanners are reliable,

fast and produce consistently

high quality scans.

"Irlam has led the way in bringing high quality colour scanners to the

Arc The first affordable 24-bit colour scanner .Irlam has

obviously put a lot of effort into getting the best possible images from

the scanner, and the images that Prol-Mage generates are excellent

...an excellent product at a very reasonable price..." - RISC User

1 was most impressed by the quality achieved by this handy

unit...The entire package works very well and produces stunning

results. .." - Archimedes World

They can be driven directly

from the printer port of A30 1 0,

A3020, A4000. A4. A5000 and
Rise PCs (an interface card is

available for A400s etc). They

also work via most major SCSI

interface cards including Acorn,

Alsystems, Cumana, & Morley.

GT8500 400dpi (optical) resolution and interpolates to 1600dpi.

GT9000 Scans at 600dpi (optical) and interpolates up to 2400dpi!
Both scanners digitise internally to 30 bits which ensures that detail is

faithfully reproduced even in dark areas. Built-in parallel and SCSI ports.

Transparency Adaptor This optional unit fits any Epson scanner and
allows slides and black and white negatives to be scanned up to full A4.

Unlike many hand scanners this package is easy to use, scans straight

and produces brilliant results. Features include: Prol-Mage - Colour Scanning Software

• 24 bit scan head providing 16.7 million colour & 256 grey levels.

• Real-time high-quality preview whilst scanning direct-to-disc.

• Resolution up to 400 dpi.

• Powerful colour map controls allowing RGB components to be

adjusted individually and effects previewed in real-time.

• 32 bit sprite format & takes advantage of new Rise PC modes.

• 24 bit Clear & industry standard compressed TIFF and JPEG files.

• Brightness, Gamma correction and Sharpness controls.

• Visual and audible warning if scanning speed is too fast

• Images can be rotated and cropped after scanning.

Irlam Instruments Ltd,
Brunei Institute for Bioengineering

Brunei University, Uxbridge,

Middlesex. UB8 3PH.

Tel/Fax 01895 811401
Email sales@irlam.co.uk

All products come with 1 year

full guarantee. E&OE.

Prol-Mage scanning software has been under continuous

development for several years. It is proven, easy to use,

produces high quality images and supports a wide range of

image formats including industry standard TIFF and compressed

JPEG files. We can supply complete packages (interface cards &
leads etc) or just software. Features include.

• Multi-tasking scanning with images building up on-screen.

• Fast previews and scanning direct-to-disc for large images.

• Superb 256 colour sprites plus True Colour for Rise PC.

Low-cost 1 6 bit Audio Sampler
Lambda 16 is a very high quality 16 bit sound sampling system

for RISC OS computers. A wide range of sampling rates is supported from

5KHz up to 48KHz (including CD and DAT frequencies). Lambdal6
records direct to hard disc, rather than memory, so samples can be as

long as your hard disc capacity will allow. Features include:

• samples stereo high quality 1 6 bit sound direct-to-disc.

• uses 1 6 bit audio output for very high quality playback.

The sound quality from Lambdal 6 is excellent... I couldn’t really fault

this product..." - Archimedes World



Arcshare
^ Acorn to PC Networking Software

Its finally happened. A company has come up with a simple

and inexpensive solution to an age old problem.

ARCH / PC Access SERVER BH300012
File Options Help

EE
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Getting access to files stored on a PC has always been a

problem for Acorn computer owners. There has always been
Floppy Disk transfers, but these are slow and limited to

1.44Mb. There has been several attempts to "Network" the

two computers together but most attempts have been problematic and needed a great deal of

extra hardware.

Arcshare is the latest program from KCS which allows any Acorn computer with an Access
network card to talk to any PC with a network card & Windows.

Arcshare needs no extra hardware other than cheap network cards. Arcshare is very easy to

use through its graphical interface and is, on average 40 times quicker than using a floppy

disk, but with no file size limitation. Arcshare can even use CD Rom drives from a different

machine.

Directory
Directory
Directory
Directory
Directory
Directory
Directory
Directory
Directory
Directory
Directory
Directory
Directory
Directory
Directory
Directory
Directory
Directory
Directory

PC File*

Pc [KCS SERVER] |f

& c:\

aicdll

atcshaieexe
aicshate typ

edit shat exe
leadme Ixf

unfilled imp

Delete Refresh

Available Now.
Copying 51608a.tif to Arch

1 31 7 kbytes

In the Main screen on Arcshare Client,

both the Acorn and the PC directories are visible. Files can either be copied, or deleted, even
new directories can be created on the Acorn from the PC. Arcshare has the advantage, that it

can be run directly from the Windows Filemanager so that file manipulation is simple.

Arcshare can run under a Windows for Workgroups network in conjunction with other PC's on

the same network. There is no limit as to the amount of Acorns that can be seen from the PC
on the Access network.

On the Acorn, the PC directories are designed to look just like any other Acorn directory. In

fact, Arcshare makes the PC behave as if it were part of an Access network. Files can be

copied from the PC directories to acorn directories in the normal manner. Files can even be
copied from one PC to another PC via the Acorn.

It's time to join the PC and the Acorn on the same network. Call KCS now to find out more
about Arcshare and networking Acorns to PC's.

Arch Files

r 420Meg
ARTWORKS CD

lH

CD Roms, Hard Drives

& other Acorn

Computers can be seen

& used by the PC.

®n

—

Share: 486SX-25 S

SWITCH
Hi Hi

ENVELOPE ACORN AVERYLGO

Hi El ES
INIGUARD 386 ARC PIG

teIIrle music

The PC Directory looks like just another

Acorn Directory, thanks to Automatic,

remote Filetyping.

420Meg
m 3*

486SX-25 486DX4-100 Apps ImageFS LsJet III

Prices

Arcshare Client vl.4

£79.00 & vat

Arcshare Server vl.4

£99.00 & vat

Arcshare Client vl.4

* Allows file transfers between

Acorn and PC Computers.

* No Filesize Limitation.

* Automatic Filetyping when the

Acorn receives a file so that the

file is ready to be loaded into an

application straight away.

* Automatic File Extensions added
when a file is transferred from the

Acorn to the PC so that the file

can be loaded into a program

straight away.

* Easy to Use Graphic Interface.

* No "Dedicated Server" Computer

required.

* Connects directly to Acorn

Access Network. Very easy to

setup and install.

* Works with Windows 3.1, 3.11,

Windows 95 & Windows NT

Arcshare Server vl .4

Has ALL the Functions of

Arcshare Client vl .4 but with the

following additional extras.

Allows transfers of files from the

Acorn.

When a Window is open

displaying a PC directory, all the

files are filetyped even though

they are stored on the PC!

Files can even be copied from

PC to PC from the Acorn.

Any Acorn on the Network can

access the PC.

Makes the PC system look like

another Acorn Access system.

Files can be loaded into

applications directly from the PC.

Available from:

Kimberley Computer Services. 73 Chapel Street, Leigh, Lancashire, WN7 2DA. Tel - 01942 677777. Fax 01942 672300. email - Info® kesprem.demon.co.u
& other reputable Acom Dealers



Comms
Coming soon to a

browser near you
I’M in a bit of a dilemma.
While keen to encourage all

comms users to discover for

themselves the wonders of the

wide world of the Internet, I

also want them to continue

calling and using dial-up

bulletin boards. The media
hype would have us believe

that everything you could pos-

sibly want is out there

somewhere on the Web. That

may be true if you know what

you want, but you can be very

much on your own typing in

that first URL.

Bulletin boards can offer

callers an exclusive selection of

information as well as a special

club atmosphere. You can

communicate directly and
immediately with others who
have had similar experiences,

problems, solutions and ideas

as well as being able to debate

and discuss differences of

opinion. A BBS is an all-in-one

site that has all this and the

latest PD and Freeware pro-

gramming and resources too.

Now I'm being asked if it's

possible to reach Arcade BBS

from the Internet itself, so

maybe there is hope yet. A per-

manent connection would be

prohibitively expensive for any

hobbyist sysop, but a compro-

mise is now possible with

Freeware and PD software

recently available. Tom
Hughes' FreeNet software pro-

ject has spawned several

TCP/IP programs that can give

WWW server and ftp server

capabilities to Acorn 32-bit

machines having a full-access

Internet account.

By running Chris Poole's

Shareware DeltaNet server on

the BBS Rise PC, I can now
allow Internet users to reach

the Arcade filebase via http

and ftp from a set of specially

created Web pages to point the

way. Stewart Brodie's Freeware

HTTPservr can also do the job

and even offers imagemap
operation, so some really

whizzy graphic Web pages

should be possible. To set up

the link, a local call on a

weekend at V34 to Demon will

cost the BBS £3 + VAT for five

hours, which is not prohibi-

tive.

Watch out for announce-
ments that this interesting

experiment is up and running.

You can try this on your
own Acorn machine locally

using the Freenet starter pack

and the servers mentioned
above, which can be FTPd
from the following places:

• The Freenet starter pack:

ftp://cslib.ecs.soton.
ac.uk/pub/Acorn /freenet/p.

temple

• DeltaNet : ftp://cslib.ecs.soton

.ac.uk/pub/Acorn/freenet/

c.poole

• HttpServr: ftp://cslib.ecs.

soton.ac.uk/pub/Acorn/freenet

/s.brodie

So how about my dilemma?

Well, when more than a cou-

ple of users at once try the

Web pages over our 28800bps

modem link to Demon, I think

they'll realise that direct-

dialling is much quicker and at

weekends not much dearer,

and we'll welcome them back.

Thunderbolt to
strike

Toby Mackenzie's Thunderbolt

BBS is soon to join the London

area BBS scene. It will run on an

A3010 with a SupraFax 14400bps

modem and will be online 24

hours. Thunderbolt will have, says

Toby, some exclusive features,

such as a Noticeboard, Recipe of

the month, For Sale section and

Good BBS pages. It should be

online by February, so watch out

for further details.

Mossoft gets rolling

Mike Mostowyj tells me of his

new Mossoft BBS running

ArmBBS on a A5000. Mike thinks

it's time that Peterborough in

Cambridgeshire had its own BBS

just for Acorn computer owners

and aims to make it useful and

helpful for other users. Mossoft

BBS is online 24 hours a day and

the filebase is expanding all the

time specialising in graphics Draw

files. Speeds up to 14400bps are

supported and Mike can be con-

tacted by e-mail as well as on the

BBS.

Mossoft BBS

Tel: (01733) 701501

mickle@mossoft. demon, co. uk

InNet challenges
James Pullan of Neural Net Design

has tipped me off about the

imminent release of a new

PD/Shareware communications

suite called InNet. Key features

include a special Usenet news

manager written by Graham

Allan, ITFN - a fully featured news

reader, its WWW browser and

TCP/IP stack to replace the KA9Q

application - with 'point and dick'

ftp transfer, and a Telnet termi-

nal. Sounds too good to be

Shareware? A review copy is on

its way to me.

Neural Net Design

(01179)663671

INS@cjc2.demon, co.uk

Contacting me
You can contact the Comms page

by writing to David Dade, Acorn

User, Media House, Adlington

Park, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP, or

by e-mail to:

DaviD@arcade.demon.co.uk, or

mail #2 on Arcade BBS 0181-654

2212.Arcade BBS - now available on the Net, but only at weekends.
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Networks
DataPower for the
network
Those who have used a database

over a network will know that it

is, at best, uncertain. These pro-

grams invariably generated huge

amounts of traffic over the net

and if more than a handful of

users are on the network, it will

begin to slow down and any more

users will cause it to stop alto-

gether.

Of them all, DataPower is about

the best database to run across a

network, but there are limits to

what you can ask even this pro-

gram to do. In fact, unless you

specifically need its networking

features, my advice has always

been to create a RAM disc and

drop a copy of Scrap and the data

file you're using into it and run it

from there. Steve Holroyd of

HMTC actually wrote a program

called RAMScrap which will set up

a RAM disc with a copy of Scrap

inside and set WimpSScrap to the

copy of Scrap inside the RAM disc.

lota has recognised that there is

scope for improving DataPower

and are working on a new version

which should be available by the

time you read this.

lota

Tel: (01223) S66789

T Adaptors
If you are running a 10Base2 net-

work, (sometimes called thin

Ethernet), each computer requires

a BNC T adaptor, unless you're

using a SaferTap cabling system.

As a couple of you pointed out,

the cost of these seem to range

from just under £1 up to an aston-

ishing £3.99. There seems to be

little or no difference between

them in terms of quality, although

I was once supplied some that

appeared to be coated with an

insulating material which didn't

make them very effective.

I buy all my networking odd-

ments (including drop leads) from

Lindy who has a comprehensive

catalogue, is competitively priced

and provides quality products.

Lindy

Tel: (01642) 765275

Fax: (01642) 765274

Contacting me
You can contact the Network

page by writing to me, Geoff Pre-

ston at Acorn User, Media House,

Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10

4NP or by e-mail to:

gpreston@arcade.demon.co.uk.
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NetScrap
OF all the mail I receive about networks, one

question which continuously pops up concerns

the famous Scrap application. If using Le\el4 file-

server software, each user should have a copy of

Scrap in their user area.

As Bill Lamin pointed out in the October issue

of Acorn User
,
with use, these 'grow' and can

consume enormous amounts of disc space. Bill

outlined one way around this problem and here

is another offering courtesy of Allen Keeley

(with the help of Darrell Taylor of Room 20

Software).

NetScrap is placed in the root of the applica-

tion server. When a client logs on, it creates a

dummy Scrap directory in the user's network

area if one does not already exist and points all

the users of Scrap to this dummy directory. If the

client deletes this directory, NetScrap will auto-

matically recreate it the next time it is seen. The

memory overheads are non-existent, although

I'm told that files are occasionally left behind in

the dummy scrap directory, apparently due to an

error with the application using Scrap.

There is one small bug in the system however:

the first time the dummy Scrap directory is cre-

ated an error message 'Expression is a String' is

generated. If the user clicks on Cancel everything

then works fine. Perhaps there is someone out

there who could fix that problem.

NetScrap is on the cover disc.

Mac networks
ACORNS and Macs do not sit well on networks

together. The AppleTalk network protocol which

Macs use to talk to one another is not understood

by any of the Acorn networking software, although

an AppleTalk version of OmniClient is promised.

One partial solution - the one implemented on

the network at IDG - is to set up one of the Macs

as a TCP/IP file server. Acorn machines (and PCs

for that matter) can ftp to this machine using

TCP/IP, and Macs can attach to it using

AppleTalk. The only problem with this approach

is that the Mac ftp client we have installed on

our machine gives - you guessed it - non-stan-

dard replies, which the Ant Internet Suite

currently doesn't understand.

This leaves you doing command-line ftp or

even resorting to using Netscape on a PC card.

Ant is working on the problem, though clearly

non-standard protocols can only be supported

when they are encountered.

Tip for the month
SOME programs still save files as applications -

as several files within a directory prefixed with a

pling(!). Opening a user area with more than two

or three files of this type can take ages.

There are a couple of solutions to this prob-

lem. The first is to place two or three of the files

each in separate directory folders, the second is

temporarily to rename the files by removing the

pling and the third is to open the directory hold-

ing down the Ctrl key, although this last method

only works if you know in advance that the

directory contains a lot of files of this nature.

Renaming files without the pling will considerably speed directory access.
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LOOP DE LOOP Zebra

Over 1200 good quality RISC OS outline fonts

are available in packs of50families. On either

SOOk nr 1600kformat discs.

Win pay more, when our standard fonts will

work well with ALL applications . including

Impression. Pendown, Draw and Ovation.

Postage is free Jar UK & Europe {for the rest

of the world post is charged at cost). Official

orders are welcome.

Format DD
Discs per pack 4x800k

Single packs £8

Any 3 packs £20

Any 5 packs £30

All 10 packs £52

HD
2x 1600k

£6

£16

£22

£38

All fonts available on CD ROM for £29.05.

which includes previewing software.

e/sc os

FONT

Sky fall

PO BOX 2220/ BIRMINGHAM / B43 7SF

ILL 0121 358 7078 / FAX 0121 358 5969

email SKYFALL@zenta.clemon.co.uk

RPM+++ |

Eesox Parallel Port CD-ROM drives

I

•Double speed, £ 169.36 (£ 1 99 inc VAT)
•Quad speed, £254.47 <£299 inc VAT)
•Hex speed, £359.00 (£42 1 .83 inc VAT)
•SCSI CD-ROM->Parallel port Kit £35.00

I

Eesox SCSI CD-ROM drives

I

• Double speed external £169.36
Quad speed below £146 ! External available
• Six speed below £ 300. External available

liable

I
> 6.7 speed £ 325. External avails

Quad speed internal £449, external available

Eesox IDE CD-ROM drives i
MFC • Quad speed below £146

!

'Six speed below £ 200.
Eesox CD-ROM Enhancement Software

J CDFast speed up utility £25 (£20with drive)mm. . _ iw
'NetCDFast' speed up utility £130 (£99 with tower) I

i.r-
' 6

'

Eesox CD-ROM TOWERS
Quad Speed Six Speed.
£379 :. fP.O.A
£ 679 £ P.OA
£ 979 £ P.OA r )

i

J i
MAKE YOUR OWN audio CD or CD-ROM

/>;

Audio CD f£40, CD-ROM £60

Audio Products
*"* Eesox Audio Mixer for RISC PC £35

16 bit sound card for RISC PC £59.95

I

12W speakers £25 (£20 with a drive)
i drive)25W speakers £35 (£30 with a

80W speakers £49 (£44 with a drive) I

I

‘ J

Storage Devices „
IDE Hard Discs

Please call for latest

I

SCSI Hard Discs

540MB £139, IGB £189, 2GB £^75
4GB £850, 9Gk£ 1750

I

BESSEEGEBtM '

Speeds up copying and deleting, £35 /
J ™FastDisc Cdchinq For Flo

I

Graphics Tablets
d // ArtPadTT £ 169

A5 size £ 299

Jr- A4 size £ 549

LMBii1 A3 sizey/ 799
JJ A2 size £ 1599 '•*

,

_ , V j J •

’I JnS’C
Bundles available Hie Big Picture' or Studio24

'

NEW tablet software & Artworks Pressure Tool
ALL INCLUDED!

I

Eesox Tel/fox: (01954)212263
Suite 8c, Newton House, 147 St. Neots Rd

Hardwick, Combs CB3 7QJ
email: eesox@cityscape.co.uk

www, http://www.gold.net/users/ej74/
All prices exclude VAT and postage

I

L



Cover disc
Acorn User CD-ROM
WELL, we said that we were going to do another one, and here it

is. Actually, this is more like version 1.5; it was sponsored by Acorn

Education and was done by us for them. There'll be another Aconi

User CD-ROM a little later in the year, but this one will serve per-

fectly well to whet your appetite. With over 60 interactive demos

of Acorn software and the up-to-date ftp site on the disc, there's

sure to be something for you.

The disc is divided into three main areas - the Acorn Products

and Serv ices catalogue in ACORN, the Acorn ftp site in FTP and the

selection of commercial demos in DEMOS.

The Acorn Directory

Acorn has provided its Products and Serv ices catalogue in a series

of hypertext stacks in the ACORN directory on the disc. To run

these from the start, double-click on the !HOME stack, which will

take you to the title page, then move to the contents page. You'll

need a 2Mb machine to run the stack player HSPlayer, but the

stacks themselves are compact and should all run on a 2Mb
machine.

When you become more familiar with the layout of the stacks

you will be able to find the subject that you are after simply by

running the appropriate stack: STRAINING for information on

Acorn's training courses, say or SOFTWARE.!DTP for information

Seashore Life - one of the demos in Anglia's presentation.

on DTP packages.

The stacks have links to screenshots and pictures to illustrate

many of the products; these can also be viewed by opening the

appropriate directory. The hardware shots are in SHOTS
,
while the

software screenshots are in SOFTWARE.SCREENS, indexed by com-

pany then by product.

Some screenshots are TIFFs or deep sprites. These can be viewed

on older machines by using CIuingeFSI to convert them to 256- or

even 16-colour sprites. ClumgeFSl is provided in the root directory

of the CD-ROM.
The DOCS directory contains useful documents such as price

lists, dealer lists and so on. If (and only if) you are an education

customer, the prices shown in DOCS.EDUCATE apply and you can

buy direct from Acorn Education at those prices.

However, if you are not an education customer, the prices shown

in the DOCS.OTHERS directory apply - these are given for Acorn

products only. For other prices and for ordering, consult your local

dealer.

The Acorn ftp site

The FTP directory contains the Acorn ftp site as it was on 1

December 1995. Among the recent updates are a new version of

Printers, new printer definition files, and the latest DCI4 drivers

and TCP/IP stack. For those who have never encountered the site

Product title

mk

Link to screenshot Category

1 iHyperStudio: MUSIC - CartT

Rhythm Bed

Rhythm Bed - Clues (TPS457)

RhythmBed is a (hum and percusswn sequencer

which can be used w ith the iniein.it sounds of the

computer or a MIDI instnimeia Percussion inuis

can be built un using a grid-editing technique and

linked in anvAndcr to provide a complete backing

track, whichp
into other appli

Seienadc.

1C j

[
Demo^l| I

Product text Previous page Contents

Link

to

demo

Colour

code-
click to

see the

key

Next

page

A typical product card in the catalogue.

before there's a wealth on information on there, ranging from

highly technical application notes to the text of the Customer

Hotline columns from past Acorn Users.

A number of the diagrams are in PostScript format - these may
be printed out on any PostScript printer. Usually they will be on

the disc in other formats as well.

Commercial demos
The part of the disc that takes up by far the most room, the

DEMOS directory is packed with demos of many of the packages in

the products and services directory; over 60 of them. The demos
have links from their respective pages in the hypertext form of the

catalogue, but can easily be found in this directory anyway. Some
highlights are:

• The Anglia presentation. This takes over 200Mb of the disc and

demonstrates 10 of Anglia's CD-ROM titles.

• AVP's PictureBase demonstration. Once this is installed on your

hard drive, it gives an excellent idea of the range and quality of

the PictureBase resources.

• Talking Textease demo. This demonstrates both the latest version

of the software from Softease and Jon Duddington's excellent

Speak module.

• Composition and Virtualise from Clares. The demo version of

Cotnpo on this CD-ROM comes with a special cut-down version of

Icon Technology's Tech Writer doubles up as a demo for EasiWriter which

has a near-identical user interface.
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Acorn Education

gnu

Acorn

Virtualise which will provide a virtual memory system for Compo
only (note that this only runs on a Rise PC).

• Impression Junior. The full version of Junior is on this disc by way
of being a demonstration for Style. Style has many more features

and is more powerful: if you want to upgrade to Style you can do

so before the end of January for the bargain price of £49 + VAT.

Just contact Computer Concepts confirming that you have the

copy of Junior from the cover CD-ROM.
• Robert Bums files. These aren't a demo as such, but are actually a

set of trail files for the Robert Burns CD-ROM from Cambridgeshire

Software House - a bonus for anyone who's already got the pro-

gram or an instant resource for anyone who buys it.

• Breakaway Maths demo. This is a non-interactive demo showing

YITM's latest title, set at the Alton Towers theme park.

Resources
This directory contains the collected modules, fonts and resources

needed for some of the demos on the disc. ArtnMovie is supplied

because at least one demo contains Replay files, you

can merge the fonts and the modules in

ISystem with your own if you wish, but

they can be used in situ. (

0

Don't try this with /Scrap. If you

don't already have a /Scrap

folder, you must copy the one

on the CD-ROM to your

hard disc or to a write-

enabled floppy and then

run the copy. If you
don't do this, applica-

tions will be unable

to create temporary

files and may crash

as a result. Nor-

mally, though,

you will have a

/Scrap folder and
will have 'seen' it

before you. start

the CD-ROM, so

you won't need to

take any action.

Credits

This disc was sponsored

by Acorn Education, and

I'd like to thank John
O'Neill, Maureen Wilman
and Moira Woodward for

checking the content and provid

ing the copy and information. The

demos mostly arrived thanks to pestering

by Karen Peach, editorial assistant on the mag-

azine, but also because of the hard work of a number
of programmers, especially those at AVP, Anglia, YITM and Xavier.

TAG Developments very kindly gave me a beta release of

HyperStudio to do the hypertext stacks on which was more stable

than I had any right to expect, so Dave Miller deserves a round of

applause. Neil Critchell and Mark Watson at Eesox displayed end-

less stoicism in the face of shifting deadlines, as indeed did Alan

Capper, Pam Turnbull and Sandra Childs back at IDG.

Finally, whichever god decided to throw a blizzard at me when I

was driving through Huntingdon to get the gold disc cut deserves

my thanks for making life even more interesting just when it

seemed that nothing else could go wrong.

David Matthewman

Questions about the CD-ROM
Q: Why is some of the CD-ROM archived, but not all of it?

A: Sometimes it was necessary to archive applications containing

files with names which would have been illegal under the

standard for CD-ROMs. However, it is generally preferable to

allow applications to run directly from the CD-ROM rather

than putting them in Archives, as you then don't need ArcFS

loaded to run them.

Q: Some of the files on the ftp site have been filetyped as data

files but they're actually archives. Why, and what can I do

about it?

A: The ISO formatter removes the file types from files with a

DOS extension, as many on the site have. If you drag the

archives to ArcFS it should be able to load them

correctly. Alternatively, copy them to

another disc and change the file

type. If you are having trouble

opening some of the Spark

EDUCATION
Products & Services Catalogue

Spring 1996

archives on the disc

using ArcFS then

copying them to

your hard drive

first may help.

Q: Where can I get

further copies

of the CD-

ROM?

A: Customer care

at Acorn

Education -

(01223) 254222 -

will be happy to

send out extra discs

if you need them;

they will also be avail-

able at the BETT show.

Q: Wasn't some of this stuff on

the first CD-ROM?

A: Yes, several of the demos were, the

reason that they're repeated on this disc is

that the disc has to stand on its own as a product,

rather than relying to references to and earlier disc.

Q: I'm not in education - does this disc have anything for me?

A: Yes; many of the products in the catalogue have much wider

appeal, though obviously a large number are aimed at educa-

tion. Also you should ignore the pricing and ordering in the

DOCS.EDUCATE directory - that is for education only, and you

won't be able to buy at those prices. You may find the odd

useful thing on the ftp site as well.
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Top Model demo by Sincronia Soluzioni

The TopModel window with its two daunting tool bars.

TOPMODEL is a high-end graphics pack-

age designed to take advantage of the

power and Video RAM in a Rise PC, hut it

will also run at respectable speed on older

machines. TopModel will run in 2Mb -

4Mb is recommended - and clearly the

more powerful the machine, the faster it

will run.

Important note: on machines with a ver-

sion of RISC OS below 3.5 (pre-Risc PC

machines) TMViewer corrupts the system

sprite area, which will crash SptirkFS and

Memphis as well as anything else that uses

the area, so quit these before running

TMViewer. You have been warned.

TMViewer is a display-only version of

TopModel, although it also allows you to

create shapes to a limited extent using pre-

defined primitives. It should run straight

from the archive on disc, but in order to

free up as much memory as possible you

might want to copy the programs out of

the archive on to your hard disc and quit

ArcFS before running them.

The first thing to do

is to load one of the

pre defined models in

the Objects directory.

AcomUser and Bird are

the largest files, and

you may want to load

one of the smaller

ones to get the hang of

TMViewer. When you

load an object into the

viewer, a window
opens with two very

daunting tool bars -

don't worry, when you

move the pointer over

one of the tools, a

description of the tool

is displayed in the bot-

tom tool bar. Also, because this is only a

demo, most of the tools on the bottom tool

bar don't do anything anyway, although

you can see what they would do in the full

version by moving the pointer over them.

The tools on the left-

hand tool bar all

concern the display of

the objects loaded -

you can zoom, pan,

alter the lighting and

so on. The bottom
icons open up a second,

smaller tool bar which

allows you to chose

how the shapes are to

be displayed - wire

frame, polygon, with

textures and other

settings.

As to creating objects from scratch, the

only way you can do this in TMViewer is

using the program's library' of objects. To

access these, first click on the Create tool

(at the bottom left of the bottom tool bar)

then on the Library tool (bottom right of

the group of 10). A scrollable window con-

taining some objects is displayed; these

can be dragged to the main window to be

placed.

Further details on TopModel and
TMViewer can be found in the !Help files

inside TMViewer. For more information on

TopModel, including prices and availabil-

ity, contact Sincronia Soluzioni

Multimediali's international distributor,

PC POOL SaS.

PC POOL SaS

Tel/fax (Italy): +39 II 53 91 73

Email: pcpool@flower.it

TopModers viewer memory setup

Free memory available 17712 Kbytes

Free memory needed 9599 Kbytes

Points
|

wmm 86497

Poly h 82172

Screen[ [3078 K

Run TopViewer
1

fa. - r^wvr ’hr-m. mw **«-*^4

When you start TMViewer you can allocate more memory to the various

functions - make sure you don't exceed the total for your machine, though.

Regular items
YOU know what's in this area if you're a regular reader of the

magazine, but in case you're new I'll explain that this archive

contains programs and files which tie in with regular sections of

the magazine.

• The Education directory contains the NetScrap application

detailed on the Network page, three Draw files accompanying the

review' of Smudge the Scientist and two Draw files explaining how

Various authors

to make tessellating shapes.

• The RunTheRISC directory contains programs to go with Mike

Cook's hardware article on joypads.

• The Starlnfo archive contains the programs from the *INF()

section of the magazine. These are arranged by author's surname

and are all explained in greater detail in this section of the

magazine.

Disc information
THE software on this disc has been com-

pressed using ArcFS 2 from VTi. Unlike on

previous discs, these are straightforward

archives which are opened by running a copy

of ArcFS and double-clicking on the archive

to open it. There is a copy of ArcFS on the

disc.

Most software will run straight from the

archive, but some programs may need to be

copied out of the archive before being run,

uncompressing them in the process.
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If your disc is faulty, then you should test

whether it will verify by clicking with Menu
on the floppy drive icon and choosing 'Verify'

from the menu. You should then either return

it to TIB, TIB House, 11 Edward Street,

Bradford, Yorkshire Bl)4 7BH (if it does not

verify or is damaged) or to the editorial office

at Acorn User (if it verifies).

The Acorn User cover disc has been checked

for viruses using Killer version 2.101 from

Pineapple Software.



CD-ROM offer

CD-ROM
drive deal
Take advantage of our CD-ROM
drive offer, with a highly

individual drive.

ee s 0 X

If you're starting to get a little concerned about
these funny reflective discs that have started

appearing on the covers of Acorn magazines with

increasing frequency, and are looking for

something to play them on, then you need to

take advantage of our reader offer on this highly

individual CD-ROM drive from Eesox.

Not only does the drive double up both as a

parallel port and a SCSI drive, but you can also

power it from batteries and use it as a portable

CD player - it would also make the perfect CD-

ROM drive for an A4 for this reason. When you're

not carrying it around it plugs into the mains to

save on battery life. The standard Audio CD
controls are all included on a panel, so you don't

have to connect it to your computer to play audio

CDs.

The drive has the following specification:

• Double speed drive (306Kps transfer rate)

• Fast access time: 180ms
• SCSI 2 interface (will work with SCS1 1 cards)

• Parallel port interface (needs bi-directional

printer port, so this will not work on A300
series, A400 series, A540 or A3000).

• Photo CD multi-session compatible
• Video CD White Book compatible
• Includes carrying case and stereo headphones

Eesox sells SCSI cards if you do not already

have one - phone (01954) 212263 for details, or if

you are unsure whether your card will work with

the drive. Note that if you choose the parallel port

drive you will need a parallel port splitter if you
want to operate a printer and/or dongle on the

same port.

Eesox CD-ROM drives £149 inc VAT each

Extra P&P may be chargeable for overseas orders - please enquire before buying.

I will be connecting to L a parallel port L_ a SCSI card.

I will need a SCSI card - please send information and prices.

I enclose a total payment of:

I wish to pay by:

lH Cheque/Postal order (made payable to Eesox)

[ j Credit card (VISA/Access/Barclaycard)

Expiry date:
| /

rm rTT rm rrrrCard no:

(Official orders from educational establishments are welcome)

Address:

Postcode:

Daytime phone number:

Cj Please tick here if you do not want to receive promotional material

from other companies

Send your completed order form to: Acorn User Eesox offer,

Media House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP.

Please allow 28 days for delivery from when we receive your
order. To qualify

,
orders must be received by the end of

February. E&OE.

1
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TEACHERS
KCS have always offered great

discounts to the Education sector.

We have a vast range of products

available, please ask tor our "Teacher

Pack", which includes various

discounts for teachers and Schools.

Dept ACU, 73 Chapel Street. LEIGH,

Lancashire. WN7 2DA.

CLAN
MEMBERS

We currently offer substantial discounts

to all Clan members. It is not possible to

list all the special prices here, ask tor our

"Clan price list* available on disk.

01942 677777 >

Fax 01942 672300
email Sales@kcsprem.demon.co.uk

'Clffer the
' ohtl2

170Mb 2.5" IDE Hard Drive

Suitable for A30 10/3020/A4

£120 & Vat (inc Cable)

£189 & vat with A3010/3000 Interface

FLATBED SCANNERS
VISA

Payment by Switch/Visa/Della/Cheque

or Postal Order Welcomed.

L
Education
Specialists

f Education & Health

Authority orders
Trade Enquiries Welcome Accepted.

I

Em Vat inc Vat

2400 dpi Flatbed Colour A4 £349 00 c £4 10. 07

1200 dpi Flatbed Colour A4 £300 00 £352 50

Transparency Adaptor £210.00 « £246 75

SCSI Interlace (State Machine) £99.00 cl£1 16 33

Full OLOU Flatbed Scanners at Low Cost.

Upto 2400 Dots Per Inch Scaning capability (PC)

and 600 Dpi using Acorn Software Both Acorn

and PC Scanning software supplied

Sample scans available • Send SAE & Disk.

PRINTERS
Ex Vat Inc Vat

Citizen ABC 24 Pin Colour Cl 35.00 0 £156 63

HP DeskJet Portable £120.00 ri £141 00

HP DeskJet 320/ASF/Colour Kit £225.00 .£264 36

HP DeskJet 540C £215.00 •• £252.63

HP Deskiet 660C £325.00 , £361 68

Canon BJC600 £345.00 1405 38

Canon BJC4000 £235.00 . f276 13

Canon BJ200ex £195 00 .£229 13

Canon BJ230ex £ POA o EPOA
Canon BJIOsx £159.00 d £186.83

Epson Stylus 600+ £189 00 f £222.08

Epson Stylus Cotour £365.00 • £426 68

HP LaserJet 4L £385.00 - £452 38

All pnnters supplied with leads

Turbo Drivers HP £38.00 b £44 65

Turbo Drivers Canon £38.00 b £44 65

Turbo Dnvers Epson £38.00 t £44 65

Acorn 1 28c Pnnter Dnvers F.O.C. a FOC

INKJET REFILLS
Inkjet Refills are an economical method of

re-charging your existing print cartridge.

Premier Inks produce a complete range of tried &
tested refills that are suitable lor almost every

inkjet printer on the market The Jet Black refill is

much darker than most original cartridges and

often dnes taster with less overspray, so the

output looks clearer than before

^<t m
The Refills are packed in convenient ready to use

one way syringes and come complete with a

safety nozzle and FULL easy to use instructions

covering 10 different types of the most popular

cartndges It takes little more than u couple of

minutes to refill a print cartridge (whatever the

make), and generally saves at least 50% off the

cost ol a new cartridge

Single Refill Any Colour

Twin Refill Any Colow

Quad (Four) Refill Black Only

Tn-Colour Refill CM & V

Bufc 125ml Refill Kit Any Colour

Buk 250ml Refill Kit C/M/Y or Black

Buk 500ml Refill Kit Black Only

Ex Vat

£5.95

£11.05

£19.57

£17.01

£21.27

£38.29

£59.57

Inc Vat

a £6 99

a £12 99

a £22 9!

a £19 99

a £24 91

b £44 99

b £69 99

Using Refills with disposable head pnnt cartridges

In no way affects the warranty of your pnnter as

the cartridge is considered a separate item. Aiso

by using the PREMIER range ol refills you will not

lose out on the quality of print, in fact in most

cases using these particular refills can improve the

quality of print.

1ml Head Recovery Kit

125ml Cartridge Cleaning Kit

400ml Cartndge Cleaning Kit

TDQ Adaptor lor Thinks Cartridge

£3.40

£3.40

£8.50

£2.55

COLOURS AVALXBU FROM PttfMfP INKS

lUIUllllL
If you are unsure about using Inkjet Refills, call

and speak to our staff who will be happy to send

you a sample of the print out quality and a set of

instructions, so that you can see the results and

how easy they are to use. before you decide to

buy.
Mm ms
"The Professional Choice"

INKJET CARTRIDGES
Ex Vat

£17.02

£1525
£20.B5

£17.00

£20 20

£1200
£14 95

£20 20

£22.20

£23 00

£23.00

£23 00

£8.00

£25 00

£12.00

£14 60

£14.00

£15 00

£8.00

£6 20

£21 00

£7 00

£12.00

£18.00

£10.02

£11 SO

£13.50

£17.00

vat

HP51626A DJ Double Life

HP51633a DJ Portable Black

HP51625A Tri Colour Cartndge

HP51640A HP1200C Black

HP51640? HP 1200c C/M or Y

HP51604A Thinkjet/Quietjet

HP51639A PaintJet XL Black

HP51606C PaintJet Tri Colour

HP51606A Paintiet Black

HP51606R PaintJet Red
HP51606B Paintiet Blue

HP51606Y PaintJet Yellow

Epson Stylus BOO Black

Epson Stylus Colour - Colour

Epson Stylus Colour - Black

Olivetti JP150 Black

Canon BC-01 Black

Canon BC-02 Black

Canon BJC600 Black High Cap
Canon BJC600 C/M or Y

Canon BJC4000 BC20 Black

Canon BJC4000 BCI21 Black

Canon BJC4000 BCI21 Colour

Canon Jl-20c Integrex Colour

Canon JI-25B Integrex Black

Canon BJ300/330 Black

Canon BJC800 Black

Canon BJC800 C/M or Y

n £20 00

a £17 92
a £24.50

a £19 96

a £23 74

a £14 10

a £17 57

a £23 74

a £26 09

a £27 03
a £27 03
a £27.03

a £9.40

a £29 38

a £14 10

» £17.16

a £16.45

a £17,63

A £9.40

a £7.29

a £24.68

a £8.23

a £14.10

a £21 15

a £11 77

a £13.51

a El 5.86

a £19.98

Upgrades & Repairs

We can Fit any upgrade listed on these

pages, or fix most problems while you wait

in our showroom. In most cases we don't

charge for fitting any of the products we
supply.

Low repair costs for Acom/PC or pnnters

and monitors. Call for Quote.

FREE
Mouse Mat with any order over £20

Quote ref: MMKCS

WINTUNER & INIGUARD
Wintuner is a program that has been

designed to get the best speed out of the

Windows environment. It is ideal for

machines that are underpowered such as

the Rise PC with the 486 Card. Fine tunes

the Windows environment.

Imguard is a program which is designed to

stop Windows becoming corrupt. A 3 stage

recovery program and a master backup of

ALL the important Initialisation files and the

Autoexec.bat and Config.sys files.

Highly Recommended.

Wintuner & Imguard £21.27 a £24 99

DUST COVERS
Ex Vat

PC 2 Piece Dust Cover C6.00

PC Mint Tower Dust Cover £3.56

PC 1
4* Universal Monitor Cover £3 .56

PC 1 02 Key UK Keyboard Cover £3.56

Acorn A5000 AH m One Dust Cover £6.00

Acorn A4000 All in One Dust Cover £6.00

Acorn A3010/3020 Dust Cover £4.55

Rise PC ( 1 Stack) Dust Cover £6.00

Smal 80 Column Printer Cover £3.56

Large 1 32 Column Printer Cover £8.40

HP DeskJet 500/550/560 Cover £3.56

Canon BJ10 Dust Cover £3.56

Canon BJ200 Dust Cover £4.56

Canon BJC600 Dust Cover £4.56

Inc Vat

h £7 05

a £418
a £418
a £4.18

a £7 05

a £7 05

a £5 35

a £7 05

a £4.18

a £7.52

a £4.18

a £4.18

a £5.36

n £5 36

LASER TONER
Canon LBP-8 IV

Ex Vat

£70 00 d

Inc Vat

£82 25

Canon LBP-8 III £59.00 d £69 33

Canon LBP-4U £52.00 d £6110

HP LaserJet Ili/IIIO £52.00 d £61.10

HP LaserJet IIIP/1IP £48 00 d £56 40

HP LaserJet IIISI/4SI £95.00 d £1 11.62

HP LaserJet 4/4M/4MP/4P £70.00 d £8? 25

HP LaserJet 4L/4ML £48.00 d £56 40

Qume Laser Direct (3 Sets) £99.00 d £116.33

DIRRONQ B=BLACK RIBBONniDDUMO C=COLOUR RIBBON Ex Vat lr>c Vat

Amstrad DMP2000/3000 B 2482RN £2.80 a £3 29

Amstrad DMP40O0 B 2426RN £3 66 a £4 30

Amstrad LQ5000 B 2886DN £6 10 n £7 18

Amstrad PCW8256/LQ3500 B 2944DN £2.85 a £3.35

Amstrad PCW9512 B 2949FN £338 a £3 97

Brother M1009/1024/1 109/1209 B 2412FN £390 a £4 58

Brother M1818/1824U1924L B 2905DN £488 a £5.74

Citizen 1200/LSPIO/Swrtt 2479 B 2939DN £2.85 a £3 35

Commodore MPS1220/1230 B 2843RD £4.50 0 £529

Commodore MPS 1500/1 550 B 2863RDB £875 a £7 93

Epson LQ100 B 2986RD £4.10 A £482

Epson LX 100 B 2999RD £383 a £4 50

Epson LQ200/400/500/800/850 B 2477DN £3.45 a £405

Epson LQ1 000/1050/1070/1 170 B 2478DN £4.10 £4 82

Epson FX/MX/RX80/FX/LX800 B 2273FN £2 90 £3 41

Epson FX/MX100/FX/MX1000 B 2320FN £3.36 a £4.30

Epson LX80/86/90 B 2454FN £2.12 £2 49

Fujitsu DL3300/3400, DX2200 B 2849DN £3.75 a £441

IBM 4207/4212 Propnnter X24 B 4846FN £3 88 a £4 56

Mannesman Tally 80/81 B 2698MS £390 £4 58

NEC Pinwriter P220/P2* B 2844RD £3.03 a £356

Oki ML1 82/1 83/192/1 93/1 95 B 2455RN £3.17 a £372

Ok) ML320/32 1/380/390/391 B 2874RD £3.32 a £3 90

Panasonic KX-P1 123/1 12*1 140 B 2904RD £3.46 a £4.07

Panasonic KX-P 1060/1 180/90 B 2905RN £2 89 £3 40

Panasonic KX-P1524/1540/1624 B 2953RD £4.55 a £5 35

Panasonic KX-P2 123/2 124/21 80 B 2984RD £5.75 a £6.76

Seikosha SL90/92/95/96 B 2920DN £5.70 a £6 70

Star LC 10/20/100 B 2861 FN £2.29 a £2 69

Star LC200 B 2954FN £3.00 £3 53

Star LC24- 1 0/20/200 B 2868DN £2 66 a £3 36

Star ND/N17NR/NX10. NB24-10 B 276 1DN £3.85 a £4 52

Taxan Kaga KP810/815/910/915 B 2223RN £3.14 £369

Citizen 224/240/Swift 24-9 C 2964DN £12.81 .i £15 05

Commodore MPS 1500/ 1550 C 2863RDC £9 38 a £11.02

Panasonic KX-P21 23/2124/2 180 c 2985RD C10.63 u £12 49

Star LC1Q/20/100 c 2869FN £6.00 0 £7 05

Star LC200 c 2959FN £9.78 a £1 1 49

Star LC24- 10/20/200 c 2952DN £9 63 a£11 32

£17.02 & Vat

DISKETTES & DISK BOXES
Inc Vat

50 Capacity Lockable & Dividers

20 Capacity Flip Top Smoke Colour

1 5 Capacity Novelty Step Cube

12 Capacity Flip Top Clear

10 Capacity "Trendy* Rip Top (Black or Mint)

1 Capacity Flip Top Clear

DSDD 3.5’ Diskettes

DSDD 3.5" Diskettes

DSDD 3.5’ Diskettes

DSHD 3.5’ Diskettes 1 44Mb
DSHD 3.5* Diskettes 1.44Mb

DSHD 3.5" Diskettes 1 44Mb
DSHD 3.5" Diskettes 1 44Mb

1-50

51-100

101 +

1-50

51-100

101-200

20U

Available as FORMATTED
PC DOS 1 44Mb rl Required,

at no extra costl Please State.

£3 00

£2.00

£3.00

£1.00

£2 00

£0 59

£0.35

£0.33

£0.32

£0.49

£0.47

£0.45

£0.43

SPEAKERS Ex Vat Inc Val 1
ZY-FI Amplified 8 Watts RMS, ideal for Acorn or PC £30 00 ct £35.25 1
SOUNDWave. 240W SheOded Amplified Speakers for Acorn or PC £59 00 1 £69 32

MICROPHONE, with 3 5mm Jack Plug £4 25 b £4 99 I
Clip On Microphone with 3.5mm Jack Plug £5.90 a £6 93 |

Specialist Laser

& Inkjet Labels

AVERY
INKJET

J8160M
J8161M
J8162M
J8163M
J8165M
J8666M
J8651M

White

63.5x38.1mm (21 Ips. 40 shts)

63. 5x46.6mm (18 Ips. 40 shts)

99. 1 x34mm ( 1 6 tps, 40 shts)

99 1x38. 1mm (14 Ips. 40 shts)

99 1x67 7mm (8 Ips, 40 shts)

70x52mm (10 Ips. 25 shts)

38 1x21 2mm (65 Ips. 25 shts)

INKJET White For COLOUR Printing'

J8365 99. 1 x67 7mm (8 Ips. 25 shts)

J8363 99 1x38 1mm (14 Ips. 25 shts)

J8362 99 1x34mm (16 Ips. 25 shts)

J8360 63 5x38 1mm (21 Ips, 25 shts)

INKJET Clear

J8560M 63.5x38.1mm (21 Ips. 40 shts)

J8562M 99 1x34mm (16 Ips. 40 shts)

J8563M 99 1x38 1mm (14 Ips, 40 shts)

J8565M 99 1x67 7mm (8 Ips. 40 shts)

S|.Hioinl Oiler

Startwrite

Word Processor

Champions

240watt Speakers

I

Amplified Mams Powered
£58 00 & Val

>1 Offor

"Joystick Controllers

;

for A3020/400Q/5000

C20.00 & Vat

LASER
L7000 Mixed Trial Pack

L7159 64x34mm (24 Ips. 100 shts)

L7160 63.5x38. imm (21 Ips. 100 shts)

L7160M 63.5x38. 1mm (21 Ips. 40 shts)

L7160E 63.5x38. 1mm (21 Ips. 250 shts)

L7161 63.5x46.6mm (18 Ips. 100 shts)

L7162 99 1x34mm (16 Ips. 100 shts)

L7162M 99.1x34mm (16 Ips. 40 shts)

L7163 99 1x38 1mm (14 Ips. 100 shts)

L7163M 99 1x38.1mm (14 Ips, 40 shts)

L7163S 99 1x38 Imm (14 Ips. 25 shts)

L7164 63.5x72mm (12 Ips. 100 shts)

L7165 99 1x67 7mm (8 Ips, 100 shls)

L7165M 99 1x67 7mm (8 Ips, 40 sht6)

L7165E 99 1x67 7mm (8 Ips. 250 shts)

L7166 99 1x93 1mm (6 Ips. 100 shts)

L7167 199 6x289 1mm (1 Ips. 100 shts)

L7168 199.6x143.5mm (2 Ips. 100 shts)

L7169 139x99 1mm (4 Ips. 100 shts)

L7173 99.06x57mm (10 Ips. 100 shts)

L7263 99 1x38 1mm (14 Ips, 25 shts)

L7363 99 1x38.1mm (14 Ips. 25 shts)

L7630 63 5 Dia ( 1 2 Ips. 50 shts)

L7651 38. 1x21.2mm (65 Ips, 25 shts)

L7651H 38 1x21.2mm (65 Ips. 100 shts)

L7654 76 2x46 4mm (12 Ips. 14 shts)

L7671 76.2x46 4mm (12 Ips, 25 shts)

L7674 145x17mm (16 Ips, 25 shts)

L7655 89x42mm (12 Ips. 25 shts)

L7656 46x11.1 1mm (84 Ips. 25 shts)

L7664 70x71 9mm (8 Ips, 25 shts)

L7664H 70x71 9mm (8 Ips, 100 shls)

L7665 72x21 15mm (24 Ips. 25 shts)

L7666 70x52mm (10 Ips, 25 shts)

L7667 133x29.61mm (9 Ips. 25 shts)

L7670 63.5 Dia (12 Ips. 25 shts) FY

L7680 38.1x21 ,2mm (65 Ips. 25 shts)

17690 38.1x21.2mm (65 Ips. 25 shts)

L7170 134x1 1mm (24 Ips. 25 shts)

L7171 200x60mm (4 Ips. 25 shts)

L7172 100x30mm (16 Ips. 25 shts)

LASER Mini-Sheets

L2 186 69.9x50 8mm (4 Ips, 40 shts)

L2163 101 6x50.8mm (4 Ips. 40 shts)

L2162 101 6x33.8mm (6 Ips. 40 shts)

L2160 66.8x25.4mm (8 Ips. 40 shts)

L2164 50x14mm (28 Ips, 40 shts)

LASER Clear

L7551 38.1x21 2mm (65 Ips. 25 shts)

L7562 99. 1x33.9mm (16 Ips. 50 shts)

L7562S 99 1x33.9mm (16 Ips. 25 shts)

L7563 99 1x38 1mm (14 Ips. 50 shts)

L7563S 99. 1 x38 1 mm ( 1 4 Ips, 25 shts)

L7565 99 1 x67 7mm (8 Ips, 50 shts)

L7575S 99 1x67 7mm (8 Ips. 25 shts)

LASER Business Cards

L7413 90x50 8mm (10 Ips. 25 shts)

386 PC Cards
for A3020/4000

£99.00 & Vat

Pinpointt

Database Sofware

£30.00 & Vat

All above, while

stocks last.

LASER Postcards

L7421 139 37x97 29mm (4 Ips, 25 shts)

Templates for

Avery Labels

available for

Impression.

£5.00 or Fra*

with 3 Packs of

Labels sj
Addressing Labels

Addressing Labels

Addressing Labels

Addressing Labels

Parcelling Labels

3.5“ Disk, Face Only

Mini Addresssing Labels

Ex Vat inc Vat

£11.00 b £12.93

1

£1100 < £12 93

1

£11.00 b £12 931
£1100 b £12 931
£11.00 b £12 931
£1100 b £12 931
£11.00 t< £12 931

Parcelling Labels

Addressing Labels

Addressing Labels

Addressing Labels

Addressing Labels

LASER Name Badges

L7418K 86.6x55 5mm (8 Ips. 3 shts. 10 Holders)

L7418 86. 5x55.5mm (8 Ips. 25 shts) Refill Pk

Addressing Labels £1850 b £21 74

Addressing Labels £18.50 b £21.74

Parcelling Labels £18.50 b £21 74

Vanous Sample Sheets £5.00 a £5.88

Addressing Labels £20 50 b £24 09

Addressing Labels £20.50 t> £24.09

Addressing Labels £11.00 b £12 93

Addressing Labels £45.00 d £52 88

Addressing Labels £20.50 b £24.09

Addressing Labels £20.50 b £24.09

Addressing Labels £11 00 b £12.93

Addressing Labels £20.50 b £24.09

Addressing Labels £11 00 b £12.93

Addressing Labels £8 00 b £9.40

Addressing Labels £20.50 b £24.09

Parcelling Labels £20.50 b £24.09

Parcelling Labels £11.00 b £12.93

Parcelling Labels £45.00 d £52 88

Parcelling Labels £20.50 b £24,09

Shipping Label £20.50 b £24.00

Shipping Labels £20.50 b £24.09

Parcelling Labels £20 50 b £24 09

Shipping Labels £20.50 b £24.09

Addressing Florescent Yellow £11 00 b £12.93

Addressing Florescent Pink £11.00 b £12.93

White Circular Labels £13.00 b £15 28

Mini Addressing Labels £8.00 b £9.40

Mini Addressing Labels £20.50 b £24 09

Video Spine & Face Labels £11.00 b £12 93

Video Face Labels £11.00 b £12.93

Video Spine Labels £11.00 b £12 93

Audio Cassette Labels £11.00 b £12.93

35mm Slide Labels £11.00 b £12 93

3.5“ Diskette Wrap Over £11 00 b £12 93

3 5" Diskette Wrap Over £20.50 b £24 09

Mini Data Cartridge Labels £11.00 b £12.93

3.5* Diskette Face Only £11 00 b £12 93

Standard Data Cartridge £11 00 b £12.93

Florescent Yellow Circular £11.50 b £13.51

Mini Addressing Gold £17.00 b £19.98

Min Addressing Silver £17.00 b £19 98

Eurofofio/Fifing Labels £11.00 b £12.93

Lever Arch Labels £11.00 b £12.93

Ring Binder Labels £11.00 b £12.93

3.5“ Diskette Face Only £7.50 b £8.81

Parcelling Labels £7.50 b £8.81

Addressing Labels £7.50 b £8.81

Addressing Labels £7.50 b £8.81

Suspension File £7.50 b £881

Mini Addressing Transparent £15.00 b £17 63

Addressing Transparent £25 00 b £29 38

Addressing Transparent £15.00 b £17 63

Addressing Transparent £25 00 b £29 38

Addressing Transparent £15.00 b £1763
Parcelling Transparent £25.00 b £29 38

Parcelling Transparent £15.00 b £17 63

Business Cards. £15.00 b £17 63

Micro Perforated

Name Badge & Holders £17.00 b £19 98

Name Badge £13.50 b £15.86

Postcards £16.00 b £18 80

AJ

DATA SWITCH BOXES Ex Vat inc Vat

2 Printers - 1 Computer Centronics to Centronics £11.75 t £13.81 W
£11.75 b £13.81

4 Printers - 1 Computer Centronics to Centronics £15.95 b £18.74 H
4 Computers - 1 Printer Centronics to Centronics £15.95 b £18 74

4 Computers - 1 Monitor VGA (15 Pin HD (F)) & KB (5 Pm Din) ! £18.00 b £21 15

2 Computers - 1 Monitor EGA (9 Pm D (F)) & KB (5 Pin)
1 \

~ —L-.J
||

£17.00 b £19 97 B
2 - 1 Way Serial 25 Pin D Type Female to 25 Pin D Type Female

j

CIO. 75 0 £12 63 H
4 - 1 Way Senal 25 Pm D Type Female to 25 Pin D Type Female *'~

; C14 95 b £17.57

2 Scan - 1 Scart TV Standard Euroscart to Euroscart 1 £11.75 b £1361 |

C18.00 b £21 15

1

£18.00 h £21 15

1

£18.00 b £21 15

£18 00 b £21 IS

£18.50 t E21 74

1
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CABLES & ADAPTORS
me Vat

£4 351 Mains Lead 3 Pin Moulded 5 amp Computer or Pnnter Power Lead £3.70 <i

J
Mains Lead Extension M-F Computer lo Monitor Power Lead £3 70 a £4 35

1 4 Gang Extension 1 Mains Socket converted to 4. Fused £6.50 b £7 64
1 Parallel Pnnter Cable 1 8M Normal Pnnter Cable POAcom Atan etc £2.55 * £3 00
P Parallel Pnnter Cable 3M Normal Pnnter Cable PC/Acom'Atari etc £4.55 0 £5 35

l
Parallel Printer Cable 5M Normal Pnnter Cable POAcom'Aian etc £6.50 b £7 64

j
Bi-Directtonal Parallel Printer Cable Fast Data Transfer Cable £11.00 a 1 12 93

1 Centronics - Centronics Cable 2M Switch Box Cable £4.28 • £5 03

|
Centronics - Centronics Cable 3M Switch Box Cable £6.50 « £7 64

Senal Cable 2M 25 Pm M-F All Pins Connecte&Pnnter Cable £4 28 a £5 03
Sena) Cable 5M 25 Pin M-F All Pins Connecte&Pnnter Cable £8.50 b £9 99
Laplmk Cable 1.5M 25&9F-25&9F Data Transfer Cable Null Modem (X-Over) £8 50 a £9 99
Midi Leads (Pair) Musk Data Transfer Cables 5 Pin Din £8.00 a £9 40
Phono Leads (Pair) 2xPhono Transfer/Extension Cable £3 50 a £4 11

Phono lo Stereo Jack Convertor 3.5mm Stereo Jack lo 2xPhono Plugs £3.00 a £3 53
VGA/SVGA Monitor Extension Cable 2M 15 Pin HD M-F £6 50 a £7 64
Keyboard Extension Cable 2M Curly 5 Pm Dm M-F Standard PC Keyboard £6 50 n £7 64
Keyboard Extension Cable 2M PS2 Curly PS2/Risc PC M-F Keyboard Ext £6.50 a £7 6-1

Mouse Extension Cable 2M 9 Pm D Type M-F Extender Cable £6.50 n £7 64

Joystick Extension Cable 2M PC 15 Pm D Type M-F Extender Cable £6.50 a £7 64

[
Joystick Splittei Allows the Use of 2 Joysticks on a PC £8.50 a £9 99

|
A30 10/3020/4000/5000 - Scart Lead 1 5M 15 Pm HD D Type to Euroscart (Not Sony) £8.50 a £9 99

I A301073020/4000/5000 - CM8833 MKI 15 Pm HDD Type -9 Pm £8.50 -i £9 99
1 A3010/3020/4000/5000 - CM8833 MKII 15 Pm HD D Type 9 Pm & Phono Leads £8.50 a £9 99

A301Q/3Q20/4000/5000 - AKF17 & AKF30 15 Pm HD D Type - 9 Pm £6.50 a £9.99
SCSI 25 Pin D - Centronics SCSI Interlace to External Box/CD or HD £12.00 b £14 10

SCSI 50 Way IDC Ribbon Cable 1M Internal SCSI Cable (Can be Custom made) CASK a £ ask
SCSI Centronics to Centronics 1M External Daisy Chammg/Swilch Box Cable £14.00 b £16 45
IDE 40 Way Cable 15“ for 2 Hard Dnves Internal for 2x3.5’ IDE Hard Dnves or CDs £3.00 -i £3.5-3

IDE 40 Way Sub Miniature Cable Internal Cable for 2.5’ IDE Hard Dnve 6cm £8.50 a £9 99
IDE 40 Way Sub Miniature Cable Short As above but only 4cm long (A 1200. etc) £7.00 « £8.23
Panasonic CD Ribbon Cable 40 Way Internal Cable for CD ROM to Interface £3.00 >i £3 53
Panasonic CD Audio Cable CD lo Soundcard/lnlerlace lor Audto CD s £3.00 a £3.53

Sony CD Ribbon Cable 34 Way Internal Cable lor CD ROM lo Interface £3.00 a £3 53
Sony CD Audio Cable CD to SoundcarcVInterface lor Audio CD s £3 00 a £3 53
Mitsumi CD Ribbon Cable 40 Way Internal Cable for CD ROM to Interface £3.00 a £3 53
Mitsumi CD Audio Cable CD to Soundcard/Interlace for Audio CD s £3.00 a £3 53

|
2xFloppy Disk Dnve Ribbon Cable Internal Floppy Disk Dnve Cable 3 575.25

’

£3.00 a £3 53
I Power Cable Splitter 5.25* or HD/CD 2-1 Splitter to add an Extra 4 Pm Power Lead £3.25 n £3 8?
1 Power Cable Splitter 3.5* 2-1 As above but for 3 5’ Floppy Disk Drives £3.25 a £3 82
/ PS2 Keyboard Adaptor Converts Std 5 Pin Din Keyboard to PS2 £3.50 a £4 11

I PS2 to 5 Pin Keyboard Adaptor Converts PS2 Keyboard to Std 5 Pm Dm £3.50 a £4 11

1 PS2 Mouse Adaptor Converts Senal 9 Pm Mouse lo PS2 £3.50 a £4 11

1 Dongle Dangle 6cm For use on Restricted Access Computers £8.00 a £9 40

MULTI - MEDIA KITS
Ex Vat Inc Vat

I Twin Speed IDE CD ROM 150.00 i £58 75

| Twin Speed External CD ROM 1175.00 l £705 63

,

Quad Speed IDE CD ROM Cl 10.00 d £129 25
Twin Speed SCSI CD ROM Elio M
Quad Speed SCSI CD ROM £160 00 <i fiaa.oo

I External CD Box & PSU £65 00 c £76 38

MONITORS
Ex Vat

£79.00 d

Cl 50.00 >1

C 1 65 00 e
£250.00 e

£490.00 o

C735.00 o

£235.00 c

C295.00 e

£690.00 e

14* SVGA Monochrome
14* SVGA 0.39 Colour
14’ SVGA 0 28 MPR2 Colour
15" SVGA 0 28 MPR2 Colour
17“ SVGA 0.28 MPR2 Colour
20“ SVGA 0.31 MPR2 Colour

Acorn AKF53 Med Res Colour

Acorn AKF60 Hi Res Colour

Acorn AKF85 As Above. 17"

Inc Vat

£92.83

£176.25

£19388
£2937*
£575 7'

£863.61;

£278.13

£346 62

£810. 7£

CD ACCESSORIES
CD Caddy Holder

CO Disk Cleaner

CO Tray Flipper Holds 20
Empty CD Jewel Case
CD Protector Rings (Pack of 5)

Ex Vat

£5.00 a

£2 96 L

£2.55 t>

£0.50 a

£1.50 a

Inc Vat

£5 88

£3 50

£3 00

£0 59

£1 76

ACORN Software
Ex Vat

1 10 out of 10 Software All Titles £16.90

1st Word Plus

Arc Comm2
Artworks CD Ver
Avery Label Templates
Black Angel

Borders for Impression 1

Borders lor Impression 2
Canon Fodder
Crystal Maze

I The Crystal Rain Forest

Dalaword

Dune II

9 Easiword v2

1 Easylont 3
Euclid 2

Midnight Graphics Express
Guile

ACORN UPGRADES" " tncVat
£292 57

£292 57

£133 95

£21032
£92 82

£52.87

£104 57

£155 10

£97 52

£92.82

£61 10

£133 95

£22

£160 97

£25 8!

£34 07

£52.8i

£88 12

£92.82

fPOA
£POA

£205 &
£55 00 d £64 62

C79.00 c |
£45.00 t

C89.00 c

£132 00 c

£83.00 I;

£79.00 t>

£52.00 b

£114.00 c I

£19.00 t

Cl 37.00 r

£22.00 l

£29 00 t

4-8 MB Up. (310.440.400/1) £249.00
4-8 MB Up (A3000/5000) £249.00

Arm 3 (A3000/400) & FPA Socket £114

Arm 3 As above with FPA £179.00

FPA Upgrade lor A5000/540

A3010 1-2 MB Upgrade

A3010 2-4 MB Upgrade
A3010 1-4 MB Upgrade

A3020/4000 2-4 MB Upgrade

A5000 2-4 MB Upgrade
A3000 1-2 MB Upgrade

A3000 1-4 MB Upgrade
A3000 Serial Port Upgrade
A3 10 4Mb Upgrade
Rise OS Carrier Board (A310)

MEMC 1A Upgrade Kit

A400/1 1Mb Upgrade per meg £45.00 b
Rise OS 3 1 Up Rom 4 Books £75.00 .1

Midi Expansion Card £79.00

CD ROM Drives SCSI EPOA
CD ROM Dnves IDE EPOA i

Scanlight Junior Handheld £1 75.00 u

VIDI Archimedes

Hard Drives (int) A301 0/3020
A3010 HD Interlace £69.00 d

A3010 HD Int. Face 4 User Port £79.00 d
85Mb Hard Dnve 2.5* IDE £85.00 d
1 20Mb Hard Dnve 2.5* IDE £95.00

170Mb Hard Drive 2 5* IDE C 100 00 .

210Mb Hard Dnve 2.5“ IDE £130 00

340Mb Hard Drive 2.5* IDE £ 1 60 00

Hard Drives (int) A4000/5000

420Mb Hard Dnve 3.5“ IDE £105.00 <i

560Mb Hard Dnve 3 5“ IDE £125.00 d

520Mb Hard Drive 3.5“ SCSI £175.00 0

1 Gb Hard Drive 3.5“ SCSI C245 00

Hard Drives (ext) A3000
A3000 Req Interlace 4 Case:

A3000 IDE Interface Podule C69.00 d
A3000 Hard Drive Case £65.00 a

21 0Mb Hard Drive 3.5’ IDE £85.00 d

420Mb Hard Dnve 3 5* IDE £105.00 d

560Mb Hard Drrve 3.5* IDE £125.00

Acorn Original Mouse £25 00 b
KCS Replacemeni Mouse £12.00 1

£123 38

£146 88

£205 63
£287 88

. L
Education
Specialists

y

Schools & Networking Section

TRADE IN DEALS
for Schools & Teachers

School

Network
Our PC's are built to very high and exacting

standards to take advantage of todays Multi

Media applications.

KCS are offering any school or teacher that

wants to upgrade from an old acom
computer to a new Multi Media PC, the

chance to do so at unbelievably low prices

We can take one Acom or an entire network
of them in Part Exchange As budgets get

smaller and resources, tighter. The Multi

Media PC’s offer an excellent way of utilising

your IT budget to maximum effect

MULTI
MEDIA

All PC's for schools now come supplied with

Iniguard Protect, which is a program that

makes Windows a captive system This

means that the transition from Acom to PC
is as painless as possible. Iniguard Protect

will stop any unauthonsed access to the

computer and ensure that the PC gives

years of trouble free performance.

KCS have developed the KCS NetServer system for

entire school network management

The NetServer utilises the advanced Networking and
security features of Microsoft Windows NT
environment and the recently launched Arcshare,

Acom lo PC networking software

We are able to offer finance for single

machines and leasing for several machines,
we can even incorporate the network
installation costs into the lease if you
require.

KCS. with a wealth of experience in school
networks and Multi Media machines are now
best placed to serve your needs, please call

or fax your requirements and we ll show you
how we can be extremely competetive yet

show excellent support when you need it

most, in I.T.

0X2-66 256* Cache
4Mb Ram
560Mb Hard Drive

VLB 1Mb Graphics Card
VLB Enhanced I/O

1 44Mb Floppy
14* SVGA Colour Monitor

UK Keyboard
Mouse
Twin Speed CD ROM
16 Bit Stereo Soundcard
Dos* Windows
Encarta 95
Microsoft Works

DX4 - 120 256k Cache

560Mb Hard Dnve
VLB 1Mb Graphics Card
VLB Enhanced I/O

1 44Mb Floppy
14' SVGA Cotour Monitor

UK Keyboard
Mouse
Quad Speed CO ROM
16 Brt Stereo Soundcard
Dos 4 Windows
Encarta 95
Microsoft Works

The NetServer will allow Acom computers to talk to

PC computers and Macintosh at the same lime on
the same network Files and printers can be shared
no matter were they are on the network. The high

performance nature of the two models of NetServer
are ideal lor Reserving in establishments that require

a high level ol useability and mtegnty

NetServer 1000
100Mhz Processor. 24Mb RAM. 1Gb IDE Hard
Dnve, Quad Speed CD ROM. Windows NT 3.5x.

1 44Mb Floppy. PCI Graphics Card. MPR2 Colour
Monitor, 1 00Mbit PCI Network Card

Free Installation £2750.00

SRP £800
Teacher £780
School £770

SRP £965
Teacher £925
School £900

NetServer 2000
lOOMhz Processor, 32Mb RAM. 2Gb SCSI Hard
Drive Stnpe Set. Quad Speed CD ROM. Windows
NT 3 5x, 1 44Mb Floppy. PCI Graphics Card. MPR2
Colour Monitor, lOOMbct PCI Network Card 2Gb DAT
Backup Unit

Free Installation £4250.00

Arcshare
Acom to PC Networking Software

Version 2 now available

Includes Pnnling Facility

Using the NetServer al the heart of a network
enables easy network management in one machine
with access to Macs. Acorns. PC's, and even Unix
systems. The real beauty about this system is that

the “Client’ machines don't notice anything diflerent

about the network, as Arcshare and Windows NT
effortlessly blend together to give full control and file

manipulation.

ArcShare
Arcshare is an Acom to PC networking packages which
makes the PC behave as if rt was an Acom Access
system. This allows fast easy transfers of data from or
to either machine via a simple to control interface on the

PC. The Acom on the other hand needs no special

software other than Access The Acom is then able to

see all the files on the PC just like any other networked
dnve. whats more, all the files stored on the PC have
the correct hletype. so they can be loaded and used
straight away.

Available Now. no special hardware required. Arcshare Server 14 £99 a vn

An add on tor the NetServer 2000
is the CD Tower system which
comprises of 10 Quad Speed CD
ROM Drives. These can each be
used simuftaneousiy over the entire

network

INKJET & LASER PAPER/OHP's
Iridium Laser/lnkjel Paper 100 grm A4 500 shts

Indium Laser/inkjet Paper 100 grm A3 500 shts

Laser Plus Laser/inkjet Paper 90 grm A4 500 shts

Laser Plus inkjet Coated Paper tor Colour Pnnting A4 200 shts

Premier Matt Coated Inkjet Paper for Colour Pnnting A4 200 shts

Premier Matt Coated Inkjet Paper for Colour Printing A4 50 shts

Hewlett Packard Glossy Paper 51636J A4 50 shts

Premier Gloss Coated inkjet Paper for High Quality Colour Pnnting A4 50 shts

Premier Gloss Coated inkjet Paper tor High Quality Colour Printing A4 20 shts

Canon LC-101 Coated Inkjet Paper for Colour Printing A4 200 shts

Canon LC-101 Coated lnk|et Paper tor Colour Pnnling A3 100 shts

Epson Coated Inkjet 720 DPI For High Quality Colour Printing (Stylus) A4 200 shts

Epson Coated Inkjet 360 DPI For Colour Pnnting on Stylus Colour A4 200 shts

Premier Inkjet Transparencies for Overhead Projectors A4 50 shls

Premier Inkjet Transparencies for Overhead Projectors A4 20 shts

Hewlett Packard Inkjief Transparencies for Overhead Projectors 51636G A4 50 shts

Avery Inkjet Transparencies for Overhead Projectors A4 50 shts

3M Laser Transparencies for Overhead Projectors A4 50 shts

Premier Laser Transparencies for Overhead Projectors A4 50 shts

Premier Laser Transparencies for Overhead Projectors A4 20 shts

Ex Vat

£600
£14.00

£5.10

£16.00

£14.00

£5.00

£41.00

£35.00

£16.00

£18.00

£41.00

£19.00

£17.00

£30.00

£15.00

£40.00

£34.00

£25.00

£25.00

£12.50

d £16 45

d £5 99

d £18.80

d £18 45

b £5 88
b £48.18

b £41.13

b £18.80

d £21.15

d £48 18

d £22.33

d £19.98

b £35.25

b £17.63

b £47.00

b £39.95

D £29 38
f- £29.38

b £14 69

If you have access to email, ask for a full catalogue via the Internet.

Email us at info@kcsprem.demon.co.uk

Copy Holders

Paperclip - Monitor Arm
Copylravel - Portable

Copyplus Desktop

Copyplus Solid Base
Copyplus Flexible Arm
Copyplus A3 Extension Kit

Ex Vat

£4.26 b
£4.26 b

£7.50 h

£12.00 r

* £12.72 c

£7 00 t-

Inc Vat

£5.00

£500
£8.8

£14 1<

£1495
£823

Various Accessories

Ergo Mouse Pad - Hard Mat
Ergo Mouse Tray & WnsI Rest

Mouse/Scanner Holder

Novelty Cat Mouse Holder Red
Novelty Cat Mouse Holder Black

Novelty Cal Mouse Holder Grey

Wildlife Mouse Mat
Wildlife Wnst Rest

Dinosaur Mouse Mat

Dinosaur Wrist Rest

Combo Pad Thick Mouse Mat

Keyboard Extenders

Keyboard Calculator

Keyboard Station (PC)

Wnst Support Fabric

Wrist Support Plastic

Disk Porter Ring Binder 3 5*

Disk Clips (3) Ring Binder 3.5*

Disk Pocket Leatherette holds 6
Disk Mailer holds 6 Reuseabie

Monitor Swivel Stand 12-14’

Universal 2 Pee Pnnter Stand

As Above with Printout Tray

Stax 132 Column Primer Stand

£5.00

£7 05
£2.94

£2 94

£2 94

£2 94

£4.70

£529

£5 29
£6 17

£4.26 b

C6 00 b

£2.50 b

£2.50 b

£2.50 b

£2.50 b

£4.00 a

£4.50 b

£4.00 a

£4.50 b

£5.25 t

£16.00 d £1B
C4.26 i £5 00

£15.90 d £1868
£3.00 b

£4.90 b

£4.26 b

£3.25 4

£6 00 b

£3.50 a

£14 00 I £1645
£3.00 C £3.52

£6.50

£13.00

£3 52

£5 76

£5 00

£382
£7 05
£4.1

) £7 6-1

I £15.

Monitor Filters

Economy Glass Filter 14*

Economy Glass Filter 1
5*

Economy Glass Filter 17“

Light Glass Screen Filter 12-15*

Dark Glass Screen Filter 12-15“

Privacy FiHer 60% View 12-15“

£18.40 d £21

£21 50 o £25 26

£65 00

£56 00

£66 00

£65 00

i £76 34

E658C
£77 55

i £99 81

RISC PC UPGRADES
Rise PC 1MB VRAM
Rise PC 2MB VRAM
Rise PC Extra Slice & PSU
Rise PC Extra Slice (no PSU)
Rise PC Heavy Duty Keyboard
Rise PC Keyboard Extension

Rise PC Mouse Extension

Rise PC Mouse Mai (Rare)

Rise PC 2nd HD Fixing Kit

Rise PC Memory 4Mb
Rise PC Memory 8Mb
Rise PC Memory 16Mb
Rise PC Memory 32Mb
Rise PC 700 Processor Board

Ex Vai Inc Vat

£70.00 b £82 25
£189.00 £222 08
£99 00 d £116 33

£49.00 d £57 58
£64 00 d £75 20
£6 50 b £7,64

£6.50 b £7 64

£4.00 b £4 70
£6.00 t £7 05

£100.00 £117 50
£195.00 £229.13

£335.00 £393

Surplus Software Deals

mm

£735.00

POA d

1 Aries £15 Break 147 £15
1 Virtual Golf £15 Lemmings 2 £15

Champions £12.72

RPC 486 Games CD
A collection of over 150 of the very best PC

Shareware & PD games available all on one CD
ROM. Includes DOOM & Apoge Stuff £1 5 & Vat

How to Find Us by Road:

MODEMS
Ex Vat Inc Vat

14.400K External Fax/Modem £75.00 i £88 13

1

j
28.800K Externa! Fax/Modem £145.00 d £170 38

Arcfax Software £26.00 b £32.90

ArcComm Software £35.00 b £4113
Modem Cable £6.50 b £9.99

N
j

* Access tor Disabled

Opening Hours

Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

9am-6pm
9am-6pm
9am-6pm

Late Night 9am-8pm
Late Night 9am-8pm

9am-6pm
By Appointment Only

How To Order
By Post - Send Full details of your order, together I
with payment details. Include your Name, Address I
& Phone Number Always Include your Postcode.

By Phone • Our Staff will take all the necessary I
details over the phone. Your order will usually be I
sent the same day

By Fax • As by Post Fax No: 01942 672300
By Email - Send full details to our sales address at I
the top ol this advert with payment details. Or, if I
you prefer, leave a number and we'll call you back.

Carnage Charges -

A=£1, B=£2. C=£3.50, D=£4.50. E=£6. F=£9
a+a=B. a+b*>C. a+c=0. c+b=E, etc Call if Unsure.

#^#**# *#•***
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PCs and Acorns in the same case

it is a lot more expensive.

Cards currently in the Aleph One range

are the 80MHz 486DX2/80 at £399 + VAT
and the 40MHz 486DX-40 at £349 + VAT.

Older cards are available at cheaper
prices, but avoid the 25MHz cards if you

want to run Windows - they're not really

up to it.

386 and 486 cards were also manufac-

tured for the A3020 and A4000 machines -

these sat on mini-podules and had 25MHz
chips on them. Although slow by modem
PC standards, they are the only cards

available for these machines. Until

recently they were being sold by Acorn -

if your local dealer doesn't have one you

may be able to pick one up second hand.

Co-processors
That about covers the pre-Risc PC
solutions. The Rise PC, as mentioned

above, introduced a novel and far

better solution; the co-processor.

This shared memory and other

hardware with the ARM processor

in the Rise PC making it not only

a cheaper solution, but a faster

one too.

The first card to take advan-

tage of this - a 4()MHz Texas

Instruments 486SXL-40 actually

clocked at 33MHz - broke the

price barrier by being sold at £99 +

VAT with the Rise PC, or £199 +

VAT if bought separately. This is still

available and offers reasonable bottom-

of-the-range performance,

say about a 25MHz PC'. There

are now faster alternatives

from Acorn:

• DX2-66 card clocked at 6

£249+VAT

IHz for

So, you want a PC but

don’t want to go out and

buy another machine?

David Matthewman

examines the options.

The Tube is a connector and software

interface which permits very high-speed

communication between the BBC computer

and a second processor. The *Second

Processor' is another computer system in its

own right , but one that uses the BBC
computer for all its time-consuming

input/output operations.

The BBC Microcomputer User Guide (1982)

C onnecting other computer systems to

your Acorn is not a new idea. The BBC

Micro had this mysterious port on its

underbelly called the Tube to which,

according to legend, all manner of excit-

ing and alien boxes could be attached to

boost the performance of your machine. I

even had one myself - the Torch 780

which ran some hideous operating system

called CP/M (whatever became of that?).

The way it worked was basically to hijack

the BBC's keyboard, speaker and monitor

when running.

This philosophy lay dormant in the

Archimedes - although a partial solution

existed in the Podule slots - but re-sur-

faced with a vengeance in the Rise PC.

This had, as an integral part of its design, a

co-processor slot dedicated to running a

second processor in the machine. This

processor shares everything - memory,
parallel and serial ports, hard disc, the lot

- and so avoids unnecessary duplication;

it's also cheaper.

Software solutions

When the Archimedes first appeared, it

was so blindingly fast that the obvious

solution to PC compatibility was to write a

software emulator. This program, PCSoft

by Acorn, emulated a 4MHz 640K 8088 PC

with reasonable accuracy. Unfortunately,

this quickly became obsolete in the PC

world and, although with an ARM3 the

emulator could be pushed close to 8MHz,

and various upgrades gave CD-ROM com-

patibility, limited VGA graphics and
extended memory support, real-life PCs

quickly outstripped this.

PCSoft's one big flaw was in graphics

performance, which was very slow indeed.

Even playing Tetris on it was an exercise

in boredom rather than a battle of hand-

eye co-ordination. Seeing this, Dave
Lawrence (not he of *1NF0 fame, another

one) wrote an alternative emulator called

FasterPC which sacrificed some of the

frills of PCSoft for much better graphics

performance and sound handling. For

older PC games this was an excellent

choice, and Faster PC is still available

from APDL, price £20.

Podule cards

Anything requiring a 386 or even a 486 to

run was clearly going to require something

more than a software emulation, though.

Aleph One therefore developed a number

of expansion cards which plugged into the

podule slot on the Archimedes and con-

tained bona fide 386 and 486 chips. These

have got progressively faster, and today

the range runs right up to a 486DX2/80
clocked at 80MHz.

Software compatibility problems with

these are much less than with the software

emulators. Any problems are limited to

interfacing with the Archimedes hardware

- sound and video being particular prob-

lems. Don't expect these cards to run at

full speed for this reason; the podule bus

on an Archimedes can't cope with the rate

of data transfer needed by a 486DX2/80
running SVGA graphics at full speed. This

is an insurmountable problem on the

older machines - however fast the proces-

sor runs, it's always fighting against the

relatively slow rate of data transfer

between the Archimedes and the podule

card.

The other problem with these cards is

that they can't share memory with the

main computer. This does have its advan-

tages as well; they don't rely on having an

Archimedes with masses of memory
(16Mb Arcs are rare) and the processor

doesn't have to communicate with the

memory across the podule bus. However,
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• DX4-100 card clocked at 100MHz for

£299 + VAT
and the following from Aleph One:
• DX2/80 card for £399 + VAT
• Pentium-class Cyrex 586 chip for £549 +

VAT.

The DX2/80 from Aleph One has now
really been superseded by the Acorn 0X4-
100 card, although the review this issue

has been kept in because it provides a use-

ful guide to the speeds being achieved by
the cards now. Basically, the technology is

moving faster than we can review it at the

moment - already there is a Blue Light-

ning 586 chip from Acorn promised for

release at BETT for £499 + VAT. P75
(though not yet P90) performance is being

approached.

None of the cards uses Intel processors

(hence '586' not the trademarked 'Pen-

tium'), so as far a processors are concerned

Acorn owners can claim a Pyrrhic victory

by keeping Intel Outside.

Owners of the original 33MHz card will

have an upgrade path to faster Acorn
cards. Although prices had not been fixed

at the time of writing, Acorn is keen to

reward original purchasers of the card, so

expect discounts to be generous. It is also

possible that Acorn will be offering its

faster cards at a discount when bought
with the Rise PC; it does not do this at the

moment, but an announcement is

promised for BETT.

Early versions of the 486 emulator soft-

ware supplied with the cards had
palette problems with 256-colour

modes - these have largely been

fixed in the latest release of

the software, now called \86

and into version 1.91

already. Another recent

i innovation is Acorn's

|l PCExchange utility

§1 which allows drag-and-

Hl drop transfer of files

between the Acorn
Desktop and the Win-
dows clipboard, with

automatic conversion

of common file types.

The biggest incom-

patibility with the

co processor in the Rise

PC is that of sound.

Windows sound is

available - allowing the

machine to play WAV
files - either by connect-

ing the sound pins on
the card to the connector

on the Rise PC mother-
board using drivers with

16-bit machines, or using Desk-

top Laminations' AudioMan
speaker and microphone which con-

nects to the parallel port.

A considerably enhanced version of

AudioMan offers full 16-bit stereo sound

and SoundBlaster emulation from DOS,
but there are still problems getting this to

work with the card. Similar products may
work, but at the moment I'm not aware of

one which completely solves the problem.

SoundBlaster emulators for Rise PCs
with 16-bit sound have been rumoured for

ages, but none has appeared yet. This is a

huge blow to games players and users of

many multimedia titles which don't work
to their full potential without Sound-
Blaster support.

PC hardware cards
What you'd like to do is to buy a Sound-

Blaster card and plug that into the
expansion slots. Obviously it won't fit,

but there is a solution, or there soon will

be.

Atomwide is about to release a useful

piece of hardware called the ISAdaptor.

This plugs into a standard podule slot and
allows you to connect ISA-standard cards

to your Archimedes. There are several ver-

sions - by far the neatest is an extra slice

for your Rise PC which can support up to

two cards, but there's also a stand-alone

box which takes up to seven.

The extra-slice option costs £269 + VAT
and the stand-alone box £299 + VAT so in

terms of initial outlay this is an expensive

upgrade. However, the ISA cards them-
selves are all much cheaper than their

Acorn equivalents and include many (like

an internal modem) that have no Acorn
equivalent.

These cards can be accessed from the

PC cards (both the co-processors in the

Rise PC and the older podule cards) as

though they were accessing standard PC
hardware. Not only that, but with suitable

drivers they can be accessed from RISC
OS. A SoundBlaster driver already exists,

and others may follow\

Networking
One reason for having a PC card in your

machine might be to connect to a PC net-

work. This is easily possible from the PC
side of things using network drivers from

Aleph One if you have an Ethernet card in

your machine; the PC card shares the Eth-

ernet card with RISC OS.

Should you wish to connect your
Archimedes to a PC network you can do
so using Acorn's OmniClient, (£249 + VAT)
which allows RISC' OS to have an Ethernet

connection to any LANManager, NTserver,

Windows for Workgroups or NFS net-

works, as well as the standard RISC OS
solutions.

KCS's ArtShare approaches the problem
from the other end, being a PC program
which allows a PC on an Ethernet network

to use the standard Acorn Access protocols,

this is certainly the preferred solution for

attaching a PC to an existing Acorn Access

network and, being at £99 + VAT consider-

ably cheaper than OmniClient
, should

certainly be considered even for Ajr

larger PC networks. /lU

Contact details
Acorn (various products)

Tel: (01223) 254222 for your nearest Acorn

dealer.

Aleph One (PC cards and network software)

Tel: (01223) 811679

Fax: (01223) 712713

E-mail: sales@aleph1.co.uk

WWW: http://www.ant.co.uk/com/aleph1/

APDL (FasterPC)

Tel: 0181-778 2659

Atomwide (ISAdaptor)

Tel: (01689)814500

Fax: (01689) 814501

E-mail: sales@atomwide.co.uk

WWW: http://www.ant.co.uk/com/atom-

wide/

Desktop Laminations (AudioMan)

Tel: 01 179-979 9979

Kimberley Computing Services (ArcShare)

Tel: (01942) 677777

Fax: (01942) 682300

E-mail: sales@kcsprem.demon.co.uk
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pfane masde-du/itl u/and

fjlou/er maided, smootled

andtinted. Opacity, get to 50%

gdy repaired u/itl

ProArt24 done to<x

i
- oi'a DIEprotocol

and̂ inigledin ProArtigan2

drop dadou/ addedfjor empkagig

Arth/ords importmaidedin Compo

£169.95 inc VAT (P&P free)
Special offer price of £85 for ProArtisan 24 owners

Introductory offer - £99.95 for users of other art packages

f l l I I S

M ICRO SUPPLIES

98 MIDOLEWICH ROAD, RUDHEATH, NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE CW9 7DA

TEL: 01606 48511 FAX: 01606 48512 email: sales@clares.demon.co.uk
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t seems that there were two reactions to

Acorn's original 486 processor card - you

either loved it or hated it depending upon

your expectations. I was unfortunately in

the latter camp as I had been promised by

Acorn when I went to the pre release view

of the Rise PC that it would be indistin-

guishable from a PCs. Well we now know
that not to be the case, with lack of sup-

port for sound or all but the crudest

graphics, specially under DOS.

It's the lack of proper support for DOS
graphics that is my main disappointment.

That fortunately is starting to improve and

the DX2/80 Second Processor card from
Aleph One is another step towards PC com-

patibility. To be fair Aleph One produced

the original Acorn design but they only

worked to Acorn's specification which they

admitted to me was rather poor.

New kid on the blocks
The new package comes in two parts, the

driving software VI.9b and the hardware

board itself. The software is a considerable

improvement and can automatically detect

between the DX2 chip and the original

Acorn design. It includes a power down
module that you can include in your boot

file to save burning large amounts of ener-

gy when you want to do only real (non PC)

work.

It also contains palette support for

Windows as well as the ability to use any

RISC OS screen mode under Windows
(memory permitting). There is also support

for sharing the serial and parallel port

between Windows and RISC OS, useful if

you have dongles installed.

While it does not officially support

Windows 95 it can be persuaded to run

with a few changes in the slower VGA
mode with 16 colours.Well, what about the

hardware? Not much to say here except

that it's faster. But how fast is faster?

This means it not only stores data from the

main memory but also allows the processor

to write into it.

This minimises the relatively slow access-

es to the main memory. Therefore, this

processor should be faster at doing sums

and also applications that access a small

amount of memory a lot of times. However

processes that have a lot of disc or CD
access should see little or no improvement.

I use the Magic Eye CD to generate some

sterograms, it's a sort of multimedia appli-

cation with a virtual reality interface.

There was no difference in the setup or the

wandering around but the generation of

the sterograms were dramatically

improved.

While it took a painful 17 minutes 12

seconds on the original processor, on this

new one it took a just acceptable 1 minute

6 seconds. That's a speed up of over 15

times! There was also some CD access dur-

ing that time to fetch the images in so this

is underselling the raw speed increase.

Next I went to the PD ray tracing pack-

age POV, a simple, small, 100x100 scene

took 1 minute 19 seconds on the old

processor and just 4 seconds on the new
one - a speed up of nearly 20 times. Fractal

generation did not speed up as much as I

thought giving only 3 times improvement

for the few I tried. However this was under

DOS and the screen drivers absorb most of

the power here.

Processing data from NASA's Ozone CDs
showed very little improvement as did a

game of Sim Earth. I think Sim Earth has a

software timer to control the speed of the

simulation. All in all in these real world tests

the new card showed either no improve-

ment or quite dramatic improvement. Now
to the bench mark tests, there are basically

Windows bench marks that take a random
selection of calls to routines known to be

used in various types of applications, as

such they are quite artificial.

Here the bigger the number the better the

processor. In order to give you a feel for real

PCs I have included the timing for a number
of other machines. The numbers are nor-

malised so that a standard 486 PC should

give a value of 1. As you can see the DX2
holds its head up quite well except for the

PC with the accelerated graphics display.

Note here the difference in timing

between using the standard VGA windows

driver and the ARM driver. As has been

known for a long time Windows soaks up

processor power in return for a A^r

graphics interface. /iU

U
0

1
u
0

IVE

Lies and statistics

There are all sorts of bench marks that are

available to give speed numbers to various

functions of a computer but these should

be treated with caution. I know that it is

relatively easy to devise a set of bench

marks that show your system to advantage

and a rivals to disadvantage. So before I

embarked on testing I did a few real tasks

armed with a stopwatch as computer tim-

ing can cheat.

The DX2 processor has a built-in floating

point processor and a write back cache.

Product details
Product: DX2/80 Second Processor card

Requirements: Rise PC

Manufacturer: Aleph One

Tel: (01223)811679

Price: £399 +VAT

Facts and figures

Thanks to John Nuttall at the Department of Maths 8< Physics, Manchester Metropolitan University

for providing these figures. All tests were in a 16 bits/pixel mode.

Application SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7

Word Processing 2.33 3.49 3.14 27.93 1.13/5.25 0.95/4.68 1.19/5.31

CAD 3.71 5.51 6.02 96.06 2.6/11.81 1.48/7.18 2.91/12.87

Paint 3.73 6.10 6.92 52.82 1.44/10.68 1.05/7.43 1.5/10.93

Spreadsheet 3.29 4.75 4.15 26.37 0.68/12.81 0.62/9.93 0.69/13.00

Overall 3.24 5.46 5.56 50.82 1.47/10.14 1.03/7.31 1.57/10.53

KEY

For Systems S5 to S7 XX/YY where XX is the speed with the Standard VGA driver and YY is the

speed with the Arm Windows Driver. Bigger numbers mean faster operation.

51 - System 1 - 486 DX33 8mb Standard VGA vessa local Bus

52 - System 2-486 DX2/66 8mb Standard VGA vessa local Bus

53 - System 3 -486 DX4/99 16mb Standard VGA PIC Bus

54 - System 4-486 DX4/99 16mb Accelerated cirrus logic display board

55 - System5 - Acorn R700 22mb DX2/66

56 - System6 - Acorn R700 22mb SX33

57 - System7 - Acorn R700 22mb DX2/80 - New card
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Readers for PC CD-ROMs

Welcome
Contact details
Innovative Media Solutions/CD Circle

Tel: 0117-979 9979

Dorling Kindersley

Tel: 0171-753 3488

V & i

A talking book with pictures; PB Bear's Birthday

Party is a great program for under fives.

A s those of you who regularly receive

CD-ROM catalogues will know, Acorn

does not usually feature very highly, if at

all, in the list of titles. What native RISC

OS versions exist are generally highly rec-

ommended, but there just isn't the range

available, nor do I expect there ever will

be. The fact is, the Acorn market is too

small to make 'Acorn only' CD-ROM
products economically viable.

However, don't give up and buy a PC

just yet: there are two ways around the

problem. The first is to make dual-

platform CD-ROMs. Several companies

have done this and a couple have even

produced triple-platform discs which is

really hedging their bets. The second

option is to take a PC CD-ROM and write a

PC’ to Acorn converter that translates the

PC data as it's read. The majority of the

early Acorn CDs were of this type, includ-

ing Hutchinson's Encyclopedia
,
The

Complete Works of Shakespeare and
Sherlock Holmes on CD.

Innovative Media Solutions (IMS) has

started creating a series of PCTOAcorn
readers for two very popular series of CD-

ROMs which will be familiar to PC users.

The first is from Dorling Kindersley and

the second is from none other than

Microsoft. The advantage of this method is

that the end user gets a larger resource.

Multi-platform CD-ROMs generally have

the same data stored two or three times -

once for each format - which means that

the overall size of the program can be only

about one-third of the size of the disc.

Dorling Kindersley
The delightful books from Dorling

Kindersley include such titles as The Way
Things Work, The Ultimate Human Body

and PB Bear. By the time you read this,

to the

Geoff Preston looks at

some PC CD-ROMs which

now run on Acorns.

this is a super program which is guaran-

teed to enthral. PB Bear is a 'talking book 1

with pictures to replace some of the words.

The text can be read out either a page or a

phrase at a time. Click on one of the pic-

tures and the word it replaces is displayed

after a short animation of the picture.

Each of the 18 pages has a large anima-

tion which can last as long as 30 seconds.

If used with a low-spec Acorn (for instance

an A310 with ARM2) the large animation

is rather jumpy, but the smaller ones are

acceptable. Also featured is an on-screen

help which gives a spoken guided tour of

the program; each page also has a couple

of simple games which feature the same

digitised graphics and speech.

PB Bear's Birthday Party with its

PCTOAcorn reader costs £39 inc VAT from

the Dorling Kindersley Family Library or

CD Circle. The prices for the other Dorling

Kindersley titles have yet to be decided.

Microsoft

there should be four PCTOAcorn readers

ready, and a further seven in various

stages of development.

I received a review copy of PB Bear's

Birthday Party and began by running it on

a PC just to establish the standard. I then

ran it from a Rise PC via RISC OS and the

PCTOAcorn reader and frankly couldn't tell

the difference - which is as it should be.

There is a warning in the ReadMe file on

the disc that the sound may become broken

if used with a parallel port (printer port)

CD-ROM drive; as I don't use one of these I

don't know if this really is a problem.

For those with children under five and a

RISC OS computer with a CD-ROM drive,

_i± Microsoft Multimedia Catalogue

MUSICAL
Instruments
Musical Instruments takes

you into one of the largest

music studios in the world,

filled with over 200

instruments! Leant about

them all, hear their sounds,

even play them!

Enter a new world
|

Take a close look

Hear the diversity

Join a band

4 | |
Contents

j

IMS has got PCTOAcorn readers for four of Microsoft's CD-ROMs,

with five more on the way.

At the time of writing, there were two
PCTOAcorn readers finished with two
more just about ready for release; another

five should become available during 1996.

The current list is Musical Instruments,

Dinosaurs, Ancient Lands and Dangerous

Creatures. Among the new releases will be

the superb Encarta Encyclopedia 96 -

World English Edition and Encarta 96

World Atlas.

Prices are £39 for Dinosaurs and £48 for

the others so far released (discounts are

available for CD Circle members.) As with

the others, there is a slight decrease in

speed when running via RISC OS and the

PCTOAcorn reader, but it's not really

noticeable and all the fea-

tures work in exactly the

same way as the PC
versions.

Networking
Networking is not cur-

rently possible. The
PCTOAcorn readers will

only look for a local CD-

ROM drive and not a

networked one principal-

ly because, at present,

neither Microsoft or

Dorling Kindersley have

decided on licence terms.

At the time of writing,

IMS was talking to both

parties about multi- j

user licences.
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Image FS2

E
ver since the first release, Alternative Publishing has tried to

keep ImageFS the best-performing and best-looking image file

filter on the Acorn platform. There is no doubt that it has managed

to maintain the number one spot and also pull even further in

front of the competition with the latest version.

The packaging is about the best you will find for any application

in its CD case with Mr Men book-sized manual. Installation is very

fast and loading is virtually instant. Click on the icon once loaded

and the preferences window offers a logical and nicely laid out set

of options for the various features.

There are three main features. The first is the invisible file import

and export filter that has not been changed since the last version,

except that a few more sub-types are now supported of the PCX,

BMP, Clear, PBMRaster, SunRaster, Targa, Tiff, Gif, MacPaint, IMG,

AmigalFF, ColourRix

and Pict2 main file

types. Anything sig-

nificant I have ever

come across is sup-

ported, apart from

JPEG which can

already be imported

into every serious

graphics package on

the Acorn; Photoshop

and DCS is to come.

Just drag the funny

icons that you may
never have seen

before directly

into Paint or any

other package

that loads sprites

and ImageFS 2

converts the

image without

you ever knowing

it. Alt-Drag on
saving and a

popup window gives instant export options of most of the above

file types.

The second part of the program is called Tiny View which
enables you to view a 200x200 or 400x400 thumbnail of a disc

image without having to load it into Paint or long-loading graphics

packages like Photodesk, just for a quick peep. The window auto-

matically closes, Mac style, once you move the pointer away.

The last part of the package is Universal Image . It is an immobile

window that can repel other windows and sits on the right side of

the Desktop with a stack of image, troughs running down it. Drag

an image file on to it and a thumbnail appears which can be

dragged directly into applications or application windows. This is a

superb feature for DTP and the planned improvements for the full

version include OPI and DCS support.

Near future versions of ItnageFS will include the first of the for-

eign vector file filters, a JPEG loader and image headers as icons a

la Photoshop. ImageFS2
is now even better value and for people

dealing with outside platforms it is perfect.

Jack Krcindler

Product details
Supplier: Alternative Publishing

Tel: 0141-248 2322

Price: £39.95 + VAT

Pros: Transparent conversion of files

• Thumbnail previews of files

• Very fast

Cons: No JPEG conversion yet • Less

extensive Freeware file converters

exist

ImageFS1
offers full control over file conversion.

PC Survival Guide
T

his slim volume (roughly the same size

and weight as the RISC OS PRM index)

sets out to help Acorn users perplexed by

the introduction on to their machine of

certain foreign and hostile personalities -

namely DOS and Windows.

So as not to tread on ground already

covered by various books of the PCs for

Dummies ilk, the PC Survival Guide con-

fines itself to problems specific to Acorn

users: those problems associated with get-

ting the various emulators to run and the

quirks of Windows and DOS that will take

RISC OS users by surprise.

It has a good deal more information on

the first point than on the second. It

describes the various options for PC emu-

lation from the software PCSoft and
FasterPC solutions up to the Rise PC co-

processor, along with a detailed step-by-

step guide to setting them up.

The guide is pretty thorough, even

describing how to make up a wire to get

sound output from each of the cards to

the audio input on every model of

machine - with the notable exception of

the A3020 and A4000 solutions, about

which the guide is silent. The Rise PC dia-

gram is blatantly not to scale, by the way,

though other illustrations in the book are

clear and helpful.

When considering the quirks of

Windows and DOS the guide has less to

say. It does go through the installation of

PC DOS, MS-DOS and Windows 3.1 in

detail but doesn't address that burning

question 'How does the Windows File

Manager work?' for instance. In fact,

towards the end the guide it starts gloss-

ing over subjects with very inadequate

detail - the useful DOS commands appen-

dix being an exception - that almost

looks as though the author suddenly ran

out of room.

The glossary is a case in point: while

'Program Manager: Windows' equivalent

of the RISC OS icon bar' is a forgivable

simplification and describes it fairly well,

'MPC: Multimedia PC' isn't really helpful

and 'MS-DOS: Operating System produced

by Microsoft' could usefully be elaborated

upon. The RISC OS user encountering PC
terminology needs a lot more hand-hold-

ing than this.

The other problem with the guide is

that it dates quickly. It doesn't have

details of the latest software revisions or

DX4-100 cards. However, this shouldn't

be a problem; the Rise PC' section covers

the old software well, and there haven't

been that many changes.

The bottom line is that if you've

already set up your PC card and have

installed DOS and Windows but are hav-

ing problems running them, one of the

more general PC books is for you.

However, if you're having problems get-

ting everything to run in the first place,

this could be just what you're looking for.

David Matthewman

Product details
Supplier: Beebug

Tel: (01727) 840303

Price: £5.95 (no VAT) + postage

Pros: Comprehensive guide to setting up PC

cards and software • Good tutorials

for configuration • The only book of

its kind • Very cheap

Cons: Some subjects glossed over • Once a

card is running you're on your own

• Dates quickly
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Argo is the 'One Stop' you need - we supply everything

to get you on-line - from the software to the modem to

the Net connection itself - we do it!

And we make it all easy to use and understand - the

Net has never been so easy! Your pack will reach you

ready to just 'Plug in and Go!' - you'll be on-line in

minutes.

Argo is one of the fastest growing Internet access

providers, and already has hundreds of satisfied

customers. Here are just a few of the many favourable

comments they have made about our service and the

friendly Voyager software:-

1 wish all companies were as friendly, helpful and

attentive to its customers as Argo are."

I FREE technical support - if you have any questions once

you are subscribing, our helpful staff can be reached by

e-mail or a FreeCall telephone support line - and they

are available 7 days a week. We know many of our

users personally and pride ourselves on providing a

professional and friendly service.

I Ongoing upgrades - free upgrades to the software are

available for as long as you are a subscriber - no

unexpected upgrade bills!

"The service from Voyager and ArgoNet has been

excellent . I find it hard to believe from opening the

modem packaging and software to being up and

running in under 10 mins is truly amazing. The new

software version arrived yesterday and works

excellently/

*/ received today [via Voyager] an e-mail from

Sydney with sound and picture attached. Lo and

behold, Strine voices emerged from the speakers
.*

"Very impressed with the 'plug and play' approach. It

runs like a dream.''

I BENEFITS TO ARGO SUBSCRIBERS INCLUDE:

K Nationwide access to the Net at the cost of a local call

(can be as low as lp a minute). We already cover 90%

of the population, and 100% coverage is on the way.

I Some of the quickest Internet links available. Our

network connections in the UK and to the USA and

Europe are extremely quick, and we have lots of them!

You won't waste time when you collect your e-mail, or

want to link into other computers around the world - a

problem you may find with other providers.

I Easy set up - we supply everything preconfigured,

ready to 'Plug in and Go'!

Powerful, user-friendly Voyager Internet software,

which enables you to move easily around the Internet.

Includes sophisticated filtering and configuration

options which allow YOU to decide where users of the

software can go.

I FREE Web space - for all our subscribers. You can

create your own area on the Internet for any

other Internet user to look at. Great for schools

to use in curriculum projects or for home users to

tell the world about themselves!

Access to all of Argo's resources - including on-

line information, defining which parts of the Net

are best for particular uses. Together with our

educational advisers at LEAs around the country

we compile lists of the best sites for specified

curriculum areas. Voyager can restrict access to

these sites only.

Special offers - as part of the VTi and Eclipse

group, Argo has the buying power to offer other

products at special prices - these are exclusive

offers available only to our users!

For schools we also provide a version of Voyager

that will work over your internal network - using

only one line and modem, you can have multiple

e-mail addresses and more than one user using

different parts of the Net at the same time.

& Packs start from only £49 exc. VAT, including

configured Voyager software, registration fees

and your first month's access.

For further details and a FREE demo disk and

information pack call us FREE on 0500 585 586,

or write to us FREE at: Argo, FREEPOST PT795,

Chichester, West Sussex P020 6YY, or fax us on

01243 531196

If you already have access to e-mail then you can

of course e-mail us at: sales@argonet.co.uk -

we'll be pleased to answer any questions about

the Net or Argo. Well also let you know about

the various local events we are planning around

the country - if there is one near you, come

along and have a go on the Net for FREE!
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Preview of the BETT Show

For the first time, BETT is

encouraging parents and not just

teachers to attend. For those who

want to by-pass the rest and just

see the best, follow Geoff Preston’s

whistle-stop tour.

4Mation (Stand 152)

Several new products will be on display at

the show but top of my list will be the lat-

est offering from 4Mation. Normally noted

for material for the up-to-10 age range, the

company has a new product aimed at

slightly older children. I talked to Mike

Matson at Acorn World and he was
enthusing about his current project - a

talking book for those who can read.

There's a real gap in the market' he

said. Tier of talking books are available

for people who can't read or who are

learning to read, but nothing for those

who already can. I've written a book of

about 35,(MX) words and this is on a CD-

ROM with speech and graphics.'

The user can select one of six degrees of

difficulty and the book will be displayed

in one of three modes: text and graphics;

text, graphics and speech; or speech only.

If a word is clicked on, the computer will

load the glossary and provide the meaning

of the word. Click on a place name, and a

map is displayed showing its whereabouts.

If successful, it will be the first of a series.

again

Sepia for that traditional

look, as you discover the

environs of the

River Itchen.

Sherston (Stand 260)

Sherston can always be relied upon to

come up with something special and this

year will be no disappointment. At the

time of writing, Sherston is expecting to

have its first multimedia CD-ROM, Up and

Away, available for viewing, although

probably not quite ready for release.

Also on the stand will be its talking

The Alps have

the biggest

mountains in

Europe. They

formed in Italy

and moved

into France

then into

Austria and

into

Switzerland.

jU L±_

Alpine Mountains

books - frequently imi-

tated but seldom
bettered. Not only does

the company produce
talking book versions of

stories from the Oxford

Reading Tree series, but

also talking reference

books like the Infant

Oxford Talking Atlas.

Look out for the CD-
ROM versions which are

especially good value for

money.

There's not a great

deal of software around

for the very young, but

Sherston will be showing Elf World. These

two enchanting adventures are for young

children and are set in the world of elves

where words are magic and maths is fun.

The Arcventure series has been very pop-

ular for Key Stage 2

History, and fans

will be pleased to

hear that it has

returned for one
more adventure.

The latest incarna-

tion (.Arcventure /VO

is on the subject of

Anglo Saxons and

Clear text, superb

pictures, simple but

effective layout

aimed at Key Stage 1

and 2. Alps offers

lots of resources on

the disc.

<
fj4PerStudioMes^Car^^^_—

^ IEV Mms
igMflHL I IexttJ

Quiz Today! ax + by = c

Reports due on Tuesday. -j-

Turn in your disks by 3:30 ! y <x.

The latest multimedia tool from TAG features

extreme ease of use and lots of special

effects to include in you productions.

follows a similar outline to Sherston's pre-

vious Arcventures

:

a simulation of an

archaeological dig where unearthed items

can be investigated to provide an insight

into life at that time. Like the previous

Arcventure packs, Anglo Saxons comes
with the usual printed resources to accom-

pany the program. As with all Sherston's

software, self-motivation for pupils is sup-

plied at no extra charge.

SEMERC (Stand SN1)
SEMERC's new primary graphic spread-

sheet Maths Frames is not just new, it's

different from anything I've seen before. It

introduces spreadsheets in a most interest-

ing and stimulating way. The main
window contains a selection shelf, a calcu-

lator and a landing pad. Each file contains
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Preview of the BETT Show

LEAPOUT: Job Bank
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Seashore Life offers more high quality multimedia from Anglia.

MagicMaths is another clever piece of software from CCS which

will prove fun as well as being educational.

a number of pictures, all of which can

have up to five associated values.

For example, the theme could be shop-

ping and then you'd have an assortment

of products on the selection shelf, like

baked beans, cheese, apples and cakes.

You would select foods by dragging them

on to the landing pad which in this case

would be a shopping trolley. A spread-

sheet will total up whichever set of values

are required - price, calories and so on -

and a graph can be drawn, again based on

whichever values are chosen. Hot links

between the three parts of the program -

picture, spreadsheet and graph - ensure

constant updating. Brilliantly simple;

great idea.

Anglia Multimedia
(Stand 357)
All the CD-ROMs reviewed on page 69 will

also be on show at BETT and it will be

well worth a visit to their stands. Two
that didn't appear in the CD-ROM review

because they arrived a few days late are

Vikings and Seashore Life, both by Anglia.

Vikings will be of special interest to Key

Stage 2 History teachers as it includes just

about everything needed to deliver this

topic in a stimulating and exciting way. It

was produced in association with the Jor-

vic Centre in York and is a definitive

guide presented in an interesting and
stimulating way for Key Stage 2 pupils. It

even includes printable worksheets that

can be used 'as is' or

altered to suit your own
requirements.

Seashore Life brings the

world of the beach into

the classroom. High qual-

ity pictures coupled with

over 30 video clips from

the popular Survival TV
series make a comprehensive guide to this

fascinating subject. There is a massive

amount of information as well as some

quizzes.

TAG Developments
(Stand 170)
Starting next month, Acorn User will be

featuring a series on creating multimedia

productions. Central to this series is a

comparative evaluation of some of the

multimedia authoring packages including

the latest program from TAG - HyperStu-

dio. This is a very easy program to use and

includes some clever features which will

make the production of professional look-

ing multimedia presentations very easy

indeed.

One of the special features is the differ-

ent ways it can clear the window between

page changes. Most other multimedia

authoring tools just blank the current

page before rendering the next. HyperStu-

dio can fade from one to the other, or

scroll, slide or open like doors.

HMTC (Stand 447)
One of HyperStudio's main rivals is Oak
Solution's Genesis and Hampshire
Microtechnology Centre has long been

involved with this program. At the show

will be The Hampshire CD-ROM, a disc

containing three Genesis multimedia

applications from primary and secondary

teachers.

The Alps was created by Maureen Good-

ing and contains over 200 pictures and

100 pages of text. Chas Duckhouse's
Itchen is a study of the geographical,

social and historical features of the River

Itchen and Leapout is a careers database

coordinated by Bill Jones and aimed at

children from 8 to 14. All these presenta-

tions will be of real use in school and will

also prove that high quality multimedia

presentations are not just the preserve of

professionals.

AVP (Stand 355)
If you haven't seen Picturehase yet, now's

your opportunity. AVP will have its com-

plete range on view, including the latest

additions to this superb suite, Perspective

Francoises and English Architecture. The

former covers a variety of topics including

life in different places, plants, animals

and changes which affect lifestyles. The

latter looks at architecture through two

strands: religious (beginning with Saxon

churches) and secular (beginning with

Norman castles). Both strands progress to

the present day.

CCS (Stand 420)
Creative Curriculum Software has pro-

duced some super programs for both

primary and secondary schools. The CD-

ROM roundup features its latest CD-ROM,
but CCS will also have its new mathemat-

ics program, Magic Maths on sale.

To finish, a program on a lighter note,

but one from which youngsters will get a

great deal of pleasure. The Patience Addict

is, as the name implies, an addictive pro-

gram featuring 20 versions of patience, or

solitaire as it is sometimes called. I

wouldn't want to use this in lesson time,

but it would be an ideal program i
TT

for school computer clubs. ziL
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Mark in Australia

Planes,

trains

and...
I

t's a long way to Australia. If you look in

the World application on the Pocket
Book, it says Sydney is 10,555 miles from

London - if you ignored the sea and drove

in a straight line for 12 hours a day at

70mph, then it would take you about 12

and a half days to get there. That's a long

way.

It's a perfect place to lose yourself. Being

the world's sixth largest country and with

a population of just 17 million (more peo-

ple watch Neighbours in the UK than there

are Australians!), being out of contact is

easy, if that's what you want, but to those

of us used to e-mail, faxes and the like,

backpacking in the outback is little short

of self-imposed ostracism. At least, that's

what most people think.

Keeping in contact
Until recently, the idea of living out of a

backpack and having an e-mail address

was ridiculous. It wasn't that long ago that

Osborne Computers was selling portable

PCs the size of suitcases, with a weight to

match. Look at the adverts from the early

'80s for the Osborne portable, and it's only

the white knuckles and strained smile of

the model holding the machine that give

the game away.

These days, portable computers are

everywhere. With an A4 and a modem,
you can keep in contact over the Internet

from any hotel room, and as long as you
can find a mains socket to recharge, and a

phone point, you're away. But the A4, and
even the new IBM OS/2 Warp solution, is

far too heavy for a backpacker, and you
try finding a power point in the bush, let

alone a phone point.

Other manufacturers have solutions -

the Apple Newton is a brave attempt at

portable in-touch computing - but they're

expensive and still suffer from short bat-

tery life. The Pocket Book II has excellent

battery life (a couple of Duracells give over

35 hours of continuous use) and it's light
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and small, but have you ever seen an
Internet package for it? There isn't one,

but there is a solution.

3Fax
The Pocket Book II is based on the hugely

successful Psion 3a and anything that

works with the Psion also works with the

Pocket Book, from software to hardware to

leather carrying cases. One Psion product

that a lot of Pocket Book users don't know
about is the 3Fax, a fax modem. It works
with the Pocket Book II (not the original

Pocket Book, nor the Psion 3), and needs

at least the 512K version: it won't work
with the 256K Pocket Book.

The 3Fax is a truly fantastic piece of kit.

It's not much bigger than a Mars bar, and
runs off two Walkman-sized batteries (the

same as the Pocket Book) or from the

Product details
Product: 3Fax

Supplier: Psion

Tel: 0171-262 5580

Fax: 0171-258 7342

Price: £199 inc VAT

Product: TeleFast

Supplier: Teleadapt

Tel: 0181-421 4444

Fax: 0181-421 5308

E-mail: teleadapt@delphi.com

Price: £129.99 + VAT

Product: TeleDaptors

Supplier: Teleadapt

Price: starting at £29.99 + VAT

Product: Internet connectionz

Supplier: CompuServe

Tel: 0800 289378 (freephone)

Price: starting at £6.25 per month

mains using an optional mains adaptor. It

has a lead at one end which plugs into the

expansion port on the left of the Pocket

Book - the same hole that the A-Link slots

into - and another lead which has an
English phone plug on the end.

The 3Fax is aimed mainly at those who
want to send faxes, hence the name.
Plugging it in provides a new 'disc', called

Disc C, from which you can install four

new applications: Fax

,

the main fax man-
ager; FaxCover, which enables you to

design cover sheets for your faxes; Comms,
which provides an interface to 3Fax's

modem features; and Script, which is used

to create automated scripts for logging

onto bulletin boards and the like.

If you've got an A-Link, you already

have the last two: you can install then
with Acorn-J from the Desktop, choosing

Disc C. Theoretically the A-Link can con-

nect to a standard modem with a serial

input.

The Fax manager is delightfully easy to

use, and contains so many features that

most people will only use a third of them.

Sending a fax consists of three main steps:

creating an optional cover sheet, the
design of which is based on a template

designed by the FaxCover application;

attaching documents to send after the

cover sheet, which is again optional; and
finally entering the fax address (a fax

number).

The number of things you can do with

faxes is mind-boggling. Faxes can be

queued, can be set up to be sent automati-

cally at a certain time (the Pocket Book
switches itself on automatically, just like it

does when an alarm is set), can be
removed from the queue to be re-sent at a

later date, and so on. You can attach docu-

ments from any Pocket Book application

that can print, like Write, Cards, Schedule

and so on - all you do is open up the Print

setup dialogue box and change the printer

to the newly available 'Fax'. When you

K I



Mark Moxon made sure he packed his Pocket Book Mark in Australia

when he headed for the Australian outback. Here’s

his advice on how to travel to the middle of

nowhere, and still keep in contact.

No mains

required: Pocket

Book II, 3Fax and

acoustic coupler

print, a special fax file is created which is

picked up by the Fax manager.

Creating cover sheets is a doddle with

the cover sheet designer. FaxCover is based

on the Write word processor, but you can

also include pictures, and special character

codes that are translated when the fax is

sent (so, for example, the sequence AS is

replaced by the sender's name when the

fax is actually delivered). It's also useful to

use the graphical characters in the Pocket

Book, a list of which is at the end of the

Pocket Book manual.

Pictures aren't shown in the document
itself, but you can view them in a little

window if need be. Any standard .PIC file

can be used, but .BMP files can also be

used - and translated on the Pocket Book -

so if you want to design a logo on your

Acorn, you'll need an application that can

save .BMP or .PIC files. An upshot of using

.PIC files is that you can take screenshots

off the Pocket Book (using Acorn-Control-

Shift-S) and include them in your fax,

handy if you want to include graphs from

Abacus or Plotter, for example.

Sending the fax is equally easy. All you

need to do is plug your 3Fax into a phone

socket and type in the fax number to send

it to. The Fax manager tells you exactly

what it is doing: Dialling', 'Connected to

fax machine', 'Sending fax' and so on and

there's a little speaker in the 3Fax so you

can hear exactly what's going on.

The only thing you need to fax from
abroad is an adaptor for the phone plug: a

comprehensive collection of 'TeleDaptors'

is available from Teleadapt, whose contact

details are at the end of this article.

Internet, global style
Faxing is great: it's fast, easy, and the qual-

ity of the 3Fax's output is better than

normal scanned faxes, as all the characters

are computer-generated rather than

scanned from paper. The only problem -

and a big one if you're on a backpacker's

income - is cost. A few pages of fax send to

the other side of the world can cost quite a

few quid, and a lot more if you're going

through a hotel switchboard.

The cheapest solution is to use the

Internet. The theory of sending e-mail

through the Internet is sound. For the cost

of a local phone call to your Internet

provider - such as Demon, CIX or Argonet

in the UK - you can send a message to any-

one in the world. There are two problems

with these systems for travellers; Demon
and the rest only have UK numbers, and
secondly the Pocket Book doesn't have a

TCP/IP stack, so it can't talk to the

Internet provider anyway.

The solution is to use CompuServe. This

American company is truly global - it has

numbers in all the main cities of the

Western world - and the charge is low

about 6.25 per month, though it is charged

in US dollars, so it fluctuates a little. The
best part, though, is that it acts like a bul-

letin board, so if you are accessing through

a dumb ASCII terminal, you can still use

most of the services.

CompuServe provides you with a unique

number, like 101353,2442 for example,

when you register with them on-line. This

then forms your e-mail address: for the

above, you would be: 101353.2442@com-

puserve.com.

There are plenty of other handy features

on CompuServe too. If you want to send a

fax, you can send the text as an e-mail to

CompuServe, making sure to include the

fax number in the header, and
CompuServe will fax it for you, using only

a local phone call.

There is a small charge for this service,

but it's much cheaper than faxing on an

international call rate. You don't have the

control over cover sheets, and you can

only fax straight text without any fancy

effects, but 'you pays your money and
makes your choice'.

Morphing fax to modem
The 3Fax provides you with a modem,
albeit a rather slow one of 2400 baud.

Compared to the fax side of the kit, the
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comms software is primitive to say the

least. You have to talk to the modem
directly using Hayes commands (ATI),

ATX and so on) and only ASCII is sup-

ported, so no ANSI or VT terminal codes

are supported. Comms enthusiasts from

the '80s will he thrilled by the prospect of

spending nostalgia-filled nights typing in

Hayes codes directly, but for those used to

Hearsay you'll need to read the thoroughly

excellent manual provided.

Scripts make things easier, though you

have to understand programming to use

them. A script is a little program that

instructs the Comms application how to

log onto a certain system; you might tell it

to ring a certain number and enter your

password when it receives the 'Password:'

prompt, for example. Scripts are provided

for logging onto MCI and CIX, and these

can easily be modified to other systems: I

have one which puts up a series of menus

so you can choose which Australian city

you are in, and it takes it from there.

The fact that it is possible to have an e-

mail system in a truly portable package

that can be used globally for such a small

cost - local phone calls are 40 cents in Oz

for as long as you like (that's about 20p) - is

a testament to how far communications

has come. 2400 baud is more than adequate

for the text-based CompuServe, and other

bulletin boards like Sydney's ARMature II

BBS, even if you are used to 14.4k or 28.8k

back home; and it's easy to prepare your

mail off-line and send it all in one go. It

surprises me that more people don't do it:

when I rang up CompuServe to join, they

seemed quite amazed that I was using a

palmtop, rather than a DOS-based portable.

No phone? No worries
All the above is hunky dory if you've got a

phone line. But what do you do if you

can't persuade someone to lend you their

phone socket, or the phone in your room

is hard wired into the wall? The answer:

get an acoustic coupler.

Comms afficianados will remember
acoustic couplers as the preferred way of

connecting your phone to your modem
back in the early '80s. They have two cups

into which your phone handset plugs,

thus connecting your modem to the

phone. These days all self-respecting

modems plug directly into the wall, but

not only is the acoustic coupler alive and

well, but it's vastly improved.

Teleadapt's TeleFast adaptor is small,

very light, runs on one 9-volt battery that

will last for over 30 hours of connection

time, and works at speeds of up to 24,000

bits per second over most phones, and

2400bps over carbon pay phones (which

have lower-quality handsets). Handily, its

lead terminates in a US-style phone plug,

which plugs straight into the 3Fax if you

remove the lead with the UK plug: there's

no need for endless chains of conversion

adaptors or extra leads.

Using an acoustic coupler is simplicity

itself. Take the phone handset - I've only

used payphones so far, and they work fine -

position it over the little rubber cups and

secure it with the velcro strap. Next, insert

your money or phonecard, dial away, and

type ATD in the Comms window to connect.

You can get the modem to dial automati-

cally, but experience shows that strange dial

tones and low-quality pay phones can cause

problems.

The last word
The complete system is very light and com-

pact. It runs off five batteries that last for

ages, costs much less than a laptop with

modem, and provides most of the services

anyone will need (the main exception being

graphical Web browsing). A SSD is a good

idea for your Pocket Book (which you can

also fill with Public Domain games for those

long waits in airports), but system require-

ments are low.

The only word of warning is practical. If

you are off travelling the world with your

Pocket Book, be careful which public phones

you use. In the less salubrious comers of the

globe, someone may see you using a com-

puter, and might want it for themselves.

And do pack it in a plastic bag - it *

rains in Australia too, you know.

# This article was written and produced on

location overlooking Sydney harbour, and

was e-mailed to Acorn User from a pay

phone 305m up Sydney Tower, the tallest

man-made structure in the Southern

Hemisphere. G'day, mate!
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80Mb 2.5" IDE £76.00

1 30Mb 2.5” IDE £94.00

1 70Mb 2.5" IDE £98.00

250Mb 2.5” IDE £119.00

340Mb 2.5” IDE £153.00

540Mb 2.5” IDE £221.00

A30 1 0/3000 IDE Card*£57.00

RiscPC/A7000 2Mb £59.00
RiscPC/A7000 4Mb £99.00
RiscPC/A7000 8Mb £197.00
RiscPC/A7000 16Mb £342.00
RiscPC VRAM 2Mb £145.00
With I Mb Trade In £105.00
A3000 IMbto 2Mb £56.00
A30I0 IMbto2Mb £35.00
A30I0 2Mb to 4Mb £89.00
A3020 to 4Mb £82.50
A4000 to 4Mb £82.50
.AS000 2Mb to 4Mb £82.50j

TOSHIBA ^
260Mb 3.5" IDE £109.00

420Mb 3.5” IDE £121.00
540Mb 3.5” IDE £144.00

350Mb 3.5" SCSI £102.00
540Mb 3.5" SCSI £144.00

A3/A400 IDE Card £69.00

A5000 2nd H/Drive Kit£ 1 7.00

Hardware Software

2.5" H/Drives

Printers

ConsumablesModems LSD
Disks

Bulk DSDD
10 x £3.00 I 00 x £25.50

30 x £8.50 200 x £46.80

50 x £13.60 500 x £101 .30

Branded DSDD
10 x £4.30 1 00 x £30.60

30 x £11.00 200 x £54.SO

50 x £16.20 500 x £121.70

Bulk DSHD
10 x £3.40 1 00 x £28.90

30 x £9.80 200 x £5 1.00

50 x £15.30 500x£l 15.00

Branded DSHD
10 x £5.10 1 00 x £40.80

30 x £13.60 200 x £72.30

50 x £22. 10 500 x £162.50

Canon
Canon BJ30 £157.00
Compzct Portable mono printer, 30 page ASF built In.

Canon BJC70Colour £247.00
High quality Portable colour printer. 30 page ASF

.

Canon BJ200ex £177.00
High ipeed,hlgh quality mono printer, virtual 720 dpi

Canon BJC4000Cokxjr £247.00
High quality colour, super fast mono printing 300 dpi.

Canon BJC600e Colour £35 1 .00
New Enhanced, dedicated colour printer, virtual 720 dpi.

HEWLETT®
PACKARD

Newi'HP600 £207.00
Colour upgradeable mono ink Jet/ Col. Kit <4 1 .99.

HP 660 Colour £272.00
New colour inkjet from HP.

New£HP5P laser printer £609.00

EPSON
Epson Stylus Colour II £286.00
720dpi. 100 sheet ASF. full colour printer

Epson Stylus Colour Ms £231.00
720 dpi, 1 00 iheet ASF . colour or mono printer

Epson Stylus 820 £200.00
720 720dpi, Mono printer, upgradeable to colour

CITIZEN
Citizen printers have a 2 year warranty I

ABC Colour printer £ 1 24.00 |

simple (as easy as ABC) to use 24 pin printer. Comes ai

standard with 50 sheet Auto sheet feeder.
T ractor feed optional at i iO 00

New Printiva 600c
1 Now Micro Dry print technology
1 600 dpi Colour/ 1 200 dpi mono
1 Metallic colours QQ

Star LC 1 009 pin Colour £ I 1 2.00

9 pin colour printer. S NLQ fonts, 1 80 cps draft.

Star LC909 pin mono £92.00
9 pin mono printer. ASF built in, push tractor optional.

Star LC24024 pin mono £106.00
24 pin mono printer. 192 cps draft.with ASF built in.

Star LC240C24 pin Colour £124.00
24 pin colour printer ASF built in, 4 LQ fonts.

Star SJ I 44Colour £196.00
Stunning affordable colour thermal transfer printer, low

running costs. 3 p/p/m mono. 1 .4 pip/m colour.

Accessories
Printer Switch Box 2 way£ I 1 .00

Printer Switch Box 3 way£ I 5.30

Printer Stands (Universal)£6. 80
1 .8 Metre printer cable £4.30

3 Metre printer cable £5.90
5 Metre printer cable £7.70
1 0 Metre printer cable £ I 1 .00

SCSI Internal Cable £7.70
SCSI Cable 25D-50Cent £8.50

MUITI

COLOUR
Disk labels

500 £6.00
1000 £8.50

|
Re-Mark-lt disk labels x 1 0 £2.10
1 0 Capacity box £0.90

50 Capacity lockable box £3.40

1 00 Capacity lockable box £4.70
*9 0 Capacity Banx box £9.40
*

I 50 Capacity Posso box £17.90

1 00 CapacityCD holder £4.30
*add £3 .00 delivery ifpurchaang just one Posso or f
Ban* bo*. Normal dekvery when purchased with

|

other product orwhen bu

Multi Media/CD ROM

Acorn 1

Compatible CD ROM drives

from only £99.00

Goldstar R540B £ 1 04.00 Mitsumi FX400 £99.00
Acorn RISCOS 3.6 compatible only

CUMANA
I Indigo CAA340i Quad Speed CD Drive
I Indigo CAA340ia Quad Speed CD Drive
I Indigo CAA300i Dual Speed CD Drive
I Indigo CAA300ia Dual Speed CD Drive
I Proteus Quad Speed Read/Write CD ROM
I Proteus with Cumana SCSI Controller
Oscar (p*raiiei)CD Drive
Acorn CD Software
Artworks
Artworks Clipart 1/2

Cars-Maths in Motion
Childrens Micropedia
Creepy Crawlies
Dictionary/Living World
Dune II

Goldilocks
Grannys Garden

£129.00 Hutchinsons Encyc.
£18.00 Oxford Reading Tree
£50.00 PCCD I

£75.00 PCCD 2
£47.50 PCCD 3
£47.00 Simon the Sorcerer
£35.50 Photobase Landscapes
£39.00 Space Encyclopedia
£30.00 Understanding the Body

£191.00
£239.00
£125.00
£199.00
£546.00
£689.00
£215.00

£37.00
£39.00
£21.00
£21.00
£24.00
£36.50
£47.50
£32.00
£43.0QJ

Open Sunday 1

1 Late Night Opening^y 1 1 am to 4pm^J
Wednesday & Thursday

till 7.30pm i

n]
FIRST
COMPUTER CENTRE

HOWTO ORDER LOWCOST DELIVERY
Order by telephone quoting your
credit card number. If paying by
cheque please make payable to:

"FIRST COMPUTER CENTRE". In any
correspondence please quote a

Phone Number, Post Code & Dept.
Allow 5 working days for cheque

clearance.

SHOWROOM ADDRESS:
DEPT. ACU, UNIT 3, ARMLEY
PARK COURT

;
STANNINGLEY

RD, LEEDS, LSI 2 2AE.

• 2-4 Week Days
•NextWeek Day
•Saturday delivery

Telephone 0113 231 9444
24 HR MAIL ORDER SERVICE FAX: 0 I 1 3 23 I -9 1 9

1

NEW! BBS Sales & Technical line TEL: 0 II 3 23 I - 1 422

Delivery subject to stock availability

•All prices exclude VAT@ 1 7.5%
• Large showroom with parking
• Multi-million pound company
•Overseas orders welcome
•Educational purchase orders welcome

OPEN 7 DAYSA WEEK
Lombard Finance available

Prices are correct <t the time of going to press. Please check our

terms & conditfomfcopy available uporTrequest). ElrOE.

£8.50 E-Mail sales@firstcom.demon.co.uk

www.demon.co.uk/firstcom

AUTHORISED
REPAIR CENTRE

kcorn or any
peripheral

I
(monitors, printers
etc). A delivery

1 'aritf ofjust £S.OO is

hargea or
alternatively you
can visit our showroom. We can
also arrange a courier pickup at an

Ladditionalcost of £11.00.

EASY ACCESS FROM M42. Ml and the A I

FIRST
XIRKSTAI

00
1~ <1 CENTRE

iron Ms/fo; Jog. M hwtBilJWIni M*il Take AB4I fetedM
4lrwiM! I fofkiw «gm for AS! The merges «Miti rhr Armlry gyritorr fryn

L
tMlYfSL Junction 27, A62 to A/mley gyratory from the A f take the turnoff for AH.
This merges with the AS* (by-paning town centre) *hich meed Armlet gy

Acorn*
Rise PC's

[New!! . . 20/20

intersF^c™r Finance
20% Deposit 20 Monthly Payments

Entertainment Software

PC700

5MbHD425& AKF60
5Mb HD425CD & AKF60
5MbHD425& AKF85
5Mb HD425CD & AKF85
IOMbHD850& AKF60
1 0Mb HD850CD & AKF60
IOMbHD850& AKF85
IOMbHD850CD& AKF85
PC600

4MbHD425& AKF60
4Mb HD425CD & AKF60
4MbHD425& AKF85
4Mb HD425CD & AKF85

Rise PC 486sx Card
When ordered with Rise PC
16 Bit Sound Card
Extra Slice Case

£1355.00

£1465.00

£1630.00

£1740.00

£1685.00

£1795.00

£1965.00

£2075.00

£1140.00

£1250.00

£1420.00

£1530.00

*£99.99

Limited Special Offer

while stocks last

A600 5Mb AKF60
only!! £ I 191.00

A600 9Mb + AKF60
only!! £1446.00

I Black Angel £22.70
I Alone in the Dark £22.00
I Cannon Fodder £ 1 9.50
I Crystal Maze £25.00
I Cyber Chess £22.70
I Fire A Ice £20.50
I FTT Formula 2000 £20.00
I Global Effect £27.50
1 Lemmings/More RiscPC £22.81
I Sally and Wally £20.42
I Saloon Cars Deluxe £2 1 .50
I SimCity 2000 (AS000) £28.00

| SimCity 2000 (RiscPC) £29.70
i the Sorcerer £27.80

Educational Software
Badger Trails £33.50
ChrystaJ Rain Forest £32.77
French Learning Series £ 1 6.60
Noddy's Playtime £ 16.50
Oxford RJTree Stage!
Oxford R/Tree More
Oxford R/Tree Stage3
Rosie StJim (Sneezes)
Rosie&Jim (P I

j
(Duck)

£35.00
£35.00
£35.00
£ 10.00
£10.00

TalkingAnim. Alphabet £26.00
10/10 Dir

Acomf A4000/A7(H)0Systems
A4OOOHD2I0& AKF52 £720.00 I

A7000jU4bHD425&AKF52 £932.00

A7000$4bHD425CD&AKFS2 £1044.00

A700Q 4Mb HD425 & AKF52 £ 1 0 1 5.00

A7000 4Mb HD425CD& AKF52 £ 1 1 26.00
|

A4000 Systems 1 2 Months On-Site £25.49

Microvitec 1438
Monitor

.28 dp, Multi-Sync

Only £235.00

10/10 Driving Test
10/ 1 0 Early Essentials
10/10 Essential Maths

£ 12.00
£ 12.00
£ 12.00
£12.00

£60.00

£ 99.00

| Wavelength „
I
Wolfenstein 3D £22.98

Application Software
Arc Comm 2 £46.00
Arc Fax 1.12 £32.00
Arcterm 7 £56.50

I Artworks 1.54 £120.83
Hearsay II £63.00
Home Accounts £27.00
Copernicus Astronomy £25.52
Impression Style £71.00
Impression Publisher £119.00
Sibelius 6 Version 3 £ 1 49.00
Sibelius 7 Sudent ver3 £464.00
Sibelius 7 Version 3 £85 1 .00
Titler £77.00
Touch Typing £29.50

LTurbo DnverBJ/Eps/HP £40.00

1 0/10 Essential Science £12.00
£ 12.00
£12 00
£ I 2.00
£ 12.00
£12.00

Golf £19.00
MSDOS 6.22& Windows £69.00
Windows for Workgroups £44.00

£23.00

£31.00
£17.00
£17.00
£18.00
£23.00
£26.00

£33.00
£33.00
£33.00

Works V3 forWindSws
Reference
Chambers Dictionary
Complete Guide to Drugs
Comp. Guide/Symptoms
Grolier Encyclopedia
Mayo Clinic
Red Shift Astronomy II

Dorling Kindesley
Encyclopedia ofScience
Encyclopedia ofNature
History ofthe World £33.00
My I st incred. Dictionary £24.00
PB Birthday Party £23.00

10/10 Junior Essentials
10/ 1 OHaths Algebra
10/10 Maths Geometry £ 1 2.00
1 0/10 Maths Numbers £12.00
1 0/ 1 0 Maths Statistics £12.00
1 0/10 Spelling £12.00

Birthday Party
Stowaway
The WayThings Work
The Ult. Human Body
The Ultimate Sex Guide
Virtual Reality Bird
Virtual Reality Cat
Top sellers on PC CD-ROM

10/10 Education series
Any 2 for £2 1.00

PC CD ROM Software
Micosoft Titles
Schubert £23.00
Strauss £23.00
Stravinsky £23.00
Ancient Lands £33.00
Bookshelf95 £24.00
Dinosaurs £22.00
Encarta9S £19 00

Mortal Combat
Will. Shatners TEK Wars
Monopoly
Command & Conquer
Panic in the Park
FIFA 96
Frankenstein
Encarta 96
Actua Soccer
Destruction Derby
Hexen
Rebel Assault
PGA Golf 96

only £58.00

1

The amazing new graphics tablet for the

Atom range of Computers, software

I

developed by First Computers. 94% rated in

Amiga Shopper. Requires Riscos3.

1

Acorn Spares
Acorn Mouse (Original)£25.50 I

A5000/A4000 Disk Drive £69.50
A3020 Disk Drive £86.00
A30 1 0 Disk Drive £86.00
A3000 Disk Drive £69.50
RiscOS 3. 1 I Full Upgrade £74.04
RiscOS 3 1 I No Manuals £45.00
MIDI Max (Rise PC&A5000*68.00
MIDI User(A30x0&A4000) £49.00

MIDI Cables (x2) £5.1 if
. Fitting Service Available

H/Drives Memory Modules

SuprafMXModem 288
• Up to 1 1 5,200bps (v42bis) • Class I & 2 Fax
9 Silent & Adaptive Answer * Unique LCD Display
• V34 Standard • Flash ROM
• NComm Software • 5 Year Warranty

(HKHobotics

Sportster 288
• Up to 1 1 S,200bps (v42bis)

only
£170.00

Mri bt imrovM

• V34 Standard
• Class I & 2 Fax
• 5 Year Warranty

only £165.00

Sporfc/af l44Vi
• »- • Up to S7,600bpt (v42bi

• Class I Fax
SupraExpress

• MNP2-5, V42 & V42bis
• 5 Year Warranty
• Acorn Cable £8.50

U.4 External £89.00
28.8 External £ 1 49.00

COURIER
Dual Std. V34+ with Fax

only £245.00

Ribbons
Citizen Swift/ABC mono £3.40

Citizen Swift/ABC colour £ II 00
Star LC90 mono ribbon £4.30

Star LC 1 0/1 00mono £3.10

Star LC 1 0/1 00 colour £6.00

Star LC240c colour £ II .90

Star LC240c mono £7.70

Star LC240mono £5.10

Star LC24- 1 0/200/300 Colour £ 1 1 90

Re-Ink Spray formono ribbons £10.20

MOST OTHER MAKES
AVAILABLE

PREMIER-INK
Cartridge Refills

Save a fortune in running cost* with your Ink/

bubble Jet. Compatible with the HP Deskjsbubble Jet. Compatible with the HP DeskJet
series. Canon Bj 1 0/10/80/ 1 30/200/300/ J 30.
” SJ48, Citizen Projet and many others,

range of colours available.

Jngle refills (22ml) £6 00
win refills (44ml) £1100

colour kit (66ml) £17.00
Till colour kit (88ml) £23 M

Ik refills ( 1 25ml) £2 I 30

Printer repair specialists call

for quote

Ink Cartridges
Canon BJ 1 0/Star SJ48
Canon Bj200/230
Canon BJ30 (3 pack)
Canon BJC 70 mono (3 pack)
Canon BJC 70 colour (3 pack)
Canon BJC 4000 colour (single)

Canon BJC 4000 mono (single)

Canon BJC 4000 mono high cap.
Canon BjC 600e mono high cap.
Canon BjC 600e colour
HP.Deskjet colour
HP. DeskJet double mono
HP. DeskJet 660 double mono
HP.Deskjet 660 colour
Epson Stylus mono
Epson Stylus colour

Star SJ 1 44 mono/colour (single)

Covers
All printer dust covers

Paper
Fanfold (tractor feed) 500 sheets
Fanfold (tractor feed) 1 000 sheets

£17.00
£17.00
£11 90
£9 40

£14.50
£14.50
£6.00

£24.70
£0.90
£7 TO

£23 00
£21.30
£22.10
£23.00
£13.40
£31.50

£7.70

Fanfold (tractor feed) 2000 sheets“
? sheet 500 sheetsSingle sheet 500 si

Single sheet 1 000 sheets
Single sheet 2000 sheets
Epson Stylus 720 dp^paper pack

£4.30
£7 70
£15.30
£4.30
£7.70

£15.30
£19.60
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Design using your Acorn

L
et's exploit the sheer creative power of

the Acorn computer. But, what is virtu-

al design? Basically, this is using computers

to model and present design solutions in

exciting new ways. So how do we begin to

get our heads around this, read on.

Virtual hair design
How about giving yourself a virtual hair-

style before visiting your local hair salon?

In this case Mary offered to be the slightly

unwilling subject in front of the Canon Ion

Video Still Camera. The shot was digitised

and transferred onto disc in spritefile for-

mat. If you try this at home its good

practice to take a profile

shot as well.

The easiest way to

redesign your hair-

style on the

computer screen

is to load your-

self into any art

package and
draw your new
style over the old one. In this case I used

the Longman Logotron's excellent Big

Picture to create a range of wigs.

The Masking feature lets you outline a

specific regular or irregular area of the

screen for individual treatment, without

affecting the rest of the image. Using this

method several wigs were easily created

using Mary's head as a template.

Different wigs were cut out and saved

for future use - useful if your client

changes their mind. In the final blond

bombshell picture I used the new tools

Virtual animation design
The advertising industry thrives on com-

puter special effects to attract

prospective clients. Sequential digi-

tised moving images can be grabbed

from video tape and turned into a

short film using lota's Complete

Animator.

In this case one of my
students ran towards

a video camera and a

series of eight images

were grabbed using

Computer Concepts'

Lagle Digitiser, saved

as sprites, loaded into

Complete Animator

and recorded in

Iota format film.

The frames were

edited by free-

hand drawing over

each frame on

the figure, while

retaining the origi-

nal background.

The final film was

quite surreal. The

beauty of Complete Animator is that you

don't have the inconvenience of transfer-

ring images into other software because it

is an art and animation package, all in one.

For extreme animated design effects try

using a morphing package such as

Rephorm which is great if you want to

metamorphose yourself into an onion or

dog.

I think that this sort of time-based spe-

cial effect design is OK as long as your

specific aims are clear and remember that

its even better if you possess a genlock

board so that you can record your work

onto video tape.

Virtual mosaic design
Perhaps virtual design is most effective in

improving exterior or interior environ-

ments. Artwork and sculpture can be

manipulated easily into a range of situa-

tions using cut and paste techniques. Last

year a Mosaic Artist at Willingsworth High

Pete Worral

looks to the

future in the

final part of his

design series.

FTM* *

Virtua

Design
, W -menu to apply

including Raindrop, Wax crayon and Star.

All that remains is to take your virtual

hairstyle printout to the hairdressers and

impress. Taking this idea a step further,

what about creating body accessories such

as jewellery and headgear for clients in the

same way, a sort of personalised service if

you like.
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Design using your Acorn

School created a large site-specific mosaic

celebrating events in the history of the

school and community including the

Tipton Slasher, factory chimneys and our

beautiful Spring daffodils.

Twenty-one panels were constructed

using real glass tesserae. These were indi-

vidually digitised so that they could be put

together in different ways, like a jigsaw

puzzle on the computer screen. A number
of prospective sites around the school were

also digitised so that the mosaic could be

scaled into position. Eventually this mag-

nificent mosaic was installed in the foyer

above the doors leading to the main hall.

tomised multimedia presentations.

Multimedia really consists of sets of

interlinked pages containing different

forms of information and the designer

must create these pages and link them
together in different ways. For the

Acorn user Genesis Professional allows

the you to create pages contain-

ing pictures (sprite/ drawfiles

format), text, animation (Ace

format files), and video (Replay

format files). Special 'click here'

boxes can be created, which can

be linked to any other page
within the multimedia struc-

ture. From a design point of

view, remember that you are

trying to tell a story with pic-

tures, text, sound, animation
and video.

Multimedia design in the
Black Country Museum
The Black Country Museum in partnership

with Sandwell's Education and
Microtechnology Unit released a Kodak
Photo CD disc containing 98 high-resolu-

tion images based on the museum. Shortly

afterwards seven postgraduate Art and
Design students from the University of

Central England set about designing multi-

media material based on the museum
using the Kodak Photo CD disc and muse-

um site as starting points.

Virtual multimedia design
Multimedia is the fusing of text, sound and
the moving image within the confines of

the computer screen and has two distinct

strands. Firstly, the majority of us use mul-

timedia applications in floppy disc or

CD-ROM for-

mat to access

information
for pleasure,

education or

profit.

Secondly,
there is the do-

it-yourself
approach,
which is all

about creating

your own cus-

The design process began with the stu-

dents collecting a range of data including

drawings, photographs, tape and video

recordings from their favourite areas with-

in the museum.

With all the Black Country Museum data

gathered and stored on floppy, the next

Design Tips for Multimedia
:

1. Plan out your multimedia design in flow chart format using an old fashioned pencil and paper

before you begin.

2. Remember that it is supposed to be interactive - always keep the user in mind.

3. Don't clutter the screen with too many action buttons and information boxes - keep it clear

and simple.

4. Consider your use of colours carefully both for text and screen backdrops.

5. Try to include a few video and sound clips to enhance the presentation.

6. Evaluate the effectiveness of your design by trying it out with different groups of people, so

that you can refine the final version.

Contact details
Product: Big Picture

Supplier: Longman Logotron

Tel: (01223) 425558

Price: £69

Product: Complete Animator

Supplier: lota

Tel: (01223) 566789

Price: £80

Product: Black Country Museum Kodak

Photo CD

Tel: 0121-544 2001

Price: £20

Product: Genesis Professional

Supplier: Oak Solutions

Tel: 0113-232 6992

Price: £112

step was to draw a flow chart showing the

whole structure - using old fashioned pen-

cil and paper. This is a really important

exercise, as it helps to visualise the series of

screens you are trying to design.

A guide to the General
Stores
This begins with a plan of the Black

Country Museum where with a mouse
click you can zoom into the shop in three

screen stages. To explore the shop there

are two options; the first one offers a video

clip showing the bacon slicer working or

alternatively you can browse through the

goods for sale. It is important that an addi-

tional button that will return you to the

start. The zoom technique employed on
this particular stack was extremely effec-

tive.

Three other themes were explored by

the PGCE students including Looking at

Patterns, The Fairground and Jim the

Boatman telling his story about life on the

canals - you can click on Jim and hear

him singing an old folk song, my favourite

bit.

Conclusions
At this very moment virtual designers are

creating their very own Internet Pages

using an easy-to-use script like language

called HTML (Hyper Text Markup
Language). This enables you to create your

own home pages for a world wide audi-

ence. So there is plenty of scope for our

designers of the future. Watch this space

for more on this.

To conclude, I have very much enjoyed

sharing a few ideas with you on this guid-

ed tour to design and would welcome to

hear from readers who use Acorn comput-

ers to explore design solutions in unusual

ways. Hopefully we will be able to A

publish the most original ideas. /l\j
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Sound mixer cards

Sounding
Andrew Banner checks out

the audio mixer market.

M ost people with a Rise PC are also

likely to have a CD-ROM as these

things are invaluable, especially if you use

a PC card or like listening to music while

you work. 1 don't know about you, but I

prefer not to listen to my music through

headphones and use my HiFi or active

speakers instead. For even better results 1

need to fit an audio mixer card, but which
one?

Eesox
First up, there's the Eesox mixer. This
model allows you to mix the Rise PC's

sound with that from a CD player. You
can also plug in a 16-bit audio card such as

the Minnie. There is a potential problem
in connecting a CD-ROM to a card such as

this as different drive manufacturers use

different connectors for the audio output.

Eesox gets around this problem by sup-

plying its mixer with a hard wired lead

with single pin connectors attached to the

end. Instead of having a multi-pin plug,

you need to connect each one individual-

ly. The card does not use separate grounds
for each audio channel so there are only
three connections to the CD.

Once it's all together, you might find

that the CD is so loud that you can't easily

hear the sound from the Acorn. You can
adjust this in a number of ways via soft-

ware (reducing the system sound using the

Configure application, for instance) but
you may end up having to adjust the gain

of the CD by twiddling with the tiny con-

trols on the mixer card. This is very much
a case of trial and error and the adjust-

ment can only be made safely by
removing the card from the machine and
then replacing it.

Yellowstone
Yellowstone provides two mixers to suit

your needs. One is a standard mixer but
with two CD-ROM inputs and the other -

which answers to the name of Mozart -

offers all this plus a rather snazzy 16-bit

audio system, removing the need for a sep-

arate 16-bit card.

Apart from the 16-bit audio circuitry,

both mixers work in the same way. They
use a dynamic mixing system which
doesn't require any level adjustment as

this is done automatically. This means

boards
that the volumes from each of the card's

inputs are equalised before being output.

Wiring the cards in is a doddle, but only
if you can remember where you put your
audio lead that was supplied with your
CD-ROM. If you can't locate it, Yellow-

stone will pop one in the post for you. If

you've got a Minnie card, this connects
directly to the mixer and which plugs
onto the mother board where the Minnie
came from.

In terms of sound quality, the 16-bit

sound system of Mozart is hot. It

employs a digital Digital to

Analogue Converter
(DAC) with internal

filters to smooth the

sound and also

oversamples the

analogue signals.

Unlike the Minnie
card, this unit automati-

cally adjusts the filtering to

the sample rates being put
through it for solid cut-off and a better

quality sound.

Conclusion
If you want a mixer sound card and a 16-

bit sound system, Mozart is the only
choice. The sound quality is better than
from Minnie and it's the same price. If the

16-bit sound is not an issue - perhaps
you've got a new Rise PC with 16-bit on
board - both the Eesox and Yellowstone
cards have something to offer, but the
double input of the YES model could be an
advantage if you wanted to mix in a

third sound source. /lU

Fixtures and fittings

Fitting audio mixer cards is very simple and

no technical knowledge is required. All you

need to do is ground yourself (to discharge

any static you may be carrying), plug the

board onto the sound header on the main

circuit board, remove two links, connect two

wires and that's it.

^ \

ft— .jjtJt oa -

, -L Jn

Product details
Product: Audio Mixer

Supplier: Yellowstone Educational Systems

Tel: (01582) 584828

Price: £29 + VAT

Pros: Inputs for two CD-ROMS • Automatic

level adjustment

Cons: Audio lead for CD-ROMs not supplied

with card

Product: Mozart

Supplier: Yellowstone Educational Systems

Tel: (01582) 584828

Price: £59 + VAT

Pros: Good quality 16-bit audio sound

system • Inputs for two CD-ROMs •

Automatic level adjustment

Cons: Audio lead for CD-ROMs not supplied

with card

Product: Audio Mixer

Supplier: Eesox

Tel: (01954)212263

Price: £35 + VAT

Pros: Connects to just about any CD-ROM

Cons: Manual level adjustment
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Ian Burley concludes our

short series on Online

Media, asking what can you

do with this technology? ahead
D OZENS of homes and eight schools in

and around the Cambridge area are

currently participating in the Cambridge

Trial, which is evaluating a scale model

digital interactive TV (DiTV) service using

Online Media STBs or

set top boxes. This

month we examine
what the trial partici-

pants are doing with

their OM STBs,

what's coming real

soon now and what

we all might be

doing with the tech-

nology in just a few

short years.

In the beginning ...

The Cambridge Trial was launched in

September 1994. Currently, the partners in

the trial are Advanced Telecommuni-
cations Modules Limited (ATM Ltd),

Cambridge Cable, 1CL, SJ Research and

Online Media. The trial uses Cambridge

Cable's digital network, ICL's Parallel

Interactive Media (PIM) server, and net-

work switches and small-scale servers from

AI M Ltd and SJ Research. Online

Media supplies the Acorn-based

STBs, acts as the project's systems

integrator and also looks after

the 'Service Nursery' - a develop-

ment facility to enable an

exchange of knowledge and
experience among actual and

potential content and service

providers.

Today, trial users enjoy an

interesting sub-set of what is

potentially possible in the medi-

um term. Service providers are

exploring uncharted territory -

everybody is still learning. The

main services are variations on

what is already available over

ordinary broadcast and cable TV.

For example, ITN, the BBC and

Anglia TV all provide national

and local news bulletins which

Acorn User January 1996

are originally broadcast at various times of

the day. Where the trial adds value is

through its video-on-demand function.

Let's say you were stuck in a traffic jam

on the way home and you missed the

BBC1 6pm news. No
problem, your On-

line Media STB can

deliver a recording

of the programme
when you want it,

not just when it's

convenient for the

broadcasting sta-

tion. You can even

start watching a

programme you're

late for, from the beginning, even if it's

still being broadcast live. This adds a new

dimension to the term time-shifting.

To a degree, users will have intimate

control over what they are viewing - if the

phone rings, you can pause the pro-

gramme.

If you missed something, you can

rewind and start playback again. Just like

a modern video recorder or Video CD play-

er, you will be able to use a slow motion

mode or jump immediately to a later or

earlier part of the programme.

It's predicted that viewers of live broad-

casts will be able to manually or

automatically use a catch-up mode which

plays back pre-recorded material a few

minutes behind the live broadcast, but at a

slightly faster rate so within a minute or

two you've caught up with real-time, with-

out missing anything. You wouldn't even

need to put up with squeaky speeded up

voices as your STB would correct the audio

pitch automatically. Online Media STBs

can't do this yet, but like a lot of other fea-

tures - they could one day.

In practice and on demand
Currently, only selected broadcast pro-

grammes are regularly recorded to the PIM

server for video-on-demand. However,

there is no reason - apart from the sheer

scale of media server hardware required -

why users one day shouldn't be able to

watch most TV programmes, including

movies and audio broadcasts, when they

prefer, on-demand. In fact, it's likely that

the whole broadcasting industry will even-

tually have to gear itself to the

video-on-demand phenomenon,
though there will still be demand
for real live broadcasts, especially

for news and sports.

Users of the Cambridge Trial can

already select from a rotated

library of documentaries and
other programming provided by

the BBC, Anglia TV and Yorkshire

TV. There is a firm bias towards

education programmes at present,

but eventually a full spectrum of

programmes will be featured by a

commercial service.

The material available need not

be just digitised videos and films.

Anglia TV and Yorkshire TV, for

example, are providing access to

some of their popular education

multimedia productions which

are normally distributed on CD-

ROM. All of a sudden, the
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network becomes your own CD-ROM drive

with an almost unlimited number of CDs
instantly available.

Online Media reports that audio-on-
demand is proving to be popular. For

example, the BBC is experimenting with

schools audio programming and the eight

schools connected to the service apparent-

ly use the service regularly in preference to

the old distribution method which uses

tapes and CDs. You no longer need to store

these items, which can get damaged or

lost. The network becomes your virtual

audio and video repository.

Paying for soft access
The same goes for software. Acorn has pro-

vided a selection of education software

titles and games on the network. The cur-

rent STB has 4MB of memory' and the idea

is that you need only download the soft-

ware you require off the network as you
require it. In fact, STBs with local storage

are a possibility, but there are plenty of

applications where this simply isn't need-

ed. Look at games software services, for

example. Even the largest games will

download in seconds. Ganieplay could
have added dimension, with other people

on the network joining in and the game
itself could make extensive use of multi-

media footage also stored on the server.

Eventually, you will pay per play, or

buy a week's unlimited play time or even
buy infinite access to selected games, but

the only time that game would actually

exist in your home, is in the volatile mem-
ory of your STB. Software piracy could, at

last, be defeated.

Commerce and
commercialisation
Besides interactive learning and leisure,

the Cambridge trial already has semi-com-

mercial services to offer. For example, the

National Westminster Bank is providing

access to its on-line banking service. Much
like other similar services usually available

down the ordinary telephone line, you can
check your statements, pay bills, transfer

funds, set up regular payments and so on.

Nat West has also set up an interactive

financial services brochure. One feature of

this is a loan interest calculator, which is

guaranteed to have the up

to date interest rates.

The nitty-gritty of actual

on-line commercial transac-

tions, is not yet implemented

on the system. However, Nat
West is currently trialing e<ash -

pre paid smart cards which could be

used to pay for services via a future iter-

ation of Online Media's STB design.

Millions of households already use a com-
parable system in the form of satellite TV
decoder smart cards.

The supermarket chain, Tesco, an early

recruit to the Cambridge Trial, has not yet

started a live service, partly because of the

lack of an on-line payment system at pre-

sent. However, Tesco is working a virtual

shopping system which will have degree

of smartness built in. Customers will be

able to navigate electronic on-screen
supermarket aisles, selecting the groceries

they require. The system will be primed
with up to date special offer information

and it will even get know your favourite

brands as part of a pattern your shopping

might take. It's interesting to note that ex-

Acom co-founder and managing director,

Chris Curry, had much the same idea with

his failed Keyline tele-shopping proposi-

tion a few years back.

Even the Post Office is involved with
the Cambridge Trial. Its service is not live

yet, but it will contain information about

local post offices, services and postage

rates. Larger post offices have retail stores

selling stationery and other goods, so it's

likely you will be able to order such goods

on-line as well.

Another organisation involved in the

trial is NOP (National Opinion Polls), who
are involved in gauging user responses.

Some programmes have on-line question-

naires attached to them, for example,
asking what the user thought of the pro-

gramme's content and presentation.

Securing the medium
In fact the whole Cambridge Trial system

is tightly audited. All users, including indi-

vidual members of the family have
personal PIN numbers which they have to

enter before using the system. The trial

operators then know who watches what,

when and how much. The PIN number
security system will later be used as part

of security-related facilities, like

parental viewing control, for

example.

The purpose of the

Cambridge Trial is primarily

to evaluate the requirements

of a commercial DiTV net-

work and to understand
the requirements of run-

ning such a service from
the points of view of the

customer, the service

provider and the network

operator. As such, it will take time before

some of the more fancy facilities and ser-

vices predicted will be tested. But just

think what is theoretically possible.

Users could enjoy broadband connec-
tions into the Internet - no more making
cups of tea while your modem chugs away
on the World Wide Web. Obvious features

to come include video telephony, localised

mini-servers operated by bureaux or busi-

nesses of various sizes. One day we'll be

buying houses with the help of interactive

estate agencies and virtual views of proper-

ties on the market, all from the comfort of

home.

Crystal ball gazing
Perhaps my favourite prediction is interac-

tive live viewing of events like, sports, for

example. Imagine you're watching the

Wimbledon tennis final. Today we see

what the director and the cameramen dic-

tate we see. One day, there could be
fascinating fish-eye camera with an
extremely high-resolution imaging chip.

This could be placed where the audience

sits, where it would have the same view as

the cheering crowds.

Through the magic of DiTV, the viewer

at home could use their STB to have virtu-

al control over the picture being streamed

digitally to them from that camera. You
could pan left/right, look up and down
and zoom in and out. The picture would
be dynamically corrected in real time and
quality would match or exceed today's

broadcasts. Of course you won't be alone -

thousands and even millions of others

could have their own personally

controlled view of the Centre Court.
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GAME SHOW
Games, lies and videotape

SffiEEESSffi !l*i®
This should be a big enough boom for anyone.

STARTING the new year
you stand a good chance
of being run down in the

rush of games all claiming

the geld from your pocket.

So without more ado lets

get on with the good, the

bad and the pure ugly ...

Supplier: TBA
Tel: 01761 470003

Price: £24.99

If you’ve played TBA’s ‘race

in space’ game Formula Two
Thousand

,
you will have

already seen what their

custom three dimensional
graphics engine, TAG, can
do. Cobalt Seed makes
heavy use of it once more in

a fast action shoot-em-up
touted as being the best
looking game on the Acorn
platform’. Does it live up to

this claim? Read on, and
discover all.

The aim of the game isn’t

particularly complex. There
are five worlds to fly through

before you reach your goal,

the Cobalt Seed
,
and the

number of objects you shoot

between here and there
bears a remarkable resem-
blance to your score. Other
than that, it’s shoot to kill all

the way.

Cobalt Seed is supplied on
one low-density disc - it’s

possible to install it to your

hard drive or RAM disc
which makes things that little

bit quicker. As the game
starts, you’re treated to a

view of your final objective,

the cobalt seed itself, as it

spins nicely in 3D. Upon
starting the game itself, an
impressive animation plays

as the jet fighter is trans-

ported from the hangars to

the launch pad.

After that, you’re given
control and explosions start

blossoming from the bare
ground. The gameplay is

pretty similar to some of the

scrolling shoot-em-ups
around, with the exception
that instead of scrolling up

the screen, you scroll into it.

This gives you a limited

amount of movement up,

down, left and right, but
you’re stopped before you
can leave the playing area

completely.

Waves of enemy fighters

swarm towards you from the

front and rear, and ground
installations are quite gener-

ous with their laser fire.

Coupled with this, you have
to avoid buildings and rock

formations that rush towards
you as you speed on your
journey. All this adds up for

a manic session of ducking
and diving - made somewhat
harder by the unusual
perspective. The camera
sticks rigidly to the centre of

the flight path meaning that

when your ship veers to one
side in order to take out an
approaching jet, you’re no
longer looking down your
line of fire and positioning

yourself correctly is a matter

of intuition.

The craft’s firepower is

impressive - starting off with

a basic low-power cannon,
it’s possible to upgrade by
catching the tokens hurled

into the atmosphere by the

larger installations when you
destroy them. Once the
strength of your laser has
been enhanced, you can
multiply its strength by pick-

ing up ghosts’, small octag-

onal devices that float by
your ship and mimic your
fire. Of course, a shoot-em-
up wouldn’t be complete
without a smart bomb, and
Cobalt Seed is no exception.

Here, they take the shape
of a small missile that flies

off into the distance - when
it lands, the screen fills with

fire and any enemies present

trundle off to meet their

appropriate makers. Finally,

you can charge up a special

beam weapon that sends out

a ball of energy, destroying

anything in its path. It does
take a few seconds to

recharge, so it’s important to

get the timing right. You only

have one life in this game,
and the only thing standing

between you and oblivion is

your shield s energy bar.

This ticks down constantly

and plummets when you get

hit, and the only way to

recharge it is to make it to

the next vital hoop’. I would
have preferred to see the
player have a number of lives

as well - it’s somewhat
depressing to have to start

the level from scratch every

time you die.

Cobalt Seed s graphics are

adequate - the 3D represen-

tation on the warehouses
and turrets is lovely, but I

would have liked to see more
detail on the sprites. The
ground texture on the first

level is a sort of mould-green
speckle, which might be
quite nice if you like that sort

of thing, but I found it a trifle

repetitive after a while. All in

all, Cobalt Seed is a fun
game to play, but as a shoot-

em-up it doesn’t grab me in

the same way as something
like Star Fighter 3000.

The TAG engine is impres-

sive, there’s no doubt about
that, but I feel that it’s not yet

being used to its full poten-

tial. Still, it packs a punch
and if you’re desperate for

some frantic blast-’em-away

action, Cobalt Seed could
well fit your bill.

Steve MumfordThe detail on many of the structures is excellent.
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ECLIPSE

For a full colour brochure of all Eclipse, VTi and Argo products, please call us

on (01243) 531194 or fax us on (01243) 531196.

Alternatively, you can email us on sales@argonet.co.uk or see us on the web

at http://www.argonet.co.uk/

We look forward to hearing from you!

EXCITING
NEW GAMES
FROM ECLIPSE

A COMPELLING NEW COMPUTER GAME
THAT COULD CHANGE THE WORLD

Make the* decisions of a world leader, as you control the balance

of nature versus civilisation. Power-up and expand cities to rival

those ot Mother Earth, hur watch out for global wanning, pollu-

tion, encroaching deserts and deforestation. Destroy the enemy

that tries to blast your cities and poison your planet.

Intricately detailed, 14 scenarios and a

military' option to compete with a computer rival.

Available for £34.99 direct from ECLIPSE.

it’s spooky and it’s fun!

A spooky new graphical adventure game. Explore a huge 3D
landscape. Talk to other inhabitants of the world along your

way. Solve the puzzles to complete your quest. Two different

characters with different skills help you to save the day! It’s so

big we needed 6 floppies’ Destined to he another huge

lom Copper hit - author of lxinn, Cycloids, Hamsters,

Wavelength and more! Runs from floppy or Hard Disk on

Rise OS 3. 10 or later with 2 Mb RAM or more.

Available for £24.99 direct from ECLIPSE.

BATTLE FOR ARRAKIS

ECLIPSE

mi
ip^ -
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ECLIPSE



Games review

Supplier: TBA
Tel: 01761 470003

Price: £24.99

Sticking firmly with the

space theme, Command
Ship is TBA’s second offer-

ing this month. It’s a hybrid

of several styles of games
but it borrows most heavily

from the Spheres of Chaos
vein - you take control of the

deep space mining ship
Andromeda, and it’s your
task to complete various
missions in order to open up
new mining fields and keep
the older ones active. This

involves simple tasks such
as clearing asteroids from
an area as well as some
more demanding assign-
ments - there’s one in which
you must protect a consign-

ment of ore from an alien

which looks like a malignant

jellybean.

Although anyone who has

seen a Meteors clone will

recognise the game, there’s

a whole host of twists and
extra features that add a new
dimension to the gameplay.

For a start, you’re not
expected to tackle the

missions on your own - on
certain operations the
mining corporation provide

you with drone ships that

respond to a range of

commands. These allow you
to shift the drones about
individually or force them to

copy the movements of the

command ship. It’s also

possible to link craft

together and fling objects

about using a tractor beam.

With most games of this

nature, the controls are

straightforward - two keys
to deal with rotation, and
one to thrust forwards.
Command Ship is a little

different in that the mouse is

used to point to a location

on the screen, then the

Andromeda pivots round to

face that spot. The problem
with using the mouse in this

way is that it’s all too easy to

get carried away with the

movements and you end up
watching in dismay as the

ship attempts to execute a

double back flip before
crashing into the nearest
asteroid. The mouse buttons

allow you to shoot and
thrust, and pressing the

space bar freezes your
movement and brings up a

circular menu of icons
around your craft to allow

you to control the drone
ships. However, the action

around the Andromeda
continues, and unless you’re

quick with the mouse it’s

easy to be caught unawares
- normally culminating in a

clip round the rocket booster

* ± ±
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Looks a bit like Meteors

by a medium-
sized asteroid. Wwj
Those people

f
who were fans

of Lemmings
will immedi- .

ately recall the

frantic mouse-
pushing that

necessitated
the use of a good mouse
mat.

The first missions are
fairly simple and are

intended to introduce you to

the controls - all you have to

do to complete your primary

task is to shoot a path
through a group of asteroids

and fly onto the recall pad.

After that, they get progres-

sively more involved until

you’re creating ore spheres
by refining shards of mete-

orite or killing aliens by
hurling metal projectiles at

them with the aid of the trac-

tor beam. On most of these

levels, there are no real

clues as to how you’re
supposed to tackle them, but

that adds to the fun as you
try out various strategies.

The later levels include time

and ammunition limits, so it

pays to think carefully

before you attempt each
problem.

The graphics are mostly
raytraced and are of a high

quality, from the detailed

command ship itself to the

hunks of rock that traverse

the playing area. I particu-

larly liked the animation of

the ore funnel - as pieces of
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Choose your mission.

asteroid approach they’re

sucked into its vortex and
spiral in to their doom. Once
you’ve collected enough to

make an ore sphere, a gelati-

nous blob oozes out of the

machinery in a most satisfy-

ing way. Although it’s

possible for up to four

people to have their

progress saved between
sessions while they’re play-

ing, the game itself is

one-player only and it isn’t

really suited for competitive

matches.

Command Ship is an inter-

esting departure from a

familiar theme, and it works
quite well - it’s full of innov-

ative ideas that make each
mission different to the last.

My only criticism is that the

content of the levels is fixed

so once you’ve figured out

how to complete them, that’s

pretty much it. However, the

levels have a good spread of

difficulty and there’s plenty

of variation in the missions
so if you’re searching for a

game with a balanced blend

of strategy and action,

Command Ship is worth a

look.

Steve Mumford
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Games reviews

Supplier: The Hitmen
Software, 1 Langley Hill Close,

Kings Langley, WD4 9HB.

Price: £16.95

Ever heard the joke “How
many ravers does it take to

change a lightbulb?”

Answer: 100-1 to change

the bulb and 99 to say how
much better the last one was.

Well here we go again in a

similar vein with this release

of Rick Dangerous from the

Hitmen, a very old game, a

very very old Amiga game
shoved onto an Archimedes

format. Makes you happy to

be alive and own such a

machine eh? I mean I’ve

been fighting off

the latest original

Archimedes
games, ask my
Mum.
So on with the

flares and kipper

ties and it’s back

in time to juggle

the joypad. Rick

is the character

you play and you

must guide him
through the Aztec

temple in Indiana

Jones style to ... errr well ...

kill things and run around a

lot. You have a gun with

which shoots things, a stick

of dynamite which blows
things up and a stick with a

sharp end.

To move around is simple,

left, right and up and down
when you get near ladders.

Diagonals make the charac-

ter jump and good old Rick

can duck too.

The game is very respon-

sive in that old Amiga
tradition and there are plenty

of levels to get worked up

about with more and more

strange enemies to kill. It has

a very professional feel to it.

but that’s what you might

expect with the name Core
Design attached to the cred-

its. They are famous for

some pretty snappy Sega CD
titles if my memory serves

me.

That’s it! The title is old,

the gameplay is average and

I’m sure with little else on the

market at the moment it will

sell a few. Now I’m off to find

my old Spectrum to see if

there are any games worth

converting there...

Steve Atherton
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general professional feel. I

know I might be a bit cruel

comparing it in this way - it s

also much cheaper - but you

can t help it. On the plus side

I quite enjoyed myself, in a

grown-up sort of way. It

might take quite some time

before you are confident in

all areas so if longevity is

what you look for you could

do a lot worse.

Steve Atherton

Supplier: UK Software

Tel: 01 703 474681

Price: £19.95

I think we can say that this

game is not quite an original

concept, in fact I’d be very

tempted to compare it to

another game. Another game
I might add that has just

about conquered the world

and had all genres glued to

their monitors. Yep, I’m talk-

ing SIM. I’m talking SIM City,

Ant, Earth so on and so
forth. Got the idea?

Now here we have Land
Sea and Air. SIM Transport

by what the box makes out.

I Acorn User January 1996

You have to achieve suitable

profit over 15 or 30 years by

starting various transport

businesses and taking goods
and commodities to the

population areas. You can

begin with road then

progress to train and even
start your own airline. You
have control over all aspects

of the business like fares,

timetables and so on, and
after a while - just like the

SIM series - it starts to make
sense and you actually might

make a bit of money.

To be honest, this really

doesn’t have the looks of the

SIM series and it lacks the
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Games review
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Characters digitised from photographs and attractive

backdrops add to the look of the game.

Supplier: Ian Copestake
Software

Tel: 0151-625 1006

Price: £29.99

To date, the Acorn hasn’t
had many beat-’em-ups to

boast of - it s a style of game
that hasn’t really made its

mark on our platform yet.

Hoping to change all this is a

team known as Mystery
Software, who have just

released Fistlore through Ian

Copestake Software. It aims
to cover all the standard
features of the fighting

games made popular on the

various consoles on the
market - including a selec-

tion of backdrops taken from
around the world, oversized

sprites and, of course, a

collection of special moves
that remain secret until you
stumble across them.

If you’ve never played this

style of game before, the
idea is quite simple. Each
character’s strength is repre-

sented by an energy bar. and
once the fight begins you
have to use all your skill and
cunning, or barefaced luck,

to make as many dents in it

as possible. Each bout is

timed so if you haven’t anni-

hilated your opponent before

the clock runs out, the
person with the highest
energy remaining is deemed
the winner.

One of the factors that

made this style of game so
popular on the consoles was
the fact that the joypads
positively bristled with a

plethora of buttons, making

more combinations possible

while simplifying some of the

straightforward attacks.

Fistlore uses four direction

keys and one fire button for

each player, so how does it

compare? Controlability is a

key issue in this genre; since

the feeling of involvement
relies on positive feedback, if

Sven the Fighter doesn’t leap

in the air when you want him
to, or Cammy the Gymnast is

a little sluggish performing
her pirouette, the player
loses interest quickly. How
does Fistlore fare? I felt that

the movement was some-
what ‘clunky’ and in some
places it was as if the fight-

ers were made of clockwork.

Because of this, it was
harder to get to grips with

the control and although I

have a feeling that I managed
to release one or two special

moves, they were particularly

hard work.

There are plenty of options

available to customise the

gameplay - as well as the

obvious head-to-head mode
in which you can duel
against a friend, it’s possible

to alter the skill of the

computer players and
tailor the graphics

settings to match
the speed of

your computer.

True to certain

other games I

could men-
tion, there
is even a gore’

option - al-

though it’s not

quite as brutal as

Hamsters, you might

want to turn this off if it

offends your sensibilities.

After you’re satisfied

with your choices, it’s

time to pick one of the
seven characters available

in the game, each one
presented with a short life

history explaining why
they’re involved in the first

place.

The sprites have been
digitised from actual

pictures to try to add that

extra feeling of realism; it

appears that some detail has
been lost in the process of

scaling them down for use in

the game, but the effect is

still there.

The backdrops are varied

and colourful, from Oriental

courtyards to the depths of

the rainforest - you even get

flakes of snow falling gently

to the ground in one of the

levels.

The full range of moves is

catered for, from standing
and crouching blocks to all

manner of kicks and
punches. They’re made
accessible via a list of key
combinations, so it takes a

while to commit them all to

memory.
The learning curve is

pretty steep; even on the
poor’ level, the computer
players are capable of inflict-

ing a severe bruising if you
don’t keep your wits about
you.

As the authors suggest,
it’s probably a good idea to

set the game to its two player

mode and practise on a

stationary target - even so,

patience is most definitely a

virtue here.

Fistlore is a good first

attempt at an Acorn version

of Streetfighter, but there’s

still a long way to go - all the

ideas are in there, but it

needs more polish before it’s

on the same par. Still,

congratulations should go to

Mystery Software for

attempting this undeniably
difficult task, and I hope
they’re able to continue their

work in this field.

Steve Mumford
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SENLAC
Computing
PO Box 304

Brighton

BN1 1 LE

Callers by appointment

Tel: (01273)208074
Fax: (01273)738258
e-mail: pete@senlac.co.uk

CompuServe: 1 001 1 3,603

Scanning

and

Printing!

We seem to be

developing a bit ofa specialism in

Epson scanners and printers at the

moment! Maybe it's something to do

with our excellent prices and the

unbeatable quality of the Epison kit.

Check the panel in the body of the

advert and don't miss out on calling

us ifyou're considering a high

quality scanner or a colour printer.

Send a large (A4) SAEfor Epson

brochures and a sample 720dpi

printout.

I make no apologies for plugging

our leasing scheme again. Many
schools and businesses have used it

to obtain state of the art systemsfor a

very affordable monthly outlay. A
rough guide is £35 per month per

£1000 order value, based on a three

year contract. Please callforfurther

details.

It's impossible to list everything

in an advert this size so ifyou don't

see what you want
,
please call.

Prices include VAT and UK
mainland delivery.

p.

Acorn

Accounts

Personal Accounts v3 43.00

Prophet 2 168.00

Art & Graphics

Artworks (onfloppy or CD) 145.00

PhotoDesk 180.00

Plot 74.00

Studio 24 128.00

Communications

ArcFax 33.00

Courier v34 Fax (with cable) 325.00

Hearsay 2 76.95

Sportster v34 Fax (with cable) . . . 220.00

Consumables

Inkjet Refills from 14.50

Print' n'Wear Packs from 6.94

TDK DS/HD 3Vi" Discs 8.50

Colour Scanning & Printing!
If you are thinking of buying a colour scanner or printer speak to us before

you decide. We have some excellent prices on flatbed colour scanners and

on the fabulous new Epson Stylus Colour II printer. All scanners include a

suitable cable and TWAIN and ImageMaster software. The printer includes a

cable and Acorn's latest vl .52 printer drivers. All prices inc VAT of course...

Epson GT5000 (parallel SCSI add £90)

Epson GT8500 (parallel and SCSI)

Epson GT9000 (parallel and SCSI)

Microtek Scanmaker II (SCSI only)

Epson Stylus Colour II 720dpi Printer

£450.00

£585.00

£720.00

£365.00

£355.00

L Send large SAE for sample 720dp\ printout and Epson brochures

Star Fighter 3000 27.00

Wolfenstein 3D 27.00

Music/Sound/Vision

Extra Discountfor Bundles - Ask

!INCWO Owners!!
Make the professional connection between your Acorn

computer and Amstrad NCI 00 with N-Connect.

£24.95
(
w just £30.95 with cable)

Contact us for details

Databases

Data Power 145.00

S-Base 2 Personal Edition 140.00

Design

Merlin 3D CAD 115.00

DTP/WP

Anagram Genius 1900

Easy Font 3 35.00

Impression Publisher 145.00

Impression Style 88.00

Games
Arcturus 22.50

Bum Out 22.50

Cannon Fodder 21.50

Crystal Maze 36.50

Cyber Ape 18.75

Darkwood 34.00

Dreadnoughts 25.75

Dune II 32.50

Flashback 24.95

Global Effect 32.00

Magnetoids 22.50

Sim City 2000 (RiscPC or A5000)
. 35.00

Simon the Sorcerer (floppy) 35.95

2»r

DmtBB/VfAC Compatfn^, PDBox, 304
t
Brighton, B//l ifD,

/wiek fa order tkeet itemsfromyoa. /'myriadthat /dor (kart, fajny any morefor ma/*ia*d(d/Cpostage

aedpaclioy andtiat t/epricesyou quote mitde !/A7
~.

Item £

Integrated Packages

Fireworkz 103.00

Fireworkz Pro 160.00

FatarCMS6l Keyboard w/s .

.

. . 260.01

DMI30 (A3/4xxx MIDI i/f) . . . 85-09

DM50 (Dual MIDI i/J) . . . 97.7

Eagle M2 ..360.01

MIDI Max ... 75.01

PowerWave 30 (inc DMI 30).

.

. . 2O8.0l

PowerWave 50 (inc DMI 50) .

.

. . 229.01

PowerWave 50 XG . . 285.01

Sibelius 6 . . 165 .0I

Sibelius 7 Student . . 540.aj

Sibelius 7 . . 875.00

Yamaha M10 Speakers . . . 65.04

Vfif same

Rise PC & A7000 Systems
at some of the best prices you will find

ACM02 A7000 2Mb/HD425 1090.00

ACM03 A7000 4Mb/HD425 1165.00

With Acorn Dual Speed CD ROM add 1 30.00

Quad Speed CD ROM add 150.00

ACB60 Rise PC 600 4Mb/HD425 1335.00

ACB70 Rise PC 700 5Mb/HD425 1585.00

ACB75 Rise PC 700 10Mb/HD850 1970.00

1 7" Monitor (AKF85) add 31 5.00

Acorn Dual Speed CD ROM add 1 30.00

Quad Speed CD ROM add 1 50.00

A7000 & Rise PCs include 1 year's free on-site

maintenance.

Schools/

Businesses

lease a Rise PC

from as little as

£46.70 (inc VAT)

per month over 3

years. Call for

details.

Paying by Cash, Cheque,

Switch, Connect or Delta?

You may deduct an

extra £35 discount

from the VAT inclusive price of your

Pisc PC!!

Poet Code;

Tef:

Q u/itk tie endowedcketfae

if Aeoett/Vin/Deita/CoHnect/Smtel

/l/urnier:

Czpirtf Date:

Date:

A selection of A7000/Risc PC bits 'n' pieces...

8Mb SIMM 245.00

16Mb SIMM 405.00

32Mb SIMM 805.00

PowerTec SCSI 2 Interface 205.00

Early Years Bundle (A7000/Risc PC 600 only) add 50.00

Learning Curve Bundle (A7000/Risc PC 600 only) ...add 50.00

Home Office Bundle (A7000/Risc PC 600 only) add 85.00



Zynetted
Acorn User has teamed up

with Internet provider Zynet to

offer an Internet connection

package tailored for schools.

Zynet Ltd is the sister company of

Minerva Software, who recently cele-

brated ten years as a supplier of

educational software to the Acorn mar-

ket. Zynet has been an Internet provider

in the South West since 1994 and has

recently expanded with 61 new POPs to

cover most of the UK; It is a provider in

its own right, and does not sit on the

back of another provider such as Pipex.

Zynet has put together two packages;

one aimed at schools and one aimed at

teachers and parents, starting from just

£8 + VAT per month. This will enable

you to:

• exchange e-mail with other schools

across the world

• access an almost limitless pool of

information

• keep up to date with the latest news
• 'visit' the world-famous buildings,

museums and art galleries across the

world which are coming on-line in

increasing numbers

The Internet offers exciting and

unique ways of working within the

National Curriculum across all key

stages. With Zynet's experience, and

links with Minerva, it is well-placed to

offer schools the highest quality

Internet service. For more details, con-

tact Zynet on: (01392) 426160 or come
to the Zynet stand at BETT.

Schools' offer: ZySchool
• Unlimited access time

• 5Mb resource space on the Zynet Server

• School e-mail address (domain name and

POP3 mail available at extra cost - phone for details)

• Internet technical support line (6 days a week)

• Termly payments if required

• Restricted news group access and on-line time available if needed

• Discount vouchers for Termite Internet and the Ant Internet Suite

software.

• Free Doggysoft Termite Internet Sampler software.

Registration and three months' access: £65.50 inc VAT

One year's access with free registration: £141.00 inc VAT

Teachers' and parents' offer:

Zy-Base
• Unlimited Internet access

• Personal e-mail address

• Internet technical support line (6 days a week)

• Discount vouchers for Termite Internet and the Ant Internet Suite

software.

• Free Doggysoft Termite Internet Sampler software.

Registration + one year's access: £133.95 inc VAT

(normally £164.50 inc VAT)

Registration + six months' access: £86.95 inc VAT

(normally £101.05 inc VAT)

i 1

Order Form
I would like to order: Name:

. . .ZySchool registration and three months’ access £65.80 inc VAT Address:

. . .ZySchool one year’s access with free registration £1 41 .00 inc VAT
Postcode:

. . .Zy-Base registration and one year’s subscription £1 33.95 inc VAT

. . .Zy-Base registration and six months’ access £86.95 inc VAT

I enclose a total payment of:

I wish to pay by:

Cheque/Postal order (made payable to Zynet)

LJ Credit card (VISA/Access/Ba rclaycard

)

Expiry date: [ /
| mCard no: I I I II I I I I

(Official orders from educational establishments are welcome)

Daytime phone number:

Please tick here if you want to receive information from Zynet about

modems, ISDN leased lines and Web Authoring services

! J Please tick here if you do not want to receive promotional material

from other companies

Send your completed order form to: Acorn User Zynet offer. Media House,

Adlington Park, Macclesfield. SK10 4NP, or hand it in at the Zynet stand at BETT.

Please allow 28 days for registration and delivery from when we receive your

order. To qualify, orders must be received by the end of February. E&OE.
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Letters
Marketing Acorn
In the last two issues we have

said goodbye to three highly

influential figures in the Acorn

market. Firstly, we had the

untimely and tragic death of

Mark Colton - although I am
not a user of Colton Software's

products I hope that its future

is secure within the new organ-

isation as diversity of product

offering is vital. Secondly, we
had the resignation of Sam
Wauchope - although the

latest results from Acorn are

disappointing, his enthusiasm

for 'our preferred platform'

was quite inspiring and I'm

sure that this will be missed by

all at Acorn House; I hope that

it will be picked up and
expanded upon by his succes-

sor David Lee. Finally, we say

goodbye and good luck to

Mark Moxon, the last remain-

ing member of the full-time

Acorn User staff from the

Redwood publishing days.

So, the real reson for Sam
Wauchope's resignation has

come to light - the financial

results were awful. Yet,

perhaps someone can explain

to me why Acorn's shares are

currently trading at 109p (just

Ip lower than its year high)

and the highest for some
period of time. Not only that,

but as a result of the share

option there are many more
shares in circulation - probably

the most since the Olivetti

take-over.

By the way, remember the

doom and gloom merchants of

three years ago? When IBM
posted losses of $5 billion they

were written off - they made a

$2 billion loss the following

year as well and were dead and

buried - today they are prof-

itable. Who says they never

come back?

So, after all this trauma, does

Acorn have a future? I believe

it does and - given the right

marketing - a very good future.

By marketing, I do not believe

that full-page colour advertise-

ments in the major computing

magazines or TV advertising

are the answer. They may be if

you have pots of money but

Acorn does not. No, the future,

I believe is in developing part-

nerships and co-operation with

dealers, developers and influ-

ences (both positive and
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negative) to enable the

message to get across.

Before anyone asks - no, I do

not sell Acorn computers, but I

used to be responsible for the

sales of babymilk to hospitals

in the South East of England.

What has that got to do with

computers, you may ask? Well,

when did anyone last see a

consumer advert or TV
commercial for a babymilk?

The answer is, not for over 10

years in the UK; they are

banned by law. However, in

my time in office, a small

British manufacturer in third

place in South East England
became market leader. How?
By developing partnerships

and sponsorship with health-

care professionals - the middle

men or women in the health-

care market.

So, if this company with a

turnover even smaller than

Acorn's can move up using

these techniques then, with the

right attitude and commitment
I'm sure that Acorn can do
better. If anyone at Acorn
House is reading this then call

me - I am a Clan member and I

come cheap.

Yes, Acorn may change. It

may start selling re-badged PCs

and Macs, it may not be the

same friendly organisation, but

with Peter Bondar heading up

ART I am sure that develop-

ment of 'true' Acorn hardware

and software will continue.

Having spoken to Peter at

previous Acorn events I know a

true fan and enthusiast when I

meet one and Peter is all of

that - more power to your
elbow, Peter.

Now, some Acorn fans will

be saying 'selling PCs and Macs

is not what we stayed with

Acorn for', but think about it -

why not? If by selling so-called

industry-standard platforms

our company makes money
and enables the research and

development os Rise PC hard-

ware and software technology

then we should welcome it

with open arms. And if the

relationship between Acorn
and IBM develops then it must

be totally to our advantage - it

might even make PCs easy to

use and improve RISC OS by

adding tools that we haven't

got but desperately need, now.

No, despite all the bad news

The Acorn SchoolServer - Acorn's first PowerPC-based

machine. Should we welcome it?

and the changes, let us all be

positive about this and
continue to support a platform

and a lot of excellent software

that, pound for pound, puts

most PCs to shame. If anyone

needs convincing further, look

at the Moxon Interview with

Martin Littler - 'I think that in

two years' time we'll see the

three platforms converging;

you won't be able to sell a

machine unless it runs all three

forms of software. Times are

changing.'

Think about it a little further

- do PC or Mac manufacturers

have the ability or the desire to

achieve this at a competitive

price? I think not, but to

borrow AA's saying, i think I

know a company who does'.

Keith Parker

Twickenham

Well, yes, if you don't have

the money to advertise,

then a law preventing your

competitors from doing so

too is bound to he to your
advantage.

How about it ASA? No
more of those Intel Inside

adverts with that annoying
oriental-sounding jingle at

the end? I don't think that it

is very likely, which knocks
the babymilk analogy on the

head somewhat, 1 feel.

Acorn is never going to be

able to sell re-badged PCs as

cheaply as the original
manufacturers, so the
motive for selling them isn't

simply one of profit. It has

a lot more to do with open-

ing up new markets and
opportunities which would
previously have been closed

to Acorn because it didn't

offer the right machines.
(DM - see Viewpoint)

Reference library
I have been a loyal reader of

your magazine for some time

now. I read it for a wide range

of topics, games, hardware,

public domain and especially

programming. Within the last

six months I have 'run into a

brick wall' with my program-

ming; I am in grave need of the

PRMs but on my budget
cannot afford them, like so

many other people, no doubt.

However, one thing that I can

afford is your magazine (obvi-

ously), so that's when I came
up with the idea of another

article for your magazine.

You could, each month,
publish a few pages oiit of the

PRMs. Obviously you might
run into copyright pioblems,

but thee is nothing to >top you

re-wording eve

However, there is o

problem, and that is

(sic) quantity of the PI
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rate of about five pages a

month to publish it all could

take half a lifetime.

we could fit all our other

problems into this problem
and still have room for

You could overcome this in

one of a number of ways.

Firstly, you could cut down the

size of each command descrip-

tion in places that are

extemely complicated or just

plainly too long.

Secondly, you don't have to

publish every command,
meaning that there are a fair

few calls that most people

would never use (and the

people that are techies enough

to use them probably have the

PRMs anyway) so why publish

them in the first place?

Even if doing this still

proved too much to print, you

could still tell people about it

in advance and have them
request what areas or specific

calls to print.

If this idea gets off the

ground, 1 think that it will

prove to be worthwhile as long

as there are enough program-

mers/beginners out there who
want to read the column. You

Mongolia.

The Programmer's Refer-

ence Manuals are just that;

works of reference. It is

notoriously difficult to

translate a reference work
successfully to a series of

articles in a magazine, even

one that goes on over
several years. The key point

about the PRMs is that all

the information you need is

there, in one place, not scat-

tered through several

magazine hinders inter-

spersed with reviews of

needlepoint software and
interviews with Martin
Coulson's cats. If you need
the PRMs then you need the

PRMs - the only possible

substitute is Alternative
Publishing's PRMs on CD-
ROM.
Having said that, there's

definitely a place in the

magazine for programming
tutorials. Many hints and

can certainly count me as one.

Andrew Halliday

Adelaide

1 he quantity of the PRMs is

certainly a problem. In fact,

to quote Grace Under Fire,

tips can be gleaned from the

INFO section, especially if

you look at how some of the

BASIC programs are writ-

ten, and from time to time

we will certainly be going

beyond that. (DM)

Here is your token PRM page for this issue - over 2000

to go and that's not even counting volume five.

Viewpoint
At the time of writing, Acorn's shares are standing at 21 5p, with every

expectation that they'll rise higher than this. Naturally editors of Acorn

computing magazines don't have any Acorn shares, partly because the

opportunities for insider trading would be too great but mostly because

we don't earn enough to buy any. Nonetheless, we are very finally

attuned to how the City views Acorn, and suddenly it can't buy shares in

it fast enough - why?

It's well known that the latest craze on the Stock Market is the

Internet and communications. Companies in these areas have seen their

shares trading at very respectable levels recently, as everyone has finally

accepted that the Internet is catching the public imagination and might

just be around long enough to outlast the Christmas rush.

As reported in the news, dice are rolling among the big names in the

computer industry, and some people in to are convinced that the 'Get

out of Wintel free' card belongs to Acorn. What they are after is a

network workstation which boots up from ROM, needs no floppy or

hard drive (or any moving parts at all, in fact) and downloads software

and information at run-time over the network. Take the floppy drive out

of an A7000 NET and add a little Online Media set-top box technology

and you have a ready-made solution. What's more, people outside Acorn

have noticed.

This is big-league stuff. The rumoured NetSurfer box - an all-in-one

Internet box which plugs into your phone and your TV and lets you surf

the net - is only one variable in the equation. Businesses will want an

Ethernet version which is designed for browsing accounts, project

reports and spreadsheets rather than the Web. Cable companies will

want one that handles video-on-demand. Schools will want an educa-

tional version. If this takes off in the way that Acorn and its prospective

partners hope that it will do, then there will be more of these boxes built

than there were of the entire Acorn range. You can see why the Stock

Market is interested.

There are certain dangers for Acorn here; it is a sparrow sharing a nest

with condors. However loyal we may be to Acorn, it is an inescapable

fact that a company like IBM could buy Olivetti's shares in Acorn on a

whim, out of loose change. It might do it too, if it thought that this small

UK company had the technology of the future.

This wouldn't necessarily be the end of Acorn, of course. In fact, given

that one of the reasons that Acorn technology is so attractive to these

people is the ROM-based RISC OS, anyone buying Acorn would have a

keen interest in keeping RISC OS alive. There's no getting away from the

fact that this Would change the character of Acorn dramatically though -

however much it may value the input of a few thousand enthusiasts

now, it would simply not be able to do so to the same extent if it were

counting its sales of (hypothetical) NetSurfer boxes in the millions.

If it gets it right, though, both Acorn and RISC OS will do incredibly

well out of this deal. Acorn has teased defeat from the jaws of victory

before, but this time it really has no excuses. It has the right product at

the right time, and a lot of influential people out there talking about it.

Acorn won't have to market, distribute or manufacture the product, as

others will do that for it; all it has to do is licence the technology.

Of course, really this is just more Internet hype. The Internet is a fad,

like Rubik's cube or console games and will, in the long run, be replaced

by something designed to have a substantial population of the world

accessing it at once. In the short term though, Acorn is in an ideal posi-

tion to cash in; in any case the product in question is not exclusively an

Internet device - it's got a lot more potential than that.

We, and Acorn, live in interesting times.

David Matthewman
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Fast ATA-2 Interface

First thefastest IDE solutions - now there's SCSI-3
Fast SCSI-3 Interface

Fast Small Computer Systems Interface

wisest,

Audio Systems

Enhanced Performance ATA-2 Interface

[61CD

SCSI, SCSI-2, Fast SCSI-2 and SCSI-3
compatible Rise PC Interface.

32 bit data transfer - with DMA access.

Active termination - software disable.

Sustained data rates of up to:

7MB/s asynchronous
8MB/s synchronous.

Peak data rate of 20MB/s on SCSI bus.

Internal and external connectors.

Firmware in FLASH ROM.

Price £199.75 inclusive.

ATA-1 and ATA-2 (IDE) compatible

Rise PC Interface.

32 bit intelligent ATA-2 controller for

IDE disc drives and ATAPI CD-ROMs.

Up to 400% improvement on Rise PC
motherboard controller.

Firmware in FLASH ROM.

Up to four devices of any mix.

Sustained data rates of up to 8MB/s.

Peak data rate of 16MB/s on ATA bus.

Price £145.70 inclusive.

£70.50

Improved 16 bit Digital Audio

card and mixer with superb

reproduction and dynamics.

Incorporates an oversampling tracking

digital filter for the best sound quality,

independent of the sample rate.

The 4 channel mixer section combines

CD-ROM and multimedia audio.

Audio
Mixer £35.25

Four channel Audio Mixer for

combining existing sound with

CD-ROMs or multimedia audio.

ATAPI CD-ROMs

SCSI Disc Drives ATA (IDE) Disc Drives

Quantum 850MB £239.70

Quantum Fireball 1080MB £298.45

Quantum Saturn 2000MB £61 8.88

Quantum Atlas II 2000MB £740.25

Quantum Grand Prix 4000MB £1 003.45

Micropolis 9000MB £1884.70

Quantum Trailblazer 850MB £1 99.75

Fujitsu 1080MB £251.45

Quantum Fireball 1280MB £274.95

Western Digital 1600MB £368.95

Please call for latest stock and prices

Dual speed 300KB/S £1 1 0.45

Quad speed 600KB/S £1 69.20

6x
CD-ROM r22795

Six speed ATAPI CD-ROM drive.

Reads at an incredible 900KB/S.
(6x only compatible with RapIDE)

Yellowstone Educational Solutions Telephone: roi582J 584828
Bramineham Park Business Centre. Enterprise Way, Fax: f0 1 582 J 562255
Bramineham Park. Luton. LU3 4BU. All prices INCLUDE carriage and 1 7.5% VAT



Education editorial

RISC OS is dead?
SOME people I have recently spoken to have indicated a degree of

pessimism about the future of RISC OS. In light of the recent

changes at Acorn, this is perhaps understandable, but I feel it is a

mistaken view. I find it very encouraging that software houses are

showing quite the opposite view and are backing their optimism

with the production of some sound products which exploit the

power of the platform; for instance the CD-ROMs reviewed in this

issue.

These products represent a considerable investment for their

producers. Rather than reducing their output of RISC OS-compli-

ant software, many seem to be stepping up production. I believe

much of the negative opinion stemmed from the fact that several

companies previously known for Acorn software are now diversify-

ing and producing software for Windows and Macintosh. Of
particular note, dual or even triple format CD-ROMs are now not

uncommon. But we don't often hear of companies producing pro-

grams for the Acorn platform who were previously known for Mac
software. This is simply good business sense and not a wholesale

abandonment of the platform.

The evidence is there - more and more Acorn native material is

landing on my desk to be reviewed. RISC OS is dead? Don't you
believe it.

Hear Hear
BASICALLY, there are two ways of generat-

ing voices on a computer. The first is to

replay digitally recorded speech. This pro-

duces the clearest speech but at a price:

storing every conceivable phrase required

for a specific task consumes huge amounts
of storage space.

The alternative is to store all the differ-

ent sounds that go to make up what we
understand as speech and assemble the

parts in the required order to simulate

speech. This system has the advantage that

virtually anything that a human can say,

the computer can say without using vast

quantities of storage. The downside of this

system is that the computer voice usually

sounds like a Dalek undergoing some
hideous torture.

Speak by Jonathan Duddington is about

the best speech synthesis program I've

come across on the Acorn platform. Con-

sidering the 'poor design' of the English

language, Speak does a pretty good job of

applying reasonable pronunciation to the

majority of words in common use. This is

partly because Jonathon has included a

pronunciation exceptions editor enabling

the system to 'look up' the correct

pronunciation of the words.

Speak can be made to read a text file or

alternatively reside alongside a text editor

{Edit, Impression, Ovation or the like) and

speak the words as they are typed. This sys-

tem has been adopted by several

companies for 'talking' versions of some of

their products {Textease, Clicker, TalkWrite

and Writing with Symbols).

It still sounds a little robotic, but pro-

duces very recognisable speech especially

when output through decent speakers. I

find it very useful for reading the obliga-

tory ReadMe files which seem to be on
most discs these days, and for reading

through my e-mail. Really. I download all

my mail to a text file, strip out all the rub-

bish (control codes, headers and so on) and

let the system read to me. I can then take

notes on my Pocket Book or get on with

Sounds can be tailored using the phonic

exception editor.

something else while I'm being read to.

Speak costs £19.50 inc VAT from
Jonathan Duddington, 6a Old Mill Avenue,

Coventry, CV4 7DY, tel: (01203) 415535.

Contacting me
You can contact the Education

page by writing to me, Geoff

Preston at Acorn User, Media

House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield SK10 4NP or by

e-mail to:

gpreston@arcade.demon.co.uk

Tessellations revisited
I’M always delighted to receive letters from
school children especially when they include

some of their work. Following on from the

review about Versatile, Rinesh Patel and Chris

Neale (both aged 10 from Mansbridge School in

Southampton) wrote to me showing how they

use Draw to make irregular tessellating shapes.

Full instructions are on the cover disc; thank you
Rinesh and Chris. You can see Versatile on Long-

man Logotron's stand No 261 at BETT.

Internet for Schools?
I CAN see great potential in the use of

Internet in school but I'm still uneasy
about opening it up to students to access

as and when they like. The material to

which they will have access can often be

totally unregulated. Only recently there

were reports of a boy losing a hand after

trying to make fireworks - there was some
suspicion that he had downloaded the

instructions from the Internet, although

there are plenty of other sources for this

sort of information.

Had that information been downloaded
in school, the burden of responsibility

would doubtless fall to the teacher. As a

Head of IT, I really don't need that addi-

tional headache. It is therefore vital that,

when you connect to the Internet, you fil-

ter the access to newsgroups and web sites

for your students, and keep a close watch

on what is actually being downloaded.
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RiscPC + Upgrades

All RisePCs & A7000's
include lyr on-site maintenance.

I RiscPC BOO(armBlO)
|4m/HD42S 14"mon. £1148.00e

RiscPC 700(arm71 0)
lsm/HD425 14"mon. £13G0.00e
1 1 Oin/HDBSO 1 4”mon. € 1 692.00e

I For 17RKF8S monitor Rdd£278.00

I For CDrom Drive 2x Rdd£ 1 11 .00

I For CDrom Drive 4x Rdd£ 1 39.00
I All Computers are built and tested before dtspaU

1 with printers and software pun bau d installed as

required at no additional cast

|
4 8G-SX-33 PC Upgrade £99.00c

when purchased with RiscPC

I 486-DX2-66 PC Upgrade £249.00c

I 486-DX4-1 00 PC Upgrade£299.00c

I PC Exchange £2S.00a

| Windows 3.1 DOS 6.22 £9S.00c

£99.00b
£12S.00b

£237.00c

£99.00d

£59.00b

£59.00b

£ 129.00c

£ 199.00c

£339.00c

€ 129.00c

£ 199.00c

I Recess* Card

I Rrm710 upgrade

I fTlovie Olagic

I Second Slice

I Sound Card

I RiscPC 2mb RRm
I RiscPC 4fTlb RRm
I RiscPC BfTlb RRm
I RiscPC lGmbRRm
I RiscPC imbVRflm

I RiscPC 2mbVRflm

Archimedes Computers

I R3020 (1.6 Floppy Oisc.2mb ram.

I RKF53 m/S monitor)

I Floppy Disc System €509.OOe

I 80mb Hard Disc Sys €637.00e

I For I4AKF50 monitor Add €37.00d

I R4000 (1.6 Floppy Oisc.2mb ram.

I RKF53 m/S monitor. 210 mb HD)

I
2 1 omb H/Disc Sys €722.00e

Rdd €37 for RKF50 monitor

I R7000 (1.6 Floppy Disc.2 or 4 mb
I expandable to 1 30fTlb ram. Rrm 7600

I RKF60 m/S mon. 42SfTlb HD.

I on site 12 months warranty)

I 2fTl/HD425 14"mon. €93S.00e

Um/HD425 1 4"mon. € 1 020.OOe

I For CDrom Drive Add £ 1 1 1 .00

I Softujare Packs:

I if purchased tuith new computei

I Early Years €63.83d
I (Talking Startuirite. Flossy the Frog.

I R mouse in Holland. Doris the Dotty Dog.

I Rmazing fTlaths. Gemini. Paintpot)

I Home Office € 1 06.38d
I (Easy Ibriter.Data Power.Pipedreamk

I PC Baft dos 6, Demos)

I Learning Curve €63.83d
I (Rdvance. PC Soft / Dos 6. Demos)

Portable Computers

I R4 4m SOHard Disc € 1 149.00d

I (1 .6 Floppy Disc. 1*(Tib RRfTl. BOfTIb HO.LCD
I Screen. PC Emulator)

I Pocket Book 2(2S6k)

Pocket Book 2(1 mB)

lo-Link

I fTVLink

|
PC-Link *

I Parallel Link

I Pouter Supply

Flash BSD 512

£205.00c

£285.00c

£40.49b

£64.80b

£68.00b

£24.28a

£1 2.72b

£76.55a

Harduuare Upgrades

I Chroma Genlock £ 142.00c

I Colour Card Gold £ 1 89.00c

I Eagle (T12 +’Eidos' £3 15.00c

I Lark midi Sound-Sa. £ 149.00c

I midi max £66.00c

I PC Card 386 (for 3020/V000) £49.00c

I Rise OS Upgrade Chips £30.00c

I Scanlight 256 8bit £ 1 39.00c

I Scanlight 256 1 6bit £ 1 29.00c

I Scanlight 256 Video £ 189.00c

I SCSI 8bit £8 1.00c

I SCSI 16bit £8 1.00c

I SCSI 2 32bit £161.00c

I TV Tuner £85.00c

| TV Tuner * Teletext £151.00c

All Hardwarefittedfree if ordered

with Computer else £15.00

Data Storage

IDE 2.5"

I 270mb IBm
I 540mb IBm

1 IDE 3.5"

I 210 mb Conner

]
1.6 gb (Tlaxtor

SCSI 2 3.5"

1 1 Gb 1 0ms Conner
1 GblOms IBm

£ 129.00c
£249.00c

£99.00c
£259.00c

£259.00c
£239.00c

Mail Order Tel: 01924 254800]
IDE CD Tray Quad Internal

Panasonic Quadpro £ 149.00c
Goldstar £ 139.00c

SCSI CD Tray Quad Internal

Pioneer Xm36 1 B € 25 9 .00c

Toshiba OR-U 1 24X £279.00c

SCSI CD Caddy Quad Internal

Toshiba Xm-3S0 IB £289.00c
Printer Port CD Tray External

Tuiin Speed €169.00d
Quad Speed €254.00d

All Drives fittedfree if ordered

with Computer else £15 00

Davyn Computer Services

Acorn^ Technology Centre

memory Upgrades

R3000 l-2mb €5S.00b

R3000 l-4mb €1 19.00c

R3010 l-2mb £39.00b

R3010 2-4mb £99.00b

R3010 l-4mb £ 140.00c

R3020 / R4000 2-4mb £85.00b

R6000 2-4mb £85.00b
All Memory fittedfree ifordered

with Computer else £15.00

Printers
Canon
BJ-lOsx (black)

BJ-30 (black)

BJ-70 (colour)

BJ-200ex (black)

BJC-4000 (colour)

BJC-600e (colour)

Epson
Stylus Col 2 (colour)

Hewlett Packard

DeskJet 660 (colour)

Calligraph

R4 1 200 Laser (black)

Printer Inks

Inkjet Refills are an economical way
of re-charging your existing cartridge

Rll inks come complete with gloves,

syringe and easy to use instructions.

Single 20ml Rny Colour £5.70a

Twin 2x20ml Rny Colour £ 1 0.50a

Tri-Colour C/m & Y £ 1 6.50a

Bulk 1 25ml Rny Colour £20.00b

'Cartridgemate' r new and

easy to use cartridge refill system for

HP 51626R high cap. cartridges

R refill system with no mess
Comprises: Cartridgemate

& 2 x 40ml Ink Tanks

Cartridge not included £30.00b

Ink Tank 2 x 40ml € 17.00a

HP51625R Tri-Colour Cartridge refill

kit 3 x 3 colour refills Comprises:

C/m & Y Inks. Cap Retaining Clip

Cartridge Cap Remover £30.00a

EP-L Toner for LBP-4

EP-S Toner for LBP-8
£59.00c

£69.00c

Printable Items

Colour'n Wear (2 uihitc Baseball Caps
3 transfer papers £9.00b
Print'n Wear (2 white T Shirts

i* transfer papers £ 1 1 .50b

Design & Print mouse mat £5.00a

Design & Print Business Cards
1OX0RH 150g Perforated £4.S0a

Col InkJet matt photo white paper
26 sheets x 120gms £5.00b

monochrome InkJet brilliant white

paper 1 00 sheets x 90gms €2.S0b

CD Softujare

(CC) £ 1 35.00c

(CC) £ 1 7.00a

(CC) £ 1 7.00a

(Anglia) £37.00a

ArtWorks

ArtWorks Clipart I

ArtWorks Clipart II

Being a Scientist

Cars-Malhs in Motion (Camhs) £89.00a

Castles (Anglia) £37.00a

Guardians of the Greenwood
Granny’s Garden

Hutchinson M/Media

Industrial Revolution (Anglia) £80.(X)a

Inventions (Anglia) £37.00a

Kingfisher Childrens Micropedia£79.(X)b

Langsdalc (CCS) £89.00b

Mysteries of Nature (Anglia) TBA Split an Image

Naughty Stones VI& 2 (Sher) £79.00b

£46.00a

(4Mat) £30.00a

£47.00a

20/20
Finance
Clearly the Best Choice
(based on 20% deposit and 0%
finance over 20 month period)

(Acorn Items Only)

20\0%
Personal finance is available to

qualifying purchases.

Credit subject to status.

Written quotation on request.

APR 0%
ThTor^earnn^re^tage^^^
Talking Stories (Sher) 06.00b
PhotoBase 1920s.30s.40s,50s,60s

Victorians, Landscapes

Price EACH (LL) £46.00a

RiscDisc (Uniqueway) £ 1 2.50a

RiscDisc 2 4C' i Uniqueway) £2().00a

CDtrackcr (Werewolf Soft) £12 50a

Application Softujare

Advance
Advantage

Ancestry II

Arcfax

ArtWorks

Armadcus

Audio Works
Card Shop
Celebration

Complete Animator

Composition

Compression

DataPower

Desktop Thesaurus

Easy Font 3

(Acorn) £99.00c

(LL) £46.(X)a

(Minerva) £75.00b

(David P) 28.5<)a

(CC) £ 1 35.00c

(Clares) £a

(CC) £43.50a

(Clares) £ 1 9.50a

(Clares) £27.00a

(Iota) £79.50c

(C lares) £ 1 29.00c

(CC) £27.50a

(Iota) £1 19.00c

(R Dev) £!7.50a

(Fabis) £26.50a

Eidoscope (RiscPC only) (CC) £146.00b

Eureka 3 (LL) £89.00c

Formulix (CC) £60.00a

Font FX (Datastore) £9.50a

Fn»me-lt I or 2 (Davyn)cach

Publisher irregular frames

Graphics Loaders

Illusionist

Image Animator

Image Bank

Image Outliner

Impression Publisher

Impression Style

iutertalk

Knowledge Organiser 2(Clare) £6l.50a

Notate (LL) £53.00b

Pendown Etoiles (LL) £49.00c

Pendown Plus (LL) £69.00e

Personal Accounts (Apricote) £37.00b

PhotoDesk (Space Tech) £ 1 57.00c

Pinpoint (Longman) £89.00c

Pipedrcam4 (Colton)

£5.00a

(CC) £37.00a

(Clares) 09.(X)a

(Iota) £46.00a

(Irlam) £23.00a

(Iota) £46.00a

(CC) £ 1 35.00c

(CC) £79.00c

(Acorn I £79 00c

Plot

Pro Artisan 2

Pro Artisan 24

O9.00h

(Clares) £6 1.50a

(Clares) £ 1 08.00a

(Clares) £ 125.00c

Prophet 2 Accounts (Apricote) £ 1 43.00c

Render Bender v2 (Clares) £39.00a

Replay Starter Kit (Acorn) £34.50b

Revelation ImagePro (LL) £1 19.00c

Rhapsody 3 (Clares) £79.00a

Rhythm Bed (Clares) £39.0Oa

RiscCad Professional

(Davyn)£159.00c
(Clares) £47.50a

(Clares) £79.(X)a

(Datastore) £9.50a

(Sibe) £ 1 44.50c

(Sibe) £7 1 9.0<)d

(Sibe) £449.00d

(4Mation) £49.00a

SmArt Files (4Matioriteach £14.50a

SmArt File Mod.Lang.(4Mation)£ 18.50a

Snippet (4Mation) £32.00a

Sound FX Maker (CIS) £34.(X)a

Score Draw
Serenade

ShapeFX
Sibelius 6

Sibelius 7

Sibelius 7 Student

SmArt

TO
Topographer

Touch Type

Turbo Driver

(f l ares)

(Clares) £79.00a I

(Iota) 09.00bl
(CC) £43.(X)b I

Education Softujare

(Sher) £ 1 6.50a

Termite Intemci^p^oggySoft) L 7 f> («k

10 out of 10 Full Range Each £l5<Xla|

Dinosaurs. Driving Test. Early Essentials English, I
Ess I T.. Ess.Malhs, Fas Scmct. French. < icrmanj

Jr.Essentials. Math Algebra. Marti (icomrirv

Maths Number. Math Statistics. Spelling.

+ buy 2 gel 3rd FREE
Adventure Playground (Storm) £ 17.00a I

Amazing Maths (CSH) £l7.00a|

Amazing Ollie (Storm) £ 13.50a I

Arcventurcl Romans (Sher) £32.00a I

Arcvcnture II Egyptians (Sher) £32.(X)a I

Arcvcnturc III Vikings (Sher) £32.00a I

Around World 80 Days (Sher) £42.00a
|

Aztecs

BadgerTrails

BodyWisc
Balloons and Zoo
Bookstore

Calabash Pirates

Coffee

Connections

Crystal Rain Forrest

Darryl the Dragon

DataGraph

Farm

First Logo
First Page DTP
Flossy The Frog

Right Path 9+

Freddy Teddy

Freddy Teddy’s Adv

(Sher) £41.00a I

(Sher) £4 1 ,00b I

(Sher) £41.00a
[

(Topo) £21 .Oita I

(ESM) £34.00a I

(Topo) £2 1 .00a I

(Storm) £25.00a I

(Sher) £29.00a I

(Sher) £41.00a I

(4Mat) £ 18.00a I

(Topo) £24.(Xfci I

(Sher) £ 19.00a I

(LL) £2 1.50a I

(LL) £45.00a I

(4Mat) £22.00a[

(Storm) £26.00a I

(Topo) £12 00a I

(Topo) £12 00a

Fun School 3/4 (5J5-7.7+) each £ 1 7.00a

(Please Specify age group)

Granny’s Garden (4Mat) £22.00a

Happy Life (CCS) £26.00c

Happy Numbers (CCS) £26.00c

James Pond running water £25.00u |

Landmarks full range (LL)cach £24.00a

Look Here Talking Topics(Sh) £52.(X)b

Magpie (LL) £50.00b

Maihs Circus (4Mat) £25.00a

Naughty Stories V I or 2 (Sher) £49.(X)b

Ollie Octopus Sk Pad (Storm) £1 3.50a

Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2

Talking Stories (Sher) £38.00b

MathsMama 4^* i Topo) til (X)a

More Talking Stories A (Sher) £38.(X)b

Music Box (Topo) £29(«)a

Number Tiles (Topo) £2 1 (Xki

Oxford Reading Tree Stage 3

Talking Stories (Sher) £38.00b

Oxford Talking Infant Atlas £ 18.00a I

PinPoint Junior (LL) £26.(K),i I

Podd (ESM) £20.00b

Prime Solver (Minerva) £68.00a

Rosie & Jim Duck
Rosie & Jim Sneezes

ScrcenTurtle

Sea Rescue

Seiladorc Talcs

Smudge the Spaniel

Smudge the Scientist (Storm) £36.00u I

Space City

Splash

Stig of the Dump
Story Starts

Talking Clock

Talking Animated Alphabet

TaikingRhymcsl

The Playground

The Puddle & Wardrohe(Topo) £2 1 (X)u I

(Sher) £ 10.00a I

(Sher) £ 10.00a I

(Topo) £29 (X)a I

(Sher) £26.00a I

(Sher) £22.50a I

(Storm) £ 1 7.50a I

(Storm) £36.00a I

(Sher) £26.00a I

(Sher) £ 1 9.00a I

(Sher) £22.50a I

(Sher) £22.50a I

*<Topo) £31.(Xta I

£27.CX)a I

(Topo) £2 1 .OOa I

(Topo) £2 1 (Xfci I

Time Detectives (Sher) £42.00a

TinyDraw/Logo (Topo) £21.00a

TinyPuzzle (Topo) £ 16.00a 1

Teddy Bear's Picnic (Sher) £26.00a

Voyage of Discovery ( Sher) £32.50a

Worst Witch (Sher) £26.00a

Games Softujare

Alone in the Dark ^pftrisalis) £27.00a

Arcturus (Oragan) £ 19.00a 1

Aries 4frames (GamesWare) £15 00a

Big Bang (Psycore) £ I2.0()a

BattlcChess (Krisalis) £2 1.50a

Black Angel (4D> £24 ,00a

Bum Oui (Oragan) £20.00a

Cannon Fodder (Krisalis) £ 19.50a

Chopper Force (4D) £22.00a

Chuck Rock (Krisalis) £8.50a

Cohalt Seed TBA) £ 19.50a

Crystal Maze (Sher) £28.50a

Cyber Ape (TBA) £ 15.00a

Cyber Chess (4D) £24 ,00a

Cycloids (Soft42) £ 15.00a

Dunc2 (Eclipse) £27.00a

Dunc2 CD +T (Eclipse) £39.00a

Dungeon (4D) 2mb £24.00a

Enter The Realm (4D) 2mb £ 18.00a

Fire & Ice £19 00a

Flashback (US Gold) 01.00a

F.T.T. (TBA) £ 19.00a

Galactic Dan (4D) £ 1 7.00a

Global Effect (Eclipse) £27.00a

Gods (Krisalis) £8.50a

Haunted House (4D) 2mb £19.00a

Hcimdall (Krisalis) 2mb £2 1 .00a

Hero Quest (Krisalis) £21.00a

'rices

Exclude VAT

I
James Pond (Krisalis) £8.50a

I James Pond 2 RoboCod (G/W ) £ 1 9. 50a

I James Pond running water £25 tX»a

1 Krisalis Collection (Krisalis) £22.00a

I Lemmings (Krisalis) £l8.50a

I Lemmings Oh No More (Kns) £ 1 5.00a

I Lemmings RiscPC (Krisalis) £2l.00a

I Lemmings 2 Tribes (Krisalis) £21.00a

I Lotus Turbo 2 (Krisalis) £ 1 8.00a

I Magic Pockets (Rcnagadc) 1 1 3 00a

1 Magnetoids (Oragan) £ 1 9.00a

I Man United Europe (Kris) £8.50a

I Populus (Krisalis) £22.00a

I Premier Manager £ 1 5.00a

I Raw Power (Software 42) £!9.00a

Revolver (Psvcore) £ 1 2 OOa

Real McCoy (4D) £21.00a

llllM,Arcade Soccer. White Magic.Quozert

Real McCoy 2 (4D) £2 1 00a

(Apocalypse, Holed Out. Olympics. Inertia)

Real McCoy 4 (4D) £21.OOa

1Galactic Dan. Grievousbodily'Arm. X-Fire.

Cataclysm)

Saloon Cars Delux (4D) £23.00a

Sally & Wally (Oragan) £ 1 9.00a

Scrabble (US Gold) £2 1.00a

SimCity (Krisalis) £24.(X)a

SimCity 2000 (Kris >A5000/PC £29.OOa

Simon The Sorcerer (G/W) £29.00a

Simon The Sorcerer CD(G/W) 05.OOa
Small (Virgo) £ 19.00a

Speedball (Krisalis) £2().(X)a

Spheres of Chaos (Malt) £ 19.00a

Spohbleoid Fantasy (4D) £23.OOa

Siarfighter 3000 (Fcdnct) £23.00a

Swiv (Krisalis) £8.50a

Time Machine (4D) £24.(X)a

Turbo Challange 2 (Kris) £1 9.50a

Virtual Golf (4D) 2mb £24.00a

Virtual Golf augusta <course (4D) £12.008

Wavelength (G/W) £ 15.00a

Xenon 2 (G/W) £1 9.00a

Zool £600u

GamcsPad 1 player (G/W) £2 1 (X)b

GamesPad 2playcr (G/W) £28.(X)b

Houli To Order

Cheques: should be made

payable to Davyn Computers
Credit Cards: you may also pay

byVisa, Delta, Euro, Switch,

Electron, or Master Card. We
normally make no charge for this,

and take no payment until gtxxls

are ready for dispatch, We need

the card holders address and

telephone number, card number
and issue number if any and the

expiry date.

Carriage: charges are as follows

Small £1.00

Medium £2.00

Medium Recorded £4.00

Courier £9.00

Courier Large £15.00

I Official Orders: are welcome
from UK education and

government institutions (invoices

are due for payment within 14

days and are subject to carriage

and late payment charges).

VAT is not included: Zero

rated items are marked vo. UK
customers please add 17.5% to all

other prices including carriage.

Order Address: please send

your orders to;

Davvn Computer Services

’The Workshop’

|

off Princess Street, Sandal,

Wakefield, West Yorkshire,

WF1 5NY
Opening Hours:

Monday 9.30- 5.30
Tuesday 9.30- 5.30
Wednesday 9.30 -

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

9.30
9.30
9.30

5.30
7.30
7.30
5.30

Terms: All products, prices and

specifications are offered in good
faith and are subject to change

without notice. We Process all

orders immediatly, hut suppliers

do sometimes keep us waiting.

Goods are guaranteed but are not

supplied on approval. Relums and

cancellations can only he accepted

by prior agreement and there may
be a restocking and administration

charge A full copy of our terms are

available upon request.

E.&.O.E 06-12-95



The latest

CD-ROMS

CD-RPNl*e
U*

Hot on the heals

of Geoff Preston’s

CD-ROM roundup

No 3, we already

have No 4.

W hen I first started reviewing CD-

ROMs about a year ago, I didn't

envisage it would become a series. Once I

established it would be, 1 thought I would

review about a half-a-dozen twice a year.

Just as the last review of 10 CD-ROMs went

to press, I found there was enough
material for another round-up. These repre-

sent what I believe are the best of those I've

seen. Humanities teachers will surely find

something here: of the nine discs covered,

four are for geography and two for history.

At ymirr'tx P*go not 29

Thunderstorms are the most
common ot alt weather systems
with up to 2000 occurring around

the world at any one time They

at« particularly common in

equator^ regions

They occur as a result ot strong

convection in an unstable

ainiospr.ae Tuscan produce

cumulonimbus clouds stretching

up to 1 2 ten into the atmosphe'e
tn these the upward motion ot the

air can reach 60 xph

Britain since 1930
£25 + VAT from Anglia

This disc contains data for Anglia's Key

data handling programs so unless you use

Key, it won't be any use to you which is a

great shame because it contains some
excellent material. Britain since 1930 is

one of the History elements of the

National Curriculum and many teachers

will be sorry they can't use it. The good

news is that Key is relatively cheap and it

should he possible to split the cost

between the various Humanities depart-

ments thus enabling them to use the other

Anglia Key CD-ROMs.

The World's Weather
£50 + VAT from Anglia

The current state of the weather seems to

be Britain's favourite topic of conversa-

tion. It's hardly surprising when you

consider that during most of September I

felt as though I would spontaneously com-

Everything you wanted to know about The World's

Weather -a fascinating subject.

bust, and now, just weeks later I'm

writing this on a dreary, damp and

cold morning.

Perhaps this was the reason Anglia

produced this stand-alone disc which

contains everything you ever wanted

to know about the weather in this

country and the rest of the world. I

can't imagine there is anything not

covered. The disc is divided into four

sections and topics include Processes

in the atmosphere, Changing seasons,

Weather and climate and Life in different

climate zones.

The disc contains Anglia's usual blend

of high quality photos, drawtyigs, anima-

tions and video sequences together with

simple informative text. Searching fpr the

required information is simple and there is

4dso the usual resources folder containing

a number of printable worksheets.

British Isles from the Air
£40 + VAT from Anglia

Aerial photographs appear to be the rage

this month with two offerings from two

sources. Geography teachers will love this

one - over 230 aerial photographs taken

from around the country.

For the nostalgic, several were taken

some years ago and it's really interesting

looking at places you used to know
before progress came along. The disc

begins with a map of Britain over which

are placed a number of dots. Click on

one of the dots and you get a photograph

and some accompanying
text. Other information

includes resources in the

local area.

You need to be very accu-

rate with the mouse when
choosing a photograph and

unless you have an atlas by

your side or a very sound
knowledge of the exact loca-

tion of every city in the UK,

selection can be a bit of a lot-

tery. I had five attempts to get

the picture of Cambridge, but

I suppose that's all part of

learning. A really good piece

of software and very well

priced.

London from the Air is a well-produced CD
with plenty of good pictures.

London from the Air
£99.50 + VAT single user or £149.50 +

VAT for a network from E&MMA in

association with PhotoAir Software

The second aerial CD-ROM is on the sub-

ject of the capital rather than the whole

country. Although the photos in London

from the Air appear to be slightly better

quality than Anglia's disc, many have

been taken from quite an altitude so it's

not always easy to pick out specific places.

The CD-ROM contains seven linked

Genesis presentations on Urban Regenera-

tion, Urban Greenspace, Urban Changes,

Urban Transport, Urban Tourism, The
Thames and Function Clustering - enough

to whet the appetites of geographers up

Superb aerial photographs with clear explanations

make Britain from the Air a must for geographers and

for those with a sense of nostalgia.
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SlMTEC ... the Quality Upgrade
ELECTRONICS

4-8Mb Memory Solutions....

At only £199 plus VAT, breaking the 4Mb RAM barrier has never been as affordable as

now, so expand your machine to 8Mb with one of these compact, plug-in upgrades.

Designed using state-of-the-art assembly techniques and components, we believe our

field proven boards are the neatest and most compact available and all come complete

with two speed-matched MEMCs for long term reliability.

expansion boards, providing the MEMC socket is not obscured. The 300, 400 series and

33Mhz A5000 computers just plug in with no soldering required. The A3000 and older

(25Mhz) A5000 require a surface mount MEMC socket fitting to the motherboard. Please

ask if you require this service.

Whatever your machine, if you need more memory choose
Simtec, the quality upgrade. A full range always in stock.

Available for the following machines:

A300, 400, R140, A3000 and A5000 Simtec
ELECTRONICS

Avondale Drive, Tarleton, Preston, Lancs PR4 6AX. Tel: 01772 812863



CD-ROMr0
a 5

A curious subject area, but gives fascinating information about

people creating Animals in Art.

and down the country. Each picture has a

lengthy description written in an easy

style which is never dull. This is a fine

piece of work and is easily as good as Edu-

cational and Multimedia Associates'

previous CD-ROM: Langdale.

One small grumble is that a couple of

the subjects were not covered as well as

they could have been. In particular, there

is a section on underground stations

which could have been really interesting

but included less than a dozen pictures. I

assume this is because the authors ran out

of space on the disc. If this is the case, they

might have done better had they discarded

the half dozen Replay files and included

some stills of some other stations, but this

is a minor criticism.

mm wm

Three Little Pigs is another talking story. A well-worn theme,

but this one boasts lively presentation.

Animals in Art
£40 + VAT from Anglia

Art is not a subject which has been very

popular with Acorn CD-ROMs. Given that

the Acorn platform can display graphics so

well, this seems rather surprising. Animals

in Art sums up the contents perfectly - it

contains information about every artist

who's ever drawn or painted anything

feathered, fowled or four-footed. Although

you would think this disc probably works

best on a Rise PC, the images look very

clear when viewed in 256 colours on a rea-

sonable monitor. Apart from the pictures,

there's a short piece of text about the artist

and each of the paintings.

The Three Little Pigs
£25.49 + VAT inc licence from Tempest
Publishing

This is a 'talking story' disc with some
additional games to add to the interest.

Every sentence seen on the screen can be

made to speak by clicking on the 'ear'

icon. Alternatively, individual words can

he spoken by clicking on them. The sound

output is digitally recorded and very clear

with the choice of a male or female voice.

The disc takes readers through the story of

the Three Little Pigs allowing them to read

or hear the story.

Also included are nine activities (which

the software refers to as games), dressing

one of the pigs, colouring and word
match. The graphics are bright and clear

and the presentation is lively and will

appeal to the fc^ree to five age range for

which it is intended.

Electronic Books
Prices from £30 + VAT from Cumana
If you bought a proTeus drive through the

Acorn User/Cumana offer, you will hive

received a copy of PaperOut and may be

wondering what to do with it. PaperOut is

a program which enables your Acorn com-

puter to read Electronic Books which were

originally for the Sony Data Discman.

These 8cm discs contain mainly text

although there are some graphics on some

pages.

The beauty of these discs is two-fold.

First, because they don't contain lots of

graphics, access is very fast. Second,

they're very cheap: some titles cost as little

as £30. There are some excellent titles

which will be of use both at home and

school. In the April 1995 issue I mentioned

The Oxford Dictionary and Thesaurus con-

taining 190,000 definitions, 275,000
synonyms and an amazing 150,(XX) cross-

references and said that for the cost of

PaperOut and the actual disc, this repre-

sented very good value. If you got

PaperOut free with your proTeus this must

J

now rate as being about the best value dic-

tionary available in any format (including

paper).

Cumana stocks several titles, but my no

means all. There are over 250 titles from

10 countries with prices starting at £15.

Electronic Book Publishing produces a 78-

page catalogue called ebcat which lists

them all under the headings Dictionaries,

Reference, Business & Professional, Science

& Technology, Language & Travel, Enter-

ainment & Sport, Leisure & Lifestyle and

Literature. If you do decide to choose CDs
from this catalogue, avoid those in

Japanese as the Acorn won't cope with the

character set.

The First World War and its

Consequences
£99 from AVP
This is another disc from, the highly sue-

cessful PictureBafc series. As with all

PictureBase discs, the data is controlled by

an application called PicBase which is sup-

plied with each disc and which must be

installed on to a hard drive (see the

November issue of Acorn User).

The result is a program which can invis-

ibly access any of the installed CD-ROM
discs and presents a common interface for

all discs in the series. As the title implies,

this data file relates to WWI and issues sur-

rounding it. There's not really much more

to say about it. The datafiles are of a con-

sistently high quality (both text and
graphics) and the fact that there is a com-

mon user interface makes it very easy to

navigate through the material. If you want
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TEN OUT OF TEN
EDUCATIONAL A
SYSTEMS

1993-1

HOMESCHOOL ANDFOR

Fast action learning trom
games

These are brand new full versions, in attractive durable library boxes
with colour manual and you are under no obligation to make any
further purchases.

Versions of Maths and English are available on 3.5" Disc for:

PC & Compatibles, Acorn, Apple Mac and Commodore Amiga. CD’s
are also available for PC & Compatibles.

£iF#f<rv

, e
subsen.

Great ,un as you play and learn

These FUN EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE PACKAGES were compared
by The Times Educational Supplement with systems costing over

£1 ,500 and they concluded: “If the National Council for Education and

Technology’s researchers ever got round to assessing the impact ofa daily 15

minutes with 10 out of fO they would surely discover real improvements in

Maths and Spelling.
’

If you have children aged 6 to 1 6 take this opportunity to judge the real

improvements for yourself. Buy either MATHS or ENGLISH (or both)

at just £4.99 each. The RRP is £25.95 each - A SAVING OF OVER
£40!

automatically
recorded

EXCLUSIVE MAIL ORDER OFFER

History English French Maths (Algebra)

8,
punctuation

Essential Maths Maths (Geometry) SpeiiingGeography Driving Test

The 10 out of 10 Series only £25.95 each
Available From Stores Nationwide!

Order either for £4.99 + £1 P & P

Order both for £9.98 + £2 P & P

AS SEEN ON TV

tO out of tO as featured Steve BotterUI (MD)

on Satellite Television’s tO out of tO Interviewed

The Children's Channel by Granada TV
on 'The Program

'

HOW TO ORDER
Tell us your name, address, type of computer &
which titles you want on 3.5" DISC or on CD.

PAYMENT Can Ba Made:

BY PHONE
With ACCESS/VISA on 24hr answering service.

BY POST
With cheques/PO’s or ACCESS/VISA.

BY FAX

With ACCESS/VISA - available 24 hours.

BY FOOT
Call in during office hours Monday to Friday

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery

JUST £4.99 EACH
Limited Period Only

WHAT THE PRESS SAYS:
Top Of the League - CO ROM NOW

Truly Remarkable - Amiga User International

Great Value For Money - Amiga Computing

Seriously Useful - PC Plus

Excellent Value - PC Home

Children Can't Help But Learn - Acorn Computing

Highly Recommended - Archimedes World

10 out of to Educational Systems

Jtoydale Mills, Troydaie Lane, Pudsey,

LS28, England

Tel: 0113 239 4627

Fax: 0113 239 4629



to find out more about World War I, this is

the place to come.

Mechanisms
£69 + VAT single user or £99 + VAT
network from CCS
This CD-ROM has been a long time com-
ing, but is well worth the wait. Like other

CCS CD-ROMs, Mechanisms is dual format

(Acorn and PC) although you don't get the

video sequences on a PC. It's a Genesis

application and is well put together

although the presentation could have had
a little more time spent on it. It covers the

eight common types of mechanism: cams,

pulleys, gears, levers, crank, chain and
sprocket, linkages and inclined planes.

Each is explained with relevant exam-
ples taken from home and industry, and
illustrated with line drawings, pho-
tographs and video clips. Scientific

formula and theory are also included in

the descriptions, making this Cl) suitable

for physics as well as technology. Some
historians covering the industrial revolu-

tion should also be able to make some use

of the historical examples. The cost of the

disc includes a comprehensive resource

pack. Look out for the next in the series -

Structures - which should be available

later this year.

Map Skills

£49.99 + VAT from Cumana
If anyone thinks that producing a multi-

media CD-ROM with a generic authoring

tool is second best, you'd better think

again. Map Skills, published by

Useful contacts
(BETT stand numbers included)

Anglia Multimedia (357)

Tel: (01603)615151

Fax: (01603) 622191

AVP (355)

Tel: (01291) 625439

Fax: (01291) 629671

Creative Curriculum Software (420)

Tel: (01422) 340524

Fax: (01422) 346388

Cumana (343)

Tel: (01483) 503121

Fax: (01483) 451371

Electronic Book Publishing

Tel: 0171-916 8375

Fax:0171-916 8376

PhotoAir (150)

Tel: (01733) 241850

Fax: (01733) 242964

|W||weyew wtt

Pebbleshoref is a Genesis presentation and,

in my opinion, was the best new product

on display at Acorn World by a wide mar-

gin^This disc is a credit to all those
invmved in its production - mainly teach- *

ers, I understand.

Aimed at Key Stages 2 and 3, Map/kills
is in two parts. The first is a tutorial which
takes you through a series of sections

under the headings:

What kind of map?,
What will we see?,

Where are we?, Which
way? and How far is it?

Each screen shows a

map, an accompanying
statement and some-
times a photo.

There are video

sequences and the part I

like best is the signpost

on which you click to

take you from one place

to the next. The only
thing missing is speech

which would help some
of the younger ones who
have reading difficulties.

That aside, the work is

well thought out, well

presented and is very

appealing to students

studying what for some,

can be, a rather dry

topic (apologies to geog-

raphers). It is also very

pleasing to see that the

cartoon characters used

are not exclusively white

males. The software is

accompanied by several

worksheets and two
Ordnance Survey maps;

one of Plymouth and
one of Telford. Sections

of the tutorial refer to

these maps although
other areas are also

studied.

The second part of

the software is a quiz

and again the maps
come in handy. Unlike

many quizzes, you get

more than one chance
to answer each ques-

tion: if you're wrong
you get an explanation

as to why and if you've

got it correct, some
information confirm-

ing the fact. The
CD-ROM, maps and
worksheets are supplied

in an A4 binder and
should be in every

geography department

in primary and i,
T

secondary schools. iWj

CD-ROM l*0

On*

MECHS B»«fart2

Mechanisms has excellent content although the presentation is a

little drab.

AVP PictureBase 1 07

J

World War I At Sea and mftw A*
|

RAF Bontong Squatter Observers

wore about the ue ot a large easy chair I know they

took up mosl o* ft*e imfortunete observer's cockpit He
<*om have much room left and ai I can remember is a
colossal rotary spark gap wfth blue names every feme he
pressed the morse key you got this rotary blue Dame
which was within about sit inches of you- petrol tank

caught fere built could have happened at any moment

S§S!Ha@l)

I

First World War Air Aerial Observer* Observation RAF
Bomtang Squadron Photographs

Apart from the high quality text and graphics, the great strength of

AVP's PictureBase series is consistency of interface.

mms.fti ch mi

The Pennine Way b a tough 250 mile walk

along the 'backboiK" u! Northern England.

U's not somewhere to get lost

/Vs a walker you should he carrying a compass

and the right map. You would need these to

work out which directum to go in.

To see « video of the Pennine Wav click on the

V on the map.

Map Skills is well produced and well presented. This

is a product by which all the others will be judged.
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Colin Rouse meets Smudge

the spaniel to investigate

science. the results
W ith exciting adventures and clear

bright screens, Smudge the Scientist,

a new package from Storm Software, intro-

duces the world of science to primary

school children, hoping to capture their

imaginations and spark an interest in

science from a young age.

Smudge the spaniel with a little help

from his friend, Ceciley the cat, sets out to

discover various scientific facts on such

topics as electricity, magnetism, floating

and sinking, seasons and weather, decay

and living processes, having a lot of fun

along the way. Children are helped to

understand the scientific principles

behind the tasks being undertaken by

Ceciley, who is always asking questions of

the how? why? and what will happen if?

variety.

Getting started
Smudge the Scientist comes in an attrac-

tive three-disc pack with accompanying

notes for teachers and parents. Concise

and well-written booklets guide the chil-

dren through the tasks and offer follow-up

activities to reinforce the ideas and con-

cepts contained within the package.

Children throughout the primary age-

range would find the ideas contained in

these booklets useful starting points for

further scientific investigation, although

the younger ones would need help with

the reading.

As with any new software package, it

would be advisable for teachers or parents

to work their way through it thoroughly

before using it with their children. It is

well worth reading the booklets and man-

uals before using Smudge to familiarise

yourself with the conventions used.

The program is user friendly with

options to start at easy entry points, if

needed. Another very useful option is the

ability to print the very good graphics and

animations to enhance work away from

the computer. Smudge does not attempt or

pretend to replace essential experimenta-

tion but will fire the enthusiasm, reinforce

the theory and help when practical

experimentation is not possible.
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Can you help Smudge with his magnetic train?

In the classroom.
1 have used this software package with

both Year 1 (5 and 6-year-olds) and with

Year 4 pupils (8 and 9-year-olds) equally

successfully. A high teacher input gave the

best results with younger children while

older children were able to use the pack-

age independently after an initial

introduction to the program's main fea-

tures.

The opportunity to work at different

levels proved extremely useful and the

icons provided the children with facilities

that were particularly helpful. These

included a magnifying glass to provide a

closer view or to observe something that

wasn't usually seen, a notebook to record

observations and results, a factfile to select

more information on a particular aspect of

the work in hand and the weather symbol

to see a record of the weather conditions if

relevant.

There are also facilities to gain on-screen

help, especially useful if a group of chil-

dren are having difficulty with a

particular task. You can open a control

menu to select certain tasks and a print

menu enabling the teacher or pupil to

print screens as an aid to presenting their

work in an interesting way.

The younger children were particularly

stimulated by the superb graphics and by

Smudge himself. They found it easier to

use the function keys than the mouse to

select a particular option. A function key

strip may be helpful here, so I've put one

on the cover disc, along with a couple of

other Smudge-related draw files.

It was particularly interesting to see

how the different ages of children

approached Smudge with both groups

gaining a lot from the package in different

ways. The Year 1 children were fascinated

by the visual effects and learned through

experimenting on-screen while the Year 4

children, although happy to work through

the on-screen experiments, made much
more use of the software's other features

such as the notepad, the factfile and the

magnifying glass.

Conclusion
Smudge the Scientist would prove a very

useful addition to any school's science

resources at both Key Stage 1 and 2. The

package helps children foster an under-

standing of basic scientific principles and

develop the skills necessary for scientific

observation, such as the ability to observe,

record, present and discuss their findings.

It is easy to use and stimulates chil-

dren's interest in science through its

original approach to the subject matter

and the interesting ways in which this is

presented. Both my pupils and I have

thoroughly enjoyed using Smudge the Sci-

entist and we all look forward to the
y| TT

next instalment. /lAJ

Product details
Product: Smudge the Scientist

Supplier: Storm Educational Software

Tel: (01935) 817699

Fax: (01935)817699

Price: £45.99 for single user, double for

site/network licence

Pros: Easy to use • Good graphics • Well

thought out

Cons: Younger children may need help with

the text



Complete the picture in your digital darkroom with FOTOFUN - Get any application on
your Rise PC to print out true colour, glossy photographs with no mess and no chemicals.

You will be stunned by the quality of the output, and what's more, YOU are in control,

YOU can get your photographs exactly right before printing and YOU have all the FUN.

This is top-quality dye-sublimation printing at a fraction of the cost. Please contact us for

a sample print.

Only £379 ex.VAT including wSpacetech driver. Consumables (prints, postcards or mugs)
from £39 ex.VAT. Contact us for bundle pricing.

Send us your original PHOTODESK artwork together with an
planation of how you did it, and/or any hints and tips you may have
for using Photodesk and you could be the winner of a brand new

FOTOFUN dye-sub printer with consumables and a free upgrade to

PHOTODESK2.

e anticipate producing a compilation of entries on CD-ROM, and a

selection of entries will be placed on our WWWeb site.

Fotom
DIGITAL COLOR PHOTO

PRINTER

TRUE COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC QUALITY PRINTERS FROM SPACETECH

imaging technology

21 West Wools, Portland, Dorset, DT5 2EA, United Kingdom

Tel 01305 822753 Fax 01305 860483 email sales@spacetec.demon.co.uk

We will attempt to match or beat any advertised price.

^^F Bar Coding Systems
S^pF We supply a range of high quality bar

F code readers from various manufacturers,

integrated into the RISC OS 2 or 3 desktop.

Computer Systems
Call for details of the Early Years. Learning Curve &

Home Office and 0% finance options

Prices are for cash, cheque or finance

Rise PC600 4Mb*0Mb HD425. AKF60 - £1308 53
Rise PC700 4Mb+lMb HD425. AKF60 - £1551.03

Rise PC700 8Mb*2Mb HD850. AKF60 - £1929 33
Options when buying a Rise PC :

AKF6Q (14 ) mon.lor to AKF65 (17") - add £316.22
1Mb VRAM to 2Mb VRAM - add £100.00

PC Card -from £11 6 33

CD ROM drives - from £86 95

850Mfc 3 5' IDE - £199

1Gb 3.5* IDE - £305
A30x0 hard drives from £180 (BOMt
Printer port sound sampler - £54.95

PowerWAVE 50XG - £292.00

Hardware & Software
Scarf lead - £10.95

Acorn/Logitech Mouse - £28.00

Eagle M2 - £365.00

Lark - £225 00
MIDI Max - £79 00

Pocket Book A*Link - £49.90

Pocket Book Mac Link - £79.00

Pocket Book PC Link* - £79.00

RISC OS 3 PRM - £104
RISC OS 3 PRM V.5 - £32.75

Sportster 14400 fax modem - £175
Sportster 28800 fax modem - £229
Yamaha YST-M5 speakers - £49
Yamaha YST-M10 speakers - £67

38F Software processing of the bar codes allows input

jr into any multitasking application. Uses include book
checking in libraries, product labelling and POS facilities.

FWe also produce software to create numerous formats of bar

codes yourself, enabling all kinds of information to be stored

and read back by a reader.

Jygy Music Setups
We supply a range of keyboards,

synthesisers, sound expander modules,

r MIDI interfaces and software to provide you
with a complete MIDI setup, for example:

A7000 2Mb Network. AKF60 - £1017.53
A7000 2Mb HD425. AKF60 - £1066 03
A7000 4Mb HD425. AKF60 - £1 163.03

A4000 2Mb HD210, AKF52 - £823 53
(J) A3020 2Mb. AKF52 - £581 03

• A3020 2Mb HD80 AKF52 - £726.53

m A3010 2Mb. EY or LC - £395.00

A3010 2Mb. AKF52. EY or LC - £581 .03~ A4 4Mb HD60 - £1 309.50

Pocket Book II (256K) - £232 80

2 Pocket Book II (1Mb) - £323.98

U) Memory Upgrades
Q- Please call before ordenng to check pnees. Others available

3 A3000 1-4 Mb -£128.00

m A3010 1-2 Mb - £47.50

A3010 2-4 Mb -£104.50
CD A 3010 1-4 Mb - £149 00
ZZ A3020 A4000 2-4 Mb - £92 80

A5000 2-4 Mb - £95 00
> Flash SSD(128K>- £34.95

"O Flash SSD (256K) - £54.95

}= Flash SSD (512K) - £89.95

JJ2
Flash SSD (1Mb) -Cl 18 50X Flash SSD (2Mb) - £192.00

0 Flash SSD Type II (4Mbj - £325.95

RAM SSD <128Kj - £49.95

(/) RAM SSD (512K) - £129 95

3 RAM SSD (1Mb) -£245.00
Rise PC/A7000 SIMMs (Call for current prices):

Upgradeable SIMMs - ECail

OX 4Mb- £129.00

8Mb- £255.00
(/) 16Mb- £386.50

Jr 32Mb- £810 00
64Mb -£1599.00

3 1Mb VRAM - from £80.00

Q 2Mb VRAM- £175.00

g Bare Hard Drive Prices

q Please call before ordenng to check prices

O Other capacities, si/es and fitting kfls available

420Mb 3.5" IDE - £155

• 540Mb 3.5" IDE -£169

This is a very small selection of our prices. Call or write for further information on our
products, or for a free catalogue which also contains many bargain items.

Audio Dynamics PowerWAVE 50XG card. Yamaha
CBX-K1 XG MIDI master keyboard. Sibelius 6

F Version 3. Yamaha YST-M5 active speakers, power
supplies and 2 metre MIDI cable - only £649.00 inclusive!

easy to use file transfer and talk'

utility, linking any two RISC OS 3

computers via serial and/or parallel cables.

Serial: 2m - £29.95, 5m - £31.95. 10m - £35.95

Parallel: 2m - £31 .95. 5m - £35.95. 10m - £42.95

Both: 2m - £43.90. 5m - £49.90. 10m - £60.90

Longer serial cables are available to order - call for details.

FREEPOST EH2725, Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR

^ ^ Tel/Fax: (01592)592265

Run by enthusiasts for you
All prices INCLUDE VAT and carriage^ Official orders and callers welcome

fi Acorn Authorised Dealer
Access. Visa. Mastercard. Eurocard and Delta cards accepted. 0% APR Finance available



Do you need high qualityfonts?

Do you have problems with typesetting?

Do you needfriendly& expert advice on fonts?

Are you lookingfor that specialfont nobody seems to know about?

The new Electronic Font Foundry Font Book has examples of:

• 1,000 EFF fonts for each of the European languages

• Fonts from: Adobe™, Monotype™, Linotype™, Bitstream™, Mecanorma™ etc.

• Cyrillic, Greek & Hebrew languages
• Bengali, Punjabi, Gujarati, Hindi and Tamil languages

• Braille

• Font Packs - very cost effective .q

• Educational fonts: join-writing, primary fonts...

o ®[°)<sod (fomfe

• Scientific fonts

• International Phonetic Alphabet

• Modern fonts, Oldfashionedfonts
• Very thin fonts, Very wide fonts v

• SfoufUfonts, ©IncWcttcr fontd

CAN-YOU-TH 1MK-OF-ANY-OTHSR FONT.,,

&

$
ifi
$

*44

A

For afree Font Book & Price List apply to:

The Electronic Font Foundry • Gibbs House • Kennel Ride • Ascot • SL5 7NT
Telephone: 01344 891355 — Facsimile: 01344 891366 — Email: efffonts.demon.co.uk

The easiest database - or your money back!

It's here, the long awaited successor to ImpactPro

Even easier to use, no jargon, just point and click..

15 Mkc'"•»'

'

lb Tides, Tbe

Merge vioeos to impression

Single % Multiple Document Report

Cancel Test Clearj .
f«j Print

IL Impact Database

Entry _/ 20 : rtiMHi. am
[7 Index Customers T3j V; (Card Main Si 20

j

Filter Borrowed ]3j (Attach card

J ,temS Summary T3j \V Table Close Save

mi

livtr m~
6ary Tit

-
1.18

odie 8.88

Kevin tar* 1.58

1, Sud jjIET~ 8 88
:a aa

Videos Label Printing

j Multiple Label L71 62(2 x 8 Address) T3j

label to use
|
2 | /

|7 Ignore blank fields Cancel Print...
|

lltmffd. tree*

red

1? sSiwi White and the SeveR Dwarfs

21 lilhn U the Hum. Hw

ferbelnikoff , HiclueT

Weyer, ilctwUs
Spielbers, Steven

TUT
tiir
01

il.H
Tr:ir
"Kir

Vfci 1 1 1 gan , lobert

82

T9

|mr
tnr
tut M

£95.00
+ VAT

Upgrades

£29.00 01208 850790

Order with confidence - phone today.

MasterCard, Access, Visa accepted

PO Box 36, Bodmin, PL30 4YY Thr© Easy Choice



Mike Cook's hardware series

arb

I

T sometimes appears in articles that projects

have a smooth transition from concept to

implementation, but this is not always the case.

Sometimes initial ideas prove to he very wrong.

While this can be quite frustrating at the time,

with perseverance' it can lead on to a greater

understanding.

It all started with a simple request: 'Dad can I

use this on the Acorn?' This, turned out to be a

Sega Joypad. Well it's simply a set of switches

isn't it? So I said yes. Plugging it into a conven-

tional joystick socket did work but only for some

of the buttons. The four direction switches mim-

icked the four switches of a conventional

joystick and one of the buttons acted as the fire

button - but what about the others?

Well if you count the total number of buttons

on a joypad you will see there are 12. Count the

number of pins on the pad and you will see there

are only nine. Bearing in mind there has to be an

earth you have to resort to some tricks to squeeze

out all the signals.

Tricky business
A quick unscrewing of the back of this gadget

revealed a small black bump on the printed cir-

cuit board - a surface-mounted carrierless

integrated circuit. The presence of electrolytic

decoupling capacitors gave me the power supply

pins and polarity, so I fired it up.

1 could trace what all the pins did with my
oscilloscope. This showed that all the pins except

pin 7 were outputting something when a key

was pressed. In fact, that something was a logic

zero. So far so good, I thought, that extra pin

must be a multiplexing input. Put a logic one on

it and you get six pins outputting six switches -

this checked out. Now put a logic zero on it and

you will get the other six switches, so test that

and, well no you don't!

What you do get is that two of the missing

buttons appear but the other pins do rather

strange things when the original set of switches

are pressed. Something more complex must be

going on.

Discovering the ins and outs
So if the input will not respond to a simple logic

one and zero, I thought, how about feeding it

with a constant frequency clock? I dragged out

my signal generator and fed in a pulse train.

Looking with my oscilloscope something
appeared to be happening to the signals on all

the outputs when all the buttons were pressed.

It appeared that every so often there was a

pulse that was broader than the clock pulse and

these changed shape when the buttons were

pressed. This meant I could chart which pairs of

buttons appeared on which pins - the result is

shown in Figure 1 - with the conventional joy-

stick pinout for comparison.

I carefully charted the exact waveform for

each pin, counting how many clock pulses were

between the broad pulses for each pin and for

each press. After quite a time 1 had them all

down and, just as I was finishing, tweaked the

signal generator to see the lowest speed at which

it would work.

At that instant I was brought up short and

Run
the

stared at the oscilloscope in disbelief. As I

changed the frequency, the positions of the

broad pulses stayed where they were and more

narrow clock pulses appeared between them. All

my carefully designed charts were quite useless.

There was obviously much more going on here

than first met the eye.

Back to the drawing board
It seemed that the broad pulses were appearing

every 20mS. Now this is a magic number - it cor-

responds to 50Hz, the refresh rate of a TV
display. Maybe the joypad was only designed to

be read every 20mS or less in the time when the

TV frame made its retrace.

So I thought it would make sense to try giving

the joypad a few pulses every 20mS or so. Well

that's not a job for a signal generator, so I tried a

double pulse generator. Even that failed, so I

wired it up to the computer to act as a clock

source. With my Rise PC reduced to the role of a

triple pulse generator and looking at the output

on an oscilloscope I finally sussed it out.

What you need to do is to give three clock

pulses every 20mS then the signals on the lines

will tell you which key is pressed. But it is not

quite as simple as that, as the joypad's signal

lines work in three different ways. Pairs of wires

work in the same manner so you can get three

different types of signal out of the joypad. These

are summarised in Figure 2. At this stage I was

thinking: 'What sort of deranged mind would

think up something as bizarre as this?'

The next step was to go through these wave-

forms and work out at what point in the triple

clock pulse I could tell the state of each button.

At this point I saw what had probably happened

and why the system was so complex.

My guess was that this was the final product of

the evolution of a design. Originally there were

just six buttons and then someone wanted to add

another two. When this was done there was a

need to add another two but with total compati-

Mike Cook

goes in for a

bit of joypad

unravelling.

Figure 2
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Figure 2c Signals for Pin 1 (2)
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bility with the previous

design upgrade, so

another clock pulse was

added. Finally a third

extra pair was added
and another clock pulse

needed. This incremen-

tal approach to the

design finally resulted

in the monster we have

today. I found you
could tell something
about some key on each

part of the clock pulse.

Joypad key numbers
and labels

Joypad Number

A 0

Start 1

Up 2

Down 3

B 4

C 5

Left 6

Right 7

Z 8

Y 9

Mode 10

X 11

Onward and
upward
Time to wire it up to the

printer port - this is

shown in Figure 3 - and

to some extent it is quite arbitrary. The wiring

was mainly chosen to be straightforward from an

insulation displacement plug, and the clock

input taken from the strobe output.

If you only have a older output-only printer

port you need to use my bidirectional module
described in the September 1995 issue of Acorti

User. However, once you've chosen the wiring

any software must take this into account. Note

here that the joypad needs a 5 volt supply - I got

this from the computer itself. On one of my pod-

ules - the MIDI interface I talked about last

month - I have a 5 volt socket tapped off the

backplane.

To test out the system I wrote a program in

BASIC - it's on the cover disc. It generates the

clock pulses, reads the printer port and builds up

a number where each bit corresponds to a differ-

ent key. The results, if they are different from the

last time round the loop, are displayed in hex

and binary. The *FX19 call gives a delay until the

next vertical sync pulse.

Mixing and matching
It's all very well being able to read the keypad in

BASIC but what is needed is the ability to incor-

porate it into existing software. Due to the

different ways the keyboard can be read it is not

possible to derive software to cater for all pro-

grams. However, I thought that by intercepting

the OS_Byte calls that scan the keyboard I

should be able to cover a large range of software.

The basic idea is to intercept the OS_Byte vec-

i
Control 0 (1)

Earth (25)

Data 5 (7)

Data 4 (6)

Data 3 (5)

Data 2 (4)

Data 1 (3)

Data 0 (2)

Printer Port
pin nuabers in brackets

Supply (5)

Clock (7)

Earth (8)

Op (1)

Button B (6)

Down (2)

Left (3)

Right (4)

Button C (9)

Sega Joypad
pin numbers in brackets

Figure 3 The wiring diagram of the Joypad printer port interface

tor and insert our own routine to scan the joypad

whenever the appropriate calls are made. In

order not to jam up the whole system, if this rou-

tine finds no joypad keys pressed it must then go

on to the normal scan routines.

The only problem with this is that the SWI
could be called at more that 20mS intervals, in

which case the joypad would not respond prop-

erly. The solution is to have another routine

executed every 20mS or so and put the results in

memory. Then the keyboard scan routine just

reads the memory locations to see which keys are

pressed.

The regular reading of the joypad can be done

using the events system that has been present on

Acorn computers since the original BBC. With

this you can get a routine executed every vertical

sync pulse. With the Rise PC some scan modes
generate a vertical sync pulse more frequently, so

my routine only reads the joypad every other

sync pulse. Finally there needs to be some way to

program which buttons on the joypad pretend to

be which keys on the keyboard.

The proof of the pudding
All this is done in the joypad module on the

cover disc - both the source code and the module

are shown. Writing a module is not the easiest of

exercises as the slightest mistake usually crashes

the machine, especially when you are dealing

with redirecting vectors.

I find it useful to program the function keys to

load, install and test the module. I have left these

in the source code which is written in BASIC. The

source code also contains the default mappings of

the keys so if you want a different set of defaults

you can edit this. I have included copious com-

ments so hopefully you can tell what's going on.

The module provides one command - SegaSet.

This is followed by two numbers: the first is the

joypad key number and the second the internal

key code it is supposed to mimic. The internal

key codes are in the Programmers Reference

Manual but you can get the computer to tell you

them. This routine is also on the cover disc as key

test.

If you want a specific set of keys for a program

the best bet is to put a sequence of SegaSet com-

mands in the !Run file. In that way the keys are

automatically set. The joypad key numbers and

the labels on them are shown in the panel, but

make sure you don't assign the same internal

keycodes to different joypad keys as this could

result in not recognising the sec-

ond definition.

Trying this out in anger pro-

duced mixed results depending on

what the programmer used to

scan the keys. Unfortunately not

all games tested worked and I was

especially puzzled to discover that

the INKEY function of BASIC was

not trapped on this vector, so

there's still a bit of work to do on

the software side. However, now
that the hardware has been
cracked it should be all plain sail-

ing from now on. ASee you next month.
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CD Systems Double speed£99 Quad speed£ 140
Prices Double Speed IDE CD Rom System £ 99 New Lower

Exclude Quad Speed IDE CD Rom System £ 140 Price

VAT

Double Speed IDE CD Rom System £ 99

Quad Speed IDE CD Rom System £ 140

Double Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive £ 129

Quad Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive tray loading £ 165

Quad Speed SCSI CD Rom Drive caddy loading £ 249

6 SPEED SCSI CD Rom Drive caddy loading £ 300

Combined Quad speed CD ROM and 650MB Optical Read/Write Drive £ 530*

6 CD Autochanger Quad speed was £ 999 now £ 600
All drives include CDFS driver. Prices are for internal RiscPC versions. Please phone for details of other versions.

SCSI Interfaces A30x0/A4000 £ 75

SCSI Interface for RiscPC/300/400/5000 £ 81

SCSI II Interface for RiscPC £ 162

CD Rom systems for A3/4/5000 available from £ 169

Cases for CD ROM drives from £ 40 Caddies from £ 4

*Optical drive is SCSI interfaced, no media provided. Optical discs £ 39

Acorn User CD £ 3.25 (only available with a CD Drive)

0% on
RiscPC's

from £ 54 p.m.

20% deposit

20 Months to pay
Phone for further details

RiscPC Ram
4MB £ 99

SMB £ 199

16MB £349
32MB £ 720

Guaranteed Acorn compatible

Microvitec 14" M/S (as AK.F50) £ 250

Idek 8617 17" 0.26mm Monitor £ 500

Idek 9017E 17" 0.25mm Monitor £ 582

210MB IDE Conner Drive £ 75

850MB IDE Conner Drive £ 160

1GB SCSI Drive £ 240

Syquest 270MB SCSI Drives £ 270

Syquest 270MB Discs £ 50

ARM3 £ 130

US Robotics 14400 Modem £ 135

US R. or Motorola 28800 Modem £ 195

RiscPC Technical Ref.Man. noVat £ 30

FREE CD Drive
with ACB75 RiscPC systems

(£20 ACB70/£30 ACB60)

£50 CD Drive

with A7000 systems
Prices above are for Double Speed. £60 extra for Quad Speed

RiscPC's built to your specification

Prices Exclude VAT

Post from £ 2.00 Courier from £7.00

Credit Card & Official orders accepted.

78 Brighton Road, Worthing, West Sussex. BN1 1 2EN. Telephone 01903 523666 Fax 01903 523679

email: cjemicro@pavilion.co.uk (n.b. we log on about twice a week)
FCI4



The Complete Works.

Why is the DMI/PowerWAVE the most

comprehensive music interface available

for Acorn computers?

\
upgrade option.

Sampling and Mixing (from £169.20 - Fully Inc.)

As well as the synthesis expansion capability, • i

the DMI offers a sampling and mixine v

IControl
Our IControl application allows you to mix

|1^
the various possible sound sources within

your computer, giving you one "main" output

to connect to your headphones, hi-fi, or active speakers.

Dual MIDI Interface (£105.75 - Fully Inc.)

The Dual MIDI Interface allows you to control

any other device which boasts a MIDI interface.

It features two independent ports which can receive and send MIDI data

simultaneously, giving access to a total of 32 MIDI channels.

Synthesisers (from £239.70 - Fully Inc.)

With the PowerWAVE you have a choice of synthesiser. The low-cost

General MIDI ENSONIQ or the higher-specification YAMAHA XG.

Either card can be connected directly onto the DMI as a daughter card,

providing an extremely compact internal solution.

In addition to the internal sound sources,

external inputs from a microphone or line input

can be mixed into your computer and

digitally recorded onto your harddisk.

IControl can playback sound samples

direct from harddisk in a variety of

popular sample formats.

It's up to you
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Control

Whatever configuration of DMI you initially purchase,

upgrading is easy due to the modular design.

Dual MID! Interface & Professional synthesiser, with DSP

In addition to the current upgrades, this design allows future

developments to be compatible with your existing card.

With a DMI you choose the MIDI & audio system you require.

Audio, Dynamics
Why cause ripples .... when you can make waves !!!

m (01706)868803

If) Dumford Close, Norden, Rochdale, Ixtncs, OLI2 7RX, ENG!AND

Uniqueway Ltd
42 Crwys Road, Cardiff, CF2 4NN
Tel 01222-644611 Fax 01222-644622
E-mail sales@uniqway.celtic.co.uk

£25.00
inc P&P and VAT

£23.00 CLAN members

CREDIT CARD ORDERS WELCOME

THE RISC DISC - VOLUME 2
Following on from the success of The Rise Disc Volume One, Uniqueway announces the

launch of Volume 2. Major features include even faster page display from CD and now over

600MB of data.

Contents as before include PD/Shareware, Commercial Demos, Resources files including

Artworks. AVI, MPEG, FLI. MIDI. Digital Symphony, Armadeus, Replay. Sprites. Drawfiles.

jPEG, Electronic Books and many more. A special section of info and resources for Clan

members and finally a complete interactive Virtual World Wide Web.

Using the PD browsers and commercial Web browsers you can explore over 1 00MB of Web
pages from around the world without having to actually own a modem.

PLUS YOUR CHANCE TO WIN A RISC PC!
Hidden on the CD are a number of clues. Be the

first to find the clues and solve the puzzle and

you could win a Rise PC absolutely FREE!
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ast month, we looked at the basic procedures

behind initialising a WIMP application, using

the SWI calls Wimp Initialise, Wimp Poll and

Wimp_CloseDown. I was hoping to move on to

look at how these would fit into a C application;

however, due to a few technical difficulties, I've

had to leave that for next month. Instead, I'll

cover Wimp_PoII in a little more detail - due to

space restrictions, I was unable to describe it

fully last time.

WIMP applications communicate by two main

methods - using events and messages . Events

generally cover occurrences arising from user

interaction such as requests for opening and clos-

ing windows, key presses, menu selections and

mouse pointers moving in and out of windows.

There's also a null event that's returned to

your application even though nothing has

happened - however, in the interests of speed it's

best to mask this one out so that the WIMP
doesn't waste time communicating with your

program when it's got nothing to say. This is

done by setting bit 1 of the mask passed in RO

when Wimp, Poll is called.

Messages are a subset of events, and embrace a

wider range of topics. As well as the rather

complex subject of data transfer protocol, other

messages that can be passed include

MessagePrcQuit, informing your application

that the WIMP is shutting down and allowing it

to ask if you wish to save your data.

Message_Quit on the other hand is an order

to clean up and cease execution immediately; by

this stage, you should have received a PreQuit

message so there should be no reason for

hanging on.

The interactive help system created by Acorn

is implemented by the use of messages - there's

one that's passed to the appropriate application

in order to determine whether it possesses any

help text on the subject. If so, the program
replies with another message, passing the help

text back along with it.

How are these communication systems imple-

mented? Last month, 1 mentioned that on
calling Wimp_PoIl, you needed to supply a 256-

byte data block. On returning, the application is

passed an event code that indicates its nature -

this allows you to filter out particular events and

pass them on to the appropriate handler func-

tions within your code. Each handler then takes

a look at the information within the data block

and acts upon it accordingly.

Each event returns a different pattern of data;

for instance, the Redraw Window Request
event simply returns a window handle at an

offset of 0 in the data block whereas
Mouse_Click responds with the x and y coordi-

nates of the mouse as well as its button state and

the identities of the window and icon it was

over at the time. The data block for a message is

similar to that of an event, but a few extra

pieces of information are tacked on, including

the task handle of the application that sent the

message and a couple of references to trace its

history.

There are in fact three types of message:
* UserMessage
* User_Message_Recorded and
* User_Message Acknowledge.

The format of the data blocks is the same in each

case, although they differ slightly in their func-

tion - the first doesn't require the application to

reply to it so if the message is ignored, no further

action is taken. If you receive a Recorded
message and you fail to reply to it for some
reason, the originator is returned a copy with its

type set to User_Message_Acknowledge so that

it knows the first transmission was
unsuccessful.

Finally, a quick word about Wimp Pollldle.

If you've written an application that needs to

make use of the null event code but you're

performing a task that doesn't need to run at the

full speed of the WIMP, it's possible to let your

program snooze for a period. It's only bothered

by the WIMP again after a specified time, or if a

particular event requires its attention. If your

application can make use of this - for instance,

you might have written a desktop clock which

only needs to update once a second - it reduces

the workload on the WIMP and avoids any other

active programs from being slowed down i-,

unnecessarily. /1U

Steve Mumford

takes a closer

look at events

and messages.
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Hints and tips

IDE CD-ROM drives • New monitors on older

machines • Template editors • PC scanners

• SCSI and the PC card • The Pocket Book

Q
I have an Acorn A5000 with 4Mb
RAM, RISC OS 3.11, an ARM3 proces-

sor, a printer connected to my parallel

port and a 162Mb hard disc drive. I was

thinking about upgrading to a dual-speed

CD-ROM drive. Can 1 fit one internally to

my spare IDE port, or do I have to have a

parallel port or SCSI interface to connect a

CD-ROM drive?

David Wilson

Leicestershire

A You can't fit an internal IDE CD-

ROM drive to an A5000, basically

because there isn't room in the case.

When the A5000 was designed, the

only IDE devices expected to he fitted

were hard drives. Unfortunately, IDE -

unlike SCSI - does not allow long

enough cables for an external device

to be fitted.

Your two alternatives are, therefore

to fit a SCSI interface or to fit a drive

to the parallel port. Both Eesox -

(01954) 212263 - and Cumana - (01483)

503121 - sell parallel port drives. The

Cumana drive has a feed-through
printer port on the back of the drive;

if you buy the Eesox drive then you

will also need a parallel port splitter.

On the other hand, the Eesox drive

performs slightly better, and Eesox

also sells a quad-speed drive.

If you do go for the SCSI route, you

should certainly consider a quad-speed

drive, rather than a double-speed one.

It's becoming the standard for CD-
ROM drives, and gives very acceptable

performance.

Q
When I purchased my Rise PC 600, I

could only afford the 14in AKF60
monitor. 1 am now considering upgrading

to a 17in monitor and would like to use

the AKF60 on my A3000. I realise that the

connectors are different, but would there

be any other problems, for instance inabil-

ity to display certain screen modes?

1 also notice that the pin connections on

my A3000 suggest that it outputs compos-

ite syncs whereas the AKF60 seems to have

Acorn User January 1996

separate sync inputs; is this a problem

which can be overcome?

At present my A3000 is being used with

an old Microvitec Cub 1431 (in linear

mode but nevertheless somewhat lacking

in resolution and mode availability itself).

What new modes would be available to me
with the AKF60?

My - or should I say, my family's - prin-

ciple uses for the computers are for word

processing (Impression ), drawing (Draw+

)

and music (Rhapsody 3).

S C Winsor
Kenilworth

A The AKF60 monitor should work
with the A3000, although older

modes such as mode 12 will appear let-

terboxed. Because the AKF60 is a

higher-performance monitor it will

certainly be a good idea to buy a VIDC
enhancer to increase the clock rate of

the VIDC to 36MHz, allowing higher

resolution screen modes to be dis-

played, although the monitor will

work fine without one.

The A3000 can output separate

syncs, so this shouldn't be a problem.

Q
I have a Rise PC 600 ABC45 with

18Mb of RAM, PC card, 16-bit sound

card, Cumana SCSI II interface, Irlam

24i 16 card, also an Acorn MEU interface

with CD-ROM drive and Syquest 105Mb
removable hard disc drive.

At Acorn World I was given an update

to the firmware of the SCSI II card; this

cured the problem I was having of it not

recognising when the Syquest drive was

empty or the MEU was switched off when
running under RISC OS.

I had been having trouble running the

CD-ROMs given away with PCW magazine

using the original PC card software. I

found that one of the problems was the PC

sound drivers I had bought; when these

were removed the visual part of the CD-

ROM ran OK but with no sound.

I then installed the PCx86 software

update for the PC card, which enabled the

sound OK, but when I tried using the

PCx86 software to set up my Syquest drive

as a second DOS hard drive, I found I got

an error message from the PC card soft-

ware:

HardDrive 1 (direct SCSI) could not

be accessed

Eventually I found that by clicking OK
then on Eject from the SCSI icon, then

resetting the disc, the PC card would boot

up, and I was able to access a DOS-format-

ted Syquest disc. If there is no disc in the

drive, the same procedure works and the

card boots up without the extra drive.

If the MEU unit is switched off I get the

error message and the PC card will not

run. I hope that this information will be of

some use to someone.

Bill Cutler

Battersea

A lt's never a particularly good idea

to run a SCSI chain with one part

switched off, but otherwise I've no
comment on this letter. Docs anyone
else have any similar experiences, or

better solutions?

Q
I have been reading Rise Develop-

ments' book Wimp Programming for

all which was reviewed in Acorn User a

while ago. The book describes the tem-

plate editor ForrnEd, which I had read

previously about in the magazine. On
attempting to buy a copy, however, I was

told that the application was in the Public

Domain, and it is not advertised by any of

78
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the usual software dealers.

I would much appreciate it if you could

point me in the direction of a copy, or tell

me of any alternatives.

Jonathan Rawle
Kidderminster

A FormEd is sold by Acorn on the
RISC OS support disc which

should be available from dealers. It is

also part of the Acorn Desktop Devel-

opment Environment, although it has
been superseded by the Resource Edi-

tor in the latest version, and it is also

available in various collections of pro-

gramming tools.

There are alternatives; an excellent

Freeware utility by Dick Alstein called

TemplEd is probably the best. This is

available from most PI) libraries and
Bulletin Boards and has a much easier

to use interface than FormEd.
Another application, Glazier by Tim

Browse, never got beyond beta release,

but is still widely available from Bul-

letin Boards. Although it is still a

little bit buggy, it does have an intu-

itive user interface and is well worth
a look. Both Glazier and TemplEd are

preferable to FormEd for designing
templates.

Q
I have a 4Mb A5000 with a CD-ROM
(AIWA ACD-3000) and I need a scan-

ner for work (preferably colour). I have
been looking through a few magazines to

get the best deal and came across a PC
mag. I found that decent scanner are half

the price of the Acorn ones. You can get a

colour scanner for the same price as the

Scan light 256, and a greyscale scanner for

£69.

Will the PC scanners work on my
Acorn, and if they do, what programs will

I need to get them working? Also, it

appears that PCs can get 2400dpi but

Acorns only 600dpi from the same scan-

ner, why?
One last thing; got any recommenda-

tions for a colour printer between £250
and £350?

Nicholas Brett

Chigwell

A PC scanners won't work with
Acorns, because the interface is

completely different. Many 'Acorn
scanners' are actually PC scanners
with a specially designed interface,

which is more expensive because it

sells in far fewer numbers.
What about the Atomwide ISAdap-

tor? Will this allow you to use PC
scanners on the Acorn? Well, yes, up
to a point. It will certainly be able to

physically plug into the machine, and
you will be able to use it using, say, a

PC co-processor in a Rise PC. However,
to access the scanner from RISC OS
will require specially-written driver
software, which doesn't as yet exist.

Nonetheless, scanner driver software
is probably one of the first things that

will be written for the ISAdaptor,
because there is a clear market.
Of course, the ISAdaptor itself costs

a couple of hundred pounds, so to use

this just to attach a scanner does not
itself make financial sense.

Any particular scanner will have a
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fixed hardware scanning resolution;

however, the resolution can be
enhanced by software interpolation
to an apparent resolution of up to

four times the hardware resolution.

Most Acorn software can do this too,

though - it depends upon the scanner
driver.

As for a colour printer; Integrex,
Hewlett Packard and Canon all do
printers in the price range that you're
after. Probably the best of these is the

Canon BJC-4000, if only because of
Canon's practice of keeping the black,

magenta, cyan and yellow ink car-

tridges separate.

Q
I am interested in finding out about

portable Acorn computers and am
wondering if you could give me some
advice about a fairly cheap pocket com-
puter that is compatible with an Acorn
A4000. I don't really know anything
about Pocket Books or what the differ-

ences are between the actual Acorn Pocket

Book and the Psion equivalent, probably

because I haven't seen an Acorn one and
have only had about a thirty second go
with a Psion in John Lewis.

I don't know whether it is worth buy-

ing either but it would be rather nice to

be able to do work while out and about

and edit it/print it out on my A4000.
What I am really saying is please could

you give me some details and prices of

pocket computers.

Alexis

via the Internet

A The Acorn Pocket Book II is

pretty much a re-badged Psion 3a.

Some of the applications in ROM are

different, and there are some cosmetic
changes to the casing, but otherwise
it's the same machine. Certainly, if it

will run on the Psion 3a it will run on
the Pocket Book II - the processors
and operating system are identical.

In order to transfer files between
the Pocket Book and the A4000 you
will need an A-Link - a cable which
connects the Pocket Book to the serial

port of your machine. Obviously the
Pocket Book does not run the same
software that the A4000 does, but it is

possible to transfer files in a common
format: plain text, RTF, CSV or Lotus
123. If you are going to be using the
A-Link heavily then I would also rec-

ommend that you buy a mains
adaptor for the Pocket Book, as using
the link can put quite a strain on the

batteries.

Prices are as follows:

Pocket Book II 256K: £205 + VAT
Pocket Book II 1Mb: £285 + VAT
A-Link: £42.51 + VAT A

Mains adaptor: £12.72 + VAT /lU
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picture book 2

Create your own stunning fractal pictures quickly and

easily with Montage. Working in interactive mode

Montage builds the images as you work, f orget

Mandelbrot* that take hours to produce. Montage does it

in seconds.

Ideal for both secondary and tertiary education in the

subjects of Maths and Art.

Sample disc available for £5, offset

against full price if you then buy

Montage.

FIVE high-quality programs to help

your child with Reading. Spelling

and Counting:

AlphaBook
• FlashCard

• Count 'em^ • Spell It

• Snap
program can

use the sime unique

Alphabet Files with

professionally-drawn

graphics plus sound effects

and spoken words.

NEW! Picture Book 2 £35.00

(£5 discount on return oforiginal Triple R Picture Book disc)

NEW! Montage £45.00

NoticeBoard electronic display system £29.95

Softcrete program protection £24.95

Twilight versatile screensaver £14.95

Notes easy-to-use computer sticky notes £9.95

MultiLink Arc-Beeb drag'n'drop file transfer . . . £24.95

MultiLink with Arc-Beeb cable £29.95

ZLink Z88-RISC OSfile transfer, inc. cable .... £29.95

KeyWord 10,000 word thesaurus £12.95

• • • •

The Really Good Software Company, 39 Carisbrooke Rd.,

Harpenden, Herts AL5 5QS. Cheques and PO payable to RGSC
(Sorry no plastic).

All programs work with Acorn RISC OS 3 only.

Colour Printer
Ribbons & Reloads

1 Just take the top off, take out the old ribbon and reload it 1

with a new one. Full instructions supplied

Complete One Five

ribbon reload reload

Gtizen Swift/ABC/224 £11.95 £6.99 £29.95

Panasonic KXP2123/2124/2180 £9.99 £6.99 £29.95

Panasonic KXP2135 £9.99 £6.99 £29.95

Star LC2O0 9 pin £9.63 £5.99 £23.95

;
Star LC24- 10/20/200 £9.63 £6.99 £29.95

/ Seikosha SL95 £14.95 £6.99 £29.95

|
Star LC24-30/LC240 £8.99 £4.95 £19.99

Inkjet Refills
For: HP DESKJET 500, 510, 520, 550, 500C, 550C, 560C.

EPSON STYLUS 800, 1000. CANON BUBBLEJET BC-01,

BJ10E/EX/SX, BC02, BJ200, BJ130, BJ300, BJ330.

OUVETTI JP150, 250, 350. CITIZEN PROJET.

6 Refill Kit 120ml pure black .. £16.99

CANON BJC 600, BJC4000

20 Refill Kit 120ml pure black £16.99

EPSON STYLUS four refills 120ml pure black £16.99

TRICOLOUR REFILL KITS FOR H P. DESKJET RANGE
CANON BJC600, BJC4000 etc. 10 Refills of Yellow.

Magenta & Cyan 180ml — £24.99

EPSON STYLUS TRICOLOUR refill, 2 refills of

Yellow, Magenta & Cyan 180ml £24.99

Print Head Recovery Fluid for unblocking nozzles £5.95

Important: Please state type when ordering.

Special Re-Ink
For Panasonic 1080/81, 1124, 1180, 2123, 2135, Star LC200 9

Pin, Epson LQ100, Oki 182/390, Black bottle will re-ink 100

+ ribbons £9.95

Black Printer

Ribbon Reloads
Just take the top off, take out the old

ribbon and reload it with a new one.

Citizen Swift/ABC/120D 5 black

reloads £9.99 f

Star LC10/20/ 100 5 black reloads £4.99

Star I.C24 Range 5 black reloads ..£9.99

Seikosha 1900/2400/SL95 5 black

reloads - £9.99
j

Epson FX80/LQ800 Range 5 black

reloads £11.99

Star LC24-30/LC240 5 black

reloads £14.99

T-Shirt Printing Ribbons

Print On To Paper, Iron On T-Shirt

4 Colour Citizen Swift/ABC/

240 £19.99

4 Colour Citizen Swift

(Reload) ...£9.99

4 Colour Star LC10 ..£10.99

4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin .£1199

4 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin

(Reload) ....£7.99

4 Colour Star LC2U0 24 Pin .£19.99

4 Colour Star 24 Pin (Reload). ....£9.99

1 Colour Star LC10 ....£9.99

1 Colour Star LC200 9 Pin ...£9.99

1 Colour all Star 24 Pin £9.99

1 Colour Epson FX80/LQ4(X)/

MX80 ,...£9.99

1 Colour Epson LX80 ,...£9.99

1 Colour Panasonic KXP 1081) ....£9.99

|

Wide range of otlur ribbons available

All Prices include VAT and Carriage

How to order: Enclose checjues/PO made payable to

CARE ELECTRONICS or use Access/ Visa.

CARE ELECTRONICS
Dept ACU, 15 Holland Gardens, Garston,

Watford. Herts, WD2 6JN.

Tel: 01923 894064 Fax: 01923 672102

PREMIUM BULK 3.5" DISKS ^
PS/PP PS/HP

50 12.49 15.96

100 22.49 29.39

200 44.49 56.40

250 54.99 64.63

500 107.49 117.50

1000 199.75 223.25

All Disks are certified and come with our

replacement or money hack guarantee.

Disk labels are included with 50, 100,

200 and 250 quantities but are extra

on quantities of 500 & 1000 -

l .500 Labels £3.53, 1000 Labels £6.46

3T x 100 Disk Box £3.99

3A
U
x 200 Disk Drawer £9.99

Mouse Mat £1.99

Mouse Holder £1.99

314" Disk Cleaner £1.99

^ HPICanon Twin Inkjet Refill £7.99 ^
All products are subject to availability.

All prices include VAT.

Delivery charges:- 4 days £3.95

,

43 hours £4.50, 24 hours £5.00. E&OE

SUPPLIES LTD

01703

457111
SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD. Fax: 01 703 457222

Unit 12, The Sidings. Hound Road. Netley Abbey. Southampton S031 5QA1



Help direct from Acorn

Acorn
A What is ISysMerge and
^ why should I use it'it?
ISysmerge is the application which simpli-

fies the installation of new relocatable

modules in ISystem, and ensures that new
modules supplied with applications are

installed in the right directory; a look
inside the ISystem application, especially

on a Rise PC, will verify the presence of
several Modules directories, each applica-

ble to one or more versions of RISC OS.
ISysMerge ensures that relevant versions of

modules are placed and pathed correctly,

and that datestamps are preserved.

Sometimes, when merging ISystems
using ISysMerge, the merge does not work
correctly; as ISysMerge does not use the

force option when updating files, this fail-

ure is often due to a file in the master ISys-

tem having been manually updated since

the software containing the to-be-merged

ISystem was released. The solution to this

problem is to change the datestamps on
the to-be-merged ISystem to the current
date and time (either by loading into Edit

and re-saving or by using *STAMP) and
then using ISysMerge again.

| What's this DCI business?
DCI refers to the Driver Control Inter-

face; this is the interface standard to the
raw controller software which drives net-

work interface cards. The interface is used
by applications such as Ilnternet and
IBootNet.

The incremental versions of the DCI sys-

tem have been in use for some time;
Acorn's Release 1 TCP/IP used the DCI1
standard, Release 2 is DCI2 and the current

freely-distributable stack (downloadable as

ftp.acorn.co.uk.7pub/riscos/releases/net-

working/DCI4/*) is DCI4. You still need
TCP/IP Release 2 to get the telnet client

and either Release 2 or OmniClient to

obtain NFS client capability. DCI3 was an
internal development-only version, which
was never released.

The DCI2 and DCI4 stacks have an
interface which is based strongly on the

Acorn Customer Services

Acorn Computers Ltd

Acorn House, Vision Park,

Histon, Cambridge CB4 4AE
E-mai I

‘ customer.servkes@acorn.co.uk

Customer
hotline

Berkeley socket layer, developed for BSD
UNIX; the DCI2 version of the relevant C
libraries are now available without charge
from ftp.acorn.co.uk as /pub/riscos
/releases/networking/tcpip/sockets.arc

Note that these libraries are for use only
by experienced network programmers,
and are released without support or war-
ranty.

4 Inside CDFS, Part 1

^ Probably the most popular program-
ming query for the last few months has
involved a request for details of the SWI
interface to CDFS, particularly those SWIs
related to Red Book (CD audio) discs. All

CDFS audio SWIs conform to the RISC OS
standard insofar as:

• any registers not explicitly defined as

result parameters are preserved

• the N, Z and C flags are preserved

• errors are indicated by setting V and
returning with RO pointing at an error

block. If the bit 17 clear version is called,

control passes to the error handler instead

• the SWI cannot be called from the back-

ground unless specifically documented
• all SWIs may be called from interrupt

and event routines

but:

• No CDFSDriver SWIs preserve the inter-

rupt state

• No CDFSDriver SWIs are re-entrant

Before you can access a CD-ROM using
any of the CDFSDriver SWIs, you need to

set up a CDFS control block. When you
call any of the SWIs, you pass a pointer to

the block in R7.

A CDFS control block describes a physi-

cal device to the CDFS_Driver module, so

it can use the correct routines. Conse-
quently there must be one block for each
CD ROM drive to be accessed. Once set up,

the block remains valid until the next
CDFS initialisation. CDFS may alter a

block's contents, but you must not do so

yourself, nor must you save a block and
use it in another session.

Each CDFS control block is five words

Essential information for

Acorn users, compiled by

Dave Walker of Acorn

Customer Services

exclusively for Acorn User.

long. To construct a block, you must:

1. Allocate memory for the block.

2. Call CDFS_ConvertDrivetoDevice to

convert that drive's logical number to a

physical drive number.

3. Copy the returned physical drive num-
ber into the block as below.

All bits of the control block not men-
tioned above must be initialised to zero.

The whole process can be done as:

wordO = (drive_number AND 8)

wordl = (drive_number AND &18)>3
word2 = (drive_nuniber AND &E0)>5
word3 = (drive_number AND &FF00)>8
word4 = (drive_number AND
&FFFF0000)>16

A Latest free software
* updates
For those of you who have a CD-ROM
drive, you'll find this software on this

issue's cover CD; for those without, it's on
ftp.acorn.co.uk and mirror sites:

Internet 4.07: Latest version of the DCI4
Ilnternet, IBootnet and Ethernet card dri-

vers

Printers 1.52 Release 3: Latest IPrinters,

now with more Printer Definition Files

(for HP DeskJet 340, Epson LX300 and
David Pilling's ArcFax; there are also

improved drivers for many printers in the

Canon BJ range)

New Application Notes on net-

working theory and adding extra i

hard discs. ^\J
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£49 + VAT ( £57.58 )
Version 2

This highly praised word processor and DTP is ideal for

home and education use. Use the screen like a sheet

of paper, click anywhere and type. Text can be easily sized,

moved, coloured or the font changed just by clicking the

mouse. Pictures dropped into tcxieamt are also easily

moved, sized and altered. Children love its simplicity.

Adults find it versatile ,
sophisticated and professional.

r £65 + VAT ( £76.38

)

This combines excellent speech, integrated thoughtfully

into rex/eaise. Children delight at hearing their stories read

back. The word being spoken is coloured, making it very

easy to follow the text on the screen. Also excellent for

adults when proof reading work. |

mmvisA

Softease Limited Tel 01332 204911

Fax 01684 772922 sales@softease.demon.co.uk MB
The Old Courthouse, St Peters Church Yard. Derby, DEI 1 NN

Prices include primary site licence for education

Requires Acorn RISC OS3 Produced on

25, TOWNGATE,
OSSETT,

WAKEFIELD,
WF5 9BL

01 924 27251

1

01924272511

SOME OF THE CD'S AVAILABLE
FROM OUR FAST GROWING RANGE
CD1 3000+ Adobe type 1 fonts {1) 19.99

CD2 3300 pieces of clipart, 100 Adobe fonts(1)(2) 9.99

CD3 14000+BAW images.(poor to good) A 1350 cotourisuperb) Images In IFF A LBM formats

all convertible with 'Translator - over 330MB just on these two files alone{2) 9.99

CD6 Over 1000 photos In GIF format covering Animals.Bikes.Cars.Flowers.Lingerie.Misc.

Nature.People.Places. Planes. Ships,Swimsuit. Trains A more. (2) 6.99
CD9 Over 1000 pieces of clipart A photos In GIF format (106MB+) covering many subjects + over 900 PC utils

and drawing packages(2) 14.99

If a CD has (1) alongside then T1 to Font Is needed to convert

If a CD has (2) alongside then ITranslator or IChangeFSI is needed

THE FOLLOWING CD'S NEED A PC CARD FITTED TO USE THEM

CD15 Americans In Space: A history of US space exploration with loads of text flies, mission
and crew facts, photos and video clips 14.99

CD17 Dandy Dinosaurs: One for the little ones, semi educational with stories, games and
crafts, lots of animations 14.99

CD22 50 games for windows from 3 years upwards 4.99

CD23 1000‘s of Adventure, Casino, Educational, and Text Games 9.99

CD31 Cancer: A ray of hope - all the information you need to know about the Big C 6.99

CD38 DOS For fun.lncludes full Blble.Business.Comms.Cookbook.Databases.Education,Games
Graphics,Math/Science.Reference,Spreadsheets. Text Editors. Word Processors.and much

more. Over 3000 programmes A utilities 9.99

FREE Catalogue Discs to all schools requesting on headed paper.

Contains many examples of clipart, photos & working fonts.

Dozens of text files, E.G. complete Bible, full works of Shakespeare, Canterbury

Tales, many novels, German & Japanese surrender papers etc.

* * * * WINTER SPECIAL * * * *
TDK EVB 800 K DISCS (UNTIL DEC 31ST)

10 - 2.99 20 - 5.49 50 - 12.99 100 - 24.99

Many new Clipart, Photo & Font files added since the last catalogue.
New catalogue & clip/font examples for 4 X 1st class stamps.(lncludes CD catalogue

)

P & P any order only £1.50

Cheques & Postal Orders made payable to TOWNGATE TOYS”
Cheques under £10 will attract a £1 fee to cover bank charges.

Clipart,Photo & Font Floppies are only 1 :50 DD & 2:00 HD

,996 out
con
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Yes! In 1996
TalkWrite got even better with:

| Support for digitised sound - add real speech or sounds

to your pictures for a true multimedia experience.

I Support for animated pictures - you can now

see the dish running away with the spoon.

| The ability to speak rebus symbols directly.

| Add pictures or text directly from Clicker or Switch Clicker.

And no increase in price!

RESOURCE, 51 High Street, Kegworth, Derby DE74 2DA

Tel: (01509) 672222 Fax: (01509) 672267

A rchimedes
Incorporating

A
a
A

PublicDomain
A lESLibrary

For a catalogue please send £ 1

or four 1st class stamps to -

A.P.D.L

39 Knighton Park Road
Sydenham

London SE26 5RN
0181 7782659

Please specify 8(X)K or 1 .6Mb discs,

Public Domain, Shareware, and low cost softwarefor the

serious Archimedes user, including over 200 discs of clip art

We also have a large range of P.C. Shareware and P.D. at very low price

APDL Clip Art CD-I now only £24.50

APDL Clip Art CD-2 all new £24.50
Each has about 500 megabytes. Idealfor education.

Buy both Clip Art CDs for only £45

APDL PD CD-I and PD CD-2
A huge collection ofPD and Shareware at a realistic price.

only £1 9.50 each, bothforjust £35

FasterPC the alternative PC emulator, only £20

Hard discs
New IDE drives and interfaces - prices include all fittings

We can also part exchange your existing drive for a larger one

A310/A400 170 Mb - £150

A310/A400
A3000/3010

420 Mb
80 Mb

- £225
- £145 mm

A3000/3010 260 Mb - £225

A3000/3010 800 Mb - £445

A3 10/400/5000/RPC 240Mb SCSI (includes CDFS) - £210

(Others available. All prices inclusive - nothing more to pay!)

Rise PC RAM now available - upgrades possible
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Start the New Year with a

selection of the brightest

and best from Dave

Lawrence and Dave Acton.

Quote . . . unquote Author: David Llewellyn-Jones

This is very handy little module from

David Llewellyn-Jones. It sits in the back-

ground and cunningly converts quote

characters typed into any application into

their correctly sexed counterparts.

To use the module, you can either use it

in conjunction with David's neat front-end

or, if you'd like to use it all the time, you

can copy the module SmartQuotes out of

the Quotes application into an appropriate

place in your boot sequence.

The desktop front-end has

the added feature of a small

window showing the various

quotes and allowing these to

be inserted into your text by

clicking on them. This is

accessed by Adjust-clicking on the icon, or

via the menu. If you do not make use of

the front-end, you can use the commands
•Quotes On and ‘Quotes Off to enable

and disable the conversion.

As you might expect, the module cannot

always work out exactly which flavour of

quote you meant, so occasionally you will

have to go back and correct them. For this

the insertion window is particular useful if

you can't remember exactly whether you

need Alt-144 or Alt-145.

Finally, the module only works in the

desktop - press F12 to reach the command
line and the module will de activate itself.

• In David's original help file he said that

he couldn't work out how to get the IRuti file

automatically to load the SmartQuotes

module. This is because it is a module task

and therefore does not quit until the

task quits and so the rest of the Obey

file is not executed. To get round this

problem, we loaded the module with a

call to WimpTask. This is executed

when control returns to the desktop -

effectively queuing the command.

Just the beat Author: Barnaby Rowe Slime machine Author: Phil Norman

This is not an advertising campaign on behalf of Tate and Lyle, but

the second of our Digital Symphony tunes from Barnaby Rowe.

This is a more techno-orientated piece of music, which, when
blasted through an external amplifier and a pair of Hotblack Desa-

tio speakers, would not be out of place at one of these new fangled

so-called discotheques which seem to be all the rage.

Jellystarfish Author: Jan Vlietinck

There's not much wrong with a good Vibe every now and again, so

here are a couple of classic Jan-isms. Both simulate blobs of jelly.

Jelly is just a plain old circular blob, but JellyStar is a far more
interesting star shape.

To see the jellyness of these shapes, just grab a point on the cir-

cumference with the mouse, drag it a short distance and release it.

The shape will oscillate most satisfactorily. JellyStar is particularly

reminiscent of looking through slightly turbulent water at a rare

white-edged black starfish sitting on a black rock.

You must know us by now - Phil Norman certainly does, as he's

sent us: "An ARM-coded demonstration of the flow of green slime

down a slightly-inclined slope." How could we resist! GUC (expla-

nations later) is a Rise PC-only program because of its use of an

extended colour palette. No doubt someone will be so annoyed by

this that they'll send us a version suitable for older machines. It

works in X480 Y352 G256 mode - the smallest, so it can run as fast

as possible.

It is called GUC
after the Grand Union

Canal which runs

through Birmingham,

and what you see on

the screen is about the

same consistency as

the canal. And no, we
don't want to see

a program called

Hudson.
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"A ofthought has gone into this program. I've seen some impressive Bible programs

in my time .. there are many Mac and PC programs that HolyBible leaves standing

Archive May’95

Multimedia • Modular

• Rapid, Intuitive searching

• Inbuilt User-Notes editor

• Auto-tracking of Bible versions

• Maps & Graphics

• High quality text display

• Text export (incl DDF)

See Review in Christmas '95 Acorn User

They are. blind leaders of fhe blind

© American Bible Society 1966

UK Base Pack; incl KJV, Strongs, Englishmans concordance

New International Version, add-on module

New Revised Standard with Cambridge Study Notes

Russian Synodal Text, incl Cyrillic font

Good News Bible, incl Apocrypha 8t 100 Drawfile illustrations

Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (Hebrew Old Testament)

Novum Testamentum Graece (Nestle Aland 27th) Greek NT

Font packs; Classical Hebrew or Greek
f Multimedia Resource Builder utility pack t Check availability

Site licences - Bose Pack £199. other modules at twice single-user price

Requires RISC OS 3. 1 or later, and hard disc drive or network

£70

£25

£45
each

£25
£25

£20
£38

+VAT

/

/ COMPUTERS LTD.

St Catherines House, Plymouth Road,

Tavistock, Devon, PL19 8AY
(01822)613868 Fax 610868

...The table maker of choice.

“Possiblv an essential purchase’’
J

- TableMate 2 Review, Archive May 95

Now TableMate 3.1 is available - and it’s even better!

• Buttonbar • Simple spreadsheet facilities %
• Vertical joining of cells, vertical tabs

1 ^
• Extended import & export ... and much more!

TableMate is simply the most comprehensive

tablemaking package available - nothing else comes close.

Full price £34-50 inc p&p - upg. from Impression Style £19-50

Upgrade from version 2 - £7-50

BETT Stand C69

Diagrams of all sorts - in a flash!

• Flowcharts, organisational charts, annotated diagrams

spider diagrams, process diagrams - and more!

• Automatic connection of symbols using Artificial Intelligence

• £50 inc. p&p: TableMate 2/3 users £45. (No VAT)

• Full colour control, word wrapping and graphic scaling

The fastest, easiest and most powerful way to create all those

time-consuming structured diagrams - now improved!

GraphMate will be released at BETT'96i

Dalriada Data Technology, 145 Albion Street, Kenilworth,

Warwickshire. CVS 2FY. Phone (01926) 853901

1st provides UNEQUALLED statistical

facilities. Drawfile graphics. Easy CSV
interface. Spreadsheet type data entry with

extensive manipulation features. Automatic,

context sensitive manual. Mouse driven,

with optional keyboard shortcuts.

Statistical content of IstJr and IstL is

relevant to educational requirements.

Upgrades between versions and from single

to multiple licences available.

Our products cover statistical requirements

at levels from GCSE to advanced research.

Single use prices from £50 to £205
depending on the version and type of use.

New, unique features for Value Added
Analysis in School Administration.

Loan copies, further info,

available from:

Serious Statistical Software
Lynwood,

Benty Heath Lane

Willaston

S Wirral. L64 1SD
Tel: 0151 327 4268

The established statistical packages.

Resource Discs

Impression Publisher Resource Disc £12.95

Impression Style Resource Disc £12.95

Ovation Resource Disc £10.52

TextEase Resource Disc NEW £12.95

Avery Label Templates for Pubiisher/styi. and ovation £9.34

Artworks Resource Dia^^sB
^

£10.52

Draw Clip Art Collections Drawn in the uk

Party, Wedding & Anniversary 2 discs £16.45

Parish Magazine Set 4 disc. >£, £19.95

Primary Teachers Clip Art Set 2 disc® £16.45

Map Set UK - Europe - World 3 discs £18.00

Greeks & Romans with CleerView guide NEW £1

1

.75

Anglo-Saxons & Vikings with ciearview guide NEW £1 1 .75

The Normans with ClearView guide 2 discs £18.80

World War One with ClearView guide - 3 discs

World Animals

Sports Equipment

Hand Tools

Rockets & Space Travel

Story of Flight

Musical Instruments

Applications

ClearView 2 hypertext/multi-media authoring system

DRAW_Changer Draw file effects processor

£39.00

£25.85

Send for the Free brochure of clip art and multi-media resources

AM prices include VAT. Add £1 postage to all orders

|n
Vi&4 Brochure at - http://www.zynet.co.uk/decdata/ Sales Hotline

Dep AU1, PO Box 97, Exeter, EX4 4YA Phone/Fax 01392 221702

for Australia - KidsRam 241 Hawkesbury Road, Winmalee. 2777 NSW Phone 047 544 344
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Secret surface
Those of you who rummaged through the

INFO directory of the December '95 cover

disc (detention for anyone who didn't) will

have encountered a secret demo - 3DSurfby
Jan Vlietinck. Apologies are due to Jan for

omitting the text but not the program. If it

was merely our usual drivel, we would not

bother you with such a trifling omission,

but since Jan offered some light on how his

splendid 3D antics worked, we must put

matters right and print the missing text...

3DSutf is (well, was...) not one but three

examples of 31) surface wizardry. Press

Escape to exit from each section, and move
on to the next.

'FireBall shows a spinning ball, leaving a

trail of fire as it moves in 3D. The anima-

tion is achieved with two identical objects:

one is the drawing object, the second fol-

lows exactly the same path but trails N steps

behind and clears pixels drawn by the first

object. The demo runs in a 16-colour mode
with palette cycling being used to simulate

the fire extinction. The palette is cycled so

that the currently plotted object always has

the brightest colour. An important trick to

avoid mistakenly deleting pixels is to

ensure that a pixel to be cleared has the

same value given by the drawing object N
instances ago.

'Transluc shows what can be done with

emulated bit-plane graphics. Unlike the Arc

some computers use a separate memory
bank for each bit of a pixel. The video hard-

ware then overlays all those planes on to

the monitor. The benefit of such a system is

that is allows very easy for parallax and
transparent or translucent effects.

'On the Arc such a system can be emu-
lated by setting only a particular bit of a

pixel. For example, in Mode 13 each bit of

a pixel's byte corresponds to a particular

bit plane. To do this, more work has to be

done than just setting the whole pixel to a

particular colour. First the pixel value has

to be loaded and with an ORR operation

Author: Jan Vlietinck

relevant bits can be set. Then the pixel

value has to be stored again.

'For the 3D object two bitplanes are used.

The surface of the object consists of a check-

board of triangles with two colours. The
front triangles are drawn in one bitplane,

while the triangles at the back are drawn in

another. By reprogramming the palette, the

back and the front can be blended resulting

in a translucent object.

'Similarly the background is drawn as a

bi-colour checkboard now in a third bit-

plane. The object can be moved with the

mouse and zooming is done with the left

and right buttons.

'Zeppelin is just a polygon sphere with
text on it bouncing around. The sphere is

illuminated with a simple frontal light

source. Also the illumination varies with
the depth of the object.'

By the way, you can change the text on
the Zeppelin by altering the DATA in the

program - it is just read in as a bitmap.

Age-old problem
Author: James Shepherd

The problem in this case is to present the

reading ages of a group of children in the

clearest and most useful manner. The solu-

tion comes in the form of ReadAge by
James Shepherd. Teachers everywhere
should benefit from the program which
aids the assessment of reading ages by pro-

ducing a drawfile containing a graph of

reading age minus chronological age.

ReadAge takes the names, dates of birth,

and two reading ages of up to 62 children

at a time. You can either type in the data

using the window provided, using the edit-

ing and sorting features available, or drag

in a CSV file from another application. An
example is on the disc.

After input, the data can be saved as a

textfile, CSVfile, or a drawfile. The drawfile

has a graph showing whether each child is

ahead or behind with their reading. Click-

ing on the ReadAge icon will open the
main window, allowing data entry. One
record is shown at a time. To move to

another record click on < or >.

Clicking on the R A 1 or Test 1 icons dis-

plays the chronological age of the current

pupil at the time of the first test. The R A 2

and Test 2 icons perform similar functions

for the second test. A simple menu is pro-

vided. This includes a user-definable
auto save facility, which will save your
data (suffixed with ' back') at regular inter-

vals. There is also a Wipe All option to clear

all records.

Records may be added before or after the

current one by using a pop-up menu from
the + icon. Click on - to delete a record.

Again, a pop-up menu is provided so you

can delete or just clear the record.

Click on ? to bring up a menu. From this

you may open the Find window. This
allows you to search through the records

for a particular name, or a record if you
know the number. Case is not important.

The Sort window is also available from this

menu. The records can be sorted in a num-
ber of ways. Name (1) is surname and
Name (2) forename. RA1, RA2 and Chr. Age
put the records in order by the associated

age. These latter sorts put

the weakest pupils first.

Data may be saved as a

CSV file, text or as a graph

in the form of a drawfile.

You can drag the save icon

directly to IDraw for an
immediate graphical repre-

sentation. Note that the

graph may not necessarily

be immediately suitable for

printing out from IDraw -

scale and move as required.

The 'save as text' option is

best used in conjunction
with the sorting options to

provide a class list. There are

icons to select what to

include in the textfile. Age
today uses the computer's

internal clock to calculate

the child's exact current

age.

The textfile can have tabs

as separators, which gives

better results if you are

going to use a DTP or WP

package to print out the list. Using commas
to separate the values provides a way of

producing a more detailed CSV file for use

with a spreadsheet.

James' program, aside from being a use-

ful tool for teachers, is also a good example
of what can be done by using methods pio-

neered in INFO over the years. He credits

Tim Howard for icon dragging, Graham
Crow for sorting and Michael Atten-
borough for Draw file creation.
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CONTRARY TO WHAT YOU MAY
HAVE READ....

THE DATA STORE is still fully committed to Acorn.

There has never been a better time to invest in a new Acorn

computer, with new models, lower prices and the following

special offers for either educational or home/business

purchasers:

SCHOOLS!
If you are within 30 miles of our base in Bromley (Kent),

we provide FREE delivery and installation, plus

TWO HALF-DAY TRAINING SESSIONS FREE during the year

following purchase of any Acorn computer system.

If you want the highest possible level of after-sales service and

support, our reputation is unbeatable.

Please phone for full details.

HOME USERS!
Take advantage of Acorn's 20:20 FINANCE SCHEME.

Buy a new computer system and spread the cost over

20 months with NO INTEREST TO PAY. Again, please phone

for full details (written details on request).

And we offer a huge range of ex-stock peripherals, add-ons and

software for all Acorn computers which you can see in our

comfortable showroom.

DON'T DEAL IN THE DARK! COME AND SEE THE LIGHT AT

THE DATA STORE
6 CHATTERTON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT BR2 9QN

Tel: 0181-460 8991 Fax:0181-313 0400

Email: sales® datstore.demon.co.uk

Part exchange to

Prices of neui
Rise PC6OO and 700
Rise PC700 5M £1360.00

4M, RAM 425Mb HD. IM> VRAM

Rise PC700 I0M £1692.00

8Mb RAM tSOHb HD. 2M> VRAM

17* monitor option add £ 275.00

CDROM Drive add £ 111.00

425 - 850Mb HD Upgrade £ 79.00

20/20 Scheme (0^ Finance) available

on Part Exchange transactions

AJS Computers
Si Heath Drive

Chelmsford Essex CM2 gHE
tel 01245 345263
fax 01245 345233

email ajscomps.demon.eo.uk
all prices plus vat and carriage

PiscPC
Tqpical Trade in

Allowances

A3000 £ 125

A440/I £225

A4000 £300

AKFII/I2/I7/40 £ 50

AKF50 £ 150

A5000 4/80/AKF18 £485

PC600 / AKF60 £700

Subject to change

Collection and delivery £30.00

Hard Disk Cxchai^es

For A5000 and A4000,

40 or 80Mb to 210 Mb - £ 79.00

40 or 80Mb to 425 Mb - £ 129.00

for A3020

60Mb to 200 Mb - £10900

for RlscPC600

210Mb to 425Mb - £ 9900

for RlscPC700
*** 425Mb - 850Mb - £ 79.00 ***

Software transferred free.

HIGH SPEED INTERNETACCESS
New Dual High Speed Serial Interface Expansion Card

Provides two additional RS232 compatible serial interfaces

Baud rates from 50 to 230400 including 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600 and 1 15200

Software supplied includes Block Drivers for Hearsay II, ARCfax, ARCterm 7, Termite, Voyager, Internet Starter

Kit (SLIPdial and TCPIP), etc

Can be fitted in A310, A440, A410/1. A420/1, A440/1, A540, A5000, A7000 and Rise PC. Modified version

available for fitting in external expansion card connector of A3000.

Requires RISC OS 3.1 or later

Modem, cable, card and communication software bundles available

Contact the Sales Office for further details

Other products include SCSI Interfaces. Discs. CD-ROM's and Tape Drives, IEEE488 Interface Cards, 8 and 16 Bit

Parallel I/O Interface Cards, 12 Bit ADC Cards, STEbus Interface Cards, FORTRAN 77 Compiler, complete

computer systems, etc

Intelligent Interfaces Ltd, P O Box 80. Eastleigh, Hants. S053 2YX
J J^j^^

Tel 01703 261514 Fax: 01703 267904 INTER!"AOEO
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Ooops
Peter Borcherds

We would like to apologise

for the late arrival of the 9.26

to Alpha Centauri. This was
due to a numerical error in

the December '95 INFO. If

your particle accelerator blew

up, or your spacecraft went
astray by a light year or two
as a result of using one of the

dodgy values in our Constants

application, Peter Borcherds

of the School of Physics and
Space Research at the Univer-

sity of Birmingham can shed

some light on the problem.

'The program gives the val-

ues in the standard SI units,

and also in the older cgs units.

In many cases the values in

the two systems differ by a few

powers of 10 - e.g. 1 meter is

10 A2 centimetres. However in

the case of electrical (and
magnetic) units, the relation-

ship is more complicated.

'In the cgs system of units

there were two sets of such

units, electrostatic and elec-

tromagnetic. The reason for

this is historical. In the early

19th century the pioneers
who were developing electric-

ity and magnetism defined a

system of electrical units, esu,

based upon electrostatic phe-

nomena, and a system of

magnetic units, emu, based

upon permanent magnets.

'Later workers used the

same magnetic units when
working with electromagnets.

In each of these systems there

were values for such quanti-

ties as electric current and
electric potential (voltage). It

was found that the ratio of

the values of certain units,

e.g. the units for electric

charge, in the two systems

was a velocity, approximately

equal to 3 El 0 cm/s. This was

recognised as being equal to

the velocity of light.

'This observation helped

James Clerk Maxwell to

realise that light is an electro-

magnetic wave, and to his

development of the theory of

electromagnetism. Indirectly

this observation underlies the

development of much of

modern science and technol-

ogy, such as radio.

'In terms of SI units, the

esu unit of potential (the stat-

volt) is about 300 volts, and
the emu unit (the abvolt) is 1

E-8 volts (exactly). The emu
of current (the abamp) is 10

amps (exactly). The values of

other related units can be

found from these figures. In

particular, in esu, the value of

the electronic charge is 4.803

2068 E-10 esu or stat-

coulombs, not the value
shown in the illustration in

INFO. The velocity of light

(in vacuo) is now defined as a

fundamental constant, with

the value 299 792 458 m/s.

There is yet a further com-
plication in the relationship

of a few units, such as mag-

netic field strength. In SI, this

is measured in amperes per

meter, in the cgs system the

emu is the oersted, which is

equal to 79.5= 77 A/m. This

number is equal to 1000/(4
PI). The quantity (4 PI) arises

because the surface area of a

sphere of radius R is 4 pi R A
2.

To explain how this is

related to the two systems of

units would take more space

than would be justified here,

but is covered in standard
undergraduate texts on elec-

tromagnetism.

'A comprehensive list of

the values of units and con-

version factors is given in A
Physicists Desk reference,

published by the American
Institute of Physics (ISBN
88318-610-1).'

• Ami thanks to Peter for giv-

ing us the opportunity to

feature words like oersted and
statcoulomhs in these humble
pages.

Spinning Jenny
Author: Jan Vlietinck

Well, we're not sure what her name is,

but the female star of Jan Vlietinck's lat-

est demo is probably feeling a bit woozy
after what she's been through. Jan says

that This one is all about checkerboard

bitmap zoom-rotation.' And he's right.

In fact, five versions of the technique

are demonstrated, each slightly faster

than the last, with the inevitable trade-

off between speed and accuracy.

'If you consider an N by N bitmap
B(u,v)/ says Jan, 'for each pixel P (x,y) on
the screen the following lookup opera-

tion has to be performed:

P(x,y)=colour B((r*cos(h)*x-r*sin(h)*y)

mod N, (r*sin(h)*x+r*cos(h)*y) mod N)

where h is the angle of rotation and r is

the zoom factor. The art of course is

doing this complex calculation in a fast

manner. Courtesy to Frederic Elisei for

some of his original ideas!

'The first version does a lookup for

each pixel. The second does this only for

alternating odd-even line fields (i.e. inter-

lacing). The third and fourth versions

respectively copy odd rows and columns
from the previous row or column. The
last version combines the last two, result-

ing in 2x2 screen blocks, effectively

reducing lookup to one fourth of the

original.'
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Author: Roddy Graham

Star info

Maur than meets the eye
Here is a submission to our sadly neglected one-line department.

With the disappearance of the yellow pages and the arrival of the

cover disc, the fact that a graphical doodle fits in 250-odd bytes of

BASIC is rather lost. Oh well, at least people like Roddy Graham

are perpetuating the legend ...

Back in 1988 the Guardian Futures section published an article

about a graphics hack called the Maurer Rose, after the person

who discovered it. The article included an algorithm for generat-

ing the Rose - you wouldn't get an algorithm in the Guardian

these days. You young folks have it easy with yer Online and yer

bloomin' Internet - I converted it into BASIC, doodled with it for a

bit, and forgot about it for seven years. Now I've found it again, I

thought you might like to see it/

How right you were Roddy.

Plumb crazy Author: M. Simpson

Mr M. Simpson's small ditty Pipeworks, shows how a very7 simply idea can

produce a quite striking result. The program builds up a network of pipes

reminiscent of the outside of the Pompidou centre in Paris. After a while,

the screen does become rather cluttered, but for a few seconds before that,

the effect is remarkably effective.

Track of

tracks Author: Jim Redfarn

Reader Jim Redfarn was surprised to hear that we were

unable to play Mr Adamson's recently featured MIDI

composition.

He points out the splendid Rhapsody 3 can give a fine

rendition of said pieces by altering the settings to play

using internal voices. Many thanks to Jim for bringing

this to our attention, and also for his own Rhapsody ver-

sion of Honky Tonk Train Blues which you will find on

the cover disc.

Compatibility table

Program RISC OS 2 RISC 0S3.1 RISC OS 3.5/3.6

Maur Yes Yes Yes

Quotes No Yes Yes

GUC No No Yes

ReadAge Yes Yes Yes

Pipeworks Yes Yes Yes

Jelly Yes Yes Yes

Roto No Yes Yes

All your programs be they humble one-liners or somewhat

heftier applications are very welcome, as are any hints and tips.

Send to:

INFO, Acorn User, IDG Media, Media House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield SK10 4NP

or e-mail us (including your real address please) at:

starinfo@idg.co.uk

You needn't include a letter but do please put your name,

address and program title on every disc and include a text file

containing at least your name, address, disc contents and pro-

gram details. An SAE will ensure your discs are returned and any

other instructions, diagrams, saved screens and so on will also be

much appreciated by ourselves and other readers.
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New Year Special Offers
RiscPC Special Offer

For a limited period we can offer the RiscPC 600 systems
at a never to be repeated price. Every system is supplied

complete with 14" monitor, additional 1Mb VRAM and a

collection of software titles - both games and educational

All systems are covered by a 1 year on-site warranty.

RiscPC 2M HD210 - 1Mb VRAM
RiscPC 5M HD210 - 2Mb VRAM

£1085

£1195

FREE Software & VRAM Upgrade

A3010 Special Offer
Available for a limited period, the A3010 Computer System
is the ideal entry level machine for home or education use.

All systems are supplied with mouse mat and carry case.

A3010 1M Action Pack E140
A3010 2M Learning Curve £295
A3010 2M Early Years £295
AKF52 14" Monitor (when purchased with A3010) £165

FREE Mouse Mat & Carry Case

Acorn Hardware

1 6bit Cached SCSI Card - A300/A400 £65

16bit IDE Interface - A300/A400 £35

1 6bit SCSI Card - A30Q/A400 (Lingenuity) £45

170Mb Internal IDE Hard Drive -

A3000/A3010 £179

1st Word Plus R2.0 Manual £5

25MHZ ARM3 Turbo Card £95

2Mb RAM Upgrade - A3000 £49
3.5” / 5.25” Disc Interface - A300/A400 £5

486 25MHz PC Card - A300/A400 £285

486 50MHz PC Card - A300/A400 £399

486 PC Card - A3020/A4000 £200

4Mb RAM Upgrade - A30 10 £129

4Mb RAM Upgrade - A540/R260 £249

8bit Internal IDE Interface - A3000/A3010 £45

A3000 External Podule Case £8

A3000 Monitor Stand £12

A3000 Power Supply £30

A3000/A3010 Carry Case £5

A3000/A400 3.5" Floppy Drive £25

A4 Notebook Carry Case £35

A4 Notebook Mains Adapter £40

A4 Scanner - A300/A400 £99

A4 Scanner - A3000 External £99

A4 Scanner Sheet Feeder £45

A4000/A5000 3.5” Floppy Drive £20

A5000 Power Supply £69

Access P/P Network - A3000 £129

Access P/P Network - A5000 £145

Access P/P Network - RiscPC £119

Acorn CD Multimedia Expansion £250

Acorn DTP Manual £10

Acom PhotoView £10

ARC Keyboard Extension Lead £2

ARC Marconi Trackerball £1

5

ARC MK4 Replacement Mouse £16

ARC Quest Tracerball £20

ARC to BBC Serial Link £10

Artworks Made Easy £8

Budget DTP on the Archimedes Book £7

Calligraph A4-1 200 Laser Printer £899

Control on the Archimedes Book £8

Dustcover - A300/A400 Keyboard £3

Dustcover - A3000 & Monitor £4

Dustcover - A5000 & Monitor £5

Eagle M2 Multimedia Card (CC) £309

Econet Interface - A300/A400 £15

EtherLAN602 Ethernet Card - RiscPC £89

Ethernet Card (BNC) - A3020/A4000 £109

File Handling for All Book £7

First Impressions Book £28

Good Impressions Book £10

Graphics on the ARM Book £8

Hawk V9 MKII Digitiser (CC) £175

HiVision Colour Digitiser - A30QA400 (HCCS) £95

HiVision Colour Digitiser - A3000 (HCCS) £95

Acorn Hardware

I/O Expansion Card (Acom) £73

I/O Expansion Card - A300/A400 £20

I/O Expansion Card - A3000/A4000 £15

Impression II - Dabhand Guide £8
MIDI Expansion Card (Acorn) £59
Mono Handscanner - A300/A400 £89

Mono Handscanner - A3000 External £30

Multiscan VIDC Enhancer £10

PowerPad Dual Joypad £29

PowerPad Single Joypad £21

RISC OS 3 First Steps £10
RISC OS 3.1 Hardware Kit - A300 £17
RISC OS 3.1 Software Upgrade £74

RISC Technical Data Manual £2

RiscPC 16bit Sound Card £59
RiscPC 1 MB VRAM Upgrade £45
RiscPC 2Mb VRAM Upgrade £110
Scan256 Handscanner - A300/A400 £85

Scan256 Handscanner - A3000 External £1 25

ScanLight 256 - A3000 (CC) £199

ScanLight Video 256 (CC) £199

SuperVGA VIDC Enhancer £25
TCP/IP Protocol Suite R2.0 £399
Ultimate Expansion - A3000 (HCCS) £35
Ultimate Expansion - A3010 (HCCS) £35

Ultimate uPodule - Analogue (HCCS) £24

Ultimate uPodule - Digitiser (HCCS) £90
Ultimate uPodule - H^eionDgfeerfHCCS) £95
User Port/MIDI Expansion Card - A3000 £42

Vision Colour Digitiser -A300/A400 (HCCS) £50
Vision Colour Digitiser - A3000 (HCCS) £69
WIMP Programming for All Book £5

Acorn Software

10/10 Dinosaurs

10/10 Driving Test

10/10 English

10/10 Essential Science

10/10 Maths - Algebra

10/10 Maths - Statistics

10/10 Structured Spelling

4Mation Craftshop 1

4Mation Craftshop 2

4Mation Poster

4thD Adventures of Sylvia Lane
4thD Apocalypse

4thD Arcticulate

4thD Boogie Buggie

4thD Carnage Inc

4thD Chocks Away Extra Missions

4thD E-Type 2

4thD Enter the Realm
4thD Galactic Dan
4thD Grevious Bodily ARM
4thD Haunted House
4thD Holed Out Compendium
4thD Pandoras Box

Acorn Software

4thD Real McCoy 2 £10
4thD Real McCoy 3 £12
4thD Real McCoy 4 £15
4thD Saloon Cars Deluxe Extra Tracks £14
4thD The Dungeon £16
4thD Time Machine £12
4thD Virtual Golf £1

5

4thD Virtual Golf Augusta £1

2

4thD X-Fire £5
Ace Tween £28
Acom 1st Word Plus R2 £5
Apricote Prophet Accounts £120
ARC British Birds CD £130
ARC Counties of Britain CD £35
ARC Dictionary of the Living World CD £30
ARC Granny’s Garden CD £27
ARC Inventors & Inventions CD £138
ARC Materials CD £97
ARC Number Games CD £69
ARC Sherlock Holmes CD £18
Beebug Chartwell £1

8

Beebug DeskEdit 3 £19
Beebug Easy C Compiler £40
Beebug Ovation DTP £53
Beebug Sleuth vl .5 £36
Beebug TypeStudio £23
CC Artworks Clipart CD vl £1

4

CC Artworks Clipart CD v2 £14
CC Equasor £20
CC Impression Business Sup. £28
CC Show Page £50
CC SpellMaster Disk £10
CC WordWise Plus Disk £5
Clares Armadeus £20
Clares Graphic Writer £10
Clares Plot £56
Clares ProArtisan v2 £85
Clares Rhapsody v2 £39
Clares Rhapsody v3 £65
Clares Schema vl £15
Clares Score Draw £45
Clares Topographer £53
Clares Vox Box £20
Colton Fireworkz

Colton Pipedream 4

Colton Wordz

ESM Investigating Maths

Europress Fun School 3 - 5 to 7’s

Europress Fun School 4 - Under 5’s

Gamesware Cycloids

Gamesware FRED
Gamesware Games Wizard

Gamesware Ixion

Gamesware Xenon 2

Grandslam Pacmania

Hybrid Elite

Icon EasiWriter i

Icon TechWriter i

lota Complete Animator

Krisalis Heimdall

Krisalis HeroQuest

Krisalis Jahangir Khan Squash
Krisalis Nebulus

Krisalis Oh No! More Lemmings
Krisalis Populous

Krisalis Sim City 2000

Lingenuity Presenter GTi

Longman First Page DTP
Longman Insight

Longman Landmarks - 1 940

Longman Landmarks - Aztecs

Longman Landmarks - Civil War
Longman Landmarks - Elizabeth I

Longman Landmarks - Rainforest

Longman Landmarks - Victorians

Longman Logotron Logo

Longman Look & Read - Skyhunter

Longman Magpie

Longman Numerator

Longman Pendown
Longman Pendown Etoile

Longman Picture Point

Longman Pinpoint

Longman Revelation ImagePro £

Longman SBase Personal
:

Millenium Diggers
!

Acorn Software

Minerva Atelier

Minerva DataWord
Minerva Easiword Plus

Minerva GraphBox Professional

Minerva Home Accounts

Minerva Linkword - Spanish

Minerva Multistore v2

Minerva Order Processing/Invoicing

Minerva PrimeWord

Minerva System Delta+

Oak Genesis Plus

Oak Repro

Oregan Arcturus

Oregan Sally & Wally

Quest for Gold

Renegade Magic Pockets

Renegade Sensible Soccer

RiscPC Learn & Play Software Pack
Serial Port Investigator II

Sherston ArcVenture 1 - Romans
Sherston Aztecs

Sherston Badger Trails

Sherston Crystal Maze
Sherston Glimpse

Sherston Hilighter

Sherston Talking Stories - KS3
Sherston Talking Topics - Homes
Sherston Talking Topics SIX Pack
Sherston Wizards Revenge
Silicon ARC PCB vl .7

Silicon Financial Controller

Silicon Power Router

Silicon ProSheet

Silicon Robo Logo

Silicon ShareHolder v2

Silicon WimpGen
Superior E-Type Extra 100 Miles

Superior Ego: Repton 4

Superior Masterbreak

Superior Play It Again Sam 1

Superior Play It Again Sam 3

Superior Speech v2

Superior Technodream

Superior Zarch £13

BBC Products

Single Master 128 Monitor Stand £12

BBC B/B+ Power Supply £25

Master 128 Advanced Reference Manual£2

Complete BBC User Handbook £2

Understanding Interword Book £1

Advanced BBC B User Guide £2

Acorn to PC Book £7

Master 128 Twin ROM Cartridge £2

Master 128 Quad ROM Cartridge £3

1772 DFS Kit- BBC B £20

BBC Marconi Trackerball £15

AMX Mouse & SuperArt - BBC
Master 128 £49

AMX Mouse - BBC B / Master 128 £10

BBC Quest Tracerball £15

32k ROM/RAM Card £15

128k ROM/RAM Card £25

Speech Upgrade - BBC B/B+ £1

IEEE 488 Interface - BBC B £15

BBC Master 128 Computer £199

64K RAM Upgrade - BBC B+ £35

BBC Quest Paint ROM £10

AMX SuperArt - Master 128 £26

AMX Stop Press - Master 1 28 £5

Wapping Editor ROM £10

Wapping Art Disk £2

Wapping Fonts Disk £2

BBC Office Mate £5

CC InterChart ROM £20

BBC Dumpout 3 ROM £5

Concept Kids £5

Carriage Charges 1st Add
Hardware £8.00 £5.00

Software £6.00 £4.00

Lasers/Monitors £9.00 £5.00

Small Items £6.00 £3.00

. . . _ '
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betore ordering as. returns will not be accepted without a handling charge Goods are sold sutyect to our standard terms and conditions of sale and are available on request Goods are not sold on trial basis E&OE

Watford Electronics Ltd
Mail Order & Showroom: Jessa House. 1 Finway. Dallow Road, Luton LU1 1TR

SALES HOTLINE

01582 745555 Prices Btiude caring* & VAT 0 17.5%



Don’t be a
The Dummies range of books has been a

phenomenal success in the USA and its

recent entry into the UK market has

certainly made people take notice. Realising

that there is a huge number of people who

want to read about computers and who

can’t take the in-depth academic works

available in most book shops, IDG Books

launched the Dummies series.

The style is fun, the layout easy to

follow, and the information bursting at the

seams. Acorn User has negotiated a special

price for its readers enabling them to save

£4 or more on each book. Of course, being

American in origin, the books have never

if your

interests stretch to other areas of

computing, these books are essential

reading. The PCs and Macs for Dummies

titles will be especially useful for someone

with both an Acorn and another computer

who is just discovering that not all

operating systems are as straightforward as

RISC OS.

Not everything in life comes with a

manual. IDG Books has added a new non-

computer title to its portfolio :

0 Parenting for Dummies -Written by

parents for parents, it too takes a fun

look at the trials and tribulations of

being a parent, while providing a

reference whether you have a newborn

baby or imminent teenager.

With 19 million Dummies books already in

print, this new style of manual tells you

what you want to know, whether you

want to read it from cover to cover or use it

as an essential reference work.

My only question is; what will they cover

next - Acorns for Dummies?

David Matthewman

Editor
;
Acorn User

All

clear

THE 3D VISUAL DICTIONARY INTERNET In Qm«tiu 2nd Ed PARENTING VummUA
OF COMPUTING i

The new colourful dictionary of

computer terms is written in

jargon-free language and covers

all the terms you are likely to

come across, whether you want

to know about virtual memory,

AVI or the Internet. A must for

readers of all ages.

Beginner

Learn to surf the Internet without

getting your feet wet. Leads you

through the trails of getting onto the

Net as well as being a vital

reference that’ll help you swap e-

mail, software, news, conversation

and much much more on the mother

of all networks.

Beginner/Intermediate

From the most basic parenting skills,

there are tips on spending the day

with baby to dining out and travelling

with children, going to the doctor,

punishment, and discipline.

Everything a parent needs to know

without overwhelming psycho-

babble.

W&An.n to* *uk £5.00 f&£l5.99 ty*im*£4.00

1HRP £15.91 ‘hw mm £4.00
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SEX fan VumtUa
The very latest in PC hardware,

Finally! A hands-on, step-by-step

tutorial for learning the essentials of

programming in C.

From how to talk about it or how

to have it safely, Dr Ruth takes

the reader on a journey through

the basics of human anatomy.

Filled with helpful hints, tips and

techniques on everything from

courting to contraception to

disease prevention, this books

answers all those sex questions

people are too afraid to ask.

software and peripherals. Now

with a chapter on modems and

the Internet, plug and play,

Power PCs, Windows 95 all in

the same easygoing style.

Beginner/Intermediate

Up-to-date information on

getting your Mac up and

running, with common tasks

explained in everyday language,

information on how to install

new programs, jargon busting

and a Top Ten of tips to make

life even easier. Add to this

advice on printers, modems,

software and upgrades.

Beglnner/lntermedlate

‘Even if you’ve never

programmed before, get a copy.’

Acorn User

Beginner/Intermediate
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3rd edition

IDG Books wants to make
an offer you can't refuse

Name...

Address

Please send me:

The 3D Dictionary of Computing

Internet for Dummies

Parenting for Dummies

C for Dummies

PCs for Dummies

Sex for Dummies

Macs for Dummies

Our Price Save

£11.99 £4.00 copies

£13.99 £5.00 copies

£11.99 £4.00 copies

£13.30 £5.69 copies

£11.99 £4.00 copies

£11.99 £4.00 copies

£13.99 £5.00 copies

Postcode

IDG
BOOKS

Send to: IDG Book Offer, Acorn User, Media House,

Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

Telephone Claire Mawdsley on 01625 878888 for

more information on the Dummies range

~
]

I do not want to receive any further mailings or promotional information

• Add £2.50 per order for postage and packing • Overseas orders add £4.00

• Cheques made payable to IDG Media

I enclose a cheque for £

Please debit my credit card for £

Card No

Expiry Date Signature



For Home and Business finance...

.Aosouths '6

R unning your personal finances on a computer may seem like overkill, but until you try it you will never

know the benefits.

Keeping track of direct debits and standing orders is at best very fiddly and at worse expensive when you

consider the charges most banks levy if you become overdrawn.

Personal Accounts 3 takes the guesswork out of it. You will know exactly how much you have in each

account and when it needs topping up. This however is only one of Personal Accounts many features.

Telephone for a free brochure and demonstration disc to see what it can do for you.

Personal Accounts has received top reviews in all the Acorn magazines.

Ptooh'di 2
I f a computer program could replace a manual system and not only give you more information but also

save you time, it would be a worthwhile investment.

If it could also automatically enter standing orders on time, send overdue statements to your customers,

produce VAT returns, calculate Profit&Loss and balance sheet figures and cost less than £200 it would be

an absolute bargain.

Prophet does this and a lot more too. It is no wonder that readers of Acorn User have just voted it best

business software 1995

In May this year we released version 2. We have had a record upgrade response from users' of version 1

and top reviews from all the best selling Acorn magazines (see the July '95 editions of Acorn User,

Archimedes World and Rise User).

Unlike other accounting software we provide free help, free upgrades between major versions and no

annual service charges. Please telephone/fax or write for a brochure and demonstration disc.

Jills’ z)£3 'J

Version 5 of our popular share portfolio program will make it's debut at the Acorn World show in October.

There are a whole host of new features including log as well as linear graphs, point & figure graphs and

probably the most important feature - capital gains tax calculations.

Version 4 is still available and the basic upgrade to version 5 will be no more than the difference in price.

Please send for the brochure and demonstration disc. Existing users will be notified direct.

...there is only one choice

Apricote Studios
2 Purls Bridge Farm, Manea, Cambs, PEI 5 OND

Tel/Fax: 01354 680432



SOFTWARE SHOWCASE
BUDGET GAMES 1 EDUCATION 1 MULTIMEDIA

LOOK WTO MY FYFS

• •
YOU WILL BUY TUB FOLLOW1NC:-

Jreliu. The Adventure Interpreter: £7.99

Escape from Exeria 2 (The Rewrite!!!):-

Rise PC Version: £7.99 Ordinary Version: £4.99

YOU WILL WAKF NAKF A CWFQUF OP PO
PAYABLE TO SOFT POCK SOFTWARE AND
SEND IT TO THIS FPEEPOST ADDRESS:

-

SOFT ROCK SOFTWARE,
FREEPOST (BS 7978) Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol, BSIO 7BR.

(All prices include postage. Please allow 28 days.)

Dyslexia The Acorn RISC-OS CD-ROM User Group
non pa i • II.

_

Wide range ofspecialist programs, available on

28 day approval. Digitised speech throughout.

See review in Acorn User Dec.95 or see us at

BETT 96 (stand SN33) Illustrated catalogue:

Xavier Educational Software Ltd
,

Psychology Dept, University College of Wales,

Bangor, Gwynedd LL57 2DG
Tel: 01248-382616 Fax:- 01248-382599

http://www.psych.bangor.ac.uk/deptpsych/xavier/

/ „ c / x toz.au join oner
/jT\ s' 'N.'*

\GIVES YOU 1 Years subscription &

/ /ToOK\O \ PDCD-1(issue2) with manual.

1 (i iotcm i
[Contains over 800 Megabytes

1 rj l Lib 1 tN J 1 of 'Archived’ RISC-OS material.

\LEARN/ j Educational, Music, Classic Demo'sX *
^ /Graphics, 2000+ClipArt, Draw/Sprite,

\ rOt _ ./Acorn Pocket Book. Literature, Games
Many programmes suitable for Schools

The CD-ROM contains something tor everyone.

For Trial News Catalogue Disk • Send 2 First Class Stamps to:-

CD Circle PO Box 332 Bristol BS99 7XL

GRAPHICS

Pixon & Ptxon
35 Rokeby Drive. Kenton

Newcastle upon Tyne NE3 4JY

0191 2853 042 North East Ateom Dealer

Toxtilo Transfer Paper
Truly Remarkable and Revolutionary

m &®mm
Print it - Iron it - Wear it

Ink Jet Dot Matrix Lasers Photocopiers Wax Crayons

4 Sheets A4 30 Sheets A4 100 Sheets

£8 £44 £140
Alsu available in A3 Also in 36" wide rolls of KOft Length

Childrens Hobby Kit - includes 3 T-Shirts and Templates 10.99

MouseMat Kit - Your favourite Pin-Up to stare at 5.99

Refill your inkjet with UVLR ink
No Fade Ultra Violet Light Resistant ALL COLOURS

3 Refills (60 ml) for 18.80 ine VAT & postage

FLUSH SOLUTION (why not change your cartridge colour)

Rush out the old refill with new £5.00 inc VAT & postage

REFILLS FOR ALL INKJETS FROM 11.98

Cartridges for JP150's £19.96

“^W7
DEUD CERT £ 39.00

KEYBOARD EMULATOR £ 12.00

ALL THINGS ACORN
Prices inc VAT and postage UK mainland

UTILITIES

IMPRESSIVE
The essential toolbar for Impression

Impressive is a tool bar for use with Style. Publisher or

Publisher Plus and makes them even easier to use.

It allows you to quickly and easily perform many of

Impression's functions at the click of an icon!

For example, create forms, embed graphics, alter repel,

group or ungroup, make items coloured or transparent at

the click of an icon.

Over filly functions are included with over 200 predefined

CMYK colours to colour your frames (with Publisher).

Impressive costs only £14.95 plus £1 .00 P&P. No VAT.

KEYSTROKE V4
Still the most powerful program ever written

Now going into its fourth year, the ultimate macro maker for

the Acorn Platform is now even more powerful that ever

before!

With over sixty functions Keystroke offers unrivalled icon

based programming power to allow you to control your pro-

gram and customise your desktop the way you want.

Keystroke makes programs work together in a controlled

and interactive way so that they become more powerful and
easier to use.

You’ll wonder how you ever managed without it

Keystroke V4 costs only £34.95 plus £1 .00 P&P. No VAT.

Impressive & Keystroke require RISC OS 3.1 or better

Quantum Software at 35 Pinewood Park. Livingston. EH54
8NN, Scotland Tel/Fax: 01 506 41 1 1 62

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

DSL SUPPLIES

SPECIAL OFFERS!

35% 0FFAFFK0C/C/
Sinpte. Metr£22.75 Saw £12.25/

10(As* £90.35 Saw £48.65/

35%OFFSQCf/RFFL!
Sinjf/e (rises- £90.35 Saw £48. 65/

10 (rises £367.40 Saw £194.60/

All prices exclude post packing

DSL SUPPLIES 4,
St Margaret’s Lane t,

FAREHAM V) /ft
Hants 9014 4BQ LutW
Tel/Fax 01329 841600 Squirrel

ACORN USER FREE ADS SERVICE
There are many more free ads on the cover disc, in the Regulars archive.

Please observe the restrictions of one ad per reader and 25 words maximum
per ad if you send a free ad in. Free ads should be sent to: Acorn User free

ads. IDG Media. Media House, Adlington Park. Macclesfield SK10 4NP.
or they may be e^mailed to ffeeads@idg.co.uk.

• Acorn AKF60 monitor as sup-

plied with the Rise PC for sale.

Brand new, unused. Surplus to

requirements. Acorn RRP £380.

Sale price £300. Can arrange UK
delivery. Tel: (01258) 453785 or

(0973)718532

• A3000 2MB, monitor, 80 MB
hard disc, Panasonic KX-PI080
printer, games & AU mags
galore, ANSI C £300 ono. Tel:

0181-997 7446 evngs or e-mail:

nic@cheznic.demon.co.uk

• Wanted, BBC Master key-
board, 3.5“ external floppy drive

for BBC Master, Manuals for

View, ViewStore, ViewSheel.
Call Paul: 0171-202 3309

• A5000LC, 4Mb, 290Mb HD.

AKF18, software, joystick, maga-
zines, £600.00. Calligraph
1200dpi Laser. £7(X).0<). Scanlight

256 and Digitiser £100.00.
Publisher, £70.00. Everything
£1400.00. Tel: (01692) 580482

• A 3 000, 4Mb, 60Mb HD,
ARM3, RISC OS 3.11,

Impression Style. Philips colour

monitor, Watford ‘Scan 256’, lots

of other software including PD
and magazine discs. £450 ono.

Tel: 0151-526 6700 (evenings).

• A3000, 2Mb, monitor. Twenty
4th Dimension games. DTP,
Artisan II & Alphabase. £550
ono. Tel: 0121-422 1052.

• A5000 with AKF50 monitor,

4Mb RAM. 2 1 OMbHD and

Joysticks. Includes Junior
Impression. Diggers, James
Pond, Zool, Lemmings, and
much more, with masses of cli-

part and general applications.

£765 ovno. Tel: 0181-349
4877.

• A5000, 4Mb RAM, 120Mb
HD, Acorn AKF50 high res,

Fireworkz Pro, Pipedream 4, 16

4th Dimension games. Games
pad. Bound RISC Users Vols 2-

8, etc. All for £90(3. Tel: Watford

(01923) 239788.

• Best of Both Worlds! A4000,
80Mb HD, Multisync, Easiwriter

3, Desktop DB, Sim City,

Populous and lots of other games
PLUS 486 4Meg PC card with

MS Works installed. Baby forces

sale. £900. Tel: (01258) 454662
(Dorset). Buyer collects.

• Graphics Tablet A4 size.

Genius, boxed, complete, cables,

stylus, puck, software, £90. North

London Tel: 0181-967 3048.

• 2Mb/4Mb RAM for A3010,
£35. IDE 2.5in hard disk 80Mb,
£50. ARM 3 Processor £40. Tel:

(01246) 557946.

• Archimedes software for sale.

Eureka spreadsheet £40,
Heimdall £7, Speedball £7, Mig
29 £7, Champions £10, Quest for

Gold £7, Zelanties £7, Learning

Curve £50 plus many more. All

software still boxed. Tel: (01246)

557946.

. A440 4Mb 250Mb HD ARM 3

RISC OS 3.11 monitor, £500.

Tel: (01491)872186.

• Simon the Sorceror (CD ver-

sion), £20. Overlord (PC Flight -

Sim), £30 or swap for CDs, eg,

PD-CD 1. Tel: (01625) 432561
after 5pm and ask for Andrew.

• BBC Model B with Acorn disc

interface and DNFS. View word-

processor, speech chips, Econet

interface. Unused, £35. Tel:

(01428) 723387 (Hants).
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SURREY DERBYSHIRE

Calancraft Ltd.
THE COMPLETE ACORN DEALER

Showroom open 9.00 - 5.30 six days and to 8.00 on Thursday.

Acorn range on display, and full demonstrations given.

Lots of programs, games and education software for you to try.

Full service and repair facilities.

Acorn Approved Education Agent, Network Dealer and
Training Centre.

’Ve\y helpful pecpic"
with a 12 year long reputat»on tor exceptional service and support,

j

ra-grj Easy parking.

Wm 96 High Road, Byfleet, mStm
Surrey KT14 7QT

OZ FINANCE SCHEME
ACORN ASSIST FINANCE SCHEMES
COLOUR fc MONO PRINTING
CO-ROM DRIVES
HARO DISC DRIVES
MEMORY UPGRADES
MODEMS
PRACTICAL ADVICE
PRINTERS

3E SCHEMES
TING r^/7O^coms
dt

SCANNERS
SCANNING SERVICE
software Acorn Approved Dealership

Telephone 01332 690691

Facsimile 01332 690691
TUITION
TELEPHONE HOT UNE
Selective Computer Services - 8 Old Gate Avenue Weston on Trent - Derby - DE72 2BZ

WEST YORKSHIRE WEST MIDLANDS

THE CHOICE OF EXPERIENCE

ivyn

Primers. Rihhons. Ink Cartridges. Refills

ExpertAdvice A After Hales Senice
Mail Order Master Card. \

r
tsa. Sn itch

Ringfor Prices

Sen ice A Repair to all Equipment

Full Range ofAcorn Hardware & Software

< W> operate the Acorn Finance Schemes) ^
Full Range ofEducational Software

in Stock A on Demo

Tel. 01924 254800

Fax. 01924258036

For the best service in Yorkshire
(we think)

CALL VSi far A jeio, A 3020, A4000yA7000>

RisePC, A4 Portable & Pocket Rook

Visit our Showroom
Open Q.30 to $.30 Mon, Tuos, Wods, Sat.

9.30 to 7.30 Thun & Frt

Acorn£ Technology Centre

How to find us -ss

WE ARE HERE .
The Workshop

-•»r

MAUDENS
“Millside”, 133 High Street,

Wollaston, Stourbridge,

West Midlands, DY8 4NZ.

TOe Actvc iccu, education,

€4ta6l6dimeHt4, fan /5 tfeanc.

• Acorn Authorised Service Centre BBI
• Authorised Microsoft re-seller

• PC Developers and Category 5 Networking Specialists

• New Showrooms with complete range ofAcorn machines

• MAIL ORDER - It is our policy to match most prices on offer

With 15 years ofservice you can't go wrong with Maudens

fVIl Ii/vTf 111WV 1 UJJkfWi I Winf TT1UJJ

EAST MIDLANDS CUMBRIA

ACORN Education Dealer

ACORN Network Dealer

ACORN Special Needs Centre

0% finance or up to

£150 cashback on Rise PC

Visit our Showroom just Vi mile from

Ml junction24 (2nd right on A6 south)

Keyboard Technology Ltd

51 High Street Kegworth

Derby DE74 2Da"
Tel 01509 672222

Loughborough

Open Mon to Fri 9.00 - 6.00pm
^aumia^^0(^^^)0gir^

Acorn ^ Cumbria Software Systems

Education Agency Specialist Acorn Dealer

Rise PC700, A7000
Sales, Repairs, Software, Peripherals

Network design and installation

Ethernet, Nexus ATM, Multi-platform networks

Semerc Authorised Dealer

CSS Ltd., Unit 3A, Townfoot Industrial Estate tp i . n«« CQ77 077Q
Brampton, Cumbria, CA8 1SW

1 ci . u 1 vvt i or tv



BIRMINGHAM

459-465 Warwick Road, Tyseley,
Birmingham Bl I 2JP

smmmmSmmmmE
• Special Needs •

• Business • Repairs •

• Networking cabling
throughout the UK
Tel: 01211-706 8933

Fax No: 0121 706 4306—
Acornuser
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4Mation

Publishers of

quality educational

software since

1983.

Programs available for all

ages and abilities.

• For school and home use •

• PC and Acorn formats •

Send for our free catalogue.

4Mation Educational Resources

14 Castle Park Road
Barnstaple

Devon
EX32 8PA

(01271)25353

JL FIVE star
MARKETino

Ue *ish Jl mi cus lomets a tnetty

Cfti istmas atto 6 Net* ten

Our •NEW* demo catalogue
disc for just £1

EXCELLENT PACK OFFERS
• Games Pack 1 •Games Pack 2 •Games Packs
• *NEW* Games Pack 4 • Draw Clipart Pack 1

• *NEW* Draw Clipart Pack 2 • Sound Sample Pack 1

• *NEW* Sound Sample Pack 2 • Educational Pack
• l tils Pack 1 •Utils Pack 2 • *NEW* Utils Pack 3

V * Special Chtistmas Pack
At only £3.50, each pack has three fully archived discs.V

Sorry, no credit card facilities available .

Buy any pack and get our demo disc free.
Buy any three packs and get a free mystery disc.

Five Star Marketing, 4 Shepherds Walk
Bushey, Herts. WD2 1LZ. &

No PD Library offers a

choice of PD as wide

as Skyfall does. So

don 7 bother collecting

other PD libraries

catalogue discs. Send

for the one that counts.

And choose Skyfall.

Please send £1 for the

Printed Catalogue and

demo disc to:

SKYFALL PD

PO Box 2220

Birmingham B43 5RZ
Tel: 0121-358 7078



SUBSCRIPTIONS

Choose any one of these excellent free gifts or special

offers when you subscribe to the most established,

informative Acorn magazine in the world, each and

every month.

Subscribing takes out the hassle of trekking down to the

newsagents each month as every issue is delivered to

your door, postage free. You're also protected against

any cover price rises that may take place over the

duration of your subscription.

The best way to subscribe is by continuous quarterly

direct debit, where you can spread the cost with a small

payment each quarter, rather than paying one lump sum

in advance. Plus - you can forget about the worry of

your subscription ever lapsing, as it runs until you are

ready to cancel.

PIPEDREAM 4

SAVE £80

Includes a

flexible word
processor and
document
designer with integrated

spelling checker, a powerful spread-

sheet with integral charts and a

compact database. 2Mb RAM needed.

BINDER &

TWO FREE

MAGAZINES

Exclusive to Acorn User

this binder will hold up to

13 issues of your favourite

magazine. PLUS receive an
extra two magazines
absolutely FREE!

£50 HOLIDAY

435*^ VOUCHER

Acorn User gives you £50 off

your next holiday

abroad!

96 Acorn User January 1996



Priority subscriptions form

-r

STAR

FIGHTER

3000

SAVE £29.95

Winner of our
reader's

Best Game
award. An
original and
thrilling space
game from
Fednet.

PUBLISH

ART

SAVE £25.00

The ultimate DTP
resource - 1500
original designs, a

massive 13Mb of

eye catching

resources - for

perfect DTP

4 DISC

GIFT

PACK

Four high density discs (low

density also available). Including a

collection of education resources,

a multimedia presentation detail-

ing the top 10 programs released

this year and the best PD and
Shareware available.

Subscription Hotline numbers

Tel: 0151 3571275

Fax: 0151 3572813

Email: database@dbdirect.demon.co.uk

0 Aesi Please enrol me for the following 13 issue

subscription to Acorn User NOW!

4201 UK £37.99 4202 EU £53.99 4203 World £68.99*

To renew subscription please tick:

4223 UK £37.99 4224
]
EU £53.99 4225Q World £68.99*

•Unfortunately World subscribers are not eligible to receive the free gift/special offer

I would like to pay by:

Cheque/postal order made payable to IDG Media

Expiry date

Card No.

1 /

IT

0 Please enrol me as a subscriber to Acorn User.

• 1 4210 £j| with payments of £9.49 by continuous quarterly direct debit

See section 2.

Your subscription will continue until you cancel. Over a year you will receive 13 issues.

Name of Bank/Building Society

.

Address

Name of Account

Your Account No Sort Code

Date Signature(s)

Your instructions to the bank/building society:

I instruct you to pay direct debits from my

account at the request of IDG Media. The

amounts are variable and may be debited

on various dates. No acknowledgement

required.

I understand that IDG Media may

change the amounts and dates only after

giving me prior notice. I will inform the

bank/building society in writing if I wish to

cancel this instruction. I understand that if

any direct debit is paid which breaks the

terms of the instruction, the bank/ building

society will make a refund. Bank/building

society may decline to accept instructions

to pay direct debit from some types of

accounts.

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Originator's ID No. 851412

Ref No

© Please send me the following FREE Gift/Special Offer (tick one):

Publish Art Only £10

Acorn User Gift Pack FREE

£50 holiday voucher FREE

4204
|

Pipedream 4 Only £5 4207

4205 Binder and two 4208
magazines FREE

4209
4206 Starfighter 3000 FREE

For the gift pack please specify whether you require High or Low density

discs (delete as appropriate)

• Please remember to either add the appropriate amount when you write

your cheque or if paying by direct debit, please send additional payment

All subscriptions will commence with the next available issue.

This offer can not be used in conjunction with any other subscription offer.

© Name

Address

Postcode .Tel

O Now send your completed form and payment to Acorn User,

Database Direct, FREEPOST. South Wirral L65 3EB. Tel: 0151-357

1275. Please state if credit card billing address is different from the

delivery address. Photocopies or handwritten versions of the above informa-

tion are acceptable.

IDG Media offers you the chance to receive information about other

organisations' goods and services, please tick the box if you prefer not to

take advantage of this.

January 1996 Acorn User 97

SUBSCRIPTIONS



Jim Daniels

We've always
tried to keep the

product range as

small as possible,

mainly because

you can provide

very good backup
for people. We
sold all the things

that we found
that we used
ourselves.

J
im Daniels started Pineapple over ten years

ago. You can tell it's one of the older compa-

nies because of its name - it hails from an age

where the fashion was still to call your computer

company after a fruit: Apple, Apricot, Tangerine

and so on. Like many Acorn companies,

Pineapple is a family affair, run by Jim with his

wife Barbara, and now his son Michael.

The familiar pattern in family-run Acorn com-

panies is that of the parents providing financial

support and business acumen for whizz-kid sons,

but Jim is a trained electronic engineer in his

own right. He worked at the BBC, and was there

when Ceefax started:

'One of the things I designed was the first set-

top box, which was the first commercially

available teletext decoder. This was before micro-

processors had been invented, really. Until I got

my first computer - a Commodore Pet - I'd

always assumed that whatever you could do with

microprocessors you could do better with hard-

ware. Then when the BBC Micro came along,

which was also a 6502 machine, I thought "I

wonder if I can make any money out of this?"

The first program I wrote on the BBC Micro

was in fact a copy of an arcade game called Moon

Crester. I used to get some very funny looks

when I went down the arcade and took photos of

the screen so that I could get the look right.

Superior Software bought it, changed to Star

Striker,
and that brought in royalties.'

Jim's next project, which he'd been working

on for some time, was a drawing program called

Diagram which could draw shapes larger than

the screen, scrolling the whole picture. This pro-

gram was developed for doing big system

diagrams on, but none of the Acorn software

companies were interested in selling it.

'Undeterred, and convinced that there was a

market for the program, Jim decided to found

Pineapple Software to sell Diagram. Diagram sold

well, and eventually led to the PCB autorouting

program which was very popular with schools

and soon became one of Pineapple Software's

best sellers.

'We were then approached by this kid called

Alan Glover, who said "I've written this program

called ADFS Utilities - would you like to sell it?"

Now, we used to get a reasonable number of kids

coming along with programs that they'd written,

asking if we wanted to sell it, and 99 out of 1(X)

of these aren't any good. But we liked ADFS
Utilities, and we marketed it and it sold a few

copies, but not too many because programs like

that never do; they're only bought by program-

mers. But with this, and a few other programs,

Pineapple gradually increased its turnover.'

Then the Archimedes came out, and it sud-

denly occurred to Jim that this would be an

excellent machine for video digitising. As an

engineer at the BBC, Jim had designed a lot of in-

house BBC equipment, so building a video

digitiser for the Arc wasn't much of a problem.

Jim also ported Diagram to what was then

Arthur, but admits that sofware writing on the

Archimedes was harder than on the BBC Micro.

'The Arc's a much more complex machine, so

it's much more difficult for one person to write

really big applications - it was still possible, but

most of the big projects were tackled by pro-

gramming teams like at Computer Concepts.

Then Alan Glover contacted us to offer us some

software he'd been putting together in-house at

Acorn for removing viruses. I was a little

doubtful about whether we could market this -

there weren't actually many viruses around at

the time on the Arc - but we decided to go for it.

We did the virus protection scheme as a subscrip-

tion service because the program would need

constantly updating.'

Pineapple's range of products has always been

fairly eclectic but this tends to reflect what Jim

himself finds useful.

'We've always tried to keep the product range

as small as possible, mainly because you can pro-

vide very good backup for people. We sold all the

things that we found that we used ourselves - we

started selling the colour scanners because we

used one to produce our adverts and realised

what a brilliant device it was.'

A company that concentrates on selling the

products that it finds useful; it's easy to see why

Pineapple has lasted so well. -

David Matthewman /jji
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RCMOVABLE HAROOR/YE SYSTEM

xvV^Sv-

* TOTAL OATA SECURITY
* EASY DATA TRANSFER BETWEEN COMPUTERS
* /DEAL HARODfSC BACKUP
The removable harddrive system fits into a 5W drive slot in the RiscPC and
harddrives are available in many sizes which can simply plug in and out of

I

—'

“rU *he slot as required. The drive may be locked in place to prevent

g|gp
unauthorized removal. For total security the drive may be removed and
stored in a safe place to prevent unauthorized access to your data. Because
the removable drives are available in any size (up to at least 1Gb) they are

also ideal for use as backups for existing harddrives, and may be easily transported between different computers for rapid
transfer of large datafiles. The system is available for use with both IDE and SCSI filing systems.
External boxes are available to enable SCSI removable drives to be used with older Acorn models. Please 'phone for details.

IDE systems

Mounting Kit for IDE systems £25.00

Plug in IDE drives: 425Mb £159.50 850Mb £216.00

1 ,2Gb £274.00

SCSI systems

Mounting Kit for SCSI systems £29.00

Plug in SCSI drives:- 730Mb £246.00

2Gb £679.00

1.0Gb £345 .00

PAL TY CODERS
There are now two coders in our range which cover all Acorn computer models
and allow Computer output in virtually all screen modes to be converted to a
PAL TV signal suitable for recording to a video recorder or displaying on any
TV with a Video input socket.

Price £104.57 inc vat The PLC/3 is our standard model which works in any of the 'standard TV'
modes (eg modes 12 & 15) on all Acorn computer models. (Note that the

AKF60 & AKF85 monitors will not work in these modes, although the PLC/3 will still produce a TV output
with the RiscPC). The PLC/3 has a 15 pin RGB output for the monitor, a BNC for video and an S-VHS
socket for S-Video.

A new addition to the range - the AVK/3 will work with all computer models
in all screen modes up to 800 x 600 resolution in 16 million colours. It has a
remote control with facilities for zooming, freezing & panning the TV picture.
Ideal for lectures and demonstrations etc. The AVK/3 includes all connecting
cables including a SCART which gives TV frequency RGB O/P for large
screen TV's, a phono socket for composite video and an S-VHS socket for S-
Video.

Mobile Phones
The Orange
system

provides

various tariffs

from as little as|

£15.00 per

month inc 15mins FREE call.'

£99.00 inc vat
Connection charge £30

orange

Price £399.00 inc vat
Noteholder Acorn Computer models may have 9 pin monitor sockets. 9 to

15pin & 15 to 9 pin converters are available at £4.1 1 each.

USpecials!!
Epson Stylus Colour II

£399.00 inc vat

Epson Stylus Colour II Pro

(A3 version)

£649.00 inc vat

SPECIAL OEEER - TREE MEMBERSHIP Of THE YIRUS PROTECTION SCHEME ANO
STU01024PRO AT JUST £49.00 WITH ANY RISCPC PURCHASE

RiscPC600 Computers
NB Prices inc VAT & Delivery!

4Mb HD425 +AKF60 £1325
4Mb HD425CI) +AKF60 £1450
4Mb HD425 +AKF85 £1650
4Mb HD425CD +AKF85 £1775

'Old' RiscPC 600's 3.5" Harddrives SCSI Cards
NB Prices inc VAT & Delivery!

5Mb HI)2 1 0 +AKF60 £1 1 73
5Mb HD210 +AKF85 £1499
9Mb HD420 +AKF60 £1667
9Mb HD420 +AKF85 £1949

RiscPC700 Computers A7000 Computers

5Mb HD425 +AKF60
5Mb Hl)425 +AKF85
5Mb HD425CD +AKF60
5Mb HD425CD +AKF85
10Mb HD850 +AKF60
10Mb H1)850 +AKF85
10Mb HD850CD+AKF60
10Mb HD850CD+AKF85
486PC Card

£1550
£1875
£1699
£1999
£1949
£2249
£2069
£2374

£116.32

£1099
£1219
£1189
£1299

(Only with RiscPC)

20:20 Finance Available

2Mb HD425 +AKF60
2Mb HD425CD +AKF60
4Mb HD425 +AKF60
4Mb HD425CD +AKF60

RiscPC upgrades:-

1Mb to 2Mb Vram £ 1 1 6.32

4Mb SIMM Ram £135.12
8Mb SIMM Ram £258.50
16Mb SIMM Ram £405.37
Note: All RiscPC's come with one

years on site warranty

IDE Drives m
425Mb £145.00

850Mb £199.75

1.2(4) £255.75

SCSI Drives
730Mb £226.00

1.0Gb £325.00

2.0Gb £659.00

Printers

Colour printers

£419.00

£289.00

BJC600E
BJC4000
Epson Stylus

Colour 11

Colour II S

Colour II Pro

(A3) £649.00

SCSI Cards

\ll Computers £116.32

SCSI c
Internal

External

able

£9.99

£19.99

SCSI II Cards
RiscPC £189.00

SCSI II Cabte
External £22.32

Scanners

£399.00

£369.00

1X4015 £675.00

GT8500 £599.00

C 19000 £733.00

All scanners include

Iniagemaster & Twain

Pineapple Software
Suites 13 & 14

South Park Business Centre
310 Green Lane, Ilford

Essex IG1 1XT
Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343
email:- sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk

Terms:- All prices include

17.5% vat. Carriage FREE to

mainland U.K. Phone for quote
outside U.K. Official orders,
cheques and all major credit

cards accepted. Money back
guarantee on all products.

For demonstrations of most of our
advertised products why not come
and visit us in our new offices (easy
parking) w here you can see most of
the Acorn range of computers and
other hardware in action.

Monday - Friday 0900 - 1730



Let AHT software connect you

...across your networks

Net

YOU use your Acorn computer for most of your

work. But at the next desk, or elsewhere on

your local networks, are other types of

computers, storing files you need to use. How
can you easily get at these files?

ANT OmniClient" gives internetworking a friendly

and familiar face. Log on to all kinds of servers, from

Acorn Access to Windows for Workgroups, Windows

NT, and AUN Level 4 and get files from standard Acorn

filer windows. Use network printers through Acorn

IPrinters in the usual way.

Single-user copies of OmniClient are available

only from ANT at £49 plus VAT. Site licences available

from ANT and Acorn at £249 plus VAT.

1

A\

HardDisc4 Mirror rorriM

\A\

Access * NTSERVER omniclient

Mount ’LAN Manager’ server

Name

Server name

Directory path

User name

Password

Authenticate

NTserverl

NTSERVER

public

guest

Delete
|
Cancel

[
Connect

]

. . . oi all the way around the world
YOU'RE ready to connect to the information

superhighway. But how do you start?

The ANT Internet Suite offers you an

Internet easy way to access the World Wide Web, read

and participate in newsgroups, send and

receive electronic mail, transfer files to and from comput-

ers around the world, and a host of other utilities to let

you explore the world of the Internet.

The emphasis is on ease of use, with automatic

setup for most UK service providers, drag and drop file

transfer, and hotlist access from all components.

Suitable for use with commercial Internet service

providers (using a 14.4k or faster modem) or with your

own direct connection, the ANT Internet Suite is the

easy way to access the electronic world.

The ANT Internet Suite is available now at £99

plus VAT for a single-user licence. Contact us to discuss

site licence requirements.
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D on't forget that ANT produces

one of the widest ranges of

Ethernet networking hardware for

Acorn RISC computers. Our low-cost

interfaces are installed at thousands

of sites across the UK.

Cards are available to fit all

Acorn RISC computers and are

offered with a combination of

connector types including

10Base2,10BaseT, and 10Base5.

Our distributor Atomwide and

our dealer network are able to offer

advice on choosing the right cards

and designing your network, and an

installation service is available.

Contact Atomwide directly on

01689 814500 for more details.

For further information on all ANT Phone:

products including price and availability, Fax:

dealers, distributor and licensing Post:

information, please contact ANT Ltd Email:

using one of the following methods: WWW:

01223 567808
01223 567801

ANT Ltd, PO Box 300, Cambridge CB1 2EG

sales@ant.co.uk

http://www.ant.co.uk/
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